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Verbal root v . r .
Ideophonic root Id. r..
Nominal root nom. r.
Adjectival root ad j. r .
Radical Extension REx.
Radical Conversion Extension RCE.
Extension Ex.
Tonal Markings;
High Tone H, '
Low Tone L, v
High-Low (fa llin g ) tone F, A
Consonant (with Radical) C
Vowel (with Radical) V
Vowel-Consonant (with Extension) VC
ii. 










































Unidentified lost consonant y
Unidentified phoneme 
(in  V, C context)
Radical consisting of Vowel only 
(original in it ia l consonant 
having been lo s t ) . ~V-
Radical consisting of Consonant 
only (original vowel 
having been lost) -C~
Primitive/Obsolete (starred forms) *
Same meaning (s.m.)
Derived from <
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
1.1.0 AIM OF THESIS
1 "■ i  I II. #
1.1.0 As the t i t l e  suggests, the purpose of this inves­
tigation is to establish a clear picture of what constitutes 
a verbal root in Xhosa, and to classify the various means 
whereby a simple verbal root may be extended to modify its  
meaning.
1.1.2 As far back as 1891, Torrend wrote in his classic 
"Comparative Grammar of the South African Bantu Languages", 
describing various suffixes which, when added to simple ver­
bal roots, give rise  to what he called 'derivative verbs'.
His analysis was the basis of later developments in this 
f ie ld  of study.
1.1.3 Before embarking on an investigation of the various 
types of extensions, i t  was obviously necessary to begin by 
isolating the verbal root i t s e l f ,  in its  simplest form.
1.1.4 In dealing with the verbal root, an attempt is made 
to identify the nature of the component radicals that comprise 
the root, and further to speculate on the probable meaning- 
content of these radicals. Since, however, radicals do not, 
in general, occur in isolation, such deductions must, of 
necessity, be mainly speculative.
1.2.0 THE VERBAL ROOT s (v .r . )
1.2.1 Most writers on Bantu have dealt with the verbal 
stem, and spoken in terms of monosyllabic, disyllabic stems 
etc. This was natural enough in view of the fact that a 
syllable in Bantu normally consists of a consonant plus a 
vowel, and the classification  of verbs according to the num­
ber of syllables in their stem seemed the obvious means of 
iden tification .
1.2.2 In this thesis, however, I have departed from this 
procedure and dealt with the root, for the following reason.
I t  is generally accepted that the fin a l vowel of a verbal 
stem is detachable ; that once i t  is dropped, the verbal 
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The conventional position is c learly  stated by
In Zulu, the vast majority of simple verb 
stems is composed of two syllab les, and 
ends in the vowel -a. With the in flex ion  
of the verb, this fin a l -a may give place to 
some other vowel or to some derivative su ffix . 
There is  one part of this regular verb stem, 
however, which does not change, and this 





1.2.3 This led to the further question : how are we 
to describe the root o f a d isyllab ic verb stem? I t  now 
consists of a syllable (consonant plus vowel) and a 
consonant. I t  cannot be a disyllabic root. I t  can, 
however, now be regarded as a root consisting of two 
radicals . But there is  an obvious difference between 
these radicals :
The f i r s t  : consists of Consonant plus Vowel,
The second : consists of a Consonant only, 
e.g: Root : -thand-
F irst radical : -tha- 
Second radical: -nd-
1) Text Book of Zulu Grammar : Doke (1931) 



















1.3.0. THE RADICAL JjiL.
1.2.1. One is immediately faced with a problem. Are 
these two radicals of a basically d ifferent nature, as 
they appear on the surface? Or are they fundamentally 
similar?
1.2.2. Apart from their semantic role and influence
i t  was necessary to establish whether each of these radical 
originally possessed a radical-vowel, or whether only the 
f ir s t  had a vowel, while the second consisted only of a 
consonant. This question is dealt with in the text.
1.2.2. Other questions that had to be answered in 
this connection were i
Is i t  possible to say that these radicals play a 
specific ro le? ' I f  so, what is  the precise 
nature of their respective roles? In what 
respects are they similar, and in what respects 
do they d iffer?
1.2.4. Following on. the lead given by Meinhof, 
Bourquin^ developed the theory that the f i r s t  and second 
radicals in a di-radical verbal root do actually fu l f i l  
distinct functions, though he did not go beyond pointing 
out that the main semantic force of the verb is vested in 
the f i r s t  radical, and that the second influences i t  in 
some direction. He did not elaborate on the la tte r.




















1.2.5 In his thesis, on the ootho verbal stem, Van der 
Merwe^ developed this lin e  further and shewed how
certain verbal roots, possessing a similar f ir s t  radical, have 
also a sim ilarity in general meaning. This principle has now 
been followed up, and developed in this study in relation to 
the Xhosa root.
1.2.6 Similarly, when dealing with the second radical in a
2 )di-radical verbal root, ideas advanced by McLaren led me to 
follow  up the possib ility of establishing a defin ite pattern, 
whereby i t  would be possible to specify the direction in which 
any such radical would influence the root.
1.2.7 In other words, by making a detailed comparison of 
verbal roots, on the dual-basis of sim ilarity of form, on the 
one hand, and semantic sim ilarity on the other, to identify the 
ro le at least of the most commonly found radicals, in both f ir s t  
and second position in the di-radical verbal root.
1.2.8 The two radicals in a di-radical verbal root are 
referred to, respectively, as the primary rad ical^  and the
A)
secondary radical. '
1.2.9 I t  must be emphasized that the attempt to analyse the 
di-radical verbal root into primary and secondary radicals, and 
thereafter to elucidate the meaning-content of these radicals 
respectively, has been of an entirely speculative nature. The 
theories put forward in this connection are tentative, and not 
intended to be regarded in any way as fin a l.
1.3.10 In seeking to classify the high frequency secondary 
radicals into what have been termed 'semantic categories’ , such 
classification  is , again, of a speculative nature. What is 
significant is not so much the actual categories suggested herein, 
but the fact that some such classification  appears to be possible. 
That the actual categories suggested here are not altogether satis­
factory, and may indeed prove to be inadequate, is of secondary 
importance.
1) c f. D.F. van der Merwe, "On the Morphology and Semasiology
of the Sotho Verbal Stem, with special reference to the 
derivative verbal species". (1941) : cf Appendix A.
2) c f. Para. 4.2.0
3) c f. Chapter 3 s (Rl)
4) c f. Chapter 4 : (R2)
4 
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1*4.0. THE VOWEL IN THE PI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOT.
1.4.1. At f i r s t  sight, a typical verbal root consists 
of Consonant-Vowel-Consonant. Several questions present 
themselves in regard to this vowel s What is its  origin? 
In what way is  i t  attached to the Consonant phonemes?
Has i t  any specific semantic function? And i f  so, what 
is its  nature?
1.4.2. In the course of this study, I have endeavoured, 
at least, to indicate the directions in which the answers 
to these questions may be found,
I have indicated, for instance, that this 
vowel is , basically, the undetachable vowel of the primary 
radical, though i t  may have been influenced through 
the now lost vowel of the secondary radical.
1.4.3. While not attempting to allocate a defin ite 
semantic shape to any individual vowel, there is  evidence, 
for example, that /U/ may often indicate a ’ reversive' 
idea of the basic verbal root, ' or abundant action.
1.4.4. Further, the possib ility is discussed of a
variation in radical vowel being accompanied by a variation
in the semantic shape of the primary radical, and a




At this stage an explanation of this term is  
called fo r.
When dealing with a complete verbal root, i t
1) c f. Paras
2) c f. Paras





1.4.0. THE VOWEL IN THE DI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOT • 
1.4.1. At first sight, a typical verbal root consists 
of Consonant-Vowel-Consonant. Several questions present 
themselves in regard to this vowel~ hat is its origin? 
In what way is it attached to the Consonant phonemes? 
Has it any specific semantic function? 
is its nature? 
And if so, what 
1.4.2. In the course of this study 7 I have endeavoured, 
at least) to indicate the directions in which the answers 
to these questions may be found. 
I have indicated, for instance, th.at this 
vowel is, basically, the undetachable vowel of the primary 
radical,l) though it may have been influenced through 
the now lost vowel of the secondary radical. 
1.4.3. While not attempting to allocate a definite 
semantic shape to any individual vowel, there is evidence, 
for example, that /U/ may often indicate a 
I reversive' 
idea of the tasic verbal root,
2
) or abundant action. 
Further, the possibility is discussed of a 
variation in radical vowel being accompanied by a variation 
in the semantic shape of the primary radical, and a 
corresponding variation in the meaning of the verbal 
2.) 
root as a whole. 
1.5.0. ~E.MANTJ._C SHAPE. 
At this stage an explanation of this term is 
called for. 
When dealing with a complete verbal root, it 
1) cf. P8_ra~ 
2) cf. Para~ 
3) cf. Para~ 
7 "2 .4 0 
2.7.6. 
2.7.1. 
is  possible to say that i t  has 'meaning1; e.g. "see” , "go", 
"strike" etc. But although a radical may have a basic 
idea attaching to i t ,  ^  or may influence the meaning of 
the complete root in some direction"^, yet neither radical, 
in i t s e l f , can be said to possess 'meaning'. Where 
semantic value can be appreciated, without amounting to 
specific 'meaning', the fact is referred to as ’ semantic 
shape', Both the f i r s t  and the second radical each 
possess semantic shape, but taken together, as a complete 
verbal root, they have 'meaning’ .
1.6.0. EXTENSIONS TO THE VERBAL ROOT-
1.6.1. While the basic form of the typical verbal root 
is di-radical, there are various species, derived from the 
di-radical, by means of suffinal extensions. These suffixes 
invariably come after the simple root, and before any 
terminative.
o)
1 .6 .2 . Meinhof ' has given us a very thorough and 
comprehensive analysis of what he calls "derivative 
extensions" or "su ffixes." These "su ffixes", however, 
appear to be of d ifferent kinds, and. fu l f i l  d ifferent 
functions. I t  has been my aim in this thesis, to classify 
these various ’ extensions', as I prefer to ca ll them, and 
to determine in what ways, i f  any, they d iffe r  ; both in 
form and function.
1.6.2. The defin ition  of an extension, in general 
terms, is;
1) c f. Para; 2.1.0.
2) c f. C. Meinhof & N.J. v. Warmelo, "Introduction to
Phonology of Bantu Languages" (1922); 
p. 42. para 21 et seq.
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"A morpheme or group of morphemes which 
through association with a verbal root 
produces a modification in the semantic 
force of the verb in respect of relationship, 
while retaining the basic meaning of the 
verbal root i t s e l f  J1
1.6.4. In the course of this investigation i t  
became evident that i t  is necessary to d ifferen tiate 
between3
( i )  An extension added, to a non-verbal root,
to convert i t  to use as a verbal root."^
( i i )  An extension added to a di-radical verbal
2 )root, giving rise to a tri-rad ica l root.
( i i i )  An extension added to a verbal root, at the
w ill of the speaker, which, visile not 
modifying the basic meaning of the action 
described, yet adds f le x ib il ity  to the verb 
in respect of its  application (e .g . causing 
the action, doing i t  to someone else, and 
so on ).
1„6.5. I have endeavoured to examine and classify
these different types of Extension, referring to them, 
respectively, as
( i )  Radical Conversion Extension
( i i )  Radical Fxtension, and
( i i i )  Extension.
1 ) c f . Para 3 12.5.0. JiL.seq..
2 ) c f . Para; 11.5.0. .et seq .
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Extension, while acknowledging the valuable contribution 
made by Van der Merwe, I have had to d iffe r  with him in 
regard to the vowel of the Extension."^ I have 
attempted to shew that this vowel is as much an undetacliable 
part of the Extension, as the radical vowel is  of the radical, 
of which i t  forms an integral part.
1.6.7. A further question that has received attention
is whether there is any hard and fast rule governing the
order of sequence of extensions when two or more are in
2 )series.
1.7.0. TONAL SEQUENCE IK THE VERBAL _R00T .
1.7.1. I t  became clear, as the work proceded, that the 
study of the verbal root and its  extensions, would be 
incomplete without some reference to their tonal patterns.
1.7.2. Have di-radical verbal roots defin ite  tonal 
sequences? Does a root retain its  tonal sequence when 
extended? Are there defin ite tonal sequences to be found 
in given extension forms? I f  so, what principles govern 
these sequences?
1.7.3. In the fin a l chapter, an analysis is  made of the 
tonal patterns which are characteristic of the various 
verbal roots (and cognate ideophonic roots) both in their 
simple and extended forms.
1.7.4. I have spoken of tonal 'sequences' and
O)
deliberately refrained from using Westphal's term of
'tonal p ro file s '.  My reasons for so doing are given in
4)the appropriate place.
1) c f. Paras 14.12.1.
2) c f . Paras 16.1.2. jgJLAfLL*
3) c f . Prof, E. Westphal ; 'Tonal Profiles of Xhosa
nominals in fina l syntactical position.' (1967).
4) c f. Paras 18,1.2., 18.1.3.
n 
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1.7.5. An analysis has been made of the progressive 
modifications in the tonal contrasts of the verbal root, 
when the addition of a succession of extensions is made,
and the sequence high/low contrasts recorded. The analysis 
is based upon the examples given in the corresponding 
sections of the thesis.
1.7.6. Since there are certain differences between 
what are commonly known as Transkeian and Ciskeian tonal 
dialects, I have used the Transkeian variety throughout.
1 . 8 . 0 .  MARKING OF TONS.
1.8.1. As far as possible, I have marked the tones in
the examples of Xhosa roots throughout this study. I have 
refrained from giving the tones of roots other than those 
of Xhosa, recognising my own lim itation in this regard, and 
being a^are of the possibility of further complications of 
d ia lectic variations therein. Tones have only been
marked on the roots, and not on prefixes, such as the 
in fin it iv e , noun class prefixes etc.
1.8.2. The tones marked are those occurring in the 
in fin it iv e  form of the di-radical root.
1.8.3. High Tone indicated by H or f 
Low Tone indicated by L or N
High (Falling) Tone, indicated by F or
1.8.4. Technically speaking, only a vowel can carry a 
tone. The di-radical verbal roots, having lost their fina l 
vowel, are indicated throughout, as having a fina l low-
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1.9.0. STARRED FORMS.
Reference is made occasionally in this study 
to the reconstructed starred forms in accordance with 
the works of Meinhof and others associated with his 
views, such as Bourquin. This has been done for 
practical reasons, in order to give some basis of 
comparison. . I t  is  fu lly  realised that, in view of 
later research, these forms may be found to be inade­
quate in many respects, and w ill have to be modified 
at a later stage.
1.10.0. INDICATION OF ROOT.
Because i t  has been important to d ifferen tiate 
between the root and its  extensions, I have used capital 
letters to indicate the verbal root; 
e.g; -6ÓN-
and also, where a radical extension has been added; 
e.g; -THANDAsZ-
But the Extensions have been typed in lower case letters
\ / \ V
e.g; -BONisan-
10. 
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. , CHAPTER 2.
2.0.0. THE RADICAL.
2.1.1. A radical is the irreducible element within
a root which, though not necessarily possessing a defin ite 
"meaning” when standing alone,^ exerts a semantic 
influence upon any root of which i t  forms a part.
2.1.2. In Xhosa, a radical consists, basically, of a 
consonant^ plus a vowel, so linked together that they 
are without significance when separated, but constitute, 
together, a single morpheme with a defin ite semantic shape.
2.1.2. A Primary Radical is any radical which occurs 
in f ir s t  position in a verbal root. When the root is 
mono-radical, the primary radical is , of course, the only 
one.
2.1.4. A Secondary Radical is any radical which occurs 
in second position in a verbal root, whether i t  be a 
di-radical or multi-radical v .r .
2.1.5. A Primary Radical may take the form of
consonant plus vowel0, or semi-vowel plus vowel; or
a)
merely a vowel.
2.1.6. A ll Secondary Radicals were originally similar 
to the Primary Radicals and consisted of a consonant plus 
a vowel. In the course of development, however, the 
d istinctive radical-vowel of the fina l radical in most 
verbal roots has been replaced by an invariable termina- 
tive  ^  and the original vowel is no longer iden tifiab le.
1 )  . e.g; A radical has a defin ite "meaning" when i t  occurs
as a mono-radical verbal root.
2 )  . By "consonant" is also implied consonant, consonantal
compound, or semi-vowel.
2). c f . Para 2.2.1.
4). c f. Chapter 10.
11. 
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2.1.7. In present-day 'Xhosa, a radical may appear ass
( i ) Consonant plus vowel ; -CV-
( i i ) Consonant only % -C~
(The original radical vowel having been 
dropped in favour of an invariable 
Terminative; e.g. -a etc.)
(N.B. ~ represents the lost radical 
vowel, now not id en tifiab le ).
( i l l ) Vowel only i ~V-
(Tlie original consonant, probably - y  - 
having been lost; here represented by ~)
(lv ) Semi-Vowel plus Vowel ; -CV-
2 .1 .8 . Examples of Radicals;
( i ) -CV- i
c f. Primary Radical -BA- in -BAMB- (hold)
\
11 " -THI in mono-Radical v .r .
-THI (say - do etc.)
( i i ) -C~ s
c f . Mono-Radical v .r . -KH~ (pluck)
Secondary Radical -PH~ in -KHUPH- (take out)
( i i i ) ~V- ;
A  v.
c f. Primary Radical ~A- in -AKH- (build)
( iv ) -CV- ( —C — being a semi-vowel)
c f. Primary Radical -YA- in -YAL- (command).
•o•<M•CO PRIMARY RADICALS CONSISTING OF A VOWEL ONLY.
(See ( i i i )  above).
2 .2 .1 . A primary radical may consist of a vowel only.
Originally i t  is almost certain that a ll radicals had an 
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original consonant -V -  have lost this consonant, and the
radical has been reduced from - V'A- to -A -. For example, 
a x
the root -AKH- (build) is probably derived from the 
primitive form -\/AK-. Today the radical vowel -A- of
# A \
- ^A- survives as the primary radical in -AKH-.
2 „2 .2 . N.B. I t  is important to d ifferen tiate such
primary radicals, consisting of a vowel 
only, from the non-radical in it ia l 
vowel, occurring in certain verbal roots, 
where the in it ia l vowel is a survival of 
a prim itive in fin it iv e  prefix ^ y i -  etc. 
and not a radical,
2.2.2. The in it ia l consonant ' y , which is lost in the
primary radical of vowel verbal roots, recurs in the 
imperative form as /y/ s for example 3
yAKHani aphoi (build over there1.)
yAiiKela imithandazo yethul (receive our prayers)
2.2.0. THF INCIDENCE AND...FUITCTION OF 
THH RADICAL IN PI- AND hULTI-RADICAL
VERBAL ROOTS.
2.2.1. While i t  w ill be necessary to deal fu lly with 
this aspect of the radical when describing the di-radical 
and multi-radical verbal roots, i t  is  desirable to mention 
briefly at this stage the fundamental differences between 
the radical when used as R l1  ̂ and when used as R2 .^
1) R1 3 Primary Radical 3 c f. Chapter 2.
2) R2 3 Cecondary Radical ; c f. Chapter 4.
13. 
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2.2.2. Fundamentally the morphological shape of the
Primary Radical (Rl) and the Secondary Radical (R2) is 
identical. Each consists, basically, of consonant plus
■vowel (with the variations already mentioned)P
2.2.2. That is to say, originally a ll radicals probably 
had the same semantic force, whether used as Rl or R2.
2.2.4. In the course of development, however, where 
two radicals were fused together to make one morpheme, with 
a combined semantic shape, ( i . e .  as in the formation of the 
di-rad.ical verbal root J certain secondary radicals tended 
to occur more frequently with a defin ite semantic force, 
often with considerable semantic sh ift, for example,
R2 -h -^  indicating prolonged action, and so on (c f. 
mono-R v .r . - (i)h ~  (stand)).
2.4.0. mipiÁKí RADICAL ,
2.4.1. A radical occurring by it s e l f ,  as a mono-radical
verbal root, or a radical occurring in f ir s t  position in a 




2.4.2. The mono-Radical -THÏ (say, think, do, etc.)
is both a primary radical, and, incidentally, 
also a mono-radical verbal root, besides 
being the mono-radical stem.
2.4.2. The mono-Radical -PH- (give) is both a
primary radical, and a mono-radical 
verbal root.
2.4.4. The mono-Radical -(i)M~ (stand) is both a
primary radical, and a mono-radical verbal root
1 ) c f . P^raa 2.1.7.
2 ) c f . Para? 7.2.2.
3) c f . Para? 4.8.0.
14. 
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radical must inevitably carry the fu ll semantic force of 
the root, since i t  is the only radical, 
e.g; -B~ (become)
-(i)M~ (stand)
-THÏ (say, think, do).
2.4.6. When the primary radical is fused with a second
radical, the la tter becomes the secondary radical in a 
di-radical root.
2.4.7, The Primary Radical in such a combination of
R1;R2 continues to carry the main semantic force of the root. 
For example, the primary radical -JI- carries the idea of 
twisting, turning % I t  occurs in several di-radical 






 ̂ \ 
-JIL-
(p la it neatly)
(tw ist, turn)
(turn round, turn about) 
(interweave)
-JÍNG- (hang, dangle, swing)
-JRZ- (t ie ,  put around, (the head)).
2.4.3. In each of these roots, the fundamental idea
of 'tw istin g ', 'turning' is obvious, and is vested in 
R1 -¥J I-. The modifying influence, giving d istinctive 
meaning to the roots, is supplied by the variations in R2.
2.4,9. In Appendix A, I have given fa ir ly  fu ll
examples of this principle, shewing how the main semantic 
shape of the verbal root is carried by R1.
2.5.0. SECONDARY RADICAL.
2.5.1. A radical occurring in second position is 
known as a secondary radical.
15. 
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2.  
primary or a secondary radical.
2„5.2. The semantic force of a radical is  by no means
necessarily the same in primary and secondary position.
For example, the radical -B~, as a mono­
radical (primary radical) carries the meaning of "bey 
become."






(itch ), -BAL- (count)
(be cold to the touch; congeal)
(cause)
(sharpen to a point)
There does not appear to be any clear semantic relationship 
between these primary radicals. There are, in fact, 
differences of tone. There may also be several semantic 
values or several distinct radicals with the morphological 
shape -B~.
By contrast, when -B~ occurs as a secondary radical, i t  
most frequently indicates defin ite and often vigorous 
action of some kind (when so occurring, i t  is  known as an 
'operative' rad ica l)1^.
Or i t  may indicate 'becoming1 or 'being' in a certain 
state or condition1, (when so occurring, i t  is known as 
a 'neuter' radical. In such instances, i t  is in line 
semantically with -B~, when occurring as a primary rad ical.)
2.5.4. At this stage, i t  is  only necessary to note that
any radical may carry an entirely d ifferent semantic force 
depending on whether i t  occurs in a primary or a secondary 
position.
1 ) See Para; 4.8.0.
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2.5.5, The secondary radical has almost an
adverbial influence upon the semantic shape of the verbal 
root, modifying the action described by the primary 
radical in some given direction. The direction in 
which the secondary radical influences the primary 
radical is discussed fu lly  in a later chapter. ^
2.6.0. RELATED RADICALS.
2.6.1. There are only two mono-radical verbal roots 
whose radical vowel can be identified with absolute 
certainty - They are
-THI (say, think, do) and 
-TSHO (say so, think so, do thus).
In other words, we may say that there are only two 
radicals in Xhosa today (occurring also as primary 
radicals) with a known radical vowel.
2.6.2. There is also one di-radical verbal root, with 
a secondary radical with a known, undetachable radical 
vowel 5 namely
-AZI (know).
2.6.2. In other words, there are actually three
radicals in Xhosa which appear to have retained their
original radical vowel ; v iz .
-THI, -TSHO and -Z I. 
v
(N.B. Even -TSHO is open to question ; i t  might well
\
be a la ter variant of -TH I).
2.6.4. The remainder of the mono-radical roots have
a ll accepted the invariable terminative -a etc. and thus 
lost their original radical vowel, whatever i t  may have been.
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They therefore can only be recorded as ?
\ y
-B~ (become) -PH~ (g ive) etc.
-(i)M~ (stand) -(i)V ~  (hear) etc.
(N.B. The symbol /-/ representing a vowel,
the exact nature of which is now uncertain).
2.6.5. In the case of secondary radicals of di-radical
roots, a ll trace of the original radical vowel is now lost, 
since its  place has been taken by the invariable termina- 
tives -a etc., although its  influence may s t i l l  survive 
in the radical vowel of R1 in the di-radical root.
2.7.0. RHIZEME,
The term 'Rhizeme' is one I have had to coin.
I t  is applied to a family of related radicals wherein there 
may be variants in the consonant or vowel phonemes, or in 
both, resulting in a modification of the semantic shape of 
the radical, without destroying its  relationship to the 
rhizeme as a whole. This is a phenomenon that has 
already engaged the attention of students of Bantu languages,1  ̂
particularly on the leve l of the consonant phonemes. The 
idea is  here extended to include also variants within the 
vowel phonemes of the radical. The term ’ rhizeme1 is 
derived from the Greek (root) .
2.7.1. The main semantic shape of a root is  carried by 
the Rl. Thus we have, for example,
-THATH- (take), with Rl, -THA- (idea of taking).
We find also the root,
\ \ ^
-TH0TH- (withdraw), with Rl, -TH0- (sim ilar idea
of taking, but in this instance, taking back)
And again, we have,
-THÏÏTH- (take away), with Rl, -THU- (sim ilar idea of
taking, but in this case, taking away) .
T ) c f. Prof, J.A. Louw, "~ThiT consonant phpn ernes of the ~
lex ica l root in Zulu". (Afrika und Ubersee sprachen- 
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2.7.2. Recognising the fact that a radical vowel in 
the R1 of a di-radical root is not necessarily the original 
basic R vowel, we could represent R1 in each of the above 
instances as -TH~, with R vowel -A-, -0-, and -ir­
respectively .
2.7.3. There is  su fficient semantic relationship 
between these three roots to allow for the possib ility that 
-TH~ is the same R1 in each case, but with a d ifferent vowel, 
giving a semantic sh ift to the R. This variation in vowel 
might either be due to the influence in the R2 fused with i t  
to form a di-R v .r „ , or i t  might be that -TH~ can take 
various R vowels, to form related R, v iz . ,  -THA, -THO- and 
-THU etc.
2.7.4. I f  this is  so, then we have a group of R, related
closely to each other but with variant R vowels.
For example;
The radicals -TH~, -THA, -THO and -THU belong to the 
same rhizeme, as illustrated by the three roots;
THA in -THATH- (take)
\ \
(draw back)THO in -THOTH-
/ \
(take away)THU in -THUTH-
2.7.5. There are three main directions in which variant
forms may be found within a given rhizeme s namely,
(a) When a given R has a constant R consonant, 
with variations in the R vowel i
(b) Where there is a variation in the R consonant,
the R vowel remaining constant ;
(c ) Where the R consonant and vowel are identical,
but there is  a variation in the tonemic 
value of the R vowel.
Puller examples of this principle are given below.
T T " c f . Doke s "Bantu T e r n U n o l o g y ' ~
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consonant with variations in the radical vowel ; e.g;
/ \ / \
-SAL- (remain) cf -SUL- (wipe o ff ,  wipe away)
There is an obvious semantic relationship existing between
these two roots. I t  becomes even clearer when we add,
for comparison,
\  \
-SÏÏS- (remove, take away ( t r ) ) ,  and 
v \
-SUK- (get up and go away)
The primary radical in each case is  the common R1 -S~ (idea 
of removing, going or taking away). I t  occurs here 
variously as s
-SA- in -SAL- and as -SU- in -SUL-, -SUS-, and -SÍíK-. 
/
R1 -SA- contains the idea of 'remaining', while in each 
\
case, R1 -SÏÏ- contains the reverse idea, i .p . ,  that of 
’ removing', 'going or taking away'.
The variant factor here is the vowel -U- which, when i t  
replaces -A-, has a reversive sign ificance.^
/ / X
I t  appears, however, that -SA-, -SU- and -SU- are actually 
variations of the same radical; the one representing the 
basic idea of the verbal root, and the other expressing 
variations.
/ /
As the di-radical roots stand today, R1 is  -SA-, -SU- and
-SU- respectively. Whether they were originally so, or
whether the present variation in radical vowel has evolved
in the process of the formation of the di-radical root by
the fusion of R1 with R2, is a question discussed in
principle when dealing with the synthesis of the di-radical 
2 )verbal root. '
1) In the extensions (c f paras 15.8.0. the vowel -u- 
frequently has the semantic force of reversing or 
undoing the action described by the original root.
2) cf Synthesis of the di-radical root s para 7.2.0.
20. 
2.7.6. (a) A given radical having a constant radical 
t el~ : 
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The above are by no means isolated examples. Other such
pairs of roots (and pairs of R) include such as 5 e.g .,
-PHAPH- (be open ? a lert, attentive)'and 
-PfffrPH- (dream)
-THATH- (take) and 
-THUTH- ( c onv ey away)
-VAL- (shut) and
-VUL- (open)
I t  would appear that variations in the tone of the radical 
vowel may occur within the same rhizeme.
2.7.7. (b) There may also be variants within any
given rhizeme, the variations in this case being vested in 
the consonantal element.
Louw^ has made a thorough investigation of this phenomenon 
in Zulu. I t  is unnecessary to quote at length from Louw's 
paper, as that is available in its  fu ll text. The 
following pairs of verbal roots are, however, quoted to 
illu stra te  the principle involved;-
"A whole range of stems w ill be given here to 
illu stra te  the function of /kh/ and /g/ to 
indicate a minimum of semological differences 
between stems whose meanings have otherwise
great s im ila rities ;" e.g ., 
/ kh /
-kheba (dig out, hollow out)
-khexa (s it  in amazement, be 
dejected, be open mouth 
with amazement).




-geba (bend down, incline) 
-gexa (hang loose)
-gega (remove hair)
-giba- (take out, pursue)".
1) Louw, J.A., "The Consonant Phonemes of the lex ica l 
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Louw goes on to state that this contrast in consonant 
phonemes appears to be of greater significance than 
differences of tone when contrasting such pairs of roots. 
He says^
"The majority of the verb stems....... in 4.6.
are a ll low in tone so that i t  is only the 
opposition between /kh/ and /g/ which is 
really relevant. This supports my opinion 
that this significant opposition between 
related consonants has replaced tone to a great 
extent in Zulu."
Further quotation would be redundant.
Louw has, however, drawn attention to a most important 
factor in the study of the semantic shape of radicals. 
The principles pointed out by him regarding Zulu apply 
equally to Xhosa. Such a detailed study is , however, 
beyond the scope of this study.
This principle is seen operating in Xhosa. 
Taking an example from a primary R, we have e.g.,
\ \( -HLÁL- (remain, s it ) 3 Rl, -HLA- 
( / \
( -SAL- (remain behind, stay) 3 Rl,
/
-SA-
-HLA- and -SA- are almost certainly related R, derived 
from a common ancestor, probably ’ -ka-.
Similarly we have s






( -NCAiYLAthel- (stick close to, 
(be attached to)
-NAMAthel-
(beat out, hammer, forge) 
(stick to, adhere to)
Rl, -KHA-
R1 3 -NA-
'  S v
Rl -NCA-
An example of the same principle operating in a secondary
R is found in such pairs of roots as :
/  \
-th i futhu (be overheated, out of breath):
R2, -thu
-FUDUMal- (be warm) s R2, -DU-
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2.7.8. The possib ility exists of a third variant 
within a related group of radicals, namely, where the R 
have identical consonants and vowels, but there is  a 
variation in the tonemic value of the vowels.
An example of this may be found in the R1 -HLA- as 
found in the roots :
-HLÁZa (ad j., fresh)
(um)HLAZa (2) (raw sore; ulcer)
-HLAZ- (expose; and so, disgrace).
2.7.9. In contrast with the foregoing, however, i t  is 
possible to find instances of pairs of R, which appear 
identical in form, and with a similar tonal value, which 
do not belong to the same rhizerne, and which have widely 
d iffering semantic shapes. For example ;
The two mono-R v .r .,
-B~ (become) and -B~ (be of opinion, think) 
And such di-R v .r . as
\ S \ \
-BANG- (cause) and -BANG- (claim) 
each ha* an apparently identical form and tone, in 
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CHAPTER 3.
3.0. 0. PRIMARY RADICAL.
3.0. 1. A primary radical is the f i r s t  radical in any
verbal root, irrespective of whether i t  is a simple mono­
radical, or an extended multi-radical root. For examples
-THI in -THI (say)
-BO- in -B0N-X (see)
-BO- in -BONGOsZel- (beseech fo r)
I t  is this primary radical which carries the main semantic 
shape of the complete verbal root.
3.1.0. Bourquin"^ , following Meinhof, recognised that
the two radicals that comprise a di-R verbal root have a
2 )different semantic function. He drew attention to
the fact that the main semantic shape of the root is 
vested in the primary radical, and that the secondary 
radical modifies the semantic shape of the primary radical 
in a certain direction. He did not, however, go on to 
identify the direction or directions of such influence.
3.1.1. I am entirely in agreement with this point of 
view. The primary radical does carry the main semantic 
shape of the verbal root, and the secondary radical has, 
often, almost an adverbial influence, indicating continuity
Q )
of action, interrupted action, and so on.
1 )  . W. Bourquin (1923) "Neue UrBantu Wortstamme" etc.;
Chp. 3, page 191 et seq.
2 ) . The terminology in this paragraph is  my own, not
Bourquin’ s.
3 ) . See "Secondary Radical" para; 4.8.0. etc.
24. 
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). W. Bourquin (1922) 11 Neue UrBantu Wortstarnme 11 etc.~ 
2 ~ ~  
). The terminology in this paragraph is my own, not 
i 1  
2). Se  11 Secondary Radical 11 paraj 4.8.O. etc. 
3.1.2. I f  we take, for example, the group of v .r . ,
\ \ i )  \
-JIC- etc., ' we find a common Rl, v iz . -J I-, and a common 
semantic shape, namely, the idea of twisting or turning.
We may conclude, therefore, that the common semantic 
shape is supplied by the common Rl.
3.1.3. On the other hand, i t  does not necessarily 
follow, because two or more roots contain a common Rl,
(that is , in form and tone), that the Rl is identical in 
each case.
I t  is possible to have several radicals with identical 
consonant-cum-vowel combination and with no discernible 
tonal differences, yet having d ifferent semantic shapes.
For example, i f  we take the CV combination of -BA- ; 




-BAND- (congeal, be cold to touch)
-BANG- (cause)
-BAZ- (sharpen to a point)
Yet there appears to be no common semantic shape shared 
by these R l.
We may conclude that there are probably several 
radicals■with the same CV form.
3.1.4. In the ligh t of what I have said about the
ts \
Rhizeme^ , i t  is  also possible to find two or more Rl, 
with d ifferent radical vowels, yet being so closely related 
that, in essence, they constitute the same R l.
For example;
In the group of roots;
-PHAPH- (be a lert, attentive; open out)
A N
-PHEPH- (be nimble, start aside etc ).
-PHUPH- (dream)
1) c f. Para; 2.4.7.
2) c f. "Rhizeme"; see para; 2.7.0.
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The three Rl, -PHA-, -PHE- and -PHU- belong to the same 
rhizeme, carrying the idea of being wide-awake or a lert. 
The common Rl should here be represented as -PH~,
~ representing the variant vowel within this rhizeme.
3.1.5. And again, taking the pair of roots,
-PHATH- (touch, handle, hold in the hand)
\  /  \ \
-PHUTHa-PHUTH- (grope about, fe e l around
with the hands)
we have actually two d ifferent variants of the same Rl,
v iz . -PH~, belonging to the same rhizeme. (In  the
\ / 
la tte r root, -PHU- is  the 'reversive' of -PHA-).
3.1.6. In other instances, a difference in tonemic 
values is  clearly established, d ifferentiating between 




-THAND- (lik e , love, etc.)
-THAND- (wind up).
2.1.7. There are, on the other hand, pairs of verbal 
roots with apparently identical Rl, both in CV form and 
tonemic values, with quite d ifferent meanings; e.g .,
-BANG- (cause, occasion, bring about), and
-BANG- (claim, demand)
A more accurate tonemic analysis might, however, disclose 
a fine variation between these R, but no such data is at 
present available.
3.2.0. Except where a Di-R v .r . obviously consists
of a reduplicated Rl, e.g .,
-BHABH- (flu tte r , f la p )1
there is nothing that I have been able to discover to
1 ). The reduplicated R indicates repetative action as 
described by the R.
,------------------------- -~-
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indicate that any given R must carry the same semantic 
shape in both R1 and R2 positions.
3.3.0. In Appendix A, I have lis ted  147 primary
radicals, and against them, mentioned two or more verbal 
roots with a corresponding common Rl, and a related 
semantic shape.
Reference to this Appendix w ill give fu ll examples of 
the principles outlined in the preceding paragraphs.
There is , of necessity, a great variety of Rl 










4.0. 0. SECONDARY RADICAL.
4.1.0. Reference has already been made to Bourquin's 
comments^ regarding the respective functions of the 
primary and secondary radicals.
2 )4.2.0. McLaren ' takes the matter a step further, and
attempts to allocate defin ite semantic values to some of
° )the more commonly found R2. What he says in this
connection is of great importance, in that i t  was the f i r s t  
serious attempt, in Xhosa at least, to give positive 
semantic values to certain R2.
He says, inter a lia ,
"The great majority of Xhosa verbs end
in one or other of the following syllables;
la , ka, ma, ba, tha, za, mba, nga."
He then gives examples of these stems, and the gist of
his conclusions can be summarised in the following table;
Table of McLaren's semantic






5 Type of Action described.
forcib le action
motion, or change of position
mostly transitive
continued or progressive action
action done with the hand
mba continuous action
nda denoting mental feeling or acts
nga tentative action
za suffixed to descriptive nouns
to form a verb.
1) c f . Para; 2.1.0.
2) McLaren; Xhosa Grammar (1926) para 146.
3) McLaren refers to "second syllables" where I would refer
to R2 (R2, of course, having the form -C~D
4) c f. McLaren; Xhosa Grammar (1926) para; 146.
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4.3.0. Van der Merwe^ made a detailed study of the 
R1 and R2 in the Sotho verb, and came to two conclusions 
that are of interest to us here 3 namely,
(a) That i t  is the consonant in the radical
which is the dominating semantic factor; 
and
(fc) That although the radical vowel of R1 "may 
give some colouring to the meaning of the 
root", its  function is  only of secondary 
importance.
I must challenge this supposition, for i t  is obvious that 
the consonant and the vowel which constitute any radical 
are both an essential and integral part of the radical. 
Without the radical vowel, the consonant alone has no 
semantic shape. But the CV combination does carry 
semantic value.
4.4.1. The v ita l importance of the role played by the
2 )radical vowel of R1 is clearly seen in the Rhizeme. Here 
i t  is clear that the variation in radical vowel has a 
defin ite semantic influence on the shape of the whole root.
4.4.2. Whereas, in Rl, the radical retains a radical 
vowel (whether in its  original form, or in a form resulting 
from the fusion of RV of Rl and R2), in R2 of most di-radical 
v .r . ,  the radical vowel has been dropped in favour of the 
more recent terminatives -a, - i l e  etc.
For example, in -THEMB- (hope)
/
Rl retains its  radical vowel -E- in -THE- 
R2 has lost its  radical vowel and should, 
more correctly, be written as ~ in -MB-.
T T T .d  .Merwe™^n~the liorphology” and™emasToTogy~ of the 
Sotho verbal stem . . . "  (1S41) Chapters 1, 2 and 3.
2) c f . Rhizeme % paras 2.7.0.
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4.4.3. Owing to the loss of the radical vowel of R2, 
we are at a disadvantage when we attempt to make a 
large-scale comparative analysis of the incidence of 
certain R2, with a corresponding analysis of similar 
semantic values. Had R2 retained its  original radical 
vowel, we could say that, for instance,
CA had a certain semantic shape, while
CE, Cl, CO, CU, had defin ite variations in 
semantic shape.
As i t  is , however, with the loss of the fin a l vowel in 
favour of -a etc., a ll we have to work on is the surviving 
consonant, with the unidentified radical vowels i . e .  -C~.
4.4.4. This being the case, a ll secondary radicals, 
with any given consonant, are indistinguishable from one 
another. This makes detailed and accurate classification  
extremely d iff ic u lt , i f  not impossible. However, I have 
endeavoured to make as clear an analysis of the more 
frequently-occurring (high frequency) secondary radicals, 
the results of which are given in the following pages. In 
order to carry out this survey, I took 977 regular di-radical 
v .r . ,  comparing them on the two-fold basis of;
( i )  Similarity of secondary radical
forms ( i . e .  C~ ) and
( i i )  Similarity of semantic shapes.
4.5„0o An analysis was made of the frequency of
incidence of the various secondary radicals occurring in 
these 977 v .r . ,  and three main categories were found to be 
necessary; v iz ;
( i )  High-frequency secondary radicals; These 
have a frequency of incidence of over 1^, 
with a defin ite semantic shape attaching to them. (In  
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than one semantic category. This could possibly be
accounted for, at least in part, by the factors mentioned
1 )above . These R2 I have called 'Standardised' high- 
frequency secondary radicals.
( i i )  High frequency secondary radicals (with
a frequency of incidence of over 1%) which 
do not shew any defin ite tendency to carry a d istinctive 
semantic shape. These R2 I have called 'Unstandardised' 
high-frequency secondary radicals.
( i i i )  Low-frequency secondary radicals (with
a frequency of incidence of less than 1%).
These appear to have no iden tifiab le semantic shape, and 
I have called them 'unstandardised' low-frequency secondary 
radicals.
N.B. I t  must be borne in mind that several of the
last-named group have 'c lic k ' consonants, which indicate 
either a 'borrowing' from non-Bantu Khoisan languages, or 
a substitution of a 'c lick ' for some other true Bantu 
consonant.
4.6.0. The following Table sets out the details of
these three groups of secondary radicals.
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TABLE A.
Shewing the comparative frequency of incidence of 
SECONDARY RADICALS 
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4.6.3.
( i i i )  Low Frequency Unstandardised Secondary Radicals;
Frequencyi 0.08% -NTS- i n -TY-
£o0o -TS-
0.06% -NDL- -NTY- -TSH-
0.05% -DL- -F~ -J~
-NGC-
-NQ- -NGQ- -NKQ -
W5.O•o -KR- -MF- -T~
o • o CO -NC- -QH- -GQ-
<Mo•o -CH- -NKC- -GX- -NGX-
-G~ -GW-
-MP- -MZ- -NK- -W-
0.01% -BH- -CH- -GC-
-KRW- -KW- -LW- -THW-
-NJ- -NTSH- -NXH- -NKX-
-P~ -NQH- -GQW-
-SHW- -TYH- -TYHW-
4.7.0. THE SEMANTIC SHAPE OF STANDARDISED SECONDARY 
RADICALS IN REGULAR DI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS.
4.7.1. F irst of a ll, 977 regular di-radical verbal roots 
were analysed to ascertain their comparative frequency of 
incidence. The result is  given in Table A.1^
4.7.2. The low-frequency secondary radicals were too 
numerous, and of too low a frequency to be able to draw any 
general conclusions concerning their semantic value. I 
therefore classed them as nunstandardised1 for the purposes 
of this survey.
4.7.3. In the case of the three high frequency un­
standardised radicals, (-N~ 4.1%, -PH- 2.0%, and
-Y~ 1.8%), no clear picture emerged.
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4.7.4 The semantic values attributed to the high-frequency 
secondary radicals (which constitute 78% of the total radicals 
analysed), were arrived at as follows. Verbal roots with high- 
frequency secondary radicals were sorted and grouped together 
under these radicals. A second sorting was made, into sub­
groups, according to their semantic a ffin ity . These groupings 
are given in fu ll in Appendix B,
4.7.5 The results of this analysis have not proved to be
very conclusive in general. For example, while a given radical 
may be found in only one or two categories, i t  is  by no means 
the only radical occuring in such categories. For instance,
-L~ is found in both the Neuter (2) and E ffective (4) categories, 
and even then, i t  is only one of many radicals in these two, 
contrasting, categories.
4.7.6 On the other hand, the results are rather more 
satisfactory in the case of the Factative (9 ), where -Z- 
predominates, and occurs in no other categorys Contactive (10) 
-TH~.
4.7.7 With regard to the Associative radical (11), -N~, 
while i t  appears to be the typical associative radical, i t  is 
not only found in that category.
4.7.8 In view of these inconclusive results, i t  is  obvious 
that the classification  given hereunder, can only serve as a 
working hypothesis within s tr ic t lim itations. Several other 
factors, such as the lost radical vowel of the R2, would have 
to be considered, before a really satisfactory semantic 
classification  could be made.
4.8.0 TABLE B
Shewing the semantic categories of the 
high-frequency secondary radicals.
4.8.1




2. Neuter R2 (13) ^
f i ­ D- R~ K~ L- N - Q- S
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O  PH~ Q~ TH~ X~ NY-
12 4 12 7 7 4
E ffective R2 (7 ) i
D~ R~ K~ L- N~ X- Y~ NY-
7 8 41 56 9 10 4 2
Positional R2 ( 2 ) i
M~ PH- (Pos. E ff.)
4 11
Protractive
M- MB- (Protr-0p) N~o o o o o ND-24
NG- NY-
52 4
Mental-Emotional R2 (2 );
ND- N~
9 4
Causative R2 (1 ) i
S~
11
Factative R2 ( 3 )a
SH- Y~ Z~
9 7 29
Contactive R2 (1 );
TH-
32




Unstandardised R2 (6 );
C~ D~ Q~ S~ SH- TH- 
4 1 - 3  2 4 1
,---------------------~--------- - ~ 
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4.8.2. Total number of regular di-radical verbal roots
on which this survey is based; 626. (Being those with 
high-frequency R2). The complete l i s t  of classified  verbal 
roots, upon which this classification  is  made, is  given in 
Appendix B.
4.9.0. Description of the terms used in
describing the semantic categories of 
high-frequency R2.
4.9.1. The verbs in Appendix B are c lassified  according 
to their secondary radicals, and grouped again according to 
any semantic a ffin ity  between them. By this means i t  has 
been possible to arrive at the several semantic values 
attaching to the various high-frequency secondary radicals.
4.9.2. A description of the semantic categories is 
given below.
1 • OPERATIVE R2;
The verbs with this radical describe "doing something", 
and frequently describe vigorous or even violent action, 
e.g. 'breaking up', 'mixing up', 'kicking1, 'stabbing' etc. 
Others again describe less violent action, such as 'bending', 
and again others, quieter activity requiring sk ill, such 
as 'singing', 'painting '. Semantically there is  often 
l i t t l e  i f  any distinction between 'operative' and 'e ffe c t iv e ' 
radicals. There is also a separate group of 'Protractive- 
Operative' radicals which are described in para; (6) hereunder.
2. NEUTER R2;
Are found with verbs describing "being" or "becoming" 
or "being in a state" of doing or being. The greatest 
variety in semantic force is found in this category, there 
being 13 radicals with a 'neuter' significance.
36 
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3. PÏÏNCTATIVE R2.
There are six radicals mentioned with 'punctative' 
force. They describe various actions which are performed 
at intervals, intermittently, or repeated time and time 
again. Because of their intermittent nature, such verbs
often indicate 'staccato' action, such as 'chopping',
'hacking' etc., or again, they may describe action that is 
renewed from time to time, e.g. "struggling on."
4. EFFECTIVE R2‘,
As stated under (15, i t  is  not always clear what divides 
an 'e ffe c t iv e ' from an 'operative' radical. Such radicals, 
however, describe positive action, and may be transitive or 
in transitive. (These radicals are frequently found in 
verbal roots derived from ideophones, fu lf i l l in g ,  at the 
same time, the role of a RCeP
5. POSITIONAL R2s
These have a narrow radical content, being practically 
restricted to the two radicals -M~ and -PH~. Verbs with 
this type of radical indicate the fix ing of something in 
position. Either basically, or in relation to something 
or someone else; i . e . ,  describing "going out" or "coming 
in ", or "accompanying" or "taking out" from.
6. PRODUCTIVE R2s
The verbs with these R2 describe a wide variety of 
activity of a prolonged nature. They include transitive 
and in transitive verbs % they describe drawn-out physical 
activ ity ; or a process giving rise to a certain state 
(Protractive Neuter).
7. MENTAL/EMOTIONAL R2s
The two radicals -ND~ and -M~ cover most of this group.
They are in verbs which describe activity employing the 
mind or the emotions.
1) c f. RCE . RadicafConversion ExtensTonl c f. para; 12.2.1 , ( i i i )
~----------------------------- - -
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8. CAUSATIVE R2s
As their name implies, such radicals describe 'causing 
something to happen', or 'giving rise to ' as distinct from 
'doing'. For example, while 'get up' is 'E ffe c tiv e ', 
'make to get up' or 'awaken' someone is  'Causative'. In 
many cases, verbal roots with this secondary radical also 
have forms with the 'E ffective ' and 'Neuter' secondary 
radicals.
9. FAC TATIVE R2;
Whereas 'Causative' radicals describe 'making something 
happen', 'Factative' radicals describe action that brings 
about a certain state or condition while this continues to 
exist 3 such as 'kindling' a f ir e ,  which then continues to 
burn.
10. CONTACTIVE R2°.
This radical supplies the idea of action involving 
contact with someone or something 3 or action performed 
with the hand, or some part of the body.
11• ASSOCIATIVE R2i
Such radicals are not numerous, but are found in a 
few verbs describing association between two (or more) 
people or things, or referring to human relationships 
between people.
12. DE-ADJECTIVAL R2;
As the name suggests, this radical is  found in a 
di-radical verbal root, derived from a mono-radical 
adjectival root. Only one such example has so far come 
to my notice in Xhosa.^
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13. UNSTANDARDISEP R2;
I have used this term to describe radicals which, 
while occurring in one or other of the above 12 groups 
in certain contexts, do not appear to f a l l  into any 
particular category in the instances quoted.^
4.10.0. LOW-FREQUENCY SECONDARY RADICALS.
Due to their low-frequency of incidence, I 
have made no attempt to classify these. There are too few 
to justify  any generalisation.
1) c f. Table A., para's; 4.6.2., 4.6.3.
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CHAPTER 5.
THE VERBAL ROOT.
5.0. 0. THE ROOT,
5.1.0. A Root is that irreducible element in a word 
which remains after the word has been stripped of a ll 
structural framework, such as prefixes and suffixes'^, 
while s t i l l  retaining its  essential semantic entity.
5.2.1. I f  we apply this defin ition  to the English word 
"understand" 3 "understand" is  the verbal root. I t  
describes the act of the mind when any fact is  grasped.
This root cannot be further reduced, or sub-divided without 
destroying its  semantic identity. I t  might be argued 
that i t  could be further divided into "under" and "stand".
But in so doing, we should entirely destroy its  semantic 
entity. I t  is possible to add a suffix to this root, and 
so convert i t  into a noun or an adjective, v iz 3
"understanding".
The semantic entity of the verb is  not in any way impaired 
by so doing.
"Understand" is , therefore, an example of 
a verbal root 3 the "irreducible element" 
of that particular word.
5.2.2. Apart from certain interjections, such as 
Ewe, hayi, hawo etc., every Xhosa word 
contains some structural framework.
5.2.5. In his thesis n1n Vergelykende studie van die
defisiente verbum van. die Ngunitale", Louw2  ̂ discusses the 
distinction between the "lex ica l meaning of words" and the 
"structural framework which has a grammatical meaning", 
into which the words are set.
Ï") U3uf fix es ' incÍud^^e'tachaElê' TuTfXxS’s™ sucHT^aF^erhlTr- ” 
terminatives, (c f Paras 10.1 .4 (iv), as well as the more 
permanent suffixes such as the Radical Extension, cf Para
2) Louw, J .A. - ,, 'n Vergelykende..."  Para 1.4.05 &q *.0* e^c
40. 
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He goes on to quote nonsensical lines from Lewis Carrol's 
"Jabberwoeky11, applying this principle of "framework" and 
its  relationship to "words" in a sentences e.g.
"A ll mimsj£ were the boro groves.,
And the mome raths outgrabe . . . "
He points out that the "framework" consists of the elements 
underlined above, while the remaining elements (not under­
lined) constitute the "lex ica l meaning of words."
5.2.4. Applying this principle to the Xhosa verb, we
find that any verbal form consists of
( i )  A structural framework, which has 
grammatical meaning; 
v iz . Subject concord, tense forming 
formative, terminative 
and
( i i )  A root carrying its  essential 
1exi c al meaning.
For example, in the phrase,
(abantwana) bay afunda 
(the children are learning)
The structural framework of the verb consists of 
ba- ; subject concord
-ya- ; tense formative of present indicative 
-a ; present indicative terminative 
while the root, carrying the essential semantic shape of 
the verb is
-FUND-
5.2,0. A root, per se, does not necessarily belong to
any one particular part of speech. According to the 
structural framework into which a given root is fit ted , the 
root may fu l f i l  the function of a verb, or noun or adjective etc.
1) Louw, J.A.; ,,'n Vergelykende Studie" Para; 1.4.07/08.
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Nevertheless, despite this adjustment to various usages, the 
root i t s e l f  retains its  own unique semantic entity.
5.4.0. Roots which may thus be fit ted  into structural 
frameworks relating to d ifferent parts of speech are known 
as "multi-functional roo ts ".
5.5.1. There are d ifferen t types of verbal root in 
Xhosa? namely?
Mono-radical v .r , consisting of one radical.
Di-radical v .r . consisting of two radicals,
fused into one root, with a single semantic entity.
5.5.2. There are also verbal roots that consist of 
three radicals, but they are not true tri-rad ica l roots in 
the sense that the di-radical v .r . are di-radicals.
5.5.3. I t  w ill be shewn in the following chapters that 
certain roots with three radicals can be demonstrated to be 
derived from di-radical v .r . ,  with an additional radical 
added thereto. Yet there is su fficient semantic relation­
ship existing to shew that the root with three radicals can 
really be reduced to a di-radical (irreducible root) plus
an added third radical.
Strictly speaking, therefore, in terms of our defin ition 
of the root as the "irreducible element of a word", these 
are not true tri-rad ica l roots.
Such forms include, for example ?
-GÁNGÁTH-  ̂ (tread down earth)? c f. -GANG-
2 )(be bold, impudent)? REx Punctative -TH~ (2)
1) c f. Para. 11.5.1.
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5.5.4. In the same way, i t  w ill be shewn that a 
number of roots with apparently three radicals are, in 
fact, derived from di-radical ideophonic roots, with the
addition of a third radical"*"^ to convert such roots into 
use as verbal roots.
Since, however, such roots can be reduced to their d i­
radical basis, without destroying their essential semantic 
entity, they cannot be regarded as true tri-rad ica l roots. 
Such forms include % e.g.
-GODUK- (go home), -GODINS- (take or send home)
c f. the ideophone (Zu) -th i godu (o f going home).
5.5.5. Certain verbal roots in common use today appear 
to be tri-rad ica l while, in fact, they are extended d i­
radical v .r . ,  whose original di-radical form has fa llen  into
2 )disuse, leaving the extended root only ' ; These are
referred to as standardised extensions.
Such forms include % e.g.
\ / \
-KHANGEL- (looks look a t ) .
 ̂ A ^
The fact that the original di-radical v .r . -KHANG- is no
longer extant does not detract from the fact that this root
o') \ / \
is really the applied extensionw -KHANGel-.
I t  cannot be regarded as a tri-rad ica l root, but must be 
classified  as di-radical, with an extension.
5.6.0. MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ROOTS.
5.6.1. S trictly speaking, there is no hard and fast 
demarcation between ’ verbal roots ’ , ’ nominal roots' etc.4^
In this study, however, since the main interest centres in 
the verbal root, the term "root" w ill be taken as referring 
to verbal roots, unless otherwise indicated.
1) cfT Radical conversiori^e3cF^n^Ton7T5aFaT"T2"r57oT~~~~™“ ~"™~
2) c f. Standardised extensions ; Para; 17.5.2.
3) c f. Extensions, Applied . . .  Para; 15.1.1.
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5.6.2. Examples of multi-functional roots used within
the framework of the noun., verb, adjective and so on. 
-THAND-





inTANDo (w ill,  wish)
Class 11 uTHANDo (love)
Class 15
A \




A  \ 
KHUL-
Nominals Class 1
\ / \umKHULuwa (elder brother)
Class 5 iKHULu (great number, 100)
Class 9 iriKHUXu (eldest son)
Class 11 uKHULu (the majority)
Class 14 ubuKHULu (greatness)
Class 15 ukuKHULa ((the act o f) growing)
Adj ectival 9
A \■KHULu (great, large)
A \
Verbals uku-KHULa (to grow, increase).
5.7.0. ROOTS OF FOREIGN ORIGIN.
5.7.1. As in a ll liv in g  languages, there are certain 
words that have been "borrowed" from neighbouring languages. 
In such instances, the root of the borrowed word is 
incorporated into the syntactical framework of Xhosa, 
accepting the usual prefixes, suffixes etc.
5.7.2. These roots, however, even though adapted to 
Bantu usage, do not necessarily conform to the typical 
pattern of Bantu roots. For this reason, no conclusions 
regarding Bantu radicals, roots and so on, may be drawn 
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5.7.3. The sources of such roots are mainly from two
sourc es s
( i )  From European languages? v iz .
English and Afrikaans (or earlier forms
of Afrikaans)
( i i )  From the Khoisan languages; v iz .
Bushman and Hottentot .
5.8.0. THE INFLUENCE OF KHOISAN 
LANGUAGES ON NGUNI ROOTS.
5.8.1. The influence of the Khoisan languages is 
widespread in the Nguni languages. This is  only natural, 
since the Khoisan peoples overlapped considerably with the 
Nguni-speaking Bantu te rr ito r ia lly .
Considerable care, therefore, is necessary in assessing 
where Bantu forms are pure, and where they have become 
corrupted by borrowings from Khoisan sources.
5.8.2. I t  is  significant that Khoisan forms are 
only found in the roots of Xhosa, and never occur in the 
structural framework of the language. This indicates 
that the language was well established before the Khoisan 
influence began to 'lend' words, or roots, or phonetic 
modifications to the original Bantu.
5.8.3. Under phonetic influences are included those 
roots where there is a substitution of, for example, a 
click for a typical Bantu consonant;
for example;
-NAMathel- and -NCAMathel-
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5.9.1. I .  Schapera^ mentions certain characteristics
of the Khoisan languages that are relevant here.
For instance,
( i )  Like the Bantu syllable, "Generally 
syllables are made up of either 
(a) a consonant or consonant combination
with following vowel (or diphthong)" or,
( i i )  Unlike the Bantu syllable i "or
(b) a consonant or consonantal combination, 
a vowel or diphthong, and a terminal 
consonant , which is invariably a nasal.1 
(The ita lic s  are mine).
( i i i )  "Very many syllables commence with a click,
and the quick succession of these clicks 
in speech is  an outstanding feature in 
a ll the (Khoisan) languages."
5.9.2. From ( i )  above, i t  is obvious why certain
syllables or complete roots were so easily borrowed from 
Khoisan and. fit ted  into the speech pattern of Bantu.
(N.B. ( i i )  Can explain such forms as uXAM (monitor 
liza rd ), which is  not a usual Bantu form, having no fin a l 
vowel. Its  inclusion into the 'personal’ class 1 of 
nouns may also be explained by the fact that i t  is  a 
borrowed word, and only allocated to a noun class at a 
later stage in order to make its  use possible within 
the Bantu grammatical framework.
( i i i )  Suggests that wherever a ’ c lick 1 is met with, 
i t  should immediately be regarded as a probable ’ borrowing’ 
from Khoisan.
1) I .  Schaperas "The Khoisan Peoples of 3.A." (1930) 
Chapter XV, pages 422 et seq.
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5.10.0. Turning to grammatical processes,
5.10.1. Schapera goes on to say that, (p.422(a) )
"The radical elements of Khoisan words are
to a great extent, i f  not altogether, mono­
syllabic, and any additional elements can 
usually be shewn to have a functional 
significance. . . . . .  the principal mechanism 
for modifying the form of the radical 
element so as to express a new denotive 
concept lie s  in the employment of suffixes."
5.10.2. Here again a common principle is shared by 
both Bantu and Khoisan languages, in so far as the 
employment of suffixes are concerned by way of extending 
the root. Bantu, however, d iffers  from Khoisan in that 
the la tter tends to mono-R roots, while Bantu prefers 
the di-R root.
5.10.2. The sim ilarity in regard to the use of suffixes 
to extend the root must be attributed to some common factor 
far back in the origins of both language fam ilies, rather 
than to any borrowing one from the other; for su ffixal 
extension is  the most common form found in Bantu languages 
as a whole.
5.10.4. "Reduplication of the radical element of a 
word is of frequent occurrence", observes Schapera
(p. 424(2)). This also is met with commonly in Bantu.
5.10.5. The points of sim ilarity are surprisingly 
frequent. To refer to them in greater detail is  
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5.11.0. I t  is interesting to note, however, that, 
unlike Bantu, Schapera states (p. 426)?
"Syntax? Parts of Speech;
"There is  no formal distinction between 
parts of speech in any of the Bushman 
languages, save Karon. I t  is generally 
impossible to determine merely from the 
form of the word what part of speech i t  
is , although i t  may be noted that clicks 
occur in substantives and verbs, and that 
pronouns, auxiliaries and words in per­
petual use rarely have them."
Two considerations arise from the foregoing;
(a) There is obviously a form of 'multi­
functional' root in Bushman which, however, 
unlike the Bantu multi-functional roots,
do not have a structural framework which 
differentiates the various parts of speech, 
(c f. para; 5.6.1.)
(b) The fact that clicks are rarely found in 
"pronouns or auxiliaries" may help to 
account for the fact that no clicks have 
found their way into Bantu apart from 
certain roots.
(c f.  para; 9.7.0.)
5.12.0. A l i s t  of 111 of the more commonly used 
Xhosa verbal roots (o f more than two syllables) was 
taken, and the following facts noted;
Of the total 111 roots, 49 contained the evidence 
of Khoisan influence in the existence of 
'c lick ' consonants - (Approximately 50%).
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A further 20 have a reduplication of a 
radical, which is  an acknowledged feature 
of Khoisan languages. (Approximately 18$).
The remaining 42 roots did not shew evidence 
of either of these characteristics.
5.13.0. SUMMARY:
5.12.1. Clicks are foreign to the phonetic system
of Bantu languages as a whole. They appear only in the 
languages in the Southern area of A frica. They are 
borrowed from the Khoisan languages. They cannot, 
therefore, be regarded as typical of Bantu languages 
genera l ly .
In Nguni, however, clicks have become 
established as a recognised feature of the languages. In 
Xhosa their use is very wide-spread and i t  is  impossible 
at this stage in the development of the language to regard 
them as a "foreign" element.
5.12.2. When dealing with the semantic force of 
component radicals within verbal roots, i t  must be recognised 
that, because the click consonants are not of Bantu origin, 
the same semantic interpretation cannot necessarily be 
applied to such radicals as may be applied to those of
true Bantu origin .
5.13.2. There are instances, however, where a click 
consonant has been substituted for an original Bantu 
consonant. In which case, the semantic interpretation 
really attaches to the original Bantu radical and is  only 
transferred to the click-containing radical through such 
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6.0. 0. MONO-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS s
6.1.1. The simplest form of the verbal root is  the 
mono-radical, consisting of -CV.^
6.1.2. In two instances, the original formation of the 
mono-R v .r . ,  v iz . CV, has been retained, the later developed 
terminative -a added to i t ,  and the original radical-vowel 
-u- has become a semi-vowels e.g.,
-LWa (figh t) < 5,<-LUa < V-LU~ < *-lu-
-HLWa (bees dark) < -VHLUa < *-HLU~ < *-Ku-
6.1.2. Originally, therefore, the radical verbal root 
and verbal stem were identical in form s vizs
* 's * \ >!= / * ^-THI, -TSHO, -PH~, -LU etc.
6.1.4. With the substitution of the la ter terminative
-a in place of the radical-vowel, however, most mono-R now 
have distinct forms ; vizs
Radical, consisting of CV or C~
\ v
e.g.. -THI, -B~ etc.
Verbal root s consisting of C~
e.g. -B~, -DL^
Verbal stem s consisting of Cv s 
\ /
e.g. -Ba, -DLa etc.
6.2.0. I t  is important to recognise that there are 
three distinct categories of mono-R v .r . ,  namely;
( i )  Simple mono-R v .r . e.gs -B~ (be, become)
( i i )  Mono-R v .r . with a latent in it ia l - i-
e.g; (- i )V ^  (hear, fe e l)
1) c f. Description of mono-R v .r . which~have retained " 
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( i i i )  Mono-R v .r . with a non-radical
in it ia l vowel % e.g; -eHL~ (descend).
6.3.0. (1) SIMPLE MONO-R VERBAL ROOTS.
6.3.1. In the following comparative l i s t  of mono-R 
v .r . found in Xhosa, there is also given alongside the 
English meaning, the probable starred form of the root. 
Where the same mono-R v .r . occurs in Zulu (Z) and Swazi (S ), 
the fact is indicated in the last two columns on the right.






-DL~ ( eat) *-11- Z S
-F-' (d ie) * . A-ku- Z S
-HLW~ *-HLU (bee. dark) *-ku- Z S
-KH~̂ (pluck) *-k- Z S





-n i-, -ny- Z S
-PH~ (give)
*-p- Z S
-S-' (bee. ligh t) *-k i- Z S
-S~ (take to)"^
-TH~ (pour in) t— Z —
/-TY~ ( eat)
*
- l i - - -
-TSH~ (burn) ' -p i- Z,-SH~ 2 s. -
-W~ ( fa l l )
*
- y u - z s
-YX~ (go) *- V i-c z s
6.3.2 The influence of the original radical vowel
A
/I/ and /U/ is seen in the phonological changes in the
/ / * /
consonants of the mono-R, -DL~, -TY~ % < - l i -  \ -F~,
< *-ku-5 -S~j < *-ki-$ and -TSH ,̂ < ’'-p i- . Although
1) -S~ < * ya > yisa
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the original radical vowels have been assimilated, their 
presence in the primitive forms is  evident from these 
consonantal modifications.
6.3.2. On the other hand, the radical vowels have
survived in the form of the semi-vowel in the following
\ *instances i /—U—/ has survived as /-W-/ in -HLW~ < -Ku-;
\  >}i A
and -LW~, < -lu -\ and the radical-vowel /I/ as /-Y-/ in 
-NY~, < *-hi-> '-ny-. I t  is clear that the fin a l -a 
terminative necessitated this change from vowel to semi­
vowel to avoid the occurrence of two successive vowels.
\ X
6.3.4. In the case of -W~9 and -Y~9 the original
' /-  y  -/ has fa llen  away, and the original radical-vowels,
- ' ( y ) u- and - ( y ) i -  have become the semi-vowels -W~ and 
-Y~, respectively, when followed by fina l -a terminative. 
Here - (y )U -  and - ( y ) I -  become the radical.
6.2.5. The two mono-R v .r . -DL-" and -TY-  ̂ are both
y
from the same original form - l i -  (ea t). -TY~ is  probably 
a later development.
6.4.0. (2) MONO-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS
WITH LATENT^INITIAL - i-
6.4.1. A small group of mono-R v .r . occurs in the 
Nguni languages which are in some way associated with an 
in it ia l - i - .
6.4.2. This in it ia l vowel is , however, never in 
evidence per se. The fact that i t  exists, however, is 
apparent whenever, in the course of conjugation, the vowel 
-a- would normally immediately preceed such v .r . When this 
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6.4.3. This group of mono-R is  generally recognised
by Bantu linguists, and reference made to i t  in the 
standard Grammars. Doke summarises the conventional 
theory regarding the origin of such roots ; (Doke ; Zulu 
Grammar 1931 ; page 120 para. 301); v iz .,
"These stems are derived from more primitive 
vowel verbs, - ima, - imba, - iva- 
- iza , - izwa."
He goes further and points out that in present day Lamba, 
the regular forms of corresponding roots are - ima (stand), 
-imba (d ig) and - isa (come).
6.5.1. The question arises as to the nature and 
function of this in it ia l vowel. I f  i t  constituted a 
radical, its  loss would inevitably a ffect the meaning of 
the verb. But whether its  influence is apparent or not, 
the semantic force of the root as a whole is not affected. 
I t  is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the in it ia l 
latent - i -  is  not a lost radical.
6.5.2. The origin of this latent - i -  is suggested by
Ziervogel in his Grammar of Swazi (p. 70-71) where he bases 
his argument on Meinhof's theory as set out in his 
"Grundzuge Einer Vergleichenden Grammatik der Bantu 
Sprachen" (1948), (page 60, para; 30). The theory put 
forward is that the non-radical in it ia l vowels occurring 
in certain v .r . are the remains of a primitive in fin it iv e  
prefix, namely y i - ,  and classified  as class 23 in 
Meinhof's c lassification . I f  this supposition is 
accepted, the way is  open to regard the latent -1.- as 
derived from the in fin it iv e  prefix V i - > i - »
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6.5.3. Ziervogel goes further and draws attention to 
Eislen's thesis, and suggests that the process does not 
end with a * y i -  > i -  transition. He suggests that this 
prim itive in fin it iv e  prefix may have had various vowels,
jje *  ̂ >1«
namely not only y i -  but also y e - ,  Y a” and Y ° “ °
6.5.4. Once this were established, i t  would account for 
the constant alternative forms such as Xh. -HL-, -(i)HL~ )
- eHL - (c f.  para; 6 ,8 .1 .), -TH- -eTH- (pour in ).
6.6.1. The following mono-H v .r . occur in Xhosa with 
latent in it ia l - i -  ; ^
-(i)B ~ , - ( i ) HL ~, -(i)M^, - ( i ) MB -,
- ( i ) v Y  - ( i ) Z -
6.6.2. The probable original forms of these roots 
are as fo llow s;-
\
-(i)B V~ ( s tea l)^ < V i-v~ , r y'e-v~
c f . Z . -eB~.
-HL-, -(i)H L- , -eHL- (go down) < y i-K ~ , ye-
c f . Z . - eHL ~,
/ ( stand)-M~, -(i)M~ < Vi-m-
-MB - , - ( i )MB - (dig) < v yi-mb~, * ye-mb-.
c f . Z . -MB - , (i)MB~, -eMB~.




”Z~, - (i)Z~ < r - Y - -
prefix *: V 1- ’
*
y e"
is  the primitive in fin it iv e
prefix, as described in para; 5.5.2. above.
1) c f. Table C , Para 6.8.3.
2) In the in fin it iv e  the tonal differences between 
-B~ (become) and -(i)B~ (stea l) are clear; v iz .,
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6.7.0. (3) MONO-RADICAL VERBAL ROOT
WITH INITIAL NON-RADICAL VOWEL;
6.7.1. In Xhosa there is one mono-R v .r . which has 
three alternative forms; v iz .,
-HL~, - ( i )HL~, ~eHL~
2 )6.7.2. This v .r . illustrates the theory that both 
in it ia l latent - ( i ) -  and non-radical -e- are not radicals, 
but variants of a lost in fin it iv e  prefix .
6.7.3. Zulu provides further examples of this non­
radical -e-,"^
6.8.0. ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF THE MONO-RADICAL
VERBAL ROOTS;
6.8.1» When a comparison is  made of the Xhosa, Zulu
and Swazi mono-R v .r . ,  i t  is  found that in Xhosa, for 
example, -HLX~ has a ll three variants, while Zulu and Swazi 
prefer to retain the form with the in it ia l non-radical -e-. 
There is considerable variation between these three 
languages in regard to the forms retained,
6.8.2. For example, as w ill be shewn below, when the
Xhosa roots in this group are compared with the corresponding 
roots in other Nguni languages, i t  is found that while the 
root -BX~ /-(i)B~ (stea l) has a latent - i ~  in Xhosa, in Zulu 
i t  is a mono-R v .r . ,  -eB~, with a constant, non-radical 
in it ia l vowel. A similar position obtains with regard to 
Xhosa -MB~, -(i)MB~ (d ig ), and Zulu -MB~, -(i)MB~, or 
-eMB~, where a ll three alternatives occur.
Again, while in Xhosa there are the three
\ i )
alternative forms of the root, -HL~ , Zulu has only the one 
form -eHL~, while Swazi has the forms -eHL~, -eHLik- (s.m.)
A comparative table of the Xhosa latent - i -  v .r . and other 
Nguni parallel roots, is given in Table C hereunder.
TT “ cf 7“ abTe"C "Paras 678."3. " ~~
2) c f. Paras 6,5.3.
3) c f, Paras 6.7,1.
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Shewing comparative variants of momo-R v.r. forms 
as found in Xhosa, Zulu and Swazi, respectively.
Xhosa Probably Original Form Zulu Swazi
- B -  , -(i)B^ steal - * $ 2 X r - e B - “B , - ( i ) B ~  , -(e)B~ (Sw)
-HL- , -(i)HL~ , -eHL- go down -eHL~ -eHL- , -eHLik- (Sw)
- M ~  , -( i ) M ~ stand Hr-X in- -M-, - (i ) M-' - M —  , - ( i ) M -
- M B -  , -(i)MB~ dig * *- ^'imb-, - ^emb- - M B —  , -(i)MB—  -eMB--' - M B —  , -( i)MB-
- V - ,  -(i)V-- hear - Z W -  , - ( i)ZW -V—  , -( i ) V -
-z-v, - ( i ) Z ^ come
* w
- Z "  , - ( i ) Z ~ - T —  , -(i)T —
-V ~  , -(i)V~ ^  
(increase)
l) The root -V*-' , -(i)Vr- (increase) found also in Zulu (and Sw: -ZW~ ) occurs, as far as the writer can ascertain, only 
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6.9.0. THE STABILIZER £ i- WITH M0N0-R v .r .
6.9.1. Bantu scholars have long since commented on the 
fact that a mono-radical v .r . never stands alone. In 
verbal roots of more than one radical, the verbal stem 
( i . e .  root terminative) may stand alone as a word ; for 
instance, when used as the singular imperative without an 
object i e.g, HAMBal (go l) THETHal ( speak 1) But the 
stem of a mono-R v .r . can never be used alone (as, for 
instance, Mai) but must always be preceded by some particle, 
giving the complete word the stab ility  of at least two 
syllables.
For example, the imperative of the mono-R v .r .
/ \ /
-DL~ (eat) takes the form yiDLai (ea tl) ; the latent -_i-
mono-R v .r . -(i)M~ (stand) becomes yiMa'. (standi) : and
\ \ / \ \ / 
that of -HL~, - (I)HL~, -eHL~ (come/go down) is yiHLal
6.9.2. The reason for this prefixed particle is 
suggested by the term used by Cole in Tswana to describe 
i t  j he refers to i t  as a "s tab ilize r11. I t  appears to be 
an invariable principle in Nguni, and certain other Bantu 
languages, that, apart from certain interjections, the use 
of a monosyllabic word is resisted.
6.9.2. Xhosa has a preference for di-R v .r . ,  and 
where a mono-R has to be employed, as in the examples 
given above, this invariable 's ta b ilize r ' is  prefixed to 
the verbal stem in order to give i t  the desired stab ility  
of a two-syllable word.
6.9.4. I t  is significant that when the imperative is
preceded by, for example, an object concord, the stab ilizer 
is dropped s the need for i t  having fa llen  away by virtue
,---------------------------- ~---
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of the fact that the word now has two syllables already.
For examplei
n /
Whereas yiPHal (g iv e1.) requires the 
stabilizing influence of y i - , i t  is  no
\ y
longer required in the command ndiPHel 
(give me'....) which now comprises two 
syllab les.
6.9.5. The origin of this stab ilizer is  a matter 
of conjecture. Its  morphological form suggests that i t  
is derived from an earlier prefix yi-? the y~ of which, 
according to the usual Xhosa phonetic sh ift, has become y- .
6.9.6. In. form, i t  is similar to the hypothetical 
primitive in fin it iv e  prefix (o f Meinhof's class 23)"^
There does not seem to be any insuperable d ifficu lty  in 
accepting the theory that this stab ilizer prefix y i- is 
from the same (class 22), which also has le f t  its
mark upon the latent - i -  and in it ia l non-Radical vowel 
mono-R v .r .
6.10.0. MONO-R v .r . USED AS AUXILIARY-PREDICATIVESi
6.10.1. Certain mono-R v .r . are used as Auxiliary
P )predicatives (or „hulp-predikatiewe”).
6.10.2. Louw has coined the term „hulp-predikatief" 
to describe what hitherto had been known variously as 
"defic ien t verbs" or "auxiliary verbs."
6.10.2. I t  is not within the scope of this thesis
to go into any detail in this connection, as i t  is more 
than adequately dealt with by Louw. I t  should be noted, 
however, that certain mono-R v .r . are used as auxiliary
XT' c f. Grundzuge etc. p. 60, para 20 ; Meinhof also states 
here that traces of this prefix are to be found in 
Duala and neighbouring languages.
2) c f. J.A. Louw's thesis (1962) s ,,'n Vergelykende studie 
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predicatives. Some such mono-R v .r . can be used either 
as a main verb, or as an auxiliary predicative. Others 
may be used only as auxiliary predicatives, and are not 
found as main verbs.
6.10.4. The semantic force of these mono-R v .r . is
d ifferent depending on the use to which they are put in 
the particular instance under consideration. The sh ift 
in meaning is considerable in most instances.
The following paragraphs indicate these 
usages, and the corresponding variations in semantic 
force.
( i )  True mono-R v .r . ;









(say, think, do etc.)
(go)









( i i )  Mono-R v .r . with in it ia l latent -i.- ; 
Used as main verb;
-(i)HL~ (descend)
-(i)Z ~  (come)
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Used as auxiliary-predicative ;
-(i)HL~ denoting early action
-(i)Z ~  tense-formative.
( i i i )  Mono-R v .r . used only as auxiliary-predicative; 
\
-D~ Indicating action ultimately
carried out i i . e .  " . . .u n t i l ....... "
N.B. This radical would appear to be semantically
/
related to the adjectival root -De (long).
-NG~ . Denoting some apparent action or state
of a ffa irs , which is somewhat uncertain 
. Expressing a desire to do or be . . . . . . . .
. Denoting unfu lfilled  condition.
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CHAPTER 7
7.0.0. PI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS
7.1.1, Xhosa shews a strong preference for a d i­
radical root. The following is evidence of this fact.
( i )  I t  has already been shewn, when discussing 
the mono-R v .r . ,  where i t  was stated that "a mono-R v .r . 
never stands alone" - For example, you cannot say
"TKI'." (say i) but such a mono-R v .r . ,  used in the imperative, 
demands the use of the prefix y i- in order to stab ilize the 
root, and give i t  the 'status' of a di-radical form.
(Although y i- is not a radical here, i t  does give the balance 
equivalent to a di-radical form .)^
( i i )  The great majority of Xhosa verbal roots are
di-radical. Statistics are unnecessary to support this
statement. A glance at any dictionary w ill reveal this 
to be so.
( i i i )  Where there are v .r . which are apparently t r i ­
radical or multi-radical v .r . ,  a close examination w ill 
reveal that they originate from one of the following sourcess
From a mono-R or di-R v .r . ,  with an additional
2 )radical or radicals.
From a mono-R or di-R root of multi- functional
(nominal or adjectival) or ideophonic origin,
r>)
with an additional radical or radicals.1'
From a mono-R or di-R v .r . ,  to which an
extension has been suffixed, and the
4)original mono-R or di-R, lo s t. '
T) cf\ Para. 6T9 —— ——— —— -
2) c f . Radical Extensions i Chapter 11.
3) c f. Radical Conversion Extensions : Chapter 12.
4) c f . Standardised Extension Forms % Para. 17.5.2.
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From foreign words, borrowed and adapted to 
Xhosa from non-Bantu languages.^
2 )
From a combination of two or more roots.
7.1.2. This preference for mono-R or di-R roots is
seen also in the adjectival roots.
Out of a total of IS recognised adjectival 
roots in Xhosa, 7 are mono-R, 8 di-R, 2 are di-R with 
a diminutive suffix,, and 1 is a combination of two radicals, 
as w ill be seen from the examples given in Appendix D.
7.2.0. SYNTHESIS OF PI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOT
7.2.1. I t  has already been seen that there are certain 
mono-R v .r . with a complete semantic significance, conveying 
such ideas as "becoming’' (-B~), "dying" ( —F~), "giving"
( -PH~) etc.
Such radicals consist of a consonant plus a vowel ; an 
ind ivis ib le combination.
The number of such radicals is  necessarily very limited, 
even i f  allowance is made for d ifferent radical vowels 
within any given rhizeme, and variations in tone and so on.
7.2.2. Through the development of the di-R v .r . ,  the 
lex ica l scope of the language is increased to an almost 
unlimited extent.
I t  is further increased, and given additional f le x ib ility , 
by the various types of extension.
7.2.3. The di-R v .r . is  the result of the fusion of 
two R. I t  is important to stress that i t  is  a process of
1) Compare i The Influence of Khoisan Languages i para. 5.8.0.
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fusion that is involved, and not merely the justaposition 
of two R.
In order to demonstrate how such a process of fusion 
actually took place, and to give examples, would require 
a wide, comparative investigation based on data from 
several Bantu languages, and from widely separated language 
groups. Such an investigation is , however, outside the 
scope of the present study.
7.2.4. Where two R were thus fused to form a di-R v .r . 
the radical vowel of both R1 and R2 were liab le  to some 
form of assimilation. In a di-R v .r . in its  present form, 
only the (probably modified) radical vowel of R1 remains. 
There is nothing to indicate positively whether i t  is  in its  
original form ( i . e .  as before fusion with R2,) or whether
i t  is in a modified form.
7.2.5. I t  is rather too la te in the day to attempt any 
detailed reconstruction of modern Xhosa forms, however.
This process, i f  indeed i t  did take place, must have done 
so far back in the history of the Bantu languages as a 
whole, since the di-radical root is a common feature of a ll 
Bantu languages, and not of Nguni alone. The assonic forms 
of certain Bantu languages today seem to indicate that
some such process may have operated, at least in certain 
cases. For example, to quote Van Eeden^(quoting 
B leek)^
'Thus in Herero,
suta (pay) > sutu
tona ( bear) > tono
pita (go out) > p it i
teka (dip) > teke
1) c f. B.I.C. van Eeden, 'The Terminating vowel of the
Bantu verbal stem.'
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and in the Angola language,
tunda (go out) > tundu
zola (love) > zolo
dshiba (k i l l ) > dshibi
enda (walk) > ende
The assonic vowel pattern in di-radical verbal roots is 
not uncommon in Bantu, and is important as indicating 
some possible process of assimilation in the fusion of 
the two R, in certain instances.
7.2.6, No profound study has yet been made of the 
morphological relationship between ideophonic roots and 
verbal roots. I t  is , however, interesting to observe 
the large number of roots, with identical semantic shaped 
which have an assonic vowel pattern in the ideophone while 
the verbal root, in Xhosa, has accepted the invariable 
terminatives
For example i
-th i fe fe  (besprinkle) c f. -FEF- (s.m.)
7.2.7. At a later stage, the terminative vowel of the 
v .r . is  discussed in deta il. I t  need only be noted here, 
however, that the fina l vowel of the present-day di-R
is a detachable -a, the original vowel ( i . e . ,  the radical 
vowel of the original R2) having been lo s t. The conse­
quence is  that, although the original R1 and R2 each had 
its  own d istinctive radical vowel, today the radical vowel 
of R2 no longer appears. I t  may, or may not, survive 
indirectly in the present radical vowel of R1.
1) c f. Para. 12.2.4.
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7.2.0. TYPES OF PI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS
7.2.1. Assuming that a di-R v .r . is the result 
of fusion of two R, there are two main groups of di-R 
v .r . ,  namely;
( i )  Those where R1 and R2 were identical, 
and the di-R v .r . consists of a re» 
iteration  of that R.
( i i )  Those where R1 and R2 were dissimilar R.
For example ;
( i )  -3HABH- (f lu tte r ) and -DAD- (swim)
are obviously roots consisting of a
re-iterated R, while
/  \  ^  x
( i i )  -HAMB- (go) and -THUM- (send) are
composed in each case of dissimilar R.
7 Q• Roots consisting of a re-iterated R;
Some of these are an obvious re-iteration , both 
morphologically and semantically; indicating the 
repetition of an action ; for example;










-ZAZ- (spread over, occupy widely)
7.2.2. Others, again, appear to consist of a re­
iterated R, but without indicating repetitive action; 
for example ;
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(express thanks to a performer)
7.3.4. Again, there are di-R v .r . which appear to be
*
mere re-iterations of R1 while, in fact, they consist of
an R1 (carrying the main semantic idea of the verb) with 
an R2 (which has merely a kind of adverbial influence on 
the root, as is  usual in the case of secondary radicals)1^
For example; ^
/ \
-THATH- (take) is probably composed of 
R1 * -THA (idea of touching)
R2 -TH~ (secondary radical, with 
punctative or contactive 
sign ificance).
7.2.5. The majority of di-R v .r . consist of two R of






I t  is  in connection with such roots that the importance of 
the difference in semantic function is realised between the 
primary and secondary radicals.
2 )Bourquin noted that the primary radical (he called i t  the 
" f ir s t  sy llab le") of a di-R v .r . contains the characteristic 
meaning of a root as a whole, while the "second syllable" 
(called here R2) modifies the root in a certain direction.
n)
The re la tive  significance of the Primary'" and Secondary 
radicals is  discussed fu lly  elsewhere.
T ) c f .  Semantic influence of Secondary Radicals; c f. para 3.1
2) ¥. Bourquin; "Neue Ur-Bantu Wortstamme". .p.191 e t . seq.
2) c f. Primary Radicals ; para. 2.1.1.
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7.2.6. REDUPLICATED DI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS
Xhosa, in common with other Bantu languages, 
sometimes uses the device of a re-duplicated di-radical 
root. The semantic implication of this reduplication 
is two-fold ; namely,
( i )  Signifying an intensification of the
action described in the di-R v .r . ,  _or
( i i )  Signifying a rather desultory carrying
out of the action described in the di-R 
v .r . j  almost a punctative e ffec t.
The following examples illu stra te  the principle involved.
7.5.7. ( i )  Examples of re-duplicated verbal roots 
signifying an intensification of the action described by 
the di-radical root;
A /  \ \
“DUBADUB- (mix up completely) i  c f.
\  \  '
-DUB- (mix together, mingle)
-GONGXAGONGX- (examine very thoroughly); c f.
\  \
-GONGX- (dig deep; question deeply)
-HENDAHEIÍD- (tempt persistently); c f.
\ \
-HEITD- (tempt to ev il)
-JMGQAJENGQ- (chop up); c f.
\ \
-JENGQ- (cut across, sever)
-KHANDAKHAND- (pound repeatedly); c f.
A \-KHAND- (beat out, hammer, forge)
-LINGALIiMG- (test or tempt repeatedly); c f.
A. \
-LING- (try , attempt, test)
-PHANGAPHANG- (h it fo rc ib ly ); c f.
-PHAl'iG- (do with speed or force)
-PHINDAPHIND- (keep repeating, do over and over again); c f. 
-PHIND- (repeat ; fo ld over)
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\ / v \
-PHULAPHUL- (lis ten , hearken, attend, obey); c f .
\  s  /  \
(um)PHULa ( 3 ) (earwax) and c f . (im)PULa (9)
the hole of the ea r).
\ / \ \
-ZAMAZAM- (move backwards and forwards ; shake ; 
rock); c f.
-ZAM- (shake, s tr iv e ).
( i i )  Examples of reduplicated di-R v .r „ , indicating 
desultory action, with an almost punctative 
e ffect; e.g.
-BETEABETH- (beat about); c f.
-BETH- (h it, strike) 
s / v \
-BHIDLABHIDL- (double lik e  a hare ; confuse, 
mislead); c f.
-BHIDL» (s.m.)
-CHOLACHbL™ (pick up here and there); c f .
-CHOL- (pick up; come upon suddenly).
-DUNGADUNG- (s t ir  up, disturb, make turbid); c f . 
-DUNG- (s.m.)
-FUNAFUN- (search about fo r );  c f .
A  \
-FUN- (want, seek)
-GUNGQAGUNGQ- (tw ist, wriggle, writhe); c f. 
-GUNGQ- (s.m.)
-HAMBAHAilB- (walk about”, go to and fr o ): •, c f.
/ \
-HAMB- (walk ; go)
-KRUTHAKRUTH- (strip  o ff (bark)); pull at ; wTorry a t ) ;c f .
-KRUTHek- (be distracted, worried, worn ou t).
-PHATHAPHATH- ( f  e el wi th th e hand s); c f .
-PHATH- (touch, handle).
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CHAPTER 8 .
8.0.0. VERBAL ROOTS WITH INITIAL VOWEL :
8.1.1. Comments on various types of verbal roots 
with an in it ia l  vowel are to be found in most of the
o)
earlier works on Bantu. For example, Werner 1 and
o)
more recently Ziervogelw , discuss the probable origin 
of such forms.
4)8.1.2. Doke has the following additional 
comments to adds
"There are two main types of vowel-verb in Zulu %
(1) Those of which the stem invariably commences 
in a vowel, this vowel being either a-, _e/3, or o- .
I t  is noteworthy that there is none commencing
in either of the vowels i -  or u-.
(2) Those which have two forms, either of which 
may be used at w ill % the f ir s t  commencing in a 
vowel, usually _e-, and the second form being a 
regular verb without any in it ia l vowel. There 
is one defective verb also."
8.1.3. The above comments apply equally to Xhosa.
I t  must be clearly understood, however, that the two 
types of v .r . with in it ia l vowel mentioned above in (1) 
and (2) are two distinct and separate types. In this 
study I have referred to (1) as "vowel-verbal roots", and 
those under (2) as "verbal roots with in it ia l non-Radical 
vowel." These two types are discussed separately in 
deta il in the following pages.
1) ~cf . Para?' s. 1T.1T70T~ e t"seqT~ ~ ~ " ' " —
2) c f. A. Werner, 'Bantu Languages', para. 145 (1919)
3) c f . D. Ziervogel, 'Grammar of Swazi', page 67 et seq (1952) 
c f. also Para. 652/2/4.
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8.2.0. VOWEL-VERBAL-ROOTS
8.2.1. There are actually three distinct types of 
verbal-root involving an in it ia l vowel. They may be 
classified  as s
8.2.2. The f ir s t  group consisting of mono-radical v .r . 
with a latent in it ia l -(i)-,w h ich  have already been dealt 
withu^ The conclusions arrived at may be briefly 
summarised here, v iz . that this in it ia l - ( i ) - i s  not a 
radical, but probably what has survived from a primitive 
in fin it iv e  prefix .
This group includes such roots asi
- ( i )B~ (s tea l), -(i)V~x (hear, fe e l) etc.
8.2.3. A second group consists of di-radical v .r . 
whose R1 consists of a vowel only (the original in it ia l 
consonant having been lo s t ).  In these v .r . ,  the in it ia l 
vowel (R l) is  constant s that is to say, there are no 
alternative forms for any one v .r . Such Rl are found
in A-, E- or 0-. There do not appear to be instances 
of Rl in I- ,  or U-. This group includes such v .r . as,
-ÁKH- (bu ild ), -ENZ- (make, do), -OS- (roast).
This group constitute the only true vowel-verbal roots, 
since their in it ia l vowel constitutes a radical (R l ) .
8.2.4. A third group may be described as a form of 
regular di-radica.1 v .r . having, however, a non-radical 
in it ia l vowel preceding the primary radical (Rl) . In 
this group, the following features are important!
( i )  The in it ia l vowel is not a radical, and
therefore does not carry any semantic value.
1) c f. Para. 6.4.0.
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( i i )  In certain instances, there may be alternative
forms of the in it ia l vowel for any given root; 
for example, with in it ia l e- or o-, as in 
-eBUL- or -oBUL- (skin, f la y ).
As far as I know, Xhosa has no such v .r . with 
in it ia l a-, i -  or u-.
( i i i )  In other instances, the di-radical v .r . with
in it ia l vowel may also have an alternative form 
in which the in it ia l vowel is  lost, and the v .r . 
occurs as a regular di-radical v .r . For example, 
-eTHUK-; -oTHUK- and -THUK- 
a ll have the identical meaning (be startled); 
There are also the transitive forms,
-eTHUS- and -oTHUS- (s ta rtle ) .
The retention or loss of the in it ia l vowel has no 
semantic e ffect. I t  is therefore not a radical.
8.2.5. Mono-Radical verbal roots with latent in it ia l
- i -  have already been dealt with. Further elaboration 
is , therefore, unnecessary here.
8.3.0. TRUE VOWEL-VERBAL ROOTS
3.3.1. The regular .di-R v .r . consists of a primary 
radical R1 (consisting of a consonant plus vowel) and a 
secondary radical, R2, consisting of a consonant only 
(the radical-vovrel of R2 having been dropped in favour 
of the terminative -a etc.)
8.3.2. There is a comparatively small number of v .r . ,  
however, whose R1 consists today of a vowel only. These 
are the true vowel-verbal roots, and are derived from 
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"been dropped. A ll that remains today being the radical- 
vowel of the original Rl, which now i t s e l f  constitutes R1.
8.3*3- Table D gives a representative l i s t  of such 
v .r . ,  as found in Xhosa, and also fo r comparative purposes, 
in Zulu and Swazi. I t  w ill be noted that while there 
are di-R v .r . with Rl A-, E-, 0-, there are none with Rl 
I -  or U-.
8.3*4 I t  is generally accepted^ that these di-R are 
derived from earlie r starred forms (as given in the extreme 
right hand column of Table D ), whose original consonant y 
of Rl has been lost, leaving the radical vowel only to 
f i l l  the role of R l.
8.3*5* TABLE D
VOWEL-VERBAL ROOTS
(Di-R v .r . ,  with Rl as Vowel on ly :)
The follow ing is  a fa ir ly  comprehensive table 
of di-R vowel-verbal roots found in Xhosa. For com­
parative purposes, i t  is  indicated also where these or 
equivalent v .r .  are found in Zulu and Swazi. Reference 
has already been made to the fact that they are probably 
derived from original forms with an in it ia l  consonant, 
probably , now lo s t. These are given in the 
extreme right-hand column:




















1 . . 
X h o s  a . A l s o
f o u n d . i n O r i g i n a l  f o r m s
/  \  
- A B - d i s t r i b u t e Z u S w y a v -
- M H V B u i l d Z u S w
i a k -
- A n ) r e f u s e Z u S w
sjc
/ f a l -
/  \
^ a n d -- A N D - i n c r e a s e Z u S w *
/  \  
- A N G - k i s s Z u S w * X  a n g -
a  v
- A Z I k n o w Z u S w ( - A T I ) *
- E L - \v i n n o w ,  f l o w Z u S w >;= y e i -
/  \
Z u— E N - b e  o v e r g r o w n Sw y e n -
- E N D ^ m a r r y  ( o f Z u S w
j/"f* V e n d -
w o m a n )
U
/  \  
- E N Z - m a k  e ,  d o Z u S w ( - E N T - ) t e n d -
- 6 h - h a n d  t o ,  b r i n g * l e t -
/  \  
- O K H - t r a n s f e r  f i r e Z u S w * y ° k -
A  \
- 0M - d r y j  b e e .  h a r d Z u S w r̂- } fo m -
A  \
- O N - s p o i l ,  s i n Z u S w
* y ° n -
- < 5n d - g o  s t r a i g h t  o n Z u
S w ( - O N D Z - )
«.u
^ o n d -
b e  t h i n - O N D -
v  \  
- O N D L - f e e d  t h e Z u S w
*
W a
y o u n g  e t c .
/  \  
- O N G - u s e  s p a r i n g l y Z u Y  o n g -
/  s
- O P H - b l e e d ,  s w e a t Z u S w
* V o p -
p r o f u s  e l y
/  \  
- O S - r o a s t Z u S w
* y o k a
/  \  
- O T H - b a s k  ( i n  s u n Z u S w ( - O T S - )
* y 0 t -
e t c . )
1 )  N . B .  X h o s a  a l s o  h a s  - A L -  ( s t a r t  f e r m e n t i n g  m i l k  i n
n e w  c a l a b a s h ) 0» M c L .  D i e t .  p .  2 .
c f .  B o u r q u i n ;  N .  U b .  W s  p .  24 8 .2)
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3.4.0. VERBAL ROOTS WITH NON-RADICAL 
INITIAL VOWEL ;
8.4.1. We now come to the group of verbal-roots with 
a non-radical in it ia l vowel. These must be sub-divided 
into s
( i )  Mono-radical verbal-roots, preceded by
non-radical in it ia l vowel.
( i i )  Di-radical verbal roots, preceded by
non-radical in it ia l vowel.
( i i i )  Di-radical verbal roots, with alternative
forms of non-radical in it ia l vowel.
( iv )  Di-radical verbal roots which may occur as
a regular di-radical, or with an alternative 
form, being preceded by a non-radical 
in it ia l vowel.
N.B. Where alternative forms occur, as in ( i i i )  and
(iv )  above, the alternative forms are in ter­
changeable, involving no semantic change.
8.4.2. Mono-radical verbal-roots, preceded by 
non-radical in it ia l vowel. ^
8.4.2. Di-radical verbal-roots, preceded by 
non-radical in it ia l vowel.
Such verbal-roots fa l l  into two categories 5 v iz .,
( i )  Those which have an alternative in it ia l
non-radical vowel. In some instances two 
variants may occur in Xhosa, with no semantic difference 
between the two forms. In other instances, the variant 
occurs in Zulu, but with an obviously common origin and 
with related semantic force.
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( i i )  Those which have both a form with a non­
radical in it ia l vowel, and an alternative 
form, without the in it ia l vowel, with identical or 
related semantic force.
8.5.1. Di-radical verbal-roots with alternative variants
of in it ia l,  non-radical vowel. As these alternative 
variants are only apparent in the related Zulu forms, these 
are quoted for comparative purposes. For example t
Xhosa. Zulu.
-aLAM- get glimpse of -eLAM- come next in birth.
/ 's \
-eBUK- peel o ff ( in tr .)
-oBUK- 1 (s.m.)
/ \ \ 
-eBUL- peel o ff (t r „ ) -eBUL- strip, bark
/ s s 
-oBUL- " (s.m.) -oBUL- (s.m.)
/ v \ -oBUZ- " (s.m.)
/ ' \ 
-oLUL- stretch out ( t r . ) -eLUL- stretch out (In tr.
/ \ \
-oLUK- " • (In tr .)
\ / N
-oY IK­ fear, be afraid of
'S /V
-oYIS- ov ercome -eYIS- have contempt for
8.5.2. I t  is reasonable to conclude that since the
in it ia l vowel may vary, without a corresponding variation
in the semantic shape of the root, the in it ia l vowrel is
not a radical, but has some other origin .
8.6.1. Di-radical verbal-roots with alternative forms,
either with or without in it ia l non-radical vowel, and with 
no corresponding semantic variation. Again, a comparison 
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Reference has been made in the preceding
/  \  \  / " ' v
paragraph to the group, -eBUL- (peel o f f ) ,  -oBUL-, -eBUK-,
/ S \ / \
-oBUK- etc. Then there is  the di-radical v .r . -BUL- 
(confess, admit (incest e tc .)) There is a semantic sh ift 
here, but i t  does not amount to a fundamental semantic 
variant.
8.6.2. Again, reference has been made to the group
-oLUL- (stretch out), -oLUK- etc. There is also the
/ \ \
extended root -LULek- (to straighten out something that 
was bent). The roots are obviously *-LUK- and *-LUL- 
respectively s the in it ia l vowel,, where i t  occurs, being 
non-radical.
/ \
8.6.2. In Xhosa, the di-radical v .r . -NQAB- (bee, 
fixed, stuck s in perfect tense, be scarce, expensive) 
occurs. In Zulu this root has the non-radical in it ia l 
vowel form, -eNQAB- (disallow, prohibit).
3.6.4. Finally, there is  the group of roots3
-eTHUK-, -oTHUK- (be startled)
-eTHUS-, -oTHUS-x (s ta rt le ).
These have corresponding di-radical variants, 
with no non-radical in it ia l vowel, and no 
semantic variation ; vizs
-THUK- (be startled)
Again, the in it ia l vowel, where i t  occurs, with no apparent 
semantic influence, cannot be regarded as a radical.
/ v \
3.7.0. The root -AMBATH- (clothe oneself), presents
problems peculiar to i t s e l f .  There may be other parallel 
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The group -AMBATH- (clothe oneself): -AMBUL-
(wear old, ragged clothes, etc.) (More correctly, -AMBATH-
indicates adorning oneself in ceremonial clothes, and 
✓  v \
-AMBUL- disrobing, or dressing in shabby clothes) has 
corresponding forms in Zulu, with an in it ia l -A- or -E -; 
v iz ., -AMBATH- or -EMBATH-. This suggests that this 
root is  therefore to be included under those in paragraph 
(8.5.1.) above; and should therefore be written -aMBATH-,
/ V \ . V
-aMBUL- etc., the in it ia l vowel being non-radical.
I f  this is  so, the root would be *-MBATH- and
\  V.
*-MBUL- respectively. This may be so, or the -ATH- and 
-UL- may be extensions, in which case i t  would be more _ 
likely for the roots to be d i-radical, v iz . *-AMB-.
It  would appear more probable, however, that 
these are not roots with extensions, but related roots, 
with contrasting secondary radicals; with a non-radical 
in it ia l vowel, v iz . -aMBATH)- and -aMBUlA
A further factor that should be remembered, is  
the apparently related ideophone thi wambu (throw on a 
garment, etc.)
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CHAPTER 9
9.0. 0. TRI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS
9.1.0. The number of tri-rad ica l verbal roots is 
comparatively low. In attempting to describe the possible 
origin of some of these roots, the derivation of which is 
obscure, a certain amount of repetition has been unavoidable 
as there are more exceptions than regular forms.
9.2.0. I have referred to such verbal roots as t r i ­
radical since they are, in e ffect, tri-rad ica l now. But 
in almost every instance, such roots, when of pure Bantu 
origin, are really extensions of one kind or another of 
mono-R or di-R roots. These roots are variously verbal, 
multi-functional, nominal or ideophonic.
9.2.1. Tri-R roots which are apparently derived from 
di-R roots by the reduplication of R1 to form R1 and R2,
R2 being the R2 of the original di-R root. For example ;
-BHUBHUZ- (retch, vomit) % c f. -BHUL- (thresh,
beat out) i (here R3 is the Factative -Z~ (9 ),
/ \ i \
replacing the E ffective -L~ in -BHUL-). '
/ \ \
-G0G0D- (scrape the bottom of a mealie p it ) i
c f. -GOD- (dig out, excavate)
/ ' \  ̂ \
-GUGUD- (run along the surface) i c f. -GUD-
(be smooth).
9.2.2. Tri-R v .r . apparently derived from a di-R root
2where R1 has been re-iterated in the position of a third R, 
(in  some instances, with phonetic modification)’.
In the following examples, I have been unable to 
identify the di-R roots, but the semantic shape
T) “c f . Para. 4.8.1. " *”
2) This really amounts to a di-R r. plus Radical Extension.
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of R1 has been identified as occurring in
other roots also ; for examples 
x N \
-DAKAD- (Massacre, tear to pieces) ;
Rl, *-DA- (idea of tearing)? c f. also 
-BABUL- (tear, rend)
-DABUK- 2) (be torn).
-GEBENĜ - ( fa l l  upon, rob) s
Rl; *-GE- (idea of violent, aggressive action); c f. 
also -th i gebhu (cut deep, cut much)
-GENG- (throw, burst a door wide open)
\  \
-GEC- (cut a way through bush etc.)
-GSNGQt (dig deep ; trench)
/  \ \
-HLUKUHL- (slaughter, by severing the aorta);
Rl, -"-HLU- (idea of separating); c f . also
-HLUTH- (take away by force ; deprive o f) 
\ \
-HLUZ- (strain, f i l t e r )
/ \ \
-NDIKIND- (speak with vehemence and gesticulation);
S
Rl, *-NDI- (idea of pestering continually).
V \
-NDIND- (keep so lic iting  to ev il ; keep 
hammering at (metaphorically)).
9.4.0. Tri-R v .r . derived from
Di-R v .r . plus radical extension ; 3)
BRABHAM" (be furious); c f. -BHABH- (flap  about); 
REx; Protractive -M~ (6)
-JONGOTK̂  (demand one's righ ts); c f. -J0NG-
(look fie rc e ); REx ; Punctative -TH~ (3)
\  ̂ \ A  ^(be secure, lean upon); c f. -KH0L--KH0L0S-
( satisfy, convince); REx ; Neuter -S~ (2)
1) " Or -rT” -ul-
2) Or -D i-uk-
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-ííYUBUL- (Laugh, shewing the gums) ; c f. Zui -NYUB- 
(make fun of, make a butt o f);  REx ;
E ffective -L~ (4 ).
-NGQUMK- (be blunt) and -NGQUMZ- (make blunt) 
c f. (isi)NGQUM (4) (a blunt a r t ic le ).
REx; -K~ Neuter (2) and -Z" Factative (9 ) .^  
respectively.
-QELES- (be independent, be proud); c f. Zu; -QEL-
(take one's stand, face to face, with an opponent 
e.g. as a young man about to fig h t);
REx; -S~ Neuter (2 )1^
 ̂ \
(stand up, stand erect); c f. -SUK- (get up 
and go away); REx; -M~, Protractive (6) ^
S V
(move, sh ift t r . ) ;  c f. -SUK- (get up and go 
away); REx; -Z~ Factative (9) ^
/  s. \
(bee. burst, smashed); -TYUMK- (bee. burst, 
smashed); c f. also ukuthi cum, -CUMK- (be 
broken, smashed, thro' fa llin g );
REx; -Z~, factative (9) and -K~ neuter (2) 
respectively. Suggests Khoisan origin, 
with fina l -M~.
Tri-R v .r . derived from ;
2 )
Di-R v .r . plus Extension;
X /  \
-IiHANGEL” (look, look at) is undoubtedly <
*-KHANG- plus Applied Extension -e l-  ( l ) ( a ) ;
“PHENDUL̂  (answer) c f. *-PHEND- plus
Reversive-actional Extension -ul- ; (13)
1) c f. Semantic Significance of secondary radicals,
para. 4.8.0.
2) c f. Extensions ; Chapter 15.
•SUKUM-
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.tensi n i  
\  /  \  v
-SHUMAYEL- (proclaim, preach): c f. *-SHUM-
plus Extensive-stative (irregu lar) extension 
-ay el- (2 )(g )
9.6.0. Several Tri-R or Multi-R v .r . are evidently 
derived from di-R or multi-R Ideophones, plus a radical 
conversion extension. Those v .r . which fa l l  into this 
category, and whose original ideophonic roots are s t i l l  in 
use, are dealt with in Chapter 12.
Several others, however, have also probably been so formed,
but the original ideophones from which they were derived
are no longer in current use in Xhosa. For example:
/  \ \
( -BHURUZ- (retch, vomit): c f. *-th i bhuru (s.m.)
(
( with factative conversion extension -Z~.
( / v V
( -BH0R0Z- (s.m.) same derivation.
( -GUmJND- (eat bare): c f. *-th i gunu.
( \ / v
( -GUNUZ- (gobble up, fin ish ) : same derivation,
except that the former has the Protractive 
Conversion Ext. -ND~, while the la tter has 
the Factative Conv: extension -»Z~.
( -r'onGQAZ- (roam, ramble): c f. * -th i rongqa.
( / V V
( -RWANGQAZ- (s.m.) : c f. --th i rwangqa.
( -MOKOTH- (chew, munch) : c f. *-th i moko 
( / \ v
( -MUKUTH- (s.m.) s c f. - -th i muku
In each case, the conversion extension is 
the punctative -TH~.
9.7.0. There is a comparatively small number of 
tri-R and multi-R v .r . ,  which do not suggest a ready 
solution as to their origin . I t  is perhaps significant 
that they usually possess click consonants, indicating 
Ivhoisan (and therefore non-Bantu) influence. I t  is  possible
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that these, obviously not typical Bantu forms, are in fact 
borrowed from Khoisan roots. ( I .  Schapera"^ mentions 
that i t  is common in Khoisan for "two or more radical 
elements" to combine to form one single word,)
Examples of such roots includes
 ̂ / \ O')
-BHAKAX- (come upon broadside)
\ /  \
-BHENGEQ- (be arrogant, independent)
--GQOSHONG-'̂  (be harsh with, rebuff)
/  ' V.
-GXOLOXH- (feed towards the kraal at sunset)
/ V \
-NQENDEV- (be slothful, indolent)
N.B. I t  is interesting to note that R1 
/ \ v
in -NQENDEV- (be slothful, indolent)
/ v
and R1 in -NQEN- (be lazy) are identical.
9.8.0. SUHHARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The majority of so-called Tri-radical or multi­
radical verbal roots are, in fact, extensions of one kind 
or another of a simpler (mono- or di-radical) root. This 
may be a multi-functional, or ideophonic root.
These multi-radical roots are mostly formed by
( i )  The addition of a radical extension, 
e .g ., -GUDLUZ- (shake vio len tly )
< -GIT)!'- (rub, knock against) i 
REx ; Eactative -Z~ (9)
( i i )  By means of a radical conversion suffix 
added to an ideophonic root s
e.g. -GEBENG- ( fa l l  upon, rob) s c f .
-th i g'ebhu ( in f l ic t  severe open wound)
1) c f. para. 5.8.0. et seq.
2) c f. roots with tonal sequence LHL i para. 18.9.3.
3) c f. roots with tonal sequence KLL ; para. 18.9.4.
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( i i i )  By meahs of an Extension added to a mono-R 
or di-R root, the original unextended root 
having fa llen  into disuse: 
e.g . -KHANG-el- (look, look a t ): o f.
tf ^ S.
-KHANG- (obsolete di-R v .r . )  plus 
applied extension - e l -  ( l ) ^
(iv ) By the combination of two roots, to form 
one m ulti-radical root :
e .g . -THANDABUZ- (doubt): of -THANlT- (tw ist)
/ V
and -BUZ- (a s k ).
(v ) By the combination of roots, sometimes of
borrowed (e .g . Khoisan) origin:
/  \  \
e.g. -KHUMANQ- (be amazed, astonished): 
c f . -KUM- and -th i nqa (be surprised).
9.9.0. MISCELLANEOUS TRI-RADICAL v . r .
9*9.1. There are in addition, several t r i -  or multi-R 
v .r . which have a less obvious origin . I have suggested 
possible origins fo r some of these roots. Since they do 
not constitute large groups, they must of necessity be 
treated rather as individual and rather exceptional forms.
9*9.2 When dealing with derived m ulti-radical verbal
roots whose origin is  obscure, some ligh t may be thrown 
on their origin through a study of their tonal sequence. 
This aspect is  dealt with fu lly  in chapter 18. For 
example, roots with a tonal sequence of HLL are found 
to be derived from a limited number of sources . ' By
V
a process of elimination, the probable source of obscure 
roots may be thus deduced. The result is , however, 
s t i l l  a matter of speculation in most cases.
1) c f. Extensions : para. 15.1.1.
2) Roots with tonal sequence HLL : c f. para. 18.9.4.
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t it L:  
9.9.3. From unidentified d i-R v .r .
/  \ \
-NDIBAZ- (hesitate, be irreso lu te ), and 
/ \ \
-NDILath- (be fick le )
R1 in each case carries the idea of being 
unstable, undecided.
/  X  \  \ \
-NDIBAZ- is probably from a di-R Id. root *-th i ndiba
\
(where R1 -NDI- indicates being undecided) with a
radical conversion extension -Z~ (facta tive R2)
/ v \  ̂ s
-NDILath- probably from a related di-R root, *-NDIL-
and R2 neuter -L~, with the contactive extension
-ath- (10).
N.B. Zulu also has -NDIND- with the meaning 
"rove about, wander around aimlessly."
N / \
-SÏÏNGUL- (commence, inaugurate) ; c f.
Zu - SUNDUZ- (push forward, push away) %
There is the possib ility that Rl, -SU- is
\  \  / \
the same as in -SUK- (get up), -SUL- (remove,
wipe o f f ) ,  -SUS- (remove t r . )  etc.
I f  this is so, the next step is  to establish
a \
the di-R v .r . ,  vizs *-SUNG-
Rl, -SU- (idea of getting up, getting moving) 
R2, -NG~ (protractive R ).
To this di-R root is added a radical extension 
-L~. (being the e ffec tive  R) .
N.B. In the Zulu -SUNDUZ- R2 is the protractive 
R2 -ND~, and the radical extension, the 
factative R -Z~ .
9.9.4. Tri-R v .r . associated with di-R ideophonic 
roots, with a radical conversion extension providing the 
third R3 e .g .
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-DAKUMB- (be depressed); the form suggests derivation
\ \
from ideophonic root *-th i daku (not identi­
fied ) possibly related to *-DAKU- as found 
in -DAKWa (-DAKUa ; Zu; be besotted, be 
overcome ; -U- here being part of the R2, 
-KU~). To this di-R root is  added the 
Radical Conversion Extension -MB~, which 
has the significance of protracted action, 
and supplies the third R.
9.9.5. From di-R nominal root
-DLOKOV- (plunge, buck, rear); c f. Zu.,
(u)DLOKo (11) (One of a regiment found by Mpande), 
cf. also Xh: ( i )DLOKo-DLOKo (5) (an uneven heap); 
The R in third position is a low-frequency 
secondary R for which I have not been able to 
establish a satisfactory semantic category.
/  ̂ \
-NIKIN- (rub against, arouse from sleep) and
/ S \
-NIKIZ- (tear to piecesi worry (as a dog a smaller
9,9.6.
animal)) ; c f. (ama)NIKi-NIKi (b ) something 
rubbed threadbare, sg. tattered).
Radical conversion extension, -N~ (R2 Protractive) 
and -Z~ (R2 factative), respectively, supply 
the R in third position.
Tri-R v. r .  related to di-R nominal root
( s t i l l  found in Zulu, tho' not in Xhosa); viz.  
\ / \
-GONOND- (suck a dry udder, breast);
c f. Zu (in)GONo (9) (nipple of breast ; 
small head at top of a calabash).
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9-9.7 Tri-R v. r .  related to reduplicated di-R
nominal root (found in Zulu, thor not in Xhosa): viz: 
-HLAFUH- (chew) : c f. Zulu:
(ama)HLAFu-HLAFu (6) : (coarsly ground 
grain) : The radical conversion extension 
-N-'d.s sim ilar to the secondary radical
-N^which carries a "protractive" significance.
/ \ \ . . 
-NYOVUL- (s t i r  up K affir corn in water to wash it )
(walk heavily -  labour a point)
possibly associated with Zulu
( i ) NYOVu-NYOVU (5) a person who muddles things, 
causing confusion : with which compare Xh: 
(u)NYOVu (11) (a mixture of K affir corn and 
bro th ). To this di-R root is  added the 
RCE - 1 j ' j (R2 E ffective) .
c f. -th i nyovu (o f shifting something heavy)
9.9.8 From mono-R Ideophonic root (Xhosa)
with extension
-NYUBel- (s link , skulk) c f. mono-R ideophonic root 
-th i nyuu" (s link , sku lk ). The derivation  
is in two stages. F irst, the addition of 
RCE -B~-(R2 operative), secondly the 
addition of the applied extension - e l -  (1) .
9.9.9 From di-R Zulu ideophonic root
-MOKOTH- (chew, munch) : c f. Zu. -th i moklo 
(o f breaking a bone) : with RCE -TH 
(R2 punctative).
/  \  \  ✓  \  V.
-MUKUTH- (same meaning as -MOKOTH-) : possible 
variant of -th i moklo.
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- SHUMPUL- (pinch, twist the skin) c f. the Zulu 
ideophonic root, -th i shumpu 
(get broken o ff, in a tearing manner), to 
which is added the RCE -L~ (e ffe c tiv e  R ).
9 .9.10»
-VABul- (walk aimlessly about) i  
-VATSHul- (s.m.) and -VENTSHul- (s.m.) 
c f. Zulu ideophonic root - thi vaba 
(do things generally in an untidy, disorderly 
aimless manner) s
The ideophonic root is adapted to verbal root by
\  \
the loss of the fin a l vowel > *-VAB- to whieh 
is then added the abundant actional ^tension 
-u l- (7 ) (a)
/  v \
> -VABul-
v / \ v / \
N.B. -VATSHul- and -VENTSHul- are probably
/  \  \
la ter corruptions of -VABul-.
N.B. -VENTSHill- possibly influenced by the 
Afrikaans verb "vent" (carry about for 
sale, hawk, peddle) .
N.B. The fact that these are la ter corruptions could 
also account for their being pronounced with 
a d ifferen t tonal sequence.
9.9.11. From hypothetical di-R ideophonic root
(unidentified ; no such root having been found 
in either Xhosa or Zulu as far as I know ) »
A radical conversion extension supplies the 
third R in each case.
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-BHAVUM- (growl, snarl) % c f. hypothetical ideophone 
*-th i bhavu, with RCE -M~ (R2, with protractive 
significance)
-GUNUZ- (gobble up, fin ish ) 5 c f. -GUNUND- (eat 
bare) % suggests origin  from *-th i gunu, 
v;ith RCE -Z~ (R2, with factative significance) s
and -ND~ (R2, with protractive force) 
respectively.
/  \  \
-TSHAWUL- (sing (o f water on the boil) 1 The form
suggests hyp. ideophonic origin? *-th i tshawji ; 
RCE, -L~ (R2 e ffective ) as R in third position.
-TYWASHUMB- (be f la t )  and -TYWASHUB- (beat, hammer at)s
*
suggest ideophonic origin % -th i tywasliu '
in each case % RCE being -MB- (R2 protractive 
operative) and -B~ (R2 operative) respectively, 
as R in third position.
N.B. Primary radical *-TYWA- is found in the
Ideophonic root, -th i tywa (be f la t  on the 
ground).
/ \  \
-TYHISHIL- (depart hastily)? suggests hyp. ideophonic 
origin, *-th i tyhishi with RCE, -L~ (R2 
e ffec tive ) as R in third position.
N.B. The primary radical *-TYHI- occurs also 
in the ideophonic root -th i tyhi (go 
straight forward, proceed etc.)
/ \ \
-ZONGOM- (resound)s suggests hyp. ideophonic origin, 
*-th i zongo with RCE -M~ (R2 Protractive)
as R in third position.
1) c f. Also Zus (isi)BHAVu-BHAVu (wild, fie rce  person) (7)
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CHAPTER 10
10.0. 0. THE VERBAL TERMINATIVE.
10.1.0. In his a rtic le  "The Terminating Vowel of the
1}Bantu Verbal Stem" ' Van Eeden refers in deta il to the 
comments made by Bleek, Hahn and Meinhof, in this 
connection. In summarising their findings, Van Eeden 
draws attention to certain factors which he considers of 
particular importance.
10.1.1. After observing that the earliest Bantu 
linguists encountered insoluble d ifficu lt ie s  in regard to 
the terminating vowel, he states that the purpose of his 
treatise is to throw more ligh t on the problem by indicating 
that;
"The terminating vowel of the Bantu verbal 
stem was originally not -a, and that in 
polysyllabic stems i t  was determined by 
assimilation to the stem vowel ; in other 
words, that -a is a la ter addition which 
replaces the assimilated vowel."
10.1.2. In the ligh t of the evidence available, i t  
does not seem necessary to question the assumption that 
-a is  a la ter development, replacing some other original 
terminating vowel.
However, I suggest that, orig ina lly , i t  need 
not necessarily have been a matter of the fin a l vowel 
being assimilated to the "stem vowel." I suggest that, 
in the fusion of two radicals, in the formation of a d i­
radical v .r . ,  the radical vowels of both R1 and R2 may
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have been involved in assimilation in certain cases
10.1.3. In commenting on the assimilated forms, Van
Eeden quotes1  ̂ Bleek's examples of verbal stems found in 
Herero, and in Angola. Bleek speaks of the stems with 
fin a l -a being "commuted to" assimilated stems.
For example % in Herero s
suta (pay) > sutu; tona (beat) > tono 
and in Angola :
zola (love) > zolo; dshiba (k i l l )  > dshibi 
and so on.
But Van Eeden strongly supports Hahn’ s
2)contention, and I quotes
" I  must refer again to Hahn who has 
been previously mentioned . . . .  He was . . .  
the f ir s t  person to maintain that the 
assimilated "are the radical forms of 
such verbs" - which is in complete 
accordance with the view I am defending."
10.1.4. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS;
( i )  Di-radical v .r .  were originally composed
of two radicals, each consisting of a 
consonant plus vowel; these radicals 
being ’ fused' (not merely in juxtaposition).
( i i )  Originally, therefore, verbal roots could
have had a fin a l vowel consisting of any 
one of the vowels -A, -E, - I ,  -0, -U.
( i i i )  As discussed fu lly  by Van Eeden, a later
development led to the dropping of the fina l 
vowel of the assimilated forms, and the 
substitution of a detachable, invariable
fin a l -a
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( iv )  This ’ invariable fin a l -a' only occurred
in certain tenses and moods. Other 
terminatives, indicating mood and tense, 
positive and negative etc., also developed,
(v) The terminative may now take any one of
the following forms, according to the 
sense required i v iz .
-a, -e, - i ,  - i le ,  -anga.
These are now classified  and their 
usage described.
10.2.0. FUNCTION OF VERBAL TERMINATIVE;
10.2.1. The terminatives fu l f i l  the following 
functions %
( i )  Tense formatives % indicating not only
time (present, past, future e tc .), but 
include the ideas of possib ility , 
continuity, completion of action and so on.
( i i )  Positive and negative aspects.
( i i i )  In fin itiv e , Indicative, Imperative
and Subjunctive moods.
These terminatives are used in the conjugation of the verb, 
and occur in every verbal form, since one or other of them 
is needed in order to complete any verbal form. They may 
be suffixed to the basic verbal root (mono-radical, d i­
radical or multi-radical) or to any extended root.
10.2.2. I t  is  not the purpose of this study to go
into detail regarding the various forms the verbal
terminative may take. I t  is sufficient for me to state
that I follow Doke"  ̂ in his treatment of the conjugation
rr Doke, C.M.' Text Book of Zulu 
para. 387 - 455.
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of the verb, since the principles involved are the same 
in both Zulu and Xhosa, with minor divergencies which do 
not concern us here.
10.2.0. What is  of significance in the present
context is  the fact that the fin a l radical vowel of a 
verbal root is no longer the original, undetachable 
radical vowel of the fina l radical, but is now a 
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CHAPTER 11
• O • o • RADICAL EXTENSIONS s GENERAL.
11.1.0. There are several instances of di-radical
roots being extended by means of an additional radical. 
This extension may be effected in various ways. The 
result is a tri-rad ica l root. For examples
( i ) Where a di-radical root is extended by 
the suffixing of a radical extensions
( i i ) Where the radical extension is inserted 
between the R1 and R2 of the original 
di-radical root.
( i i i ) Where the extension is effected by means 
of re-iterating the R1 of the original 
di-radical root. Sometimes this is a 
simple reduplications Sometimes there is 
a modification of the consonant in the 
reduplicated radical.
( iv ) Miscellaneous, irregular instances of the 
addition of a radical extension.
11.2.0. A feature of such extended roots is that the
root-vowel of the original di-radical verbal root is 
retained in any subsequent syllable formed as a result 
of the radical extension.
11.3.0. Verbal roots may often be formed by the
addition of a radical of an existing (or extinct) ideophoni 
root.
1) i .e .  There is an assonic vowel pattern.
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11.4.0. An adjectival root (such as mono-Radical -nci 
(small) may be converted into a verbal root by the radical 
extension -PH~ ( i . e .  -NCIPH- (become sm all)).
N.B. In the last two instances, the radical
extension is referred to as a 'conversion1 
extension 3 i t  is only one adaptation, 
however, of the radical extension.
11.5.0. Examples of a radical extension 
suffixed to a di-radical v .r . ,  e.g.
11.5.1.
\ \ \ y \
-CEKEC- (loath, fear) 3 c f. -CEKis- (s.m.) ;
REx ? R1 repeated as R2.
/ v v  ̂ \ ,
-CHWILISH- (cut to mincemeat)? c f. -CHWIL- (cut
small) ? REx ? Factative -SH~ (9)
-FAXANG- (press out) 3 c f . -FAX- (wring out) •_
REx 3 Protractive -NG~ (6) c f. also
-XAFANG- (s.m.)
-GANGATH- (tread down (earth))? c f, -GANG- (be
bold, impudent)? REx 3 Punctative -TH~ (3)
/ \ \ „ V N
-T0T0B- (hobble, totter along)? c f. -TH0TH- 
(draw back, be irresolute)
-G0NG0TH- (beat away) s c f. *-G0NG- (?) 3 REx 3 
Punctative -TH~ (2)
-GQWETHESH- (do rapidly, do with energy)? c f .
\ \
-GQWETH (turn upside down)s REx 3 
Factative -SH~ (9)
/  V  \  V  \
-GUDLUZ- (shake v io len tly )3 c f . -GUDL- (rub, knock 
against s allude to spitefu lly)? REx 
Factative -Z~ (9)
/ \ \ v \
-GUNGQUZ- ( jo lt ,  ra tt le ): c f. -GUNQ- (tw ist, wriggle)?
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/ \ \ v \
-HELM- (keep aloof from); c f. -HEL- (put aside);
REx ; Protractive -M- ( 6 )
-HLUBUL̂  (strip  o f f ) ;  c f. -HLUB- (moult, discard;.-
-HLÏÏNGUL-
REx ; E ffective -L 
(shake, s i f t )  ; 
REx ; E ffective -L
~ (4)
c f. -HLUNG- (s.m.) ;
(4)
-KHOLOS- (be secure, lean upon, confide in ); c f . 
-KHOL- (sa tis fy , convince); REx;
Neuter ~S~ (2)
/  \  \
-KREQEZ- (make a sawing noise)
\  N
c f . -KRE5- (hack
o ff,  saw o ff ) REx
-NCWEBESH- (ask for snuff)
REx; Factative -SI1





-NTLANTLATH- (chew at, munch at) c f. -NTLANTL-
/ \ v \ \
-NXULUM- (stand alongside); c f. -NXÏÏL-
(disagree, quarrel); REx; Punctative -TH~ (2)
(lead a
horse alongside, riding another); REx; 
Positional -M~ (5)
/ x \ \ \
-QHUBUTY- (elbow one's way); c f. -QHUB- (drive, push,
press); REx; -~TY~ (low-frequency,
unstandardised; possibly c f. Factative -SH~ (9 ))
-QINGQITH- (try again and again); c f. -QINGQ- (stand,
\ ^ \ 
-QULUS-




stop, ha lt); REx; Punctative -TH~ (2)
a \
(bend down and turn the back); c f. -QUL- 
(shy away, start); REx; Neuter -S~ (2)
A  \
(push forward, struggle); c f . -QWEB- 
( accumulate); REx; Operative -D~ (1)
(speak id ly, chatter); c f. Zulu -RAB- (stand 
about in scattered formation); REx; Neuter 
-S~ (2) ; c f. also Xhosa di-R root in 
-RABAX- (adj. ; coarse, rough).
\  n ,
(drag, t ra il along); c f. -RUQ- (t r a i l  on 
the ground ; in tr ); REx; Factative -Z~ (9)
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-RWEBESH- (get by deception or bribery); c f. -RWEB-
(peddle, se ll, trade); REx; Factative -SH~ (S) 
-SINGIL- (co llec t painfully ; e.g. food, money e tc .);
A \
c f. -SING- (make towards; look steadily a fte r );
REx ; E ffective -L~ (4)
/ \ \ \ \
-SUKUM- (stand up, stand erect); c f. -SIJK- (r ise
get up); c f. REx ; Positional -M~ (5)
/ V V V v
-SUKUZ- (move, sh ift ); c f. -SIJK- (r ise  up, get up);
REx ; Factative -Z~ (9)
-/ \ \ / \
-SULIJNG- (make clean and tidy ); c f. -SUL- (wipe);
REx ; Protractive -NG~ (6)
/ N \ \ \
-THANDAZ- (entreat, pray, beseech); c f . -THAND- 
(tw ist) ; REx ; Factative -Z~ (9)
^ \ A  \
-THINTITH- (stammer, stutter); c f. -THINT- (intercept, 
hinder ; keep back (a cough)); REx ; 
Punctative -TH~ (3)
/ \ \ /V
-THUXUM- (throb, pulsate); c f. -THUK- (start, be 
startled ); REx; Protractive -M~ (6)
-THUTHUL- (carry o ff ,  wholly); c f. -TRUTH- (take 
away, convey away); REx ; reduplication 




/ '  \ -RASHAZ-
Where the original di-radical 
root was reduplicated ; e.g .,
(walk gingerly); c f. -BATHa-BATH- (s.m .);
REx; Factative -Z~ (9)
(ru stle ); c f. -RASHa-RASH- (s.m.)
REx ; Factative -Z~ (9)
(walk on a surface that gives way); c f.
A / \ \
-KRABa-KRAB- (creak); REx; Factative. -Z~ (9)
-KRABAZ-
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11.5.3. Examples of Radical Extension inserted 
between R1 and R2 of the original d i­
radical root ; e.g;
-NDIKIND- (speak with vehemence and gesticulation)?
V \
c f. -NDIND- (keep hammering at, keep so lic it in g ); 
REx ; E ffective -K~ (4) s c f. also 
mono-R ideophone -th i ndi (make a noise, rumble) 
-THABATH- (take); c f. -THATH- (s.m.) ; REx;
Operative -B~ (1)
11.5.4. Examples of Radical extension by means 
of the re-iteration  of R1 of the 
original di-radical root , e.g;
(i)
/ \ \
-GOGOD- (scrape the bottom of mealie p it );  c f.
-GOD- (excavate) %
-KHANKANY- (re fer to, mention); c f . -KHXnY^ (be 
ligh t, give l ig h t ) .
/  \  N
-TYITYIMB- (quiver (as an assegai being thrown)); 
c f. -TYIB- (throw etc.)
-TYITYIB- (cast metal, found); c f. -TYIB- (throw etc ).
( i i )
Where the original di-radical root was re­
duplicated ; e.g .,
/  V \ ^ /  \ \
-LOLONG- (look at in d e ta il); c f. -LONGa-LONG- (s.m.)
( i i i )
Where the R1 of the original di-radical root 
undergoes modification in the process of re­
duplication ; e.g .,
/ V \
-NGCUNGCUTH- (waste away, lose condition); c f.
/ \
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11.6.0. From the foregoing examples of radical 
Extensions, two factors stand out clearly;
( i )  That although there is often considerable
semantic sh ift from the di-radical root to 
the extended root, there is sufficient 
semantic resemblance to establish the 
relationship.
( i i )  That when a di-radical root accepts a
radical extension, there is  vowel assonance 
throughout the Extended root.
11.7.0. In addition to the types of radical extension 
forms already given, there is a wide variety of forms met 
with only very rarely. Such include the following;
11.7.1. Di-radical root (found in nominal form)
with radical conversion extension, 




(be stung (by n e tt le ));  c f. (i)KRAWu (5) 
(n e ttle ); REx; Neuter -K~ (2)
-NGXWELER-
REx
(wound t r . )  ; c f . (i)NXEBa (5) (wound); 
; Factative -SH~ (9) ; c f. also
iNGXWELER}. (5) (injury)
\ ✓ \
-Q0L0NG- (cut out meat between the bones); c f.
(u)QC)Lo (11) (narrow ridge with steep sides) 
REx ; Protractive -NG~ (6)
11.7.2. Reduplicated di-radical (nominal) root, 
where one di-radical segment accepts a 
radical extension, resulting in a 
verbal root ; e.g .,
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-DLOKOV- (plunge, buck, rear); c f.
(i)DLbKo-DLbKo (5) ; (ragged heap) ; REx;
-V~ (Unstandardised, low-frequency)
11.3.0. Di-radical verbal root ( s t i l l  extant 
in Zulu tho' not in Xhosa), with radical 
extension; e.g;
-GWEGWED- (take indirect route); c f. Zu. -GWEGW- (form 
into a hook (e .g . piece o f.w ire )); REx. ; 
E ffective -D~ (4)
-KHOKHOB- (go bent with age, or begging); c f . Zu.
uKHOKHo (1) (ancestor) ; REx. ; Neuter -B~ (2)
11.9.0. Di-radical (nominal) root, s t i l l  
extant in Zulu tho' lost in Xhosa, with 
radical extension, resulting in verbal 
root ; e.g.
-GONOND- (suck a dry udder or breast); c f . Zu;
(in)GONo (9) (nipple, small head at top of 
calabash); REx ; Protractive -ND~ (6)
-Q0L0S- (walk, or behave arrogantly); c f . Zu.
i(li)Q0L0 (5) (bunch of ostrich feathers 
worn by young man on the head; "ukuthwala 
iqolo" (to be conceited); REx; Neuter -S~ (2)
11.10.0. Reduplicated di-radical (nominal) root, 
s t i l l  extant in Zulu tho1 lost in Xhosa, 
with radical extension, resulting in 
verbal root ; e.g .,
-HLAFUN- (chew) ; c f . Zu. ( ama)HLAFu-HLAFu (6)
(grain broken up or coarsly ground);
REx. Protractive -N~ (6)
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Tri-radical (nominal) root, extant in 
Zulu, not found in Xhosa, where R1R2 (the 
di-radical base) has radical extension, 
resulting in verbal root % v iz .,
-NGCIKIV- (reproach)s c f. Zu. (i)NGCIKINGCi (5) (any 
contemptuous, dirty thing) 3 REx; 
unstandardised -V~
11.11.0. There are instances of roots with a d i­
radical origin, where the di-radical root 
has accepted a radical extension and, in 







( shake, move, s t ir ) 3 c f. -SUK- (arise, get 
up) 3 REx3 Protractive -M~ (6)
s
(speak awkwardly)s c f. -BAND- (congeal, be 
cold ) 3 REx 3 Factative -Z~ (9)
(squeal, squeak) 3 c f . -NCWIN- (whine, moan) 
REx s Factative -Z~ (9)
\ \
(throw up milk (as an infant) )s c f. -TSHEEC- 
(purge)3 REx 3 Factative -Z~ (9)
11.12.0. Roots with di-radical origin where the
original R1 is reduplicated (and in the
process become aspirated) and a radical
extension is accepted 3 e.g.,
/ \ \ v s
-Qffî AQHWAZ- ( c l a p  t h e  hands)  3 c f .  -QWAB- ( s . m . )
REx 3 Factative -Z~ (9)
11.12.0. Verbal roots from di-radical v .r . with 
both verbal and ideophonic roots found 
in Zulu, where a radical extension has 
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te epted;  
s / \
-BHIBHIDL- (blow out the mouth (as a teething ch ild ));
c f. Zu; -th i bhidli (pucker up the face, as 
a child about to cry) and c f. Zu; -BHIHL- (s.m.)
\ /  \
-CHANAB- (expose (to heat)); expose (to public gaze));
c f. Zu; -th i caba (be f la t ,  leve l, smooth (as 
a plain or hut f lo o r ) ) ;  c f. also Zu; -CHAB- 
(chop away bushes (as when clearing an area 
of bush)) .
N.B. In the f ir s t  example, the radical extension is 
a re-iteration  of Rl, in the la tte r i t  is  the 
E ffective -N~ (4 ), which is introduced between 
Rl and R2.
11.14.0. RADICAL CONVERSION EXTENSIONS.
11.14.1. Radical conversion extensions are radical 
extensions accepted by non-verbal roots (e .g . ideophonic, 
adjectival, nominal roots) to convert them for use as 
verbal roots.
11.14.2. For the sake of c la rity , I have dealt with the 
conversion of non-verbal roots to verbal roots under the 
following headings;
( i )  Verbal roots associated with Ideophonic roots;
N.B. These fa l l  into two sub-groups;
(a) Those ideophonic roots from which the 
fina l vowel alone is  dropped in favour 
of the verbal terminative -a.
(b) Those ideophonic roots which accept a 
radical conversion extension.
( i i )  Verbal roots associated with 'nominal roots;
( i i i )  Verbal roots associated with Adjectival roots;
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CHAPTER 12
12.0.0. RADICAL CONVERSION EXTENSION 
IN RELATION TO IDEOPHONIC ROOTS
12.1.0. A detailed study of Zulu ideophones was made by
D, F ivaz .^  I t  is his expressed opinion that many verbal
2)roots are derived from ideophone and not vice versa.
12.1.1. Fivaz shews that in ndisyllab icn ideophones, 
the vowel sequence is  assonic ( i . e .  with identical vowels 
in f ir s t  and second syllable) in approximately 55>& of the 
ideophones examined. In the remaining 45$>, the vowels are 
dissimilar from one another.
12.2.1. Verbal roots may be derived from ideophonic 
roots in one of three ways ; namely §
( i )  Loss of the fina l vowel of the ideophonic root,
and substitution of the verbal terminative 
(-a etc.) s
( i i )  Loss of the fina l vowel (as in ( i ) )  and the
addition of an extension, followed by the 
verbal terminative %
( i i i )  By the addition of a radical conversion extension
(RCE), ( — C~), followed by the verbal terminative.
These processes are fu lly  illustrated in the following 
paragraphs.
1) D. Fivaz3 " . . .  the Ideophone in Zulu". ™
2) dittos page 107. "There are in turn . . .  verb radicals 
. . . .  derived from these ideophones. That (they) are 
derived from the ideophone and not vice-versa is seen 
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12.2.2. Conversion of ideophonic roots to 
verbal roots through the loss of the 
fin a l vowel in favour of the terminative 
-a ( e tc ).
Reference has already been made to the fact that 
certain di-radical roots may be regarded as 'multi- 
functional' roots. For example -FUND- may be regarded 
as a verbal or nominal root according to the syntactical
z' \
framework into which i t  is f i t t e d \ as bayaFUNDa (they
/ s
learn) i t  functions as a verbal root ; as umFUNDi (a 
scholar) i t  functions as a nominal root.
12.2.3. In a similar manner, certain ideophonic roots
may be regarded as 'm ulti-functional'. The ideophonic 
root often resembles assimilated verbal roots By
dropping the fina l vowel of the ideophonic root, and 
suffixing a verbal terminative (-a e tc .), the root 
functions as a verbal root.
Examples of this principle are given below.
12.2.4. Di-R ideophonic root, converted to 
verbal root through the loss of the fina l 
vowel, in favour of the terminative -a 
(e tc .) ; e.g .,
From ideophonic roots, with fin a l -a;
\ v ^  \
-th i khitha (get loose and f a l l ) ;  c f. -KHITH- (cut)
-th i ngunga (gather, congregate); c f . -NGUNG- (s.m.)
\ V \ N-th i quba (come upon, overtake e tc .); c f. -QUB- (s.m.)
\ v v \
-th i wutha (decrease, reduce, withdraw); c f. -WUTH-
(abate, subside)
-th i thupha (bud; lay finger on, ca ll attention to ); 
c f. -THUPH- (s.m.)
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From di-radical ideophonic roots with fina l -e;
\  \  V  \
-th i fchenqe (turn over (ground))? c f. -BHENQ- (s.m.)
s / v \
-th i diphe (sink (as foot in mud))? c f. -DIPH- (s.m.)
-th i duke ( f ly  o ff, disperse)? c f. -DUK- (wander away)
\ V V V
-th i fe fe  (besprinkle, rain gently); c f . -FEF- (s.m.)
-th i fohle (be depressed, sink down); c f . -f'oHL̂ - 
(break down ; trans.)
\ y A \
-th i geqe (throw out, jerk out); c f. -GEQ- (s.m.)
-th i goxe ( in tr . ; retreat, withdraw); c f. *-G0X- (s.m.)
\ \
(also the form -R0X- (s.m.))
\ \  \  v
-th i roxe (draw back, withdraw); c f. -R0X- (s.m.)
\ V \ \-th i krwece (touch, nudge); c f, -KRWEC- (touch, nudge,
tick le )
v v \ \-th i jace (break, expire); c f. -JAC- (break in two, waste)
\  v A X
-th i j iz e  (tie/put, round (the head)); c f. -JIZ- (s.m.)
 ̂ \
-th i ndinde (be rounded o ff ; in perfect order); c f.
-NDINIh- (s.m.)
s.
-th i ngweve (bee; grey (with mildew, cobwebs e tc .)) 
c f . -NGWEV- (s.m.)
\ \ \ \
-th i nkale (maul, beat, bruise); c f . -NKAL- (s.m.)
-th i qhaqhe (tear/cut open); c f. -QHAQH- (s.m.)
\ \ \ \
-th i qhole (anoint, f la tte r , pay tribute); c f. -QH0L- (s.m.)
-th i qhwethe (take out a thorn ; give hint to );
c f. -QHWETH- (s.m.)
-th i shwaqe (break clean o f f ) ;  c f. -SHWAQ- (s.m.)
-th i tsheqe (cut/tear, o f f ) ;  c f . -TSHEQ- (s.m.)
a v  ̂ S
-th i tshize (strewn, sprinkle, bespatter); Cf. -TSHIZ- (s.m.)
\ / \ \
-th i tywine (glue, seal, cement); c f . -TYWIN- (s.m.)
V  \  \  y
-th i vale (enclose, shut in, surround); c f » -VAL- 
(shut, close)
a / \ \
-th i vingei (close up, stop up, fasten); c f. -VINGC- (s.m.)
v /  \ x
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\ \ v v
-th i gxoge (throw at/into s kick a t); c f. -GXOG- (s.m.)
-th i zble (bees calm, subside); c f . -ZOL- (s.ra.)
From di-R ideophonic roots with fin a l - i ;
\  /  /x s
-th i cimi (put out, extinguish); c f. -CIM-' (s.m.)
\  y  x  \
-th i cimbi (fall/disappear, one by one); c f. -CIMB- (s.m.)
X V  \  s.
-th i f ix i  (punch repeatedly); c f . -FIX- (s.m.)
V / X V.
-th i khanyi (glimmer, blink); c f . -KHANY- (shine, be clear)
\  /  S  s
-th i n ts ili (thrash out, hammer out); c f. -NTSIL- (s.m.
X v \ V
-th i nyhili (burst in, flood in ); c f. -NYHIL- (push away)
X V X X
-th i gqibi (tr.s  fin ish, complete, end); c f. -GQIB- (s.m.) 
-th i xhimfi (punish, box) ; c f . -XHIMF- (s.m.)
From di-R ideophonic roots with fina l -o ;
-th i ndyokro (push/kick away); c f. -NDYOKR- (s.m.)
From di-R ideophonic roots with fina l -u s
\  \  \  \-th i bhucu (mix, knead, together _tr.)s c f, -BHUC- (s.m.)
-th i cuthiiT (half-close the eyes); c f. -CUTH- (s.m.)
-th i mpuntshu (jump out); c f. -MPUNTSH- (s.m.)
-th i nkathu (take handfuls o f);  c f. -NKATH- (s.m.)
12.2.0. I t  may happen that a mono-radical ideophonic 
root may surrender its  fina l vowel to the later terminative 
(-a e tc .), and in addition, the root may be extended through 
the re-iteration  of R1 ; For example ;
-th i bhê  (bleat, lik e  a sheep ; be abandoned etc.) ; 
c f. -BHBBH- (bleat, lik e  a goat).
12.4.0. Conversion of Ideophonic root to a verbal 
root where the ideophonic root passes through two stages; 
namely;
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( i )  The ideophonic root loses its  fina l vowel 
in favour of the la ter terminative (-a etc.)
( i i )  To this root is now attached an extension.
N.B. In the instances given below, the
intermediate stage ( i )  above, has fa llen  
into disuse, and only the extended form 
is now in use.
For example ;
( i )  -th i hlasi (snatch, seize, grab) is  converted 
to use as a verbal root by the loss of the 
fina l vowel - i ,  in favour of the verbal 
terminative -a ..
N ^
( i i )  To this root *-HLAS- is added the extension
/ V \
-e l- , to form -HLASel- (s.m .), the extension 
becoming virtually fixed in the position of R3. 
Further examples of this principle are given below.
12.4.1. By the addition of an Extension to ideophonic 
roots with fin a l -a ;
With Neuter-Stative Extension -ek-,
-th i khahla (come down with crash); c f . -KHAHLek- (s.m.)
V V \ V
-th i matsha (be downcast); c f . -MATSHek- (s.m.)
-th i shwaca (be sullen, morose); c f . -SHWACek- (be doleful)
With persistive-Actional Extension -ek- ;
-th i thwaxa (do repeatedly); c f . -THWAXek- (s.m.)
-th i tyaba (be f la t ) ;  c f. -TYABek- (plaster (a w a ll)).
V y/ /  N V
-th i nama ( f ix  upon, adhere to ); c f. -NAMek- (glue up,
seal up).
With Applied Extension -e l ;
-th i khahla (come down with a crash); c f. -KHAHLel- 
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\ \ . . q) n / \
krwaqa (glance, look back a t); c f. -RWAQel-
(be on one’ s guard : draw in the le g s ) .
gadla (throw down, pour out); c f. -GADLel- (s.m.)
gqagqa (be pitted with, trimmed with); c f .
 ̂ / \ , . . . 
-GQAGQel- (trim a garment (e .g . with buttons)).
rintya (catch in noose, ensnare); c f. -RINTYel- (s.m.)
With Reciprocal Extension -an- : 
gaga (surprise, attack suddenly); c f.
-GAGan- (attack each other) .
To ideophonic roots with fin a l -e ;
With Neuter (S tative) Extension -ek- ; 
qheke (crack, break o f f ) ;  c f. -QHEKek- (s.m.) 
qwenge (be scattered (o f a f lo c k )); c f. -QWENGek- (s.m.)
Persistive-Actional Extension -ek- ; 
qhushe (cover, conceal, hide); c f. -QHUSHek- (s.m.)
With Causative Extension - is -  ;
N X  / \ \
rince (catch with noose) ; c f. -RINCis- (s.m.)
To ideophonic roots with fin a l - i  ;
With Applied Extension - e l -  ;
V V /  N, \
hlasi (snatch, seize, grab)? c f. -HLASel- (s.m.)
With Associative Extension -an- ; 
shinyi (be close, thick, luxurious): c f .
-SHINYan- (be dense, on top of one another)
To ideophonic roots with fin a l -u ;
With Positional (protractive) Extension -am- •
\ x v / \
fuku (r ise  or swell a l i t t l e ) :  c f . -FUKam-
(brood, s it  : digest (o f a python)).
l )  Note: Modification of consonant in primary radical.
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12.5.0. Conversion of Ideophonic root to 
verbal root by means of a radical con­
version extensions
12.5.1. Verbal roots are frequently formed from ideo­
phonic roots by means of the addition of a radical con­
version extension.
For examples
From mono-radical ideophonic root -th i chef (pick up, find 
suddenly) is  formed the di-radical verbal root -CH0L- (s.m.) 
by means of the addition of the radical conversion extension 
-L~ s being the E ffective R (4) .
\ v
From the di-radical ideophonic root -th i phazi (wink, blink) 
h  formed the tri-rad ical verbal root -PHAZIM- (s.m.) s 
by means of the addition of the radical conversion 
extension -M~;being the Protractive R (6 ).
12.5.2. Earlier writers have referred to this su ffix as 
a "verbalising su ffix ", e.g ., -la , -za, -ka etc; I do not 
dispute that this term describes the function of these 
extensions. I have, however, elected to refer to them
as "radical conversion extensions" for three reasons % 
namely ;
( i )  'Radical', because the extension does, in 
fact, consist of a radical which can be 
identified as similar to the standardised, 
high-frequency secondary radicals ; similar 
both in form and semantic force ;
( i i )  'Conversion', since these suffixes are used
to convert non-verbal to verbal roots ;
( i i i )  'Extensions', because they are such, being
added to the root from which they are
derived.
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12.5.3. Examples of di-radical verbal roots being
derived from a mono-radical ideophonic root to which is 
added a radical conversion extension;
To ideophonic roots with fin a l -a ;
/\
-th i ja (stare, b ristle  ; stand on end (h a ir )); c f.
-JÁL- (stare (from poverty)); (b r is tle  (with anger))
RCE ; E ffective -L~ (4)
\ \ \
-th i ngxa (drop, flow (o f tears )); c f. -NGXAZ- (s.m.')
RCE ; Factative -Z~ (3)
To ideophonic root with fina l -e ;
-th i dwe (extend in line ; stand in f i l e ) ;  c f.
\ \
-DWEL- (stand in line (e .g . for identification )
RCE ; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i twe (be wide open, be comprehensive); 
c f. -TWEL- (ta lk  right on)
RCE ; E ffective -L~ (4)
To ideophonic root with fina l - i  ;
-th i rwii (move swiftly or straight); c f. -RWIC- 
(work straight, plough straight);
RCE ; Unstandardised -C~
S' s' .
-th i jw ii ( fa l l  off/out ; in tr; throw, hurl ; t r ) ;
c f . -JWIL- (throw, hurl); RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i ntywi (dive/plunge (into water)); c f. -NTYWIL- 
(plunge etc. t r . ) ;  RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
s / \
-th i tswii (squeak, speak fa lse tto ); c f. -TSWIN- (s.m.)
RCE; Neuter -N~ (2)
-th i nyi (proceed a l i t t l e  ; go out of sight); c f .
X / \ \
-NYIKa-NYIK- (handle, sh ift, a dead body);
RCE ; E ffective -K~ (4)
To ideophonic roots with fin a l -o s 
-th i cho” (pick up/find suddenly); c f. -CHOL- (s.m.)
RCE ; E ffective -L~ (4 ).
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mbo ( fa l l  with a thud)? c f. -MBOL- (throw down 
with a thud)s RCE ? E ffective -L~ (4)
To ideophonic roots with fin a l -u ? 
nku (strike, thresh); c f. -NKUL- (s.m.)
RCE 3 E ffective -L~ (4) 
shu (suck a ll the m ilk )? c f. -SHUB- (s.m.)
RCE ? Operative -B~ (1)
phu (pant) s c f. -PHUSa-PHUS- (tease, ir r ita te )
RCE s Causative -S~ (8)
4. Examples of tri-rad ica l verbal roots 
being derived from a di-radical ideophonic 
root to which is added a radical conversion 
extensions
To ideophonic roots with fina l -a ?
\ S / \ \manga (be startled, astonished)? c f. -MANGAL- (s.m.) 
RCE 3 E ffective -L~ (4)
mpaka (slap with the hand)? c f. -hPAKAZ- (s.m.)
RCE ? Factative -Z~ (9)
V  V. /  V \
ncwaba (become drowsy, nod)? c f. -NCWABAZ- (s.m.)
RCE ? Factative ~Z~ (9)
ntlaka
/ ^ V
(do roughly)? c f. -NTLAKAZ- (s.m.)
RCE ? Factative -Z~ (9)
thatha (hop, jump etc.) ? c f. -THATHAI4B- (s.m
RCE ? Protractive-operative (6)
thinga (be perplexed);
\ / V
c f. -THINGAZ- (s.m.)
RCE ? Factative -Z~ (9)
tywaba (knock against)?
/ V  V
c f. -TYWABAZ- (s.m.
RCE? Factative -Z~ (9)
tshipha (o f a rustling sound, e.g. rain on thatch)? 
c f. -TSHIPHIZ- (drizzle)? RCE? Factative -Z~ (9)
\ \  /  V N
xhara (m isfire)? c f. -XHARAZ- (s.m.)
RCE? Factative -Z~ (9)
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To ideophonic root with fin a l -e ; 
s \  /  s \
-th i duke (wander away); c f. -DUKUD- (move about, in tr .)
RCE; Neuter -D~ (2)
-th i fehle (walk unsteadily); c f. -FEHLEZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i rnenye (shine, re flec t ligh t ); c f. -MENYEZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i nkente (ring, tinkle, jin g le ); c f. -NKENTEZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
\ / \ Z \
-th i qabe (reach to the top); c f. -QABEL- (s.m.)
RCE ; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i vithe (break into pieces); c f. -VITEK- (be 
b r it t le );  RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
To ideophonic roots with fin a l - i  ;
\ v / v v
-th i f ix i  (push repeatedly ; be angry) ; c f . -FIXIZ- (s.m.)
RCE ; Factative -Z~ (9)
v \ z v \
-th i g i j i  (run); c f. -GIJIM- (s.m.)
RCE ; Protractive -M~ (6)
-th i gw ili (Zu; be d is loya l); c f. -GWILIK- (Xh; s.m.)
RCE ; Neuter -K~ (2)
V  / /  V  V
-th i gingxi (drop/fall suddenly); c f . -GINXIZ- (s.m.)
RCE ; Factative -Z~ (9)
/  \  /  V V
-th i gqwizi (graze, glance o f f ) ;  c f. -GQWIZIL- (s.m.)
RCE ; E ffective -L~ (4^
/  /  /  ^  \
-th i nyiki (throb, of a wound); c f . -NYIKIM- (quake,
tremble); RCE; Protractive -K~ (6)
-th i nyiki (throb, of a wound); c f. -NYIKIZ- (grate,
as two ends of a broken bone); RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i phazi (wink, blink); c f. -PHAZIM- (s.m.)
RCE; Protractive -M~ (6)
\ V
-th i phici (press/crush down, with the finger or toe); 
c f. -PHÍCIK- (s.m .); RCE; E ffective -K~ (4)
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-th i shici (press? impress)? c f. -SHICIL- (s.m.)
RCEí E ffective -L~ (4)
\ / \ \ 
-th i tshiki (turn round 5 turn the back); c f. -TSHIKIL-
(s.m.) RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i tshithi (speak weakly); c f. -TSHITHIZ -̂ (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (3)
-th i ty ik i (be black with mud); c f. -TYiKIL- (drag 
through the mud); RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i xhimfi (punch, box); c f. -XHIMFIZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (c
To ideophonic roots with fina l -o ;
-th i fotho (be dented); c f. -F0TH0K- (s.m.)
RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i fongqo (bend upwards, curve); c f. -FONGQOZ- 
(walk bent); RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-tlii gxoko (thrust, e.g. hand into a sack); c f . -GXOKOZ- 
(do roughly); RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
V V / \ \
-th i roqo (do often, do continually); c f . -R0Q0L- (be 
doubled up in pain); RCE; Neuter -L~ (2)
-th i morrxb (slap); c f . -MONXOZ- (s.m .); RCE; Factative 
-Z~ (9)
-th i nkconkco (tr ick le  ; fa l l  in drops); c f. -NKCONKCOZ- 
( chirp, as a bird); RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i pholo (blab, blurt out); c f . -PHOLOZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
To ideophonic roots with fina l -u ;
v V. _ /   ̂ V
-th i bofu (p ierce); c f. -nOFUL- (s tr ive  to get through;
walk heavily e tc .); RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i bhadlu (pierce through a hollow object with blunt 
instrument); c f.
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“BHADLUL̂  (s.m .^ RCE 2 E ffective -L~ (4)
-BHADLUZ- ( s.m. ) 1  ̂ RCE 2 Factative -Z~ (9)
x N / v  s
— tl'ii bhovu (gore, stab, wound)s c f. -BHOVUL- (s.m,)
RCE 2 E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i caku (touch ligh tly  % treat with respect) 2 c f.
-CANUL- (s.m.) s RCE 2 E ffective -L~ (4)
/  /  X  / X
-th i ciphu (be cut into, chipped) 2 c f. -CIPHUL- (cut 
into, chip) 2 RCE2 E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i cubu (fe e l lazy) 2 c f. -CUBUK- (Bee 2 droi^sy, 
lethargic ) 2 RCE2 Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i chukuf (touch lig h t ly ) 2 c f. -CKUKUM- (go o ff at
a touch, be quick-tempered) 2 RCE2 Protractive -M~ (6)
X X  . X X X-th i dlabhu (tear, pierce, wound severely)s c f. -DLABHUK-
(open (o f an ulcer) ) 2 RCE2 Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i dwangu (spread out (wings or clothes)) 2 c f .
/ x \
-DWANGUZ- (s.m . ) 2 RCE2 Factative ~Z~ (9)
-th i fuku (rise/swell a l i t t l e )  2 c f. -FUKU1B* (s.m.)
RCE 2 Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i gabu (part, break, clear away (o f clouds) ) 2 c f.
-GABUK- (s.m . ) 2 RCE2 Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i gungxu (tumble down) % c f. -GUNGXUK- (s.m.)
RCEg Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i gq'abhu (burst) 2 c f. -GQABHUK- (s.m.)
RCE2 Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i gqujphu" (o f something fa llin g  with a thud) 2 c f .
X / \
-GQUPHUZ- (throw a stone into water (in  r itu a l) ) 2 
RCEs Factative -Z~ (9)
X \ / X X
-th i gquzu (come/break o f f ) 2 c f. -GQUZUK- (s.m.)
RCE2 Neuter -K~ (2)
X  /  / X X
-th i gungxu (tumble down) 2 c f. -GUNGXUK- (s.m.)
RCE2 Neuter -K~ (2)
17“ “" Same meaning" in ÏE.gíish, TholigETTn” Xhosa there" is a 
subtle difference. The E ffective -L~ emphasizes the 
action, and the Factative -Z~ the result of the action.
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-th i jadu (have eruption of the skin); c f. -JADUK- (s.m.)
RCE; Neuter ~K~ (2)
V \ / \ \
-thi jaju (jump back, back out); c f. -JAJUL- (s.m.)
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
/ \ \ / \
-th i khamfu (catch, grasp); c f. -KHAMFUL- (walk heavily)
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i khefu (s it  down and regain one's breath); c f.
-KHEFUZ- (breathe quickly); RCE; Factative -Z~ (9) 
-th i kradu (kick up the heels); c f. -KRADÏÏL- (s.m.)
RCE; E ffective ~L~ (4)
-th i kriphu (tear, rip open); c f. -KRIPHUL- (s.m.)
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
 ̂ \ x v N-th i krwaqu (glance back a t); c f. -KRWAQUL- (s.m.)
RCE; E ffective ~L~ (4)
-th i hluzu (come/peel o f f ) ;  c f. -HLUZUK- (s.m.)
RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
c f. -HLUZUL- (peel o ff;  trans) ; RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
V ^-th i nambu (creep, crawl); c f. -NAMBUZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i nawu (open the beak for food (small b irds)); c f.
-NAWUZ- (commit forn ication ).
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i ngcumbu (go on persevering); c f . -NGCUMBUZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
\ V / v \
-th i nqaku (catch, snap at, receive); c f . -NQAKUL- (s.m.)
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i phethu (be light-headed, thoughtless); c f . -PHETHUK^
(be upset, overturned); RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-PHETHTJL- (ward o ff; turn aside t r .)
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i phucu (s lip  o ff ; bee; smooth, chafed); c f .
-PHUCUK- (s.m .); RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-PHUCUL- (rub o ff, chafe); RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
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-th i qabu (clear away (m ist)); recover (from swoon)); c f. 
-QABUK- (clear away, recover, revive);
RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-QABUL- (dispel, disperse, assuage);
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i qhaphu (be seen/found suddenly); c f . -QHAPHUK- 
(s.m.) RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i qhawu (break o ff, snap shut); c f . -QKAWUL- (s.m.) 
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
s ' s ' N  /  V
-th i qhiphu (break/part, of clouds); c f. -QHIPHUK- 
(s.m.) ; RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i qhiwu (be torn o ff ,  separated); c f. -QHIWUK- (s.m.) 
RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
\  V /  V  \
-th i shunqu (be cut, broken o ff short); c f . -8HUNQUK- 
(s.m.) ; RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i tyhuthu (cut, tear o ff,  snatch away); c f . -TYHUTHUL- 
( s .rn.) ; RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i tyumbu (rush, plunge into, molest); c f. -TYUMBUZ- 
(flounder about); RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i xhezu (pull, tear, jerk ); c f. -XHEZUL- (tear o ff, 
tear away); RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
-th i xhiphu (fasten/seize upon); c f . -XHIPHUL- (s.m.)
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
v \ / \ \
-th i xhamfu (catch sg. thrown); c f . -XHAMFUL- (s.m.)
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
12,5,5. A mono-radical ideophone may be reiterated
and then accept a radical conversion extension; 
for examples
-th i bhuu (buzz (lik e  bees)); c f. -BHUBHÏÏZ- (s.m.)
\ / \ \ 
-th i nwe (o f spreading out (as the dawn)); c f. -NWENWEZ-
-th i khu" (poke, jab a t); c f. -KHUKHÚZ-̂  (nibble)
-th i qhcf (do persistently); c f . -QHOQHOZ- (drip, drop)
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— thi saa (become scattered); c f , -SASAZ- (scatter about)
N.B. Each of the above has RCE; Factative -Z~
-th i ntla (knock about), c f , -NTLANTLATfh- (chew at, 
munch at, crush, crumble).
RCE; Punctative -TH~ (2)
12.5.6, A mono-radical ideophone may be reiterated,
(and in the process, R2 may undergo nasalisation) 
and accept a radical conversion extension;
for example;
-th i khu (o f poking, jabbing); c f, -KHUNKUTH- (beat, 
thrash severely)
-th i qho (do persistently); c f. -QHONGQOTH- (knock 
with the knuckles )
and a similar formation, where, however, the 
primary radical becomes the simple consonant,
the secondary remaining nasalised; e.g.
v / \ \
-th i ndo (look in, v is it  occasionally); c f. -DONDOTH-
(re itera te , repeat exactly);
-th i ngqu (tap the ground, with a s ta ff);  c f. -QUNGQUTH- 
(thresh out (g ra in )).
N.B. In each of these the RCE is Punctative ~TH~ (2)
12.5.7. A mono-radical ideophone may undergo 
extension in two stages ; v iz .
( i )  To a di-radical verbal root, by the addition
of a radical conversion extension, and later
( i i )  To a tri-rad ica l v .r . by the addition of a
radical extension;
For example;
( i )  -th i nko (hold on to (with the teeth )); c f. *-NKOB-
RCE; -B~ (operátive) (1)
/  \ \
( i i )  -NK0B0Z- (fo llow  persistently); REx Factative -Z~ (9)
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Further examples of this process include the followings 
-th i chu (do a l i t t l e ,  and then stop)s
RCEs Protractive-Operative -MB- (6)
RExs Causative -S~ (8)
/ \ N
Extended roots -CHUMBUS- (do bit by bits bore the ear)
-th i fe  (fe e l emotion)
RCEs E ffective -K~ (4)
RExs Punctative -TH- (3)
/V \
Extended roots -FEKETH- ( t r i f l e  with, sport, play)
-th i nca (be close to)
RCEs Contactive -TH- (10)
RExs Protractive -M~ (6)
/  \ \
Extended roots -NCATHAM- (hide, shelter oneself)
-th i nya (get steeped in water)
RCEs Neuter -K~ (2)
RExs Protractive -M~ (6)
Extended root -NYAKAM- (get moist, damp)
-th i saa (become scattered, dispersed)
RCEs Neuter -K- (2)
RExs Causative -S- (8)
Extended roots -SAKAS- (do on a large scale)
12.6.0. A mono-radical ideophone may be converted to 
a di-radical verbal root by the addition of a conversion 
extension, and in addition, accept an extension, giving 
the appearance of a tri-rad ica l root. For examples
-th i gaa" (reach to) s
( i )  The mono-radical ideophonic root is converted
to a di-radical verbal root by the addition 
of a radical conversion extensions > *-GAN-, the 
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( i i )  The di-radical verbal root then accepts an 
extension (in  this case the neuter-stative 
-ek- (2 ))>  -GANek- (make evident^ illu stra te , 
demonstrate,)
-th i ngco (pour out gently);
( i )  The mono-radical ideophonic root is converted
to a di-radical verbal root by the addition of
*. \  \
a radical conversion extension, > -NGCOZ- (which 
root is  lo s t ), the radical conversion extension 
being Factative -Z~ (9)
( i i )  The di-radical verbal root then accepts an 
extension > -NGCOZis- (pour out a l i t t l e ) .
(In  this case, the extension is the causative - is -  (5 ) ) .
12.7.0. A mono-R ideophone may undergo an extension in 
three stages; v iz ; ( i )  addition of RCÊ  ( i i )  addition of 
a REx, ( i i i )  acceptance of an extension ; the resulting 
root having the appearance of a multi-radical root;
For examples
-th i zaa  ̂ (be despised, be destroyed)
( i )  ' The mono-radical ideophonic root is converted
into a di-radical verbal root by the addition
\ V
of a radical conversion extension:; > *-ZAK- s 
the radical conversion suffix being the neuter 
-K~ (2)
( i i )  This di-radical root is  further extended by the 
addition of a radical extension > -ZAKAZ- s
the Radical Extension being the Factative -Z~ (9)
( i i i )  This extended root may further take the 
Neuter-Stative extension -ek- (2 ), i . e .
-ZAKAZek- (be frayed, worn out).
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12.8.0. A mono-radical ideophone may undergo an 
extension in two stages, namely 3 f ir s t ,  conversion to a 
di-radical verbal root by the addition of a radical con­
version suffix, and secondly, by a further extension by 
means of a two-segment extensions for examples
-th i nqa (be surprised).
( i )  The mono-radical ideophone is converted to a
di-radical verbal root by the addition of a
\ \
radical conversion extension, > *-NQAD-. The
radical conversion extension is Neuter -D~ (2)
( i i )  The resulting di-radical root is  then further 
extended by the addition of a two-segment 
extension > -NQADalal- (be surprised). The 
extension being the Neuter Stative Actual (Extensive) 
-a la l- (15.2.5.)
The fina l extended root has the appearance of 
being a multi-radical root.
12.9.0. A mono-radical ideophone may undergo conversion 
to a di-radical verbal root, accept a radical extension, 
and again accept a one-segment extension suffixs e.g.
-th i nca (stick to, adhere to)
( i )  Undergo conversion to a di-radical verbal root 
by accepting conversion
*-NCAM- (d istinct from the di-radical verbal 
root -NCAM- (despair).
Radical Conversion Extension, Positional -M~ (5 ).
( i i )  The resulting di-radical verbal root then 
accepts a radical extension, being in this case,
the Contactive -TH~ (10) .
( i i i )  The extended root further accepts an extension, 
in this case the Applied -e l-  (1)
Extended roots -NCAMATHel- (stick close t o ) .
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12.10.0. A mono-radical, reduplicated, ideophone, 
converted to a di-radical verbal root followed by a 
'fixed.' extension; e.g.
-th i gqa-gqef (be pitted, be dotted (with beads e tc . ) ) ;
c f. -GQAGQel- (trim a garment (with beads e tc . ) ) ;  
Extension being the Applied -e l-  (1)
A mono-radical ideophonic root may be reduplicated and 
converted, in two stages, to a di-radical verbal root, 
with a 'fix ed ' extension ; e.g;
-th i tshu (be anxious, restless, eager (to go ));
( i )  Mono-radical ideophonic root, reduplicated and 
the fina l vowel dropped and replaced by the invariable 
terminative -a , )
i . e .  *-TSHUTSH-
( i i )  This di-radical verbal root now extended by 
the addition of the Causative (5) extension - is -  >
-TSHUTSHis- (persecute, make restless) .
-th i tyu (put on, throw on, jump up suddenly);
( i )  Mono-radical ideophonic root reduplicated,
and final vowel dropped in favour of terminative 
-a
> *-TYUTY~
( i i )  This di-radical verbal root now extended by
the addition of the Causative extension - is -  (5)
> -TYUTYis- (damage, through careless handling).
12.11.0. Di-radical verbal root, related to di-radical 
ideophonic root ; where R2 in the ideophonic root is 
replaced by a different R2 in the di-radical verbal root % e.g.
\ V x  N-th i cwaka (be s ilen t); c f . -CWAL- (s it  s t i l l ,  remain 
quiet before launching an attack);
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In -th i cwaka, R2 is Neuter -K~ (2)
In —CWAL— , R2 is E ffective -L~ (4)
N.B. The basic idea of the two roots is contained
X
in R l? v iz . *-CWA- (idea of being s ilen t).
12.12.0. An apparently tri-rad ica l verbal root, 
associated with a di-radical ideophonic root, where the 
ideophonic root is converted to a verbal root by the 
addition of a radical conversion extension, and, at a 
later stage, R2 and R2 are transposed. (N.B. This is 
evident, despite the form of the respective roots, since 
the semantic force of each is identical) v iz ?
X V
-th i nchwazi (become dark % fa l l  (o f dusk))?
( i )  The di-radical ideophonic root is converted 
to a verbal root, by the loss of the fina l 
vowel in favour of the terminative -a >
*-NCIiWAZ- .
( i i )  A radical extension s v iz . E ffective -L~ (4) 
is added to this root ? >*-NCHWAZAL-
( i i i )  R2 and R2 are transposed?
-NCHWALAZ- (s.m.)
12.12.0. A di-radical ideophonic root converted to a 
verbal root with four radicals in three stages; v iz . ( i )
The loss of fina l vowel in favour of invariable terminative 
-a ? ( i i ) ,  ( i i i )  Addition of two radical extensions,
in series? e.g .,
v x  X /  \  x.
-th i krabi (jump over)? c f. -KRABALAZ- (rush, hurry)
(i) *-KRAB-
( i i )  *-KRABAL- ? REx, E ffective -L~ (4)
X / X \
( i i i )  -KRABALAZ- ? REx, factative -Z~ (9)
12.14.0. A di-radical ideophonic root, converted to a
verbal root in two stages ? viz? ( i )  the addition of a
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radical conversion extension, ( i i )  the addition of a 
radical extension : e .g .,
-th i pholo ("blurt out, revea l): c f.
-PHOLOLOZ- (s.m.)
( i )  *-PHOLOL- : RCS, E ffective -L"' (4)
( i i )  -PHOLOLOZ- : REx, Factative -Z'-' (9)
12.15.0 A di-radical ideophonic root, converted to a 
verbal root in two stages : v iz , ( i )  the addition of a 
radical conversion extension, ( i i )  the acceptance of an 
extension : e .g .,
-th i dungu (scatter, f ly  away): c f.
\  /  \ \  . .
-DUNGUPel- (abandon home, wander about):
( i )  *-DUNGUD- : ROE, Operative -D~ ( l )
( i i )  -DUNGUDel- : Ex, Applied - e l-  ( l )
/ /  .
-th i dyuphu (plop in, plunge in to ): c f .
-DYUPHULek- (be plunged into confusion).
( i )  *-DYUPHUL- : ROE, E ffective -L^ ( 4)
( i i )  -DYUPHULek- Ex, Neuter (S tative) -ek- (2)
-th i gubu (be overcast): c f .
-GUBUNGe1- (cover)
( i )  '"-GUBUNG- : ROE, Protractive -NG-- (6)
( i i )  -GUBUNGel- : Ex, Applied -e l-  ( l )
12.16.0. A di-radical ideophonic root, converted to a 
verbal root by the addition of a radical conversion 
^xtensjon with, however, a phonetic modification of the 
consonant in the R1 and/or R2 of the resulting verbal 
root: e .g .,
-th i kruthu (draw a weapon): c f.
-RUTHUL- (s.m.)
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-th i nqonqo (in  knocking at a door (with the knuckles)); 
cfo -QONGQOTH- (knock with the knuckles)
RCE; Punctative -TH~ (3)
-th i hlephu (be torn o f f ) ;  c f.
/ \ \
-SIPHUL-
(tear out by the roots);
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
12.17.0. A reduplicated di-radical ideophonic root, 
where one di-radical segment is converted to a verbal root 
by the addition of a radical conversion extension; e.g .,
-th i c^aphu-chaphu' (fe e l sick, nauseous; be annoyed); 
c f. -CHAPHUK- (s.m.)
RCE; Neuter -K~ (2)
-th i cobo-cobo (o f being broken up); 
c f , -C030Z- (grind up);
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i mp'aku-mpaku (blow, brag, pu ff); 
c f . -iiPAKUZ- (s.m.)
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i vunga-vunga (make a low, continuous murmuring sound) 
c f. -VUNGAM- (growl, snarl)
RCE; Protractive -M~ (6)
12.15.0. A di-radical ideophonic root, where the 
primary radical alone is  re-iterated to form a di-radical 
verbal root, and this is  again extended by the addition of 
a radical extension; e.g.,
-th i mp'aka (slap with the hand); c f .
/ V v-MPAMPAZ- (grope in the dark);
REx ; Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i nxhale (s tu ff, cram in to ); c f.
/ \ \
-NXHANXHAS- (interpose between opponents)
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12.19.0. A di-radical ideophonic root, the primary 
radical alone of which is  retained, and R2 replaced by a 
different radical, the whole being further extended by a 
radical extension ; e.g .,
v V V / V
-th i gebu (gash),! c f . -GELESH- (plough, and leave fa llow );
R2 becoming E ffective -L~ (4)
REx being Factative -SH- (9)
/ N
-th i ngciphu (perch on a point ; balance on an edge); 
cfo -NGCILIZ- (hop on one leg );
R2 becoming Effective -L- (4)
REx being Factative -Z~ (9)
-th i webu (move away quickly); c f . -WEXUL- (sweep 
along (o f a torren t));
R2 becoming Effective -X~ (4)
REx being E ffective -L~ (4)
12.20.0. A tri-rad ica l ideophonic root, of which the 
primary and secondary radicals only are retained and the 
resulting di-radical root being converted into a verbal 
root by the addition of a radical conversion extension; e.g .,
-th i fin in i (draw together (o f the body), distort (o f
the f  ace)); c f .
-FINIZ- (s.m.)
-RCEs Factative -Z~-(9)
v v N. / v V.
-th i f ith ith i (ooze out); c f . -FITHIZ- (put forth a
l i t t l e ,  gradually);
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
\ N /
-th i qukulu (bend down, crouch down)
\ / V
c f. -QUKUMB- (be turned in, be rounded o f f ) ;
RCE; Protractive -MB- (6)
12.21.0. A tri-rad ica l ideophonic root, of which the 
primary and secondary radicals go to form R1 and R2 of a 
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-th i q ik il i  (turn a somersault) 2 c f.
-QIKa" QIK- (r o l l  over 5 ro ll  about),
12.22.0. An ideophonic root with f iv e  radicals, of 
which R1 and R2 only are retained, and to which a radical 
conversion extension is added? e.g.,
\ V \ v v
-th i roxoxoxoxo (creak, lik e  a wagon)?
/  x \
c f. -R0X0Z- (s.m.)
RCE? Factative -Z~ (9)
12.22.0. Di-radical ideophonic roots, found now in Zulu,
but not in Xhosa, converted to a verbal root by means of a
radical conversion extension 2 e.g.,
/  x \
-th i godu (o f going home) 1 c f . -G0DUK- (go home),
/ \ \
RCE? E ffective -K~ (4) 2 c f. -G0DUS- (take or 
send home)? RCE ? Causative -S~ ( 8 )
-th i khazi (shine, be bright)? c f. -KHAZIML- (s.m.)?
(c f .  also -CHATIML- (s.m .))
RCE? Protractive -M~ ( 6 )
N.B. The Zulu equivalent retains a -u- between 
-M- and -L- 2 viz? -KHAZIMUL-)
-ul- is actually an extension? v iz . -ul- 
abundant-actional, and this extended root should 
really be represented as -KHAZIMul- and 
-CHATIMul- respectively.
-th i gebe ( in f l ic t  big open wound (with kerrie etc .))?
/  x V
c f. -GEBENG- ( f a l l  upon, rob) 2
RCE? Protractive -NG~ ( 6 )
\ \
-th i niki (be a ll about in a ll directions etc.)? 
c f. -NIKIZ- (tear to pieces, worry)
RCE? Factative -Z~ (3)
\ X v V
(c f .  also (ama)NIKI-NIKI (S) (tatters)? Zu.) 
c f. -NIKIN- (knock, rub against)
RCE? Effective -N~ (4)
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-th i nyuku (tug to and fro (so as to loosen a post in
the ground)); c f. -NYUKUTYH- (push, thrust forward) 
RCE; Unstandardised, low-frequency -TYH~ 
c f. also Zu; -NYUKUZ- and-NYIKIZ- (s.m.)
s. /
-th i phici (ta lk or act in a crafty manner, dodging 
f i r s t  here, then there); c f. -PHIKIC- 
(investigate thoroughly in to );
RCE; E ffective -K~
Note, two stages; v iz .
( i )  -PICIK-
( i i )  -p'lKIC- (R2 and R3 being transposed).
N.B. Zulu has the form -PHICIK- (s.m.)
\ v
-th i shumpu (break o ff, in a tearing manner);
/ \ v
c f. -SilUMPUL- (pinch, twist the skin);
RCE; E ffective -L~ (4)
12.24.0. Reduplicated di-radical Zulu ideophonic root 
where corresponding Xhosa conversion to verbal root occurs, 
by means of radical conversion extension added to one d i­
radical segment ; for example;
-th i chunu-chunu (eat just a l i t t l e ,  and stop);
N / \
c f. -CHUNUB- (keep at arm's length)
RCE; Operative -B~ (1)
-th i d lik i-d lik i (pull about in a rough manner ; rub 
against (as a goat against a hut wall) ; worry,
(as a dog a smaller animal)); 
c f. -DLIKIDL- (shake well, worry (as a dog));
RCE; Reiteration of R1 in R3 position.
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CHAPTER 13
13.0. 0. VERBAL ROOTS RELATED TO BSQMINAL/ADJECTIVAL ROOTS;
13.1.0. There are two main groups of verbal roots which 
are related to nominal roots % namely %
(a) Multi-functional roots'^ which are only 
distinguishable as nominal or verbal roots 
when seen in their context.
(b) Verbal roots which are obviously related 
to nominal roots. These again, fa l l  into a 
number of sub-divisions, according to their 
form. Examples of these varieties are 
given below.
13.2.0. DI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS
13.2.1. Di-radical Verbal Roots with corresponding
2)di-radical nominal  roots.
There are many multi-functional roots which may be 
used either as verbal, or nominal, or adjectival or 
adverbial roots, according to their context, and according 
to the prefixes and suffixes with which they are used?
For examples
\ \
Multi-functional Root -THAND- (idea of lik ing or 
loving)», e.g.
Used as a Verbal root s
N \
In fin itiv e  -ukuTHANDa (to love)
-s N
Present Indie. bayaTHANDa (they love)
1) c f. para. 5.S.O., 5.4.0., 5.6.2.
2) Or Adjectival or Adverbial roots.
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13.2.2. From Multi-functional roots;
A large number of di-radical verbal roots are 
found to have the identical root to that of nominal roots, 
for the reasons stated above. I t  is impossible, in these 
cases, to say dogmatically whether they were f ir s t  used as 
verbs or as nouns. I t  is equally impracticable to give 
anything lik e  a fu ll l i s t  of such verbal roots in this 
survey? they are too numerous, and too well known to any
student of the languages they are of the types
v \  /  \
-BAMB- (hold)s -FUND- (learn, read)
-HAMB- (walk, go); -KHUL- (grow)
-THAND- (love, like)? -THETH- (speak)
I  Q p  O Xo * 6 « Di-radical verbal roots with corres-
roots (with common 









(cut into long strips); c f. umBENGo (3)
(long s lice  of meat s a foretaste of meat 
being roasted at a feast).
/ \
(choke with emotion)? c f. isiBINDi (7)
(liv e r , courage).
\ X
(cut out and make the isiBHACa)? c f . 
isiBHACa (7) (part of a skin Kaross). 
(contribute provisions to wedding feast); cf,
X ^
umGIDi (2) (marriage feast)
(take snuff); c f. iGWADa (5) (snuff)
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( exorcise, by burning medicines).;
\ \ \ \ 
c f. iGQIRa (5) (witchdoctor), iGQWIRa (s.m. with
\ v
more sinister significance)
(expose 3 bring disgrace upon); c f. iHLAZo (5) 
(d isgrace).




 ̂ \ 
-DIZ-
1 q o I« u  . X
\
-ZWAZ-
Di-radical verbal root with corresponding 
di-radical nominal root, where, however, the 
s< ’ ................■adicals d iffe r  ;
(chip o ff (e .g . pumpkin rin d )); Secondary
\ \
radical, Punctative -TH~ (3) c f . isiTSHETSHe 
(knife) (7 ), Secondary radical, reiteration 
of primary radical.
Di-radical verbal root, with corresponding 
re-duulicated di-radical nominal root, 
where, however, the secondary radic als 
d i f f er ; e.g .,
(blab; set out secrets); secondary radical, 
Factative -Z~ (9) c f. iDIBi-DIBi (5) (blundering 
speaker); Secondary radical Operative -B~ (1)
Di-radical verbal root, with corresponding 
mono-Radical Nominal root, now extinct in 
Xhosa, but surviving in Zulu; e.g .,
(p la it, weave); c f. umuZWA (3) (small, fibrous 
root ; threadlike shoot);
Secondary radical ; Factative -Z~ (9)
1) This di-radical root is  no longer, 1 l iv e ' but survives
in the applied-extension form -HLONel- (shew respect to ).
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There are three such roots, a ll related to the same
\
nominal root; v iz . iliNYA (5) (stress, pressure); but
d iffering in their secondary radical and extension; namely; 
v / \
-NYANZel- (constrain, compel (someone to do something);
R1 ; *-NYA- (idea of pressure)
R2 ; -NZ~ (modified -Z~ factative (9 ))
Extension Applied -e l-  (1)
/  \  \
-NYATHel- (tread upon)
R1 ; *-NYA- (idea of pressure)
R2 ; -TH~ (Contactive (10))
Extension Applied -e l-  (1)
/ \ \
-NYATSHAZ- (strut about proudly)
R1 ; *-NYA- (idea of pressure)
R2 ; Unstandardised -TSH~
Radical Extension ; Factative -Z~ (9)
13.3.3. Related to Repetative Mono-Radical
nominal root, with radical conversion 
extension ; e.g.,
-NQUNQUL- (make a clean sweep (o f anything within reach)) 
c f. ama-NQU-NQU-NQU (5) (repeated blows (upon 
the head));
N.B. The secondary radical reverts 
to the simple consonant).
Radical conversion extension ; E ffective -L~ (4)
13.4.0. Related to di-radical nominal roots,
with radical conversion extension; -PH- 
d e-nominat.iv e.
13.4.1. There are three nominal roots, describing
abstract qualities (o f human character), which are con­
verted into verbal roots by the use of the de-nominative 
R -PH~ (12); e.g.,
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(pay or shew respect)g c f. uHLONi (11)
(modesty, reverence, shame).
(be active, energetic, brave) i c f.
* \
ubuKHALi (14) (sharpness, acuteness, energy), 
(have a pleasant taste in the mouth) % 
c f. ubuMNANDi (14) (fin e, smooth, sweet, 
pleasant).
(play the sluggard)5 c f. ubuVILa (14)
(sloth, laziness).
Note on RCE -PH~°.
( i )  I have classified  -PH~ as a Radical Conversion 
extension and not as an Extension (in  terms of this 
thesis) for the following reasons s
(a) RCE -PH~ must be distinguished from other R2 with the 
form -PH~ i e.g ., as found in di-R v .r . as
-KHUPH- (take out).
(b) When occurring as a RCE, i t  is found only in connection 
with nominal or adjectivel roots, and used to convert 
them to use as verbal roots.
(c) When used in this way, i t  consists of the form -CV or 
C~, (as do other radical extensions), whereas the 
Extensions consist of the form -c v - . (c f .  para's
14.3 oO., 14.4.0., 14.5.0.)
( i i )  So far I have not come across in Xhosa the 
alternative form -PHAL~, as found in Zulu in such 
forms as -KHULUPHAL- (grow fa t, f i l l  out etc. ;■ < -KHULu 
(great, etc.)
13.4.2. Related to di-radical nominal root, with 
radical conversion extension. -PH~ (de-
'•, / " 
HLONIPH
" / " KHALIPH
' / "' NANDIPH
/ ' '-
I  AP  
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-FIPHal- (become dim); c f. uFIFi (11) (an indistinct view) 
R1 s *-FI- (idea of becoming dim, dark);
RCE; radical extension, denominative -PH~
Ex ; -a l- neuter-stative -a l- (2 )(d )
12.5.0. <NOMINAL ROOTS. AND CLASSIFIED
(a) According to the related noun class;
(b) According to the extension employed;
s. g .,
13.5.1. Class 3 Nouns.
With radical conversion extension •; E ffective -K~ (4) 
-BANEK- (ligh ten ); c f . urn ANe (lightening)
With radical conversion extension ; Punctative -TH~ (3)
\  /  V. .
"̂ ■̂ LLETH- (talk incessantly; enumerate deta ils ); 
c f. umCIMBi (matter under discussion).
With extension Persistive-Actional -ek- (4 ).
\  / \  A \
-BALek- (f le e , run); c f. umBALa (a shin bone).
N.B. Analogous to the idiom ucela kuxhongo. 
lite ra lly  "he asks from the shin-bone"
(uxhongo, "shin-bone",) meaning "he takes 
to his heels.")
13.5.2. Class 5 Nouns.
With radical conversion extension 2 E ffective -L~ (4)
/  ̂ \ X
-BUBIJL- (hum, growl, mutter); c f. iBUBu (swarm of bees) 
-BHADUL- (rove about); c f . iBHADU-BHADu (wanderer)
N S V \
also isiBHADU-BHADu (s.m.)
-DUBUL- (shoot, come into ear); c f. iDUBU-DUBu (some­
thing swollen).
-HAWUL- ' (be greedy, rapacious); c f. iRAWu (an ardent, 
hot-tempered man).
1) Note primary rad ical consonant differences ; radical 
velar and radical g lo tta l fr ica tives .
/ ' ' 
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-RIWUL- (pounce upon); c f. iRAWu (ardent, hot-tempered man).
With radical conversion extension ; Factative -SH~ (9) 
-CEBESH- (be indolent; trust to luck); c f . iCEBu 
(chance, Tuck)
X  /  X  . N  \
-Q0Q0SH- (cut short, draw in, gather up); c f . iQOQo 
(private consultation of counsellors)
With radical conversion extension; Causative -S~ (8 ); 
x / \ x \
-TALAS- (straddle, strut; be proud); c f . iTHALa
(exposed rock, rocky ground).
With radical conversion extension; Factative -Z~ (9) 
-BHADAZ- (walk gingerly ; speak hesitatingly);
c f. iBHADi (springbok; species of butterfly)
X  X \ \ s
-G0L0Z— (squat on haunches); c f. iGOLo (lower part of 
rectum).
/ X X  X / N x
-GRWAMBUZ- (be noisy in eating); c f. iGRWAMBU-GRWAMBu 
(a greedy, voracious ea ter).
-KHENKCEZ- (ring, tink le ); c f. iKHENKCE-KHENKCe (a 
tinkling b e ll); c f. also -KHENQEZ- (ring, 
ra ttle ) and -KHONKCOZ- (tink le, r in g ).
/  X \  /  X
-KHEPHUZ- (foam at the mouth); c f. iKHEPHu (snow).
/  V  \  X  /■ X  \
-KHOHLOZ- (cut down in quantity); c f. iKHOHLE-KHOHLe 
(a stabbing le f t  and right)
/ \ X
-NYANGÁZ- (murder; l i e  in wait to ambush); c f.
amaNYANGe (p i; ancestors). Probably because, 
when a man dies, his sp ir it joins those of 
his ancestors.)
With Extension ; Applied -e l- .
/  V v X X
-BALe.l- (shine, clear; be hot, scorching); c f. iBALa
(desert place, open, clear space)
/ v x
-JOZel- (make for (a place where an ox has been slaughtered) 
c f. iJOZi (large slaughtering assegai).
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/ \ \
-KHWEZel- (stoke up a fires make i t  burn brightly)s c f. 
-KHWEZi (Venus s the morning star). '
/ v s \ V
-THUBel- (creep through an opening)s c f. iTHUBa (an 
opening, opportunity).
With Extension s Persistive-Actional -ek-.
/ v \
-SINek- (grin; have the gums shewing); c f.
\ /
amaSINi (the gums; p i).
12.5.2. Class 7 Nouns.
With radical conversion extensions E ffective -L~ (4)s
\  /  \  /  \
-DLWENGUL- (treat with violence); c f. isiDLWENGu
(a violent man).
With radical conversion extensions Positional -M~ (5)
v  /  \  v *  \
-PHONGOM- (be on hands and knees); c f. isiPHONGo
(projecting knoll)
With radical conversion extensions Factative -SH~(9);
\  /  \  A \
-QHOBOSH- (hobble, knee-halter, fasten); c f. isiQOBo
2 )(a bar, fastening a door)
With radical conversion extensions Factative -Z~ (9 );
 ̂ \ \ \ v
-KHWATHAZ- (glean, pick up); c f. isiKHWABa (mealie
stalk without fru it)s  (N.B. In the verbal root,
the secondary radical is the punctative -TH~ (2 ),
while in the nominal root, i t  is  the Operative
-B~ (1)
12.5.4. Class 9 Nouns.
With radical conversion extensions Causative -S~ (8)
s / N A V
-DULUS- (stick  out, project); c f. inDULi (h i l l ,  projection). 
-NYANIS- (speak the truthj act correctly ); c f. -iNYANi^ 
(truth, rea lity )
1) The idea could either be that of brightness, or the 
fact that, on waking at dawn, a f i r e vwas usually made up 
in the centre of the hut in the iZÍKO (hearth).
2) Note the consonant of the primary radical becomes
aspirated in the verbal root.
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With radical conversion extension? Factative -SH- (9)
-NKCENKCESH- (lead water, ir r ig a te ) 5 c f. iNKCENKCe 
(corrugated iro n ).
With radical conversion extension; Punctative -TH~ (3)
/ \ \ /V
-NTSOMPOTH- (speak mysteriously); c f . iNTSOMi (fable 
fabrica tion ).
With radical conversion extension; Factative -Z~ (9 );
N /  S  /  S
-KHONDLOZ- (harp on a subject); c f. inKONDLo (a kind 
of dance).
/ \ \ \ y v \
-MPULUZ- (s lip  out (o f words)); c f. iMPULA-MPULa ■
(a slippery thing). N.B. Zulu has thi phulu
(o f something passing or being ejected smoothly).
/ V. v \ V
-NYAKAZ- (do on a large scale); c f. iNYAKa (crowd,
y v v
swarm; great quantity); c f. also -NYHIKIZ- 
(do to excess)
y \ \ \ y- \
-YANTAZ- (ramble about, saunter around); c f. iYAMBANe
(something disorderly). (In  the verbal root,
the secondary radical is the unstandardised,
low-frequency -NT~, while in the nominal root,
i t  is the protractive-operative -MB- (6 ).
With extension; Applied -e l-  ;
y s \  ̂ \
-PHISel- (burn charms); c f. imPISA (a plant whose root
is  used in medicine given to a pregnant woman
or to children.)
13.5.5. Class 11 Nouns.
With radical conversion extension; E ffective -L~ (4 ); 
-NQHEZUL- (butt, h it hard); c f. uNQHEZU-NQHEZu 
(the sound of rams butting)
With radical conversion extensions Causative -S~ (8 ); 
y 'v v
-DADAS- (spread out, so as to keep away an unwanted
v V
newcomer or unwelcome v is ito r ); c f . uDADa 
(dense bush, th icket).
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\ / v
-DUNKUS- (move in dense forests grope one's way),
N / \
c f. uDUNKUNKu (anything widespread or dense)»
With radical conversion extensions Factative -Z~ (9)s
^ /  \  A \
-DIMBAZ- (take grain out of a p it)s c f. uDIMBa
(large number)
/ s. s N \
-WAYAZ- (keep going and coming) s c f. uWAYa (a long, 
endless th ing).
With extension s Persistive-Abundant Actional -uk- ;
N \ X X X
-KHANUK- (long for greatly)s c f. uKHANANa (greediness, 
lengthy speaking etc.)
13.5.6. Class 15 Nouns.
A ll in fin it iv e  forms of the Verb are, in fact, 
also nouns of the 15th. class.
A classic parallel in English is  to be found in 
the couplets "To err is  human, to forgive, divine," or, 
in other words, Error is  human, forgiveness is divine.
I t  would serve no useful purpose to give 
examples here. The above covers the subject, and 
further illu stra tion  is unnecessary.
13.6.0. VERBAL ROOTS RELATED TO ADJECTIVAL ROOTS
13.6.1. The number of true adjectival roots is very
p) o)
lim ited. Bennie and Louw give the number as 
eighteen, though Bennie includes -ni? (whatevers indefin ite
Tj  Fo^^examp 1 e s  ̂ N
ukuFtJNDh is the In fin itiv e  of the verbal root -FUND- 
(read, learn ) 5 but may also be regarded as the noun 
ukuFUNDa (learning, reading)
2) W.G. Bennie (1939) Grammar of Xhosa for Xhosa-Speakings
p.  88.
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adjective), which Louw omits\ and Louw includes -ncinci
(small,) (alternative form), which Bennie omits. McLaren^
/
includes an obsolete form -nci (small), and its  reduplicated 
form -ncinci (very sm all).
13.6.2. I t  follows, therefore, that the number of verbal
roots related to these adjectival roots (and possibly 
derived from them in certain cases) is also small.
13.6.3'. I t  must be remembered that, while we refer to
such verbal roots being related to adjectival roots, most 
of the adjectival roots are also related to nominal and/or 
adverbial forms, derived from them. I t  seems obvious, 
however, that the adjectival root is  that from which such 
nominal or adverbial forms are derived.
13.7.0. The following examples illu stra te  the ways in 
which verbal roots are related to corresponding adjectival 
forms.
13.7.1. Di-radical verbal roots related
to true adjectival roots ; e.g.
\ \ / N O) \—r>A.J,— (create); c f. -DALa (old, ancient).
(The common semantic factor is the idea of 
going back, towards the origin of things.) 
-KHUL- (grow, increase); c f. -KHULu 1 (great, b ig ).
1 o 7  pJ_ e I o <—I I
/ v 
-NCIPH-
Di-radical verbal root, related to an 
(obsolete form o f) true adjectival root,
R2 being the radical conversion extension, 
de-adjectival -PH~ (12). e.g.
(decrease, become less ); c f . -NCi' (obsolete 
form of -NCINCi (small).
1) J, McLaren - Xhosa-English Vocabulary (1936) also gives
the form -nci as an obsolete form.
2) Note also the nominal forms derived from these
adjectival roots; e.g ., N v
umDALi (creator) ; ubuDALa (age) etc. 
uKHÚLa (weeds) ; ubuKHULu (greatness) etc.
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U a. : ubu -0-Lu (greatness) etc. 
13.7.3. Verbal root, related to mono-R adjectival root 
with diminutive extensions the radical conver­
sion extension being the Punctative -TH~ (3) e . g .,
-NCINITH^ (break into pieces); c f . -NCÍNANe (small).
In the verbal root, the RCE is the punctative 
-TH~ (replacing the diminutive extension in 
the adjectival roo t).
13.7.4. Verbal root, related to reduplicated - 
di-radical adjectival - nominal root, by 
addition of a radical conversion extension; v iz;
-PHOTHOZ- (act nimbly, quickly); c f.
ubuPHOTHO-PHOTHo (14) (nimble, agile )
RCE; Factative -Z~ (9)
/ \ s \ ^ n ^
-VETYEK- (be snub-nosed); c f. ubuVETYE-VETYe (14)
( f le x ib i l i t y );
RCE; Neuter -K~ (2 );
c f . also -BHETY- (bend back)
-th i bhetye and -th i bhety'e-bhety e
(be bent with weakness);
ubuBHETYE-BHETYe (14) ( f le x ib i l i t y ) ;
-BHETYE-BHETYe (used ad jectiva lly ); f le x ib le .
13.7.5. Verbal root, related to di-radical adjectival/ 
nominal root, the primary radical being re­
iterated, followed by a radical conversion 
extension; v i z .
-NGWENGWEM- (stand aloof - due to a sense of gu ilt );
/ s.
c f. ubuGWENX.a (14) (crookedness);
/ N
-GWENX.a (used adjectivally; crooked, wrong,
perverse)
RCE; Protractive -M~ (6 ).
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Verbal roots, related to di-radical 
ad.i ectival/nominal roots, with 
addition of an extensions e.g .,
✓s S
(cause to be painful)? c f. ubuHLUNG'u (14) 
(pain ? also used adjectivally? (pa in fu l)). 
Extension ? Causative - is -  (5)
A \
(make fresh, renew)? c f. uHLAZa (11)
(fresh green grass)?
* \
-luHLAZa (used adjectivally? green, blue)?
A. \
ubuHLAZa (14) (greenness)
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EXTENSIONS ? INTRODUCTION
14.0.0. EXTENSION
This term is used hereafter to describe the particular type 
of extension to the verbal root which consists of a vowel 
plus consonant phoneme which constitute an ind ivisib le unit, 
represented by the symbols -vc -P  Unless otherwise 
indicated, 'Extension', without further elaboration, refers 
to this type of extension.
I 4*1»0* ■ differences BETWEEN RADICAL EXTENSIONS
AND EXTENSIONS
14.1.1. Unlike the Radical Extensions, a ll of which 
consist of the form -C~, the Extension consists of -vc- (or 
multiple0 thereof); e.g ., -e l- , - is - , - is is -  .
A  \
For example, the di-R v .r . -KH0L- (sa tis fy , content, 
convince), may take either a radical extension, or an 
extension. e.g .,
( a) Radical extension ; -S~, causative (8) %
A \ \ / \
-KH0L- > -KH0L0S- (confide in, be secure etc.)
I t  w ill be noted that the REx is -S~ (or -C~)
(b) Extension s When, however, this di-R v .r . -KH0L-
o)takes an extension, such as the applied -e l- , or the
o )
causative - is -  , the extension in each case consists 
of a vowel plus consonant, (or -vc- ) : e.g .,
1) Small le tters  are here used, v iz . -vc -, to emphasize that 
this type of extension is , generally speaking, not of a 
'permanent' nature, but is liab le  to be used only at the 
discretion of the speaker ;when the occasion so demand’s, 
e.g. s -BÓNb (see) > -BÓNis'- (cause to see, show);
c f. para. 15.5.1.
2) c f. para. 15.1.0.
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A \-KHOL- (sa tis fy , content etc.)
\ / \
> -KHOLel- (have pleasure in, lik e )
> -KHOLis- (give satisfaction, please)
14.1.2. Not infrequently the extensions (Ex) are more 
loosely connected with the di-R v .r . than the radical 
extensions (REx), in that they do not have as profound a 
semantic influence upon the simple root. Further, the 
extensions may usually be used or discarded by the speaker, 
which is not the case with roots extended by means of a 
radical extension.
14.2.0. BACKGROUND
14.2.1. Most writers in Bantu have devoted a certain
amount of space to the description of what they have usually
termed 'derivative verbs'. Torrend^, for instance, refers
to 'applicative verbs', 'causative verbs', 'intensive verbs',
'reversive and expansive verbs' and 'reciprocal verbs'. He
made an early assessment of these species with considerable
accuracy. We should, however, refer to these species as
extended forms of the verbal root. Though he did not use
this term, Torrend implied this by virtue of the fact that
he recognised that they owe their d istinctive form and
significance to their suffixes.
2 )Later , he has this interesting comment to add, 
concerning the difference in function between these 
extensions and the auxiliary verbs employed to modify 
the sense of the main verb.
1) Torrend2 Comparative Grammar of the S.A. Bantu
Languages % p. 275 para. 1064 (1891)
2) As above, but ps 280 para. 1085.
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"There is  unmistakably an essential difference between the 
general notion implied by verbal suffixes, and that implied 
by auxiliaries. But until we have somewhat more abundant 
data to go by, i t  is  no easy task to define this difference 
exactly. I f ,  however, I am not mistaken, auxiliaries 
generally imply a notion of time. Respectively they 
imply that an action is taking place now, or took place 
before, lasts a long time or a short time, was never done, 
or was done once, s t i l l  lasts, or is  already accomplished 
etc., a ll of them notions which come under that of 
difference of time. , Verbal suffixes, on the contrary, are ^ 
rather either relational or include relation, and cannot- 
be said to contain the notion of either time or duration. 
Passive verbs, for instance, suppose an agent and a patients 
applicative verbs suppose an e ffic ien t cause, acting upon 
a subordinate agents intensive verbs being superlative, 
imply comparison V/ith what is usual and commons expansive 
and reversive verbs bring back the mind to a contrary 
actions reciprocal verbs suppose at least two agents' 
acting one upon another? a ll of them notions which come 
únder the head of re lation ."
14.2.2. Bryant‘S had this to say concerning the 
derivative species of the verbs
"There are several kinds of derivative verbs, 
i .e .  secondary forms constructed out of the 
primitive root by some modification or change 
thereof. They are of at least 25 d ifferent 
kinds, as follows?-"
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He describes the "modification or change thereof", in 
terms of "changing the fin a l a of the primitive root into 
- ela or - isa e tc .," according to the species concerned,
The fact that the fin a l -a in the simple verbal 
stem i i  not a part of the root, but a detachable terminative 
vowel, had not yet been appreciated.
In the' "25 derivative verbs" lis ted  by Bryant, 
are included
(1) Objective (now known as the applied)
(2) Causative
(3) Reciprocal
(4) Stative-passive or Neuter-passive
(now known as Stative or Neuter).
In addition he lis ts  20 reduplicated or compound 
forms. Under "derivative verbs" he includes the re flex ive  
construction,"^ (which is not a verbal species), but he 
makes no mention of the Passive species (with characteristic 
extension -w-, - iw - ) .
14.2.3. Subsequent writers have a ll made mention of the
2 )"derivatives", including Werner , who calls them "Derived 
forms" and McLaren , who uses the same term. McLaren 
introduces the recognition of the 'reversive' suffixes 
characterised by the vowel -u- (with the consonant of the 
extension or as root vowel). Doke5  ̂ and Bennie6  ̂ took 
the matter further.
1) Where the re flex ive  (Objective) concord -z i-  is 
introduced before the verbal root. This is not 
s tr ic tly  a verbal species at a ll,  but depends for its  
d istinctive character on the objective (re flex ive ) concord.
2) The Bantu Languages. A. Werner (1919) p. 146.
3) McLaren? "A Xhosa Grammar"?(1936) p. 109.
4) McLaren? "A Xhosa Grammar"? (1936) p. 118.
5) Doke? "Zulu Grammar" (1931) p. 126.
6) Bennie? "Grammar of Xhosa for Xhosa Speaking"
(1939) p. 123.
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14.2.4. Bennie follows Bryant in including the 're flex ive ' 
as a derivative species of the verb, but does not treat the 
subject in any deta il. Doke, with his usual thoroughness, 
goes far deeper than his predecessors had done. He also 
recognises the Passive as being a derivative species of the 
verb. Even Doke appears to include the terminative -a in 
the extensions.
14.2.5. Louw1  ̂ carries the investigation a step further 
in Xhosa, in recognising such extensions as the 'contactive' 
and 'positional' species , which had escaped being named 
previously in works on Xhosa.
14.3.0. ACCEPTANCE OF CERTAIN EXTENSIONS
o)
14.3.1. Sharman has recently done considerable 
research on the Extensions in Bemba. His treatment and 
description of the Bemba Extensions deserves mention here, 
as what he says applies in general terms to the Extensions
A)generally in Bantu. He says ,
"Both morphologically and semantically, these 
belong to a clearly identifiab le series % they
5)are elements occurring after the verb radicals
and modifying their basic meaning (that is , a
given extension normally modifies meanings of
5)radicals in a certain direction,) Not a ll
5)radicals ’ can be associated with a ll extensions %
many associations are naturally precluded on
semantic grounds, and s t i l l  others are phono-
log ica lly  determined. But there are always
many cases in which there is no apparent reason
5)why a given radical should not be found in 
association with a given extension, and yet is  not."
1) J.A. Louws„Handboek van Xhosa" (1963) p. 150.
2) This punctative -tha is actually a Radical Exs -TH~, and
also, protractive -ma, v iz . -M~; though protractive 
stative -am- is an extension.
3) J.C. Sharman̂  "Morphology etc. in the Single Verb Forms
in Bemba" % Definitions % page 9.
4) J.C. Sharman (as above)? page 46, para 2 and 5.
5) Or "verbal roots" in my terminology.
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14.3.2. With regard to the resistance of certain verbal 
roots to certain extensions, I am fu lly  in agreement with 
Sharman. In writing on Tsonga, Junod1  ̂ speaks with 
enthusiasm about the rich f le x ib il ity  of the Bantu languages, 
due to the many species of extension. "A ll these various 
derivations can combine," he says, "according to given laws, 
each adding its  own meaning to the others." And he goes
on to say, "An endless number of combinations is  thus 
rendered possible." While agreeing that there is  great 
f le x ib il ity  and a wide range of combinations, there are also 
s tr ic t lim itations, as indicated above.
14.3.3. As far as my observation goes, i t  would appear 
that while the more common extensions are 'l iv e ' (that is , 
capable of being added to verbal roots with considerable 
freedom), the majority are no longer so.
14.3.4. Having inquired from several Xhosa-speakers, 
why certain roots are resistant to certain extensions which 
appear to be open to use with them, the invariable answer 
is to the e ffect that, "We Xhosa*s do not say that." I t  
is , apparently a matter of usage, rather than any intrinsic 
incompatibility.
14.3.5. Certain of the extensions enjoy very wide 
acceptance by verbal roots. Such include the Applied 
(1) -e l- , Neuter Stative (2) -ek-, Causative (5) - is -  and 
the Connective -an- (6 ). Others, on the other hand, have 
a restricted use, only occurring with a comparatively small 
number of verbal roots.
2)14.4.0. Doke states, "Though the S.E, Bantu languages
TT  H.A. Junods "L ife  of a~S. African Tribe" i Vol. I I .  
page 141.
2) Doke, C.M. "The Bantu Speaking Tribes of S.A."
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"are not so rich as the central in verbal derivative forms, 
they s t i l l  employ the most typical and have occasional 
examples of a number of others."
14.5.1. Later, Doke^ gives a comprehensive l i s t  of the
main S. Bantu derivative verbal species. He goes on to 
say, "The primary semantic characteristic of a suffix 
appears to be in its  consonant, and the vowel or vowels, 
which are often evolved independently, and sometimes may 
not belong to the suffix proper at a ll, appears to be a 
secondary characteristic, though they do play some semantic 
part."
14.5.2. Here I must reluctantly disagree with this view. 
In terms of this thesis, the vowel of the extension is as 
much an integral part of the extension as the radical 
vowel is of its  radical.
14.6.0. In conclusion, i t  may be said that although 
there is a surprisingly large number of d ifferent verbal 
extensions in.Xhosa, i t  is really only a few that are 
' l i v e ',  and have a high frequency of incidence. For the 
rest, the incidence is low and restricted.
14.7.0. THE EXTENSION. ITS FORM AND FUNCTION
14.7.1. An Extension is , in e ffect, a suffix which 
may be added to a verbal root, thereby 
modifying the e ffect of the action described 
more in respect of its  application rather 
than its  essential nature. I t  is  followed 
by the usual verbal terminatives.
1) Doke, C.M. "The Southern Bantu Languages" (1954) p. 66.
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14.7.2. In explanation of the above, an example may
Av \
clarify  the position. I f  we take the verbal root -BON-
(see), whatever extension is added to this root, the basic 
idea w ill always be retained; v iz .,  the idea of "seeing". 
When the applied extension is added, the idea of "seeing" 
is extended to the idea of "seeing for" someone etc. With 
the causative extension the idea of "seeing" is extended 
to that of "causing someone else to see", thus to "show". 
Again, where the reciprocal extension is added, the idea 
of "seeing" is  now extended to the idea of "seeing one 
another". The basic idea of "seeing" is  unchanged, but 
the scope of the verb is extended to include other factors 
modifying its  relationship to those factors.
14.7.3. "LIVE" EXTENSIONS;
This term is used in connection with those 
extensions which may be fa ir ly  freely used with verbal 
roots which are semantically open to such usage. The 
number of such " liv e "  extensions is , however, s tr ic tly  
lim ited. The fact must always be borne in mind also, 
that certain verbal roots, apparently capable of accepting 
such suffixes, s t i l l  res ist them. As one informant 
expressed i t ,  "Yes, you could say that, but to a Xhosa i t  
would not make sense." Such is  the power of usage in the 
acceptance or rejection of certain forms of speech.
14.7.4. INACTIVE EXTENSIONS;
By 'inactive ' extensions, is meant those extensions 
which can no longer be used freely with verbal roots, or 
discarded at the whim of the speaker. There are certain 
such extensions which occur only very rarely and only 
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14.8.1. ONE-SEGMENT EXTENSIONSi
Several extensions consist of one segment, with 
the form -cv- 5 e.g ., the Applied -e l-  (1 ), as in -BONel- 
(see on behalf o f, etc.)
14.8.2. TWO- AND THREE-SEGMENT EXTENSIONS
Others again may consist of two and rarely three 
segments, with the form - cvcv- , - cvcvcv- , respectively.
When these occur, with a single semantic significance, 
they are due to a process of re-iteration , indicating the 
intensification of the extension. Infrequently the re­
iteration  is  not so obvious due to the substitution of 
a variant"^ in place of one of the segments.
X /  \ \
e.g. 3 -QONDisis- (explain fu lly ) (Ex 5 (d )).
\ / n, \
-V is is is- (speak out d istin ctly ) (Ex 5 (d )). 
and with a variant in one segment 3
 ̂ s' \
e.g. 3 -HLAMBuluk- (peel o ff,  come o ff in tr .)
^  ̂ \ \
c f . -HLAMBulul- (cleanse thoroughly).
14.8.8. ONE-SEGMENT EXTENSIONS IN SERIFS
I t  may happen that two one-segment extensions may
follow one another in series, resulting in a form which,
apart from the context, might be mistaken for a two-segment
extension. Where there are two one-segment extensions
in series, however, the fact w ill be made clear by the
semantic shape of the extended root.
\  /  \  N
e.g. 3 -LINDel3ek- (be expected)
\ \
< -LIND- (wait) followed by the applied and
2 )neuter stative (actual) extensions in series.
T5 c f . Ex 7(c) 3 para. 15.7.3.
2) c f. Para. 16.2.2.
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14.8.4. On the other hand, we may find a two-segment 
extension, with a single semantic force.
\ / \ \ . . e.g. ; -GANDelel- (stamp hard in to ) 3
 ̂ s
< -GAND- (stamp, tramp) followed by the 
applied (intensive) extension."^
14.9.1. THE VOWEL IN THE EXTENSION
While agreeing fu lly  that the consonantal element 
of the extension carries the main semantic force, the vowel 
is by no means without semantic significance.
2)14.9.2. I am unable to accept Van der Merwe's term 
"connecting vowel" for the vowel of the extension, as this 
suggests that i t  is merely a link between the verbal root 
and the extension. This vowel is , in fact, as much an 
intrinsic part of the extension as the radical vowel is an 
undetachable part of the radical.
14.9.2. The vowel and the consonant of the extension 
segment together form an ind ivis ib le unit, and each carries 
its  share of semantic force.
14.9.4. In the case of the consonantal element, we are 
able to find semantic parallels with those of the secondary 
radicals, but in the case of the vowel elements, defin ite 
semantic classification  has not been found possible, except 
to a very limited extent.
14.10.0. Semantic significance of the vowel 
element in the extension segment
14.10.1. Without claiming to explain why i t  should be 
so, the fact may be recorded that the vowel - i -  occurs in
1) c f. Para. 15.1.2.
2) c f . D.F. van der Merwe; "Morphology and Semasiology
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the extensions which carry either a 'causative' or a 
'fa c ta tive ' force (sometimes - i-  is assimilated to - e - ) . 
For examples -
The extension-vowel is - i -  in the following
extensionss
Causative-stative -iy - (5 (h ))
Causative —is- (5 (a )- (c );
Causative-Stative -es -, -ez- (5 ( f ) ( g)')
Causative-Intensive - is is - , - is is is - (5(d) and ( e);■
14.10.2. When the extension-vowel is -u- i t  is
found either with a 'reversive ' significance,
e .g .,
Reversive Actional -a l- , -uk- (8Xc)(b)
Reversive Neuter 
Stative -uk- (8 )(a ) etc.
or with an 'abundant 1 significance,
e.g.,
Abundant Stative 
(Completive) -uluk- (7 (c ))
Abundant Actional -u l-, — ulul— (7(a) and (b)
14.11.0. SEMANTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONSONANTAL 
ELEMENT IN THF EXTENSION SEGMENTS
14.11.1. There is an underlying connection between 
the semantic shape of certain consonants, whether they 
occur in radicals or extensions. The following 
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-L~, -e l-  E ffective (4)
-K~, -ek- Neuter (2)
Applied (1) 
Neuter-Stative (2 ) (a)
-K~, -ek- E ffective (4)
-M~, -am- Positional (5)
Persistive-Actional (2)
Protractive-Stative (9)
-N~, -an- Associative (11)
-S~, - is -  Causative (8)




14.11.2. While obvious parallels are not possible in the
case of a ll  secondary radicals and extensions with a common 
consonantal element, the above examples at least suggest 
a possible semantic relationship, and common origin .
object of the present study is rather to describe the 
extensions as they exist today in Xhosa, rather than to 
discuss their origin.
1). c f. C. Meinhof and N.J. van Warmelo,
'Introduction to Phonology of Bantu Languages'. (1922) 
Page 107 et seq.
14.12.0. The general question of the derivation of many 
of the extensions is  covered by M e i n h o f I t  is not 
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CHAPTER 15
15.0.0. EXTENSIONS s INDIVIDUAL
The following Extensions are found in Xhosas
1. Applied. 15.1.0.
(a) Applied -e l- 15.1.1.
(b) Completive (Applied) -e l el- 15.1.2.
2. Neuter Stative% 15.2.0.
(a) Actual -ek- 15.2.1.
(b) Potential -ek~ 15.2.2.
(O Actual (Completive) -ekek- 15.2.2.
(d) Actual -a l- 15.2.4.
(e) Actual Extensive -a la l- 15.2.5.
( f ) Extensive -akal- 15.2.6.
(g) Extensive
(Irregular) -ay el- 15,2.7.
■40 Persistive Actional -ek- 15.3.0.
4. Completive Applied-Stative -e l ek- 15.4.0.
5. Causatives 15 .5.0.
(a) Actual - is - 15 © 5 o1«
(b) Assistive - is - 15.5.2.
(c) Imitative - is - 15.5.3.
(d) Causative (Intensive) - is is -
- is is is - 15.5.4,
(e) Intensive (Causative) - i  sis- 15.5.5,
( f ) Causative (Stative) -es- 15.5.6,
(g) Causative (Stative) -ez- 15.5.7,
(h) Causative (Stative) - iy - 15.5.8,
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(a) Reciprocal -an- • 15 6.1
(b) Reciprocal (Completive) -anan- 15.6.2
(c) Associative -an- 15.6.3
7. Abundant; 15.7.0
(a) Abundant Actional -ul- 15.7.1
(b) Abundant Actional 
(Completive) —ulul— 15.7.2




(a) Neuter Stative -uk- 15.8.1
(b) Persistive Actional -uk" 15.8.2
(c) Actional -ul- 15.8.3
(d) Causative -us- 15.8.4
(e ) Actional (Completive) -uluk- 15.8 .5
9. Protractive Stative -am- 15.9.0
10. Contactive -ath- 15.10.0
11. Passive —w-, -iw- 15.11.0
15.1.0. APPLIED EXTENSION
15.1.1. 1(a) APPLIED EXTENSION; -e l-
The Applied extension is highly active, in that i t  
can be used in conjunction with a large number of verbal roots 
I t  can virtually be accepted by any root where the meaning 
permits its  use.
I t  is not intended to give multiple examples of 
the incidence of this extension,” for to do so would merely 
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Investigators from early times have not fa iled  to
note and comment on this extension. Reference has already
been made to Torrend's comments'  ̂ concerning its  semantic
significance. He does not, of course, d ifferen tiate between
the verbal root and the extension, but speaks of them as one
entity, 'applicative verbs'. He makes i t  clear, however,
that the 'applicative ' element is  due to the Extension. In
describing the function of this species, he says that they '
'suppose an e ffic ien t cause, acting upon a subordinate agent.' 
P)Bryant ' makes a brief reference to 'derivative 
verbs' and mentions 'Objective verbs, formed by changing the 
fina l a of the primitive root into e la , and signifying 'fo r ,
Q )
to, on behalf of, against' etc. Werner speaks of 
'Derived forms of the ve rb ', and uses the terms 'Applied'
(or 'Relative ' or 'Prepositional') in describing this species. 
She points out that this species 'gives rise to numerous 
idioms, some of which have no exact European equivalent', 
and goes on to says
"The most general rule that can be laid 
down for its  use implies that the action 
is done with reference to some person or 
thing other than the direct object of the 
verb."
Werner proceeds to point out also that,
" I f  the verb is intransitive, and therefore 
has no direct object, this form makes i t  
transitive, and enables i t  to take one."
1) Torrend, J.s Comparative Grammar of S.A. Bantu Languages 
(189]J page 275, para 1064.
2) Bryant, A.T. (1905) Zulu-English Dictionarys page 103.
3) A. Werners "The Bantu Languages". (1919) p. 148.
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The description is taken considerably further by 
Doke^ . He standardises the term ’Applied' for this 
species and gives a clear and fu ll analysis of the conditions 
under which the extension is used, and its  semantic force in 
those usages. Doke s t i l l ,  however, refers to 'derivative 
verbs' and 'the applied form of the v e rb '. In his 
description, however, he adds l i t t l e  to what has already 
been said by Werner, but comments,
"The sense of the applied form is supplied 
in "English by the use of such prepositions 
as 'f o r ',  'towards', 'on behalf o f ',  'to 
the detriment o f."
2)McLaren brings the discussion into the particular 
f ie ld  of Xhosa, and reverts to the terms, 'Derivative Forms" 
of the verb, and "The Directive Form" in particular in 
referring to this extension. He gives alternative terms 
again (following Werner) v iz . 'Relative ' or 'Applied '. In 
the main, he covers more or less the same ground as Doke 
(as quoted above).
O)
Bennie follows McLaren's terminology, v iz .
"D irective Form", but his treatment, though brief, is in
4)line with Doke. Ziervogel speaks of the 'Applicative'
or 'D irective ' verbal suffix, according to their respective
contexts. Here the recognition of the species in terms of
5)a su ffix is  f i r s t  mentioned as such. Van der Merwe refers 
to 'Derivative suffixes' in general and variations of the 
'Applicative' when dealing with this species in Sotho.
1) C.M. Doke; "Zulu Grammar", (1921) p. 131, para 231-241.
2) J. McLaren; "Xhosa Grammar" (1926) s page 109-
3) W.G. Bennies "Xhosa for Xhosa Speaking" p. 124 (1939)
4) D. Ziervogels "Grammar of Swazi" (1952) para 77.
5) D ,F. van der Merwes "On the Morphology . . . . .  Sotho
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I t  is le f t  to Sharman^ to emphasize the true nature 
of these derivative species, when he refers to them as 
'Extensions'. He reverts to Torrend's original term, 
'A pp lica tive '„ He does not, however, add any original 
contribution to the basic descriptions of the species given 
by his predecessors.
To sum ups This extension seems to have collected more
variations of name than any other of its  kind, but the
actual extension i t s e l f  is  invariable in Xhosa. The reason
for the m ultiplicity of names is probably due to the fact
that this particular Extension can be used to express so
2 )many shades of meaning. These shades of meaning and
o)
types of usage may be summarised as followss
Note i The term 'Applied* has now 
been generally adopted, and I find no 
reason to disagree with i t .
The uses of the Applied Extension may be illustrated by 
the following examples;
( i )  The applied extension is often used where 
the same meaning is supplied in European 
languages by means of a preposition. The actual nature 
of the prepositional idea thus expressed is often 
determined by the meaning of the simple verbal root i 
for instance,
y \ \ 's ^-FIKel- (arrive at) c f. -FIK- (arrive) s
-LUNGel- (su it, be right c f. -LUNG- (be right, f i t )  s
fo r )
/ v \ v / \
-HAMBel- (go jto°, v is it )  c f. -HAMB- (go, travel) s
1) J.C. Sharman-. 1964 .Chapter 5. FVerb forms in Bemba.'J
2) Applied Speciess Known variously ass Applicative, Objective,
Applied, Relative, Prepositional, D irective.
3) Only a single example is given, as the usages are
regular, and repetition would add nothing of 
significance to our survey.
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-LANDel- (fo llow  a fte r )
/ \ \
-JIKel- (turn towards)
-SUKel- (r ise  up against,
attack)
/  v  V
-GCINel- (keep fo r , on 
behalf o f)
c f. -LAND- (fo llow , pursue) :
 ̂ \
c f. -JIK- (turn (in tr , )  j 
c f. -SUK- (r ise  up) s
N \
c f. -GCIN- (keep, preserve) ;
( i i )  The applied extension is  used, in connection
with the locative, to indicate motion 'towards* i 
6 . g , ,
ukuBUYela ekhaya 





(to return to one's home)
(where are they running to?)
(pass on towards the front)
(run towards this side) 
i (travel towards the mountain)
( i t  reached to the inside of the roof)
( i i i )  The applied extension is  used to
indicate the loca lity  where something 
takes place i e.g .,
Impi yasiFIKela apho % (The army came upon us there) 
Inkabi yaWela emgodini, yaFela khona:
(The ox f e l l  into a hole and died there)
WaFela eRautinij (He died at Johannesburg)
( iv )  When followed by the interrogative suffix 
-ni?, the applied extension may express 
the question 'Why?' % e.g .,
NiHLALelani? (What are you waiting for?
Why are you waiting?)
NiKHALelani? (What are you crying about?
Why do you complain?)
(Why are you working?)NiSEBENZelani?
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(v ) When the applied extension is added to a 
verbal root which, in its  simple form is
intransitive, i t  may take an object and thus, in e ffect,
become transitives e.g .,
\ v /  ̂ \
-LAMB- (become hungry) 2 -LAMBel- (hunger fo r)
NdiLAMBela isonka. ( I  am hungry for bread)
 ̂ \ / \ v
-LIL- (cry, shed tears) 2 -LILel- (mourn fo r)
Mus1ukuLILela umntwana 2 (Do not mourn for the ch ild )»
(v i )  When the applied extension is  added to
a transitive verb, i t  may take two objects; 
the one being the object of the simple verbal root, and the 
other the object of the applied idea. The la tter is  the 
real object of the applied extension idea, and takes 
precedence in word-order over the former, while its  concord 
only may preceed the verbal root 2 e.g .,
Intombi imTHUNGele unina ingubos 
(The g ir l has sewn a dress for her mother) 
NdiwaBOPHele amahashes 
(inspan the horses for me).
( v i i )  When the applied extension is  followed 
in series by the passive extension -w-, 
certain idiomatic forms are met with, but s t i l l  retaining 
the idea of action 'in  respect o f' 2 e.g»?
NdAKHelwa indlu 2 (A house was built for me2 
L it 2 I was bu ilt-for, in regard to a house)
SaHLELwa yingozi 2 (We were descended-upon, i t  
was danger. Danger came upon us).
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Umntwana waFelwa nguninas (The child was bereaved 
of its  mother. Lit? The child was died-on by his 
mother. This is  in line with an old English usage 
where a man might say, "My Father has died on me.")
BaTSHONelwa lilanga besesendlelenis (They were
benighted while s t i l l  on the road. L it: They were
gone-down-upon, i t  is  the sun . . . . . .  etc.)
N.B. I t  w ill be noted that in each case, with 
the exception of the f ir s t  example, the 
agent of the passive is in the copulative 
form.
( v i i i )  The applied extension may be used in the
in fin it iv e  form to indicate purpose. (N.B.
Some refer to this usage as indicating 'lo c a lity 1, but 
the idea of 'purpose' seems predominant) % e.g .,
Indlu yokuDLela i (A room to eat ins or, a dining-room) 
Indawo yokuBUTHela % (A place to gather in i or, a
meeting place=)
Is itya  sokuDLela i (A dish to eat from: or, an
eating-dish).
(ix ) When the applied extension is used in
conjunction with the re flex ive  objective 
concord - z i- ,  i t  has the force of "doing something in 
relation to oneself," or "doing by oneself," or "doing 
of one's own accord:" e.g .,
UkuziHLALela : (To remain by oneself,
To remain on one's own)
NdaziFUNDela 5 ( I  learned on my own).
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(x) There are several verbal roots in
existance in Xhosa today which clearly 
have an applied extension, but whose simple verbal root 
has ceased to be used.^ The applied extension has 
thus become standardised as part of the verbal root. 
This process accounts for several verbal roots of 
apparently thre-e radicals. For examples
-FÚLeÍ^ (thatch a roof s roof in a hut):
\ / x s. / \
-KHANGel- (look a t); -MAMel- (lis ten  to, harken); 
/ \ \
-SONDel- (draw near) .
15.1.2.
(1 )(b) COMPLETIVE (APPLIED) EXTENSION s -e le l-  s
2 )Doke gives the name 'Perfective ' to this 
extension. He says,
"In  many Bantu languages this or a phonetically 
cognate suffix indicates an action carried to 
perfection or completion. In Zulu this force 
is  evident in several examples, but not in a l l . "
I have decided to adopt here the term 'Completive (Applied),w  
for this extension. Obviously the emphasis lie s  on 
'Completive', since the action described by the verb is 
carried out to its  conclusion, or completely done s 
'(a p p lied )', since i t  is , in form, a re-iteration  of the 
applied extension.
As Doke points out,2  ̂ some of these extended roots 
defin itely indicate intensive action, but others have no 
such emphatic emphasis.
1) c f. para 17.5.2.
2) C.M. Doke s Zulu Grammar (1931) para 367 etc.
3) c f, D. Ziervogel s Handbook of the Zulu Language s
page 133, para. 585., uses term 'Completive'.
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Examples where the extension carries an obviously completive 
intensive semantic shape.
\ / \ x / N
-FINCelel- (decant, exhaust); c f. -FINC- (drain,
drink ou t).
V y  V \ \
-GANDelel- (stamp hard in to ); c f . -GAND- (stamp, tramp)
\ / V v
-LUNGelel- (be equal, be even, be para lle l);
V N
c f. -LUNG- (be right, be suitable) 
s / \ \
-MINYelel- (drain out completely, exhaust completely); 
s \
c f. -MINY- (swallow, drain, exhaust)
\  /  \ N-NGXENGelel- (mix thoroughly, adulterate thoroughly, 
corrupt u tterly ); c f . -NGXENG- (corrupt, mix)
\  /  v \
-OMelel- (become very dry, very hard, very firm ); 
a v
c f. -0M- (become dry, hard, paralysed).
Examples where the completive significance of the 
extension is  not obvious ;
-DIBelel- ( f i l l  up with earth ; bury underground);
c f. -DIB- ( f i l l  a hole, mix together)
-NONelel- (shew respect to, shew friendship fo r );
/ \
c f. -NON- (become prosperous, be respected)
V / v V . y  \
-NXIBelel- ( t ie  up to, fasten to ); c f. -NXIB- 
(put on (c lo thes )); fasten (b e lt ) ) .
-TYELelêl- (pay a v is it  to ); c f . -TYEL- ( t e l l ,  inform)
15.2.0. (2) NEUTER STATIVE EXTENSIONS.
There are seven sub-categories of this extension s namely,
(a) Neuter Stative (Actual) -ek-
(b) Neuter Stative (Potential) -ek-
(c) Neuter Stative (Actual) (Completive) -ekek-
(d) Neuter Stative (Actual) -a l-
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Irregular -ay el-
Neater Stative (a) and (b) Extensions 3 -ek-
The Neuter Stative (Actual) -ek- and the Neuter 
Stative (Potential) -ek- extensions are really one 
extension which has developed a two-stream semantic sh ift. 
Both of them indicate ’'being” in the state or condition 
described by the verb; in the case of the 'Actual', the 
state is already attained, in the case of the 'Potential' 
i t  is regarded only as being a possib ility .
Both are 'l iv e ' extensions, though the Neuter Stative 
(Actual) is  more commonly found than the Potential species.
15.2.1. 2(a) NEUTER-STATIVE (ACTUAL) EXTENSION -ek-
Backgrounds Torrend^, strangely enough, does not mention
this species when discussing the 'derivative verbs'. He
only l is ts  the f iv e  3 v i z . 3 "Applicative, Causative,
2)Intensive, Reversive and Reciprocal.” Bryant refers 
to this group as 'Static-passive' or 'Neuter passive' verbs, 
"signifying a continuous condition of the passive state, 
most conveniently expressed in English by the word 'g e t '” . 
Werner1" ' uses the term 'Neuter-Passive' and adds, 
"distinguished from the passive by expressing a sta te , or 
the possib ility  of being subjected to an action, rather 
than the actual undergoing of the action on some defin ite 
occasion.” When she refers to "or the p oss ib ility ,”
Werner is  here confusing the Neuter Stative (Actual) suffix 
with the Neuter Stative (Potential)^ . She does, hov'ever, 
put her finger on the basic idea, namely, that this 
extension describes being in a 'sta te ' or 'condition'
1) J. Torrend; (1891) "Comparative Grammar of S.A. Bantu
Languages” , para 1064.
2) A.T. Bryant; (1905) "Zulu Dictionary” , p. 102.
3) A. Werners "The Bantu Languages." p. 147.
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"The Neuter, Middle or Quasi-passive form in 
2 )Zulu indicates an intransitive state or 
condition without any special reference to an 
agent determining that condition,"
"There is  a clear distinction between the 
passive and the neuter forms in their 
significance . . . . .  In many cases, the force 
of the English suffix -able or -i'cle expresses 
this neuter form % in others, the idea of 'get' 
or 'become', as opposed to the passive use of 
'b e ', seems to be the nearest equivalent."
Doke does not clearly d ifferen tiate between what I refer 
to as the 'Neuter Stative (Actual)' (2 ) (a) and 'Neuter 
Stative (Potential)' (2 )(b ) species, respectively. The 
equivalent of the English 'ge t ' or 'become' are 'Neuter 
Stative (Actual)', while those equivalent to the English 
suffix - able or - ib le  belong to the 'Neuter Stative 
(Po ten tia l)' species.
i )
Later'" , Doke refers to the two Extensions -eka 
and -akala and comments,
"There seems to be no distinction in meaning 
or significance between the two forms."
There is , however, a distinction; for while -ek- is  the
4)Neuter Stative (Actual) Extension, -akal- is the 
Neuter Stative (Extensive) extension.
5)Doke continues, in this same section to speak 
of "Neuter forms of a specialised character (which) occur
1) C.M. Dokei "Zulu Grammar" (1931) para. 328.
2) These comments in general principle, apply equally to Xhosa.
3) C.h. Doke ; para. 329. "Zulu Grammar" (1931)
4) See under Extension 15.2.6.
5) Doke, (1931) "Zulu Grammar", paras 330.
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"in connection with many verbs formed from radical
descrip tives.^  These are what are referred 'to in this
2)thesis as radical conversion extensions (RCE) . '
O
14.6.2. McLaren1' ; uses the terms "stative" (or "Sub­
junctive" or "Neuter" Form) for this species» 
He defines its  significance as follows?
"This form expresses the state of being,
3m subjection to the action of 
/erb. In meaning, therefore, i t
nearly approaches to the passive voice, but 
d iffers  from the la tter in not referring the 
action to any particular agent."
This description is very much to the point; the words 
underlined emphasize the essential significance of the 
species.
:the stative form makes intransitive verbs out of transi-
Iigusha zam ziLAHLekile (my sheep are lost s
/ N
from -LAHL- (lose s transs))
But McLaren also fa ils  to d ifferen tiate between 
the Neuter Stative (Actual) and the Neuter Stative (Poten tia l). 
He does, however, recognise that the su ffix -akal- is an 
intensive form of the 'Stative* species, though he does not
5 \
go so far as to record i t  as a separate entity.
1) Herein referred to as "Ideophones" .
2) See Chapter 12.
3) J. McLaren (1936)? "Xhosa Grammar" p. 114, para 78.
4) In contrast to the 'Applied* species which makes
transitive of intransitive verbs.
5) Herein referred to as Neuter Stative Extensive.
McLaren raises a further point. He says that
4)tive  , and quotes such examples as?
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-CANDek- (be sp lit )
-DABULek- (be parted)
X / V






from -CAND- (sp lit  % t r . )  
v / \from -DABUL- (part, sunder)
■V V.
from -FAK- (put in, put on)
15.2.2. (2 ) (b) NEUTER STATIVE (POTENTIAL)
EXTENSION s -ek-
As pointed out already, this is  actually the 
same extension as the Neuter Stative (Actual) extension, 
but with a semantic sh ift.
When used in the 'poten tia l’ sense, this extension 
indicates the possib ility of the subject entering into the 
state or condition described by the verbal root. But i t  
is only a possib ility % the potential is there, but not 
as yet reached. I t  is equivalent to the idea conveyed 
by the English suffix -able, - ib le  etc., indicating a 
capacity for rather than an accomplished state.
Typical examples of the Neuter Stative (Potential) 
extension are found ins
\ \ \ V
-AMKelek- (be acceptable) 
w / \
-BINQek- (be f i t  for tying
etc .)
-CELek- (be f i t  to be
requested, desirable)
X / V V
-OYIKek- (have the quality 
of exciting-fear)
v / X \
-PHEFUMLek- (be f i t  for
breathing (a ir ) )
1) -AKKél- already has an applied extension before
accepting the neuter stative (potential) extension.
x1)% from -AMKel- ' receive
welcome.
•V \
s from -BHINQ- (t ie  round the
waist)
X X
% from -CEL- (ask, request)
s from -OYIK- (fear, be
afraid o f) .
X / V
s from -PHEFUML- (breathe)
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15.2.3. (2 ) (c ) NEUTER STATIVE ACTUAL
(COMPLETIVE) s -ekek-
So far, I have only come across one example of this re­
iterated form of the neuter stative actual extension, 
-ekek-, namely,
^ / V \
-QUSHekek- (be completely covered, be quite hidden):
\  \
c f. -QUSH- (beat down (undergrowth)), efface, 
remove marks).
There may be several other instances <, I t  is not, however, 
a common extension nor a 'l iv e ' one.
15.2.4. (2 ) (d) NEUTER STATIVE (ACTUAL) -a l-
There appears to be no semantic difference
between this extension and the neuter stative (actual)
extension -ek- s both indicate "being" in a state or
condition described by the verbal root.
I t  appears to be no longer a l iv e  extension,
and as far as I can ascertain, occurs in only a very few
instances. For examples
-FUDUMal- (be warm): c f. -th i futhu
(be overheated, out of breath, excited).
's' / \ \
-KHUKKUMal- (r ise , swell, expand):
c f. -KHUL- (grow, increase): (R1 -KHU- 
carries the idea of 'getting la rg e r 'i i t  is 
re-iterated as R1 and R2, R3 is the Protractive
secondary R -M~ (6 ).
\ / v .
-LIMal- (get hurt, injured, crippled): c f .
A  \
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15.2.5. (2 )(e ) NEUTER STATIVE (ACTUAL)
EXTENSIVE 5 -a la l- ;
This extension is basically identical with the 
Neuter stative (actual) extension in -a l- (2 (c ) ) .  The 
only difference is that the extension is here re-iterated 
to indicate that the condition described by the verbal 
root obtains in a marked degree. I t  is no longer a 
liv e  extension in the sense that i t  cannot be added 
to any root at w ill.
Examples;
-FUMBalal- ( l i e  in heaps., crouch together)?
/  s,
c f . -FUMB- (heap up t r . )
-GOValal- (be id le , be ind ifferen t);
c f. -GOV- (s it  id ly , be indifferent)
-MBa-MBalalN- (be buried with pomp); 
c f. -MB- (dig)
-NGXABalal- (stand with legs astride ; s it astride) ; 
c f. -NGXAB- (spread out the legs)
\. / \ V
-PHATHalal- ( fa l l  on the hands, fa l l  helpless);
/ \
c f. -PHATH- (touch, handle)
-TSAKalal- (be thoroughly tame, be fu lly  trained); 
c f. -TSAK- (be tame)
15.2.6. (2 ) ( f ) NEUTER STATIVE (EXTENSIVE);
-akal-
Semantically there does not appear to be any
great difference between the significance of this
extension, and the preceding species, -ek-, -ek-, -a l-
For example;
x / \ \-BHENGEZek- (be exposed) and 
x / \ \
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both have a straightforward neuter stative force. On
the other hand, i t  could be argued that while the extension 
 ̂ y \ \-ek- in -BHENGEZek- suggests becoming exposed at a certain
 ̂ y \ \time, the extension -akal- in -FIHLakal- carries the idea 
of a drawn-out process or condition.
Or again,
-LIMal- (get hurt, injured, crippled)
-ONakal- (su ffer injury, suffer loss)?
N  /  \
One might suggest that -LIMal- indicates the actual
V / S V
receiving of an injury, while -ONakal- carries the sense
of the condition of being injured persisting. The
distinction, i f  i t  exists at a ll,  is  very sligh t.
On the other hand, certain roots do not accept
one extension, while they are invariably used in conjunction
\  ̂ \
with another. For example? the form -BONakal- (be 
obvious, be v is ib le ) is invariably used and, as far as I
%; \ y "N
know, one never comes across the form -BONek-.
I t  seems possible that the form -akal- is  a 
combination of -ek- with -a l- ? the e ffect, semantically, 
of two statives in series, giving rise to an extensive 
stative force.
For example?
-BONakal- (be v is ib le  s be obvious)
 ̂ / x \
could well be derived from *-BONek?al-, the series -eksal- 
becoming, by assimilation -akal? (The principle of re­
iteration  resulting in an intensive form is found, for 
example, in the Causative-Intensive extension - is is - ,  and 
in the Applied-Completive - e le l-  e tc .) The only difference 
here being that two dissimilar one-segment extensions, 
with similar semantic force, are used to form the re­
iterated extension instead of two identical segments.
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("be obvious): c f. -BON- (see)
(Be done to : be hurt : be in jured );
-ENZ- ; (do, make)
(be hidden, be mysterious): 
a> \
-EIHL- (hide, conceal)
(be preserved): c f.  -GCIN- (keep,
preserve)
(be habitually at a loss: be e v il:
be c ru e l):
/  \
-KHOKL- (embarass: escape one's
memory)
(be helped; be assisted): c f. -NCED-
(help)
(su ffer injury : su ffer loss ):
-\ \ .
-ON- (in jure, wrong ( t r . ) )
(be convinced : be persuaded):
-OYIS- (persuade : overcome)
15.2.7 NEUTER STATIVE (EXTENSIVE): -a y e l- (IRREGULAR)
(2) (g )
Semantically this extension appears to be simi­
la r to the regular Neuter Stative (Extensive) extension, 
-akal- :
There is  only one example that I have come
across of a di-R v .r .  taking this extension, v iz . ,
v \
-XUB- (mix up things or people, of 
(d iffe ren t kinds): c f .
-XUBayel-'^ (be confused, complicated)
The alternative form quoted in McLaren's dictionary,
K  ̂ / N \-XUBayal-, is not substantiated by my informants.
1) Appears to be a para lle l form to -SHUMayel- : ( t r . )
c f . Meinhof gives n-ay- as a durative extensTon; 
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15.3.0. PERSISTIVE ACTIONAL EXTENSION ? -ek-
Morphologlcally this extension is identical with 
the Neuter Stative (Actual) and (Potentia l), but semantically 
there appears to be l i t t l e  relationship. On the other 
hand, since the Neuter Stative (Actual) describes "being" 
in a certain state or condition, i t  does contain the 
"persistive" idea. I t  could be argued, therefore, that 
when carrying a stative significance, this extension is  the 
Neuter Stative (Actual) -ek- extension, and that when 
carrying an operative significance, i t  is the persistive- 
actional -ek-. I f  this should be the case, then, again, 
this is  part of the same extension as found in 2 (a) and (b) 
above, with yet another semantic sh ift.
The persistive actional extension indicates that 
the action described by the verbal root is extended or 
continuous or is of comparatively long duration. I was 
only successful in identifying four examples of this 
extension. There are, no doubt, others as well, though 
i t  is one of the rarely used extensions.
For examples
-BHULek- (thresh w ell) 3 c f. -BHUL- (beat out, thresh) 
-JAKATYek- (walk with antics and capers) 3 c f.
-JAKATY- (leap (lik e  a monkey)? flin g  about)
-KHULek- (tether) 3 c f. '-KHUL- ( t ie )
-LULek  ̂ (straighten out)? c f. -oLUL̂ - ídraw out, 
stretch out, extend)^
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15.4.0. COMPLETIVE APPLIED-STATIVE EXTENSIONS -elek-
(4)
This term calls for some explanation -
Obviously there are two component factors in this 
extensions an applied factor -e l-  and a neuter stative 
factor -ek-. I t  might be assumed at f i r s t  sight that 
this is an instance of two, one-segment extensions in 
series.
Against this, however, is the fact that we have 
such pairs of extended roots ass e.g.,
\ v 'n-OMelel- (become very dry, very hard, very firm) and
-OMelek- (be very firm, strong, zealous)$
A \c f . -0M- (become dry)
and
-THENDelel- (wobble) and -THENDelek- (be wobbly)
V \
c f. -THEND- (turn round, revolve).
These are obviously closely related intensive forms, the 
Applied completive extension -e le l-  signifying the process 
by which the condition is reached as described by the verbal 
root, and the Applied-Stative, -elek- signifying the 
condition attained as described therein. In the la tter 
i t  would appear that the force of an intensified, re­
iterated form is not lost, the neuter stative element 
-ek- being substituted in lieu  of the re-iterated applied 
element -e l- .
As far as I have been able to ascertain, this Applied- 
Stative extension is  far less frequently used than the 
applied-completive extension, i t  is not a liv e  
extension today.
Care must be exercised not to confuse this extension,
-elek- with an applied plus neuter stative in series. This 
combination is  frequently met with in such extended roots
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-NQWEN- (have a strong desire., lust, covet)
-NQWENel- (have a d esire for, lust a fter) 
-NQWENelek- (be desirable)
Here -e l-  is the one-segment Applied extension, and 




There are eight sub-categories of Causative 
extensions, namely,
(a) Causative (actual) - is -
(b). Causative (assistive) - is -
(c) Causative (im itative) - is -
(d) Causative (intensive)
Two-segment - is is -
Three-segment - is is is -
(e) Intensive (Causative) - is is -
( f ) Causative (Stative) -es-
(g) Causative (Stative) -ez-
(h) Causative (Stative) - iy -
Sub-categories (a) to (e) inclusive, are a ll 
essentially the same extension. In the causative (actual), 
(assistive ) and (im ita tive ), there is a three-fold semantic 
sh ift pattern. In the (intensive) forms, under sub­
category (d) we find an intensification of the causative 
(actual) extension brought about by re-iteration  of the 
one-segment extension.
Sub-categories ( f )  to (h) are d istinct species, and are 
dealt with under their respective headings.
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The Causative extension - is -  is one which has
been recognised from the outset of Bantu study. Torrend*^
speaks of 'Causative Verbs', and says, 'Causative verbs
are properly expressive of the e ffic ien t cause that
determines an act.'
2 )Bryant merely mentions 'causative verbs' and gives the 
example of tand-isa, giving the two meanings, 'cause, make 
or help to lo v e '.
In common with most writers to date he does not refer to 
the 'actual' and 'ass istive ' shifts of meaning, although 
there is considerable difference between 'making' someone 
do something and 'helping' them to do i t .  At this stage 
we are only concerned with what I have called the Causative 
(Actual) semantic species, "cause (to do)", "make (to do)".
q)
McLaren enlarges on the function of this 
extension by saying,
"This form indicates the extension of the action
of the verb to a second agent . . . .  I t  turns
4)intransitive verbs into transitive, in
5)which condition they may take two objects."
The frequency of incidence of this extension is high.
Examples of the Causative (Actual) extensions 
-BONis- (shew)s c f . -BON- (see)
/  \  \  ^  N
-CACis- (explain, make clear)? c f . -CAC- (be clear)
-CEBis- (give advice, counsel)? c f. -CEB- (scheme)
-DUMBis- (cause to swell)? c f . -DUMB- (swell)
/ X \ V V
-GUDis- (smooth, iron tr ,)?  c f. -GUD- (be smooth, sleek) 
-HLUTHis- (satisfy with food)? c f. -HLUTH- ( bee?satisfied )
T r  J. Torrends "Comparative Grammar etc." para 1073. 11.
2) A.T. Bryants "Zulu-Eng? Dictionary" (1905) p. 103
3) J. McLaren? Xhosa Grammar (1926)^page 111, para 76.
4) e.g. -BfjYt (return, in tr .) -BÚÝís- (bring back, t r . )  etc.
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Whereas the Causative (Actual) extension indicates 'to 
cause1 or 'to  make' to act in the way described by the 
verbal root, this extension has acquired the semantic 
sh ift of 'to  help' to act in the manner described by the 
verbal root.
I give rather more examples of this extension 
since i t  has not previously been acknowledged as a 
separate sub-species; e.g .,
/ v \
-HLABis- (help to stab? help to slaughter) ; 
c f. -HLAB- (stab)
-HLAKUL is ^  (help to hoe)? c f . -HLAKUL- (hoe)
-HLINZis- (help to slaughter? help to flay or skin);
a. \
c f. -HLINZ- (slaughter, skin)
/  ' v  V  v  V
-LIMis- (help to plough); c f . -LIM- (plough)
-PHEKis- (help to cook); c f . -PHEK- (cook)
\ V / V|  ̂ / \
-PHUM-elel-is -  (help to succeed); c f . -PHUM- (come
out, go out)
-QABis- (help to smear the body with red ochre); 
c f. -QAB- (smear the body)
/ S V \ \
-QHUBis- (help to drive); c f. -QHUB- (drive)
-QIQis- (help to comprehend); c f, -QIQ- (comprehend)
-QONDis- (help to understand); c f . -QOND- (understand)
-THWALis- (help to carry); c f. -THWAL- (carry)
1) Hyphens have only been used here to iso late the 
causative extension from the preceding intensive 
applied extension.
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This is , s tr ic tly  speaking, merely the causative 
(actual) extension, but used in a specialised construction.
Doke"  ̂ describes this construction very concisely, 
"The Causative form, followed by a 
qualificative pronoun derived from a 
possessive with class 8 concord is 
used indicating 'to  act l ik e '. "
This applies equally to Xhosa,
For example,
Umntwana uHAMBisa okukaYises
L itera lly  5 The child causes to walk that (way of walking) 
of his father.
Or % The child walks like  his father.
In the same way, we would find such examples as,
BaHLEKisa okwabantwanai
They are laughing lik e  children.
UFUNDisa okomLungus
He reads lik e  a European.
15.5.4. 
(5 ) (d)
CAUSATIVE (INTENSIVE) EXTENSION3 
- is is -  - is is is -
This extension is the Causative (Actual) extension, 
converted into the intensive form by means of re-iteration .
In most cases, the intensive form is of the two- 
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1) C,M. Doke~ Zulu Grammar (1931) page 138, para 252. 
-KHANYisis- (enlighten fu lly )s  c f. -KHANY- (be 
c lear, give out ligh t)
-QINisis- (establish firm ly)s c f. -QIN-  ̂ (be fixed, 
firm, tight)
\ / \ \ ,’.v.. s .  ̂ ' ' \ \
-QONDisis- (éxplain fu lly )?  c f. -QOND- (understand) 
-V isis- (explain fu lly ) and -V is is is- (speak out 
distinctly)? c f. -V-  (hear, fe e l)
/ V \
-Wisis- (throw down violently s cause to fa l l  heavily)? 
cf . -W-X ( f a l l )  .
15.5.5. INTENSIVE (CAUSATIVE) EXTENSION? - is is -
(5) ( e) —  ~ ~
The re-iterated form of the Causative (Actual) 
extension may, on the other hand, also be used with certain 
verbal roots, without conveying any s tric tly  'causative1 
idea. When i t  so occurs, i t  merely intensifies the action 
described by the verbal root. For example, we find?
\ y \ \
-CHAZisis- (comb out finely s explain thoroughly) 
c f. -CHAZ- (straighten out, explain)
\ / N \ \
-FUNisis- (search thoroughly)? c f . -FUN- (seek, wish)
 ̂ / V. \
-GANDisis- (tramp thoroughly, stamp well)? c f .
\ \
-GAND- (tramp, stamp)
-NGQlNisis- (assert positively)? c f . -NGQIN-
( tes tify , bear witness to)
\ x \ \
-TYELisis- (narrate explicitly? narrate in detail)? 
c f. -TYEL- ( t e l l ,  inform)
15.5.6. CAUSATIVE STATIVE EXTENSION? -es-
(5) ( f ) ~ — •
This extension is very rare. I t  indicates
bringing about a state or condition described by the 
verbal root. I t  is not a l iv e  extension.
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-AMBes- (clothe o ff ic ia lly  - adorn)
The di-R v .r . *-AMB- is no longer extant, but through 
comparison with other extensions of this root^  i t  is 
obvious that i t  must have existed.
The possib ility of i t  having a connection with the 
ideophonic root -th i wambu (throw on a garment) cannot be 
overlooked.
The root -THWES- (put on the head, crown with) could be a
regular di-radical v .r . On the other hand i t  might also
'' \
be a variant of -THWAL- (carry (on the head)). I f  the 
la tter is the case, then both these roots would be 
extensions of a mono-R v .r . -THU, with the stative extension 
-a l- > -THWal- and the Causative Stative extension -es > 
-THWés-, respectively.
I t  would be unwise to be over dogmatic on this point.
15.5.7. CAUSATIVE STATIVE EXTENSION; -ez-
(5) ( g) ............ ~ “
This extension must be classified  under the
'Causative' extensions, but with the proviso that i t
d iffers  semantically from the preceding causatives. I
have used the term ’Causative Stative1 to describe i t ,
because this extension indicates bringing about a state or
condition similar to that described by the verbal root.
I t  is  interesting to note that its  consonantal element is
-Z", similar to the factative secondary radical -Z~, which
has a similar semantic influence, v iz ; "the factative
radical indicates action that brings about a certain state
2)or condition . . . . . "
1) e.g. -AMBath- (contactive extension); -AMBul- (Reversive
actional extension). c f . para 8.7.0.
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/  v - \  \ X
-HLAMBez- (p u rify ); c f . -HLAMB- (wash)
x \ \ v \
-KHANYez- (contradict); c f . -KHANY- (deny, be clear of)
-KHAWULeẑ - (make haste) ; c f . -KHAWUL- (teach to, be
bounded by)
v  /  S  a  V
-LENYez- (dart out the tongue); c f. -LENY- (lick , 
dart (as a flame))
\ / \ \ v / \
-NQAMLez- (lay crosswise); c f . -NQAML- (cut o ff, 
cut short)
\ / \ \ x / \
-NQUMLez- (put across); c f . -NQUML- (cut o ff )
-PHEPHez- (blow); c f. -PHEPH- (avoid, be nimble)
/  N  V  /  \
-PHIMez- (bring out, bring over); c f. -PHUM-
(come out, go out)
N-Eoz- (take over, ferry across); c f . -W- ( fa l l )  
x \ \
-YALez- (give an order, commission); c f.
-YAL- (instruct, command)
Compare also -
V /  V \  \  \
-FUDUMez- (cause to become warm); c f. -th i futhu 
(be over-heated, out of breath) and 
*-FUDUM-, -M~ being the protractive 
radical conversion extension.
KHUKHUMez- (cause to expand, r is e ); c f. 
*-KHUKHUM- (swell)
15.5.8. CAUSATIVE ( STATIVE) EXTENSION; -iy -
(5) (h) — — — “
This is  an extension very rarely met with. In
fact there are only two examples that I can quote with 
any degree of certainty.
As with other extensions, earlier writers have 
sometimes tended to fa i l  to d ifferen tiate between 
Radical Extensions, .of the form -C~, and Extensions, of 
the form -vc-, with which we are dealing in this chapter.
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1) 2)Both Werner and Doke refer to a Causative 
in -ya, but in each case, i t  is  a radical extension to 
which they refer, and not an extension per se.
Werner w rites^ in this connections
" I t  has not been thought necessary to take any 
notice here of the causative in - za and other 
variations arising from the presence of certain 
consonants in the stem. The causative in -ya 
is a distinct form, sometimes found side by
side with the others."
2)While Doke states ?
"Of the two types of (causative) suffix 
shewn, -isa is  the commoner in a ll the 
languages, and is  s t i l l  a liv in g  suffix, 
while -ya is no longer liv in g . This -ya 
is , however, the primary and basic causative 
suffix, while - isa is  secondary and composite..."
The two examples of the Causative (sta tive ) extension 
- iy - are ?
' / \ .
-HLAZiy- (make fresh, revive, renew)?
c f . uHLAZa (1 1 )(fresh, green grass? spring)
/N \
(-HLAZ- is obviously a multi-functional 
root with the idea of reviving, being 
fresh etc.)
V ^-THiy- (from -THIsiy-) (give a name)? lite ra lly  
(cause to say (a name))
(Note, when a child is given a name, the phrase is
1 ukuTHiya igama." McLarenw also holds this
<\ \
view of the origin of -THiy-).
1) A. Werner, "Bantu Languages" (1919) p. 148
2) C.in. Doke, "The Southern Bantu Languages" (1954) p. 68
3) c f. J. McLaren? Xhosa Grammar? (1936)? p. 210, para 147.
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15.6.0. CONNECTIVE EXTENSIONS -an-
(6)
This extension has in the past usually been 
referred to as the 'reciprocal' extension. My reason 
for selecting the term 'connective' is given below.
Before doing so, however, the background on this extension 
is brie fly  reviewed.
Background;
Torrend^ does l i t t l e  more than refer to 'Reciprocal
Verbs', stating that they take "the suffix -ana."
o) 3)Bryant also merely mentions them. Werner adds, "The
reciprocal in -ana implies, as may be gathered from the
name, an act done by two or more people to each other."
4)Doke adds that,
"Certain reciprocals have a slightly d ifferent
5)significance from the plain idea of reciprocal 
action, in that they are intransitive or neuter 
in force, carrying also the idea of association.
I t  is noteworthy that, in certain Central Bantu 
languages, such as Lamba, a defin ite Associative 
suffix - ankana or - akana is  s t i l l  in use."
This is another extension that has developed two 
semantic streams. Hitherto this has been referred to as 
the 'reciprocal' extension. This term, however, only 
takes into account one of the two semantic shapes. I have 
therefore decided to accept the general term ' connective' , 
since this implies that more than one agent is involved 
in the action described by the verbal root.
1) J» Torrend (1891) 'Comparative Grammar of S.A. Bantu 
Languages', page 280, para. 1084.
2) A.T. Bryant; 'Zulu-Eng. Dictionary' (1905) p. 102.
3) A. Werner (1919) 'Bantu Languages' p. 151.
4) C.M. Doke (1921) 'Zulu Grammar' para. 343
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Then there are the two d ifferent relationships which give 
rise to the sub-categories; namely;
(a) Connective reciprocal extension,
(b) Connective reciprocal completive extension,
(c) Connective associative extension.
15.6.1. CONNECTIVE RECIPROCAL EXTENSION ; -an- 
(6) ( a) — — — — — — — — — —— — —
The connective reciprocal extension indicates that 
there are two agents (or more) involved in the action 
described by the verbal root, and that they carry out 
this action in relation to one another, according to the 
sense of the verb. The significance of this extension 
is , therefore, equivalent to the English "each other", or 
"to each other" or "for each other" etc.
For example;
\  /  \  a- \
-BONan- (see each other) from -BON- (see)
/ N V .
-BAMBan- (seize each other ; contend with one another)
\ s,
from -BAMB- (hold, seize)
\ / -y A. ^
-CELan- (request each other); from -CEL- (ask, request)
/ \  ̂  ̂ \
-NCEDan- (help one another); from -NCED- (help)
/ N \
-GCINan- (take care of one another; from 
\ \
-GCIN- (keep, preserve)
-DLULan- (pass each other by); surpass each other) 
a \
from -DLUL- (pass)
-FOHLan- (break each other's heads); from -FOHL- 
( break down, break in)
-KHANDan- (knock against each other); from
A
-KHAND- (beat out, hammer)
This is a very active extension, and may be used with 
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15.6.2. RECIPROCAL (COMPLETIVE) EXTENSION; -anan-
(6) ( b) — — — — — — — — — — —
As far as I know there is only one example of 
this completive extension. Basically i t  indicates that 
the action described by the verbal root is carried out by 
two or more agents, in relation to one another. Morpho­
log ica lly  i t  is a re-iteration  of the one-segment, 
Reciprocal extension -an-. Semantically i t  is identical 
with the one-segment species, but i t  indicates more com­
plete action. The one example I have to o ffer is;
-Vanar>- (understand each other perfectly;
be on very friendly terms with one another).
15.6.3. CONNECTIVE ASSOCIATIVE EXTENSION; -an-
(6) (c ) —
When used as the connective associative extension, 
the semantic significance is that two or more agents acted 
in the manner described by the verbal root "together". 
Sometimes the extended verb is used as i t  stands, as in 
SaBONana ngeCawa -
We met (together) on Sunday.
At other times, this extension is  followed by the second 
agent, and connected, with the preposition na- (w ith), as in 
SaHLANGana nabo ekhaya -
Vie met (together) with them at home.
This is  a far less active usage of the extension than the 
reciprocal usage.
Examples of the connective associative extension 
include;
\ / \ /V \
-DIBan- (meet together (w ith )); c f. -DIB- 
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-FUM-an- (obtain) s the di-R v .r . *-FUM- is no longer
in use.,
-HLANGan- (meet with)? the simple verbal root *-HLANG- 
is no longer in use; but the multi-functional 
root -HLANG- is  found in the nominal form 
uHLANGa ( l l )  ( stem, tribe, race, etc.)
with the idea of 'togetherness1 etc.
/  \  \  \ \




WITH Ex VOWEL -u- ?
Extensions containing the vowel -u- have either 
an 'abundant' or a 'reversive ' significance. Torrend"*"̂  
was one of the earliest writers to draw attention to this 
fact when he said,
"Reversive and Expansive verbs agree
in taking identical su ffixes."
He would probably have been more accurate had he said that
the vowel -u- in extensions may carry either a 'reversive'
2)or 'expansive' semantic force.
Some writers, including Doke" , strangely enough, 
refer to -ulul- as a reversive extension. He quotes, for 
instance, the roots -VIMB- (cover) and -VUMBulul- (uncover) 
in support of this. However, although there is  a 
reversive factor involved in these two roots, i t  lie s  in 
the radical vowel of Rl, rather than in the extension.
Rl -VI- in -VIMB- is replaced by Rl -VU- in -VUMBulul-.
\ V
-VI- and -VU- in this case belonging to the same rhizeme,
1) J. Torrend? (1891)? "Comparative Grammar of S.A. Bantu
Languages"? page 279, para 1080.
2) The 'reversive ' semantic force o£ -U- as a radical  ̂ x
vowel is seen in the Rl of -THATĤ  (take) and -THUTH- 
convey away) respectively.
3) C.M.Dokes "Zulu Grammar" (1931) para 370.
r-.' 
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bat with -VU- as the reversive of -V I- . The extension
\  \
-ulul- merely acts as an ’ abundant' extension to -VUMB- 
( uncover).
1 )  N  /  X. k
McLaren also speaks of -HLAMBulul- as the
\ V
reversive of -HLAMB- (wash), whereas i t  is so patently 
an abundant extension, giving the meaning 'wash thoroughly
15.7.1. ABUNDANT ACTIONAL EXTENSIONS -ul-
(7) (a) ■ ”
This extension indicates that the action
described by the verbal root is carried out thoroughly.
I t  may occur with certain roots as a one-segment extension
-u l- .
In others i t  takes the reduplicated form, obviously 
indicating a doubly thorough action, -ulul- (see under 
7 (b ) ) .
Examples of the one-segment extension includes- 
-HLUBul- (strip  o ff)s  c f. -HLUB- (moult, discard) 
-HLUNGul- (shake, sh ift)s c f. -HLUNG- (shake, sh ift)
/ x v  / X
-THUTHul- (carry o ff wholly)s c f. -THUTH- (take
or convey away)
15.7.2. ABUNDANT ACTIONAL EXTENSIONS -ulul-
(7) (b) — — — — — — — — — — —
This two-segment extension is really identical 
with the one-segment extension mentioned in (7 ) (a) above. 
The only difference is  that i t  is here re-iterated, making 
i t  more 'abundant'. I t  seems, however, that certain 
roots accept the one-segment extension, and others the 
two-segment form. The forms are not interchangeable.
As far as I can ascertain, this is not a very liv e
1) J. McLaren? 'Xhosa Grammar' (1926) p. 122.
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extension.
Examples includes
V. / \ \ \ \
-HLAMBulul- (cleanse thoroughly)? c f. -HLAMB- (wash)
v / \ \
-HLAZulul- (spread out, expose utterly, squander)
c f. -HLAZ- (expose, disgrace)
\ / \ \ / \ 
-HLUBulul- (strip  o ff completely)? c f. -HLUB-
(moult, discard)
\ / \ \
-KHOTHulul- (fin ish  the lo t, scrape out)? 
c f. -KHOTH- (lick )
-MBulul- (search out)? c f . -MB- (dig)
\ /  ̂ \
-NABulul- (stretch out completely)?
^ vc f. -NAB- (stretch oneself out)
 ̂ \ \ .
-THUNTulul- (walk mincingly, trip along)? 
cf o -THQNT- (walk ligh tly )
NOTE?
There is one extension form which presents an 
interesting problem, The problem, however, lie s  rather 
in the meaning attaching to the simple verbal root, than 
to the extension.
/ X
The simple verbal root is -ONG- for which the 
following, somewhat contradictory meanings are given?
(a) Nurse, take care of, look after (the sick)
(b) Bring up sparingly.
These two alternative meanings are, apparently, in 
themselves the reverse of one another.
The extension form, however, -ONGulul- is 
usually given the one meaning "feed up with nourishing 
food."
I t  would be possible, therefore, to regard 
—ulul— as the abundant actional extension of (a) or 
as the reversive actional of (b ).
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15.7.3. ABUNDANT STATIVE (COMPLETIVE) EXTENSION -uluk-
This extension is the stative equivalent of the 
abundant actional extension -u lu l-. Certain of the verbal 
roots which accept the la tter also take the stative form.
I t  would appear that the extension is not so l iv e  as to 
be applicable to a ll such roots.
The Stative element is typically introduced by the 
consonantal element -k- in the second segment.
Examples 5
\ /  \  \
-HLAMBuluk- (be fu ll cleansed)
V / \ V .c f. -HLAMBulul- (cleanse thoroughly)§
c f . -HLAMB- (wash)
V /  V \
-HLUBuluk- (peel o ff, come o ff in tr . ) ;
v / \ \
c f. -HLUBulul- (strip  o ff  completely)
/ V
c f. -HLUB- (moult, discard)
\ / \ V
-NABuluk- (stretch out completely in tr .)
\ / V \
c f. -NABulul- (stretch out completely t r .)
A \
c f . -NAB- (stretch oneself out).
15.8.0. REVERSIVE EXTENSIONS.
(8) ......
The main .characteristic of the Reversive
extension is the 'reversive1 semantic force of the
extension vowel /u/ in these extensions.
In the same way that we find, within a given rhizeme^
radicals which are closely related, but d iffe r  in some
respect through the substitution of a d ifferent vowel, a
similar position obtains in the simple and reversive
extensions.
1) c f. Rhizeme etc. paras 2.7.0.
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respectlvely . The reversive (or destructive) character
/ / / 
of -THU- is due to the radical vowel /U/ % -TEA- and -THU-
belonging to the same rhizerne.
These reversive extensions are few and far between, and 
they must be regarded as almost inactive, since they
cannot be used with just any root the speaker may desire.
There are fiv e  species met with, but a ll are uncommon.
They ares
(a) Reversive Neuter Stative -uk-
(b) Reversive Persistive Actional -uk-
(c) Rev ersive Actional -ul-
(d^ Reversive Causative -us-
(o) Reversive Actional (Completive) -uluk-
15.8.1. REVERSIVE NEUTER-STATIVE EXTENSIONi -uk- 
(8) ( a) _ _ _
This extension is related to the Neuter Stative
(Actual) (2 (a )) extension, -ek- which indicates being in
the state or condition described by the verbal root. The
substitution of the reversive-significant extension vowel
/u/ in place of /e/, supplies the reversive idea in the
extension.
Examples of this extension are very uncommon, and the 
extension it s e l f  can no longer be regarded as liv e  .
The two examples I quote below both belong to the di-R 
vowel-verbal root species of the roots namely,
x / \ i )
-AHLuk- (be separate, be parted ( in t r . ) )
/ V s 2)
-ALuk- (go into seclusion, be circumcised) '
1) See paras 17.7.5.
2) See paras 17.7.4.
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15.8.2. REVERSIVE PERSISTIVE ACTIONAL EXTENSIONS -uk-
(8 )(b ) — — — ~ ““ “ “ “ “
This extension is related to the Persistive 
Actional extension s -ek- (3 ) )  the substitution of the 
reversive-significant /u/ in the extension supplying the 
reversive element. I t  indicates that the action described 
by the verbal root persists in not taking place.
So far I have only one example of this extension to quote;
namely,
/ \
-MK- (go away, depart, set out);
Zulu has the form -MUK- (s.m.) Actually this 
is not a di-R v .r . but the mono-R v .r . (i)M~
(stand, stop) with the reversive durative 
actional extension -uk-. A comparison of 
the semantic shape of the mono~R v .r . and 
its  extended form makes this clear.
15.8.3. REVERSIVE ACTIONAL EXTENSION; -ul-
(8) ( c)
While the vowel -U- as a radical vowel occurs 
comparatively frequently with reversive semantic force, 
the frequency of incidence of this extension, where the 
extension vowel -u~ obviously carries the 'reversive' 
significance, is very low.
I quote two examples below, -where the reversive' 
force is  obvious from comparison with the di-R verbal 
root ; namely,
V / v.
-BUKul- (refuse its  young (as a cow)); desert its  
nest (as a b ird )); renounce, disown) 
c f. -BUK- (take care of, look at with admiration)
/ V V
-LANDul- (put one o ff ,  refuse, make excuses);
/ \
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Another example of this extension is found in
-PHENDul- (turn over s answer). The di-R root,
*-PHEND- is no longer in use. Its  form,^ however, 
suggests the idea of ’ remaining in position ', which 
would be consistent with -ul- being the reversive 
extension.
^ /  \
There is also the di-R vowel verbal root -AHLul-
2)(separate, divide t r .)
The di-R root is no longer extant. I t  would have been
V
*'-AHL-, with -A- as Rl, carrying the idea of ’ remaining 
in tact1, or ’ remaining together’ . I t  is  almost certainly 
derived from an earlier root, *- yA -, where / y  /
represents a lost consonant of uncertain identity.
/ \ v
-AHEul- (wear old, ragged clothes) 3 c f.
/  ̂ \-AhBath- (clothe oneself), provides a further
3)example of this extension.
15.8,4. REVERSIVE CAUSATIVE EXTENSION3 -us- 
(8) (d) — ~
This extension may be regarded as related to the 
causative (actual) (5a) extension - is - , the reversive 
element being introduced by the reversive extension vowel 
/u/. I t  indicates causing the action described in the
verbal root not to take place.
This is another extension that is  very rarely found.
I can o ffer two examples only at this stages namely,
The verbal root -Plus- (Do not’.) which can never be used 
alone, but only in conjunction with a main verb in the 
in fin it iv e . In this construction -Mus- is used to 
indicate a prohibitive imperative 3 e.g ..
Plus’ ukuthethal Do not talk I
1) c f. Meinhof’ s noun class (16) -pha (loca tive ) 3
R2, -ND~ Protractive (6) .
2) c f. Paras 17.7.5.
3) c f. Paras 8.7.0.
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I t  is  actually the mono-R v ,r . -(i)M~ (stand, remain) 
with the reversive causative extension -us™., When used 
in the manner described i t  would be equivalent to the 
English colloquial idiom of
"Don't stand talking - do somethingl"
\ / V
Then there is  the root, -ALus- (herd (stock ));
N 1 )
probably from an earlier root * «yAL- where / y  / is 
a lost consonant of uncertain id en tity ).
* A. \
I f  we accept the basic meaning of -AL- as 'spread out', 
'herding' would be to cause the cattle not to spread out, 
but remain in one particular area.
15.8.5. REVERSIVE ACTIONAL (COMPLETIVE); -uluk-
(8) ( e) ~ “ "
The reversive actional (completive) extension is 
very rare. I have only one example to o ffer, and the 
extension w ill best be described by giving the example
and then analysing -it, v iz;
\ /  \ \
-PHASuluk- (res is t stubbornly, refuse to yield )
The di-R v .r . is no longer in current use. There is , 
however, a parallel extended form in
 ̂  ̂  ̂ 2 )-PHASalal- (get scattered, get loose)
Normally we might have expected the reversive actional 
(completive) extension to have taken the form -ulul-, a 
re-iteration  of the reversive actional extension -u l- .
As sometimes happens, however, the second segment of a 
re-iterated extension assumes a form with a variant 
significance ? in this case i t  is the -uk- of the 
reversive persistive actional extension which takes
1) c f . Meinhof's *- ala (spread out)? c f. para? 17.7.5.
2) Already dealt with under the Neuter Stative Actual
(Intensive) extension ? -a la l- (2 (e ) ) ,  para? 15.2.5. 
2) c f . 8(b) above ? para? 15.8.2.
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the place of the second segment In this completive form. 
Its  occurrence in place of the normal actional form serves 
to emphasize the prolonged action described.
, 15.9.0. PROTRACTIVE STATIVE EXTENSIONs -am-
This extension indicates that the action or 
condition described by the verbal root is continuing. I t  
is seldom met with, and is not l iv e  .
Examples 2
/ S \
-OTHam- (s it  basking (in  the sun) 2 l iv e  id ly ) ) 2 
c f. -0TIR- (heat up, warm up t r ) 2 bask).
-PHAPHam- (be watchful, be l iv e ly ) 2 
\ \
c f. -PHAPH- (be attentive, open out)
\ / \
-XAKam- (be concerned, be anxious) 2 
cf o -XAK- (puzzle, perplex)
NOTEs A strong relationship is  noticeable between
this extension -am-, and the secondary radical 
-M~ (6 ), which also carries a Protractive 
semantic force, and is  frequently used as a 
radical extension to verbal roo ts .^
15.10.0. CONTACTIVE EXTENSIONS -ath-
(1 0 ) ~ ~ — — “”
The contactive extension indicates an action 
involving contact, often contact with some part of the 
body, and often involving the hand or other part of the 
body .
1)  c f .  S i g n i f i c a n c e  o f  Se cond ar y  R a d i c a l s  pa r a s  4 . 8 . 0 .  
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I t  is  an extension very rarely met with, and is 
not l iv e  .
Examplesi
/ V \
-AMBath- (dress oneself). The di-R v .r . is  now
no longer in use."^
/  \  \
-NYINath- (close up a hole (by pressure))s 
 ̂ \
c f. -NYIN- (press together between the 
fingers 3 r e s t r ic t ) .
Here again, there is an obvious relationship between the 
contactive extension -ath~ and the contactive Secondary 
radical -TH~ (10) . The secondary radical is used
extensively as a radical extension, while the extension 
-ath- is  rare.
t 15.11.0. PASSIVE EXTENSION j -w-, -iw-
(11) —  ' "
The passive indicates that the subject of the 
verb is acted upon, in the manner described by the verbal 
root, by an agent.
Whereas most extensions have the form -vc -, or multiples 
thereof, the passive is now indicated by the extension 
-w- (or — iw—), according to the root to which i t  is attached. 
The rules controlling these forms are stated below.
In a ll probability, the passive extension was originally 
the vowel /u/, later becoming the semi-vowel, to avoid 
two vowels following one another (when the terminative 
fo llow ed ).
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1 ) 2 )Werner classes the passive as an extension
\ A \
as also does Doke.° Ziervogel , on the other hand,
deals with the passive under verbal tense suffixes.
5)Bennie argues that as i t  stands "in  a much closer 
relation to the active than these (extension) forms do, 
i t  seems better to retain i t  in the conjugation of the 
verb. In the active, the action is described from the 
point of view of the agent. In the passive i t  is  de­
scribed from the point of view of the person or object 
acted upon, but the action it s e l f  is not modified."
In reply to this, i t  could be said that, for 
instance, the action it s e l f  is  not modified in the reciprocal 
extension form; i t  merely comes from either side at the 
same time.
My own conclusion is  that the passive fu l f i ls  the 
conditions of the defin ition  of-an extension, in that i t  
is suffixed to a simple verbal root, is detachable from i t ,  
and may be used or discarded at the w ill of the speaker, 
and does not alter the basic idea expressed by the verbal 
roo t.
The passive extension is  the most active of a ll  the 
extensions, as i t  can be applied to any verb, which, 
semantically, can be so extended.
The forms and usage of the passive extension are 
summarised as follows;
1) A. Werner; 'Bantu Languages' (1919) p. 147.
2) Although she does not, of course, use the term 'extension'.
3) C.M. Doke (1931) "Zulu Grammar" p, 126, para 320.
4) Do Ziervogel (1952) 'Swazi Grammar' para. 94.
5) W.G. Bennie (1939) 'Xhosa for Xhosa Speaking', page 97.
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( i )  The form -w- is used when i t  is  suffixed to
a di-radical or multi-radical verbal root and 
followed by one of the following verbal 
terminativesi
-a, -anga, -e
( i i )  The form -iw- is used when i t  is suffixed
to a mono-radical, or vowel-verbal di-radical 
root,
( i i i )  The form -iw- is used when i t  is  suffixed
to a verbal root and followed by the perfect 
tense verbal terminative -e- (the short form 
of the perfect terminative) .
Examples;
( i )  (ukuBONa (to see)
(
(uku-BONwa (to be seen)
(akaBONanga mntu (he has not seen anyone at a ll )
(
(akaBONwanga ngamntu (he has not been seen by
anyone at a ll)
(ukuze aBONe (that he may see)
(
(ukuze aBONwe (that he may be seen)
( i i )  (ukwAKHa indlu (to build a house)
(
(KusAKHiwa indlu ( i t  is  s t i l l  being build, a house;
a house is s t i l l  being bu ilt)
(ukuPHa (to give)
(umntwana uPHiwe isonka (the child is  given bread)
( i i i )  (ukuBETHa (to beat)
(
(indoda imBETHile umntwana - (the man has beaten 
£ the child)
(umntwana uBETHiwTe yindoda - (the child was beaten
by the man)
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The process of palatalisation comes into 
operation when the passive extension is  preceded by 
a lab ia l consonant. Under these circumstances, the 
labial gives way to the corresponding palatal. This 
process may not only a ffect the sound immediately 
preceding the extension^ i t  may operate retrogressively 
in. any radical except the primary radical.
These changes occur on the following basis?
IN SIMPLE VERBAL ROOT? IN EXTENSION?
Elective bilabial /P/ Elective prepalatal / tsh/
Voiceless Aspirated Voiceless aspirated
bilabial / ph/ prepalatal /tsh/
Implosive bilabial /b/ Elective palatal / ty/
Voiced bilabial /bh/ Voiced prepalatal /j/
Voiced bilabial /mb/ Voiced prepa.latal /nj/
Voiced bilabial nasal /m/ Nasal palatal /ny/
Examples ?
Prepalatalisation taking place in radicals immediately
preceding the passive extension.
\ \ N \ 
/p/ /tsh/ -KRAPa (lap, throw into the mouth)? -KRATSHwa
/ph/ /tsh/ -BOPKa (bind, tie )?  -BOTSHwa
\ \ s \
/b/ /ty/ -HLABa (stab, pierce)? -HLATYwa
/mb/ /nj/ -BAKBa (hold, seize)? -BANJwa
/m/ /ny/ -THUMa (send)? -THUNYwa.
Prepalatilisation may take place through retrogressive 
assimilation, in a radical other than that immediately 
preceding the passive extension ?
This phenomenon may occur in various circumstances ?
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When the passive extension is accepted by a verbal root 
which already has one or more extensions s e.g .,
-BHUBH- (perish)
/ \ \
-BHUBHis- (cause to perish, destroy)
-BHUJisw- (be destroyed)
-BHUJiselw- (be destroyed at)
-THUM- (send)
-THUMel- (send to)
-THUNYelw- (be sent to)
\  /  \  \
-THUNYelwan- (be sent to one another)
Certain di-radical v „r ., with an abbreviated extension 
in Xhosa, have the fu ll form in Zulu, for example,
Xhs -LAM1- is -LAMul- in Zu? (intervene)
The fu ll form in Xhosa should be -LAMul- . When 
this extended root accepts the passive extension, the 
lost extension vowel is usually restored - thus we have
-LAM1- -LANYulw- (passive). .
1) This extension -ul- may either be the abundant actional 
or the reversive actional. Since the original di-R 
v .r . ,  *-LAM- is no longer in use, we have no grounds 
for semantic comparison to determine whether i t  is an 
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CHAPTER 16
16.0.0 EXTENSIONS; IN SERIES
16.1.0 So fa r we have considered individual exten­
sions. Extensions may, however, he used in series.
Such sequences may have two, three or even four or 
more in series.
In the follow ing pages, examples are given of 
typ ical combinations of extensions in series. The 
only extension not included in these examples is the 
passive. The reason for this being that the passive 
extension may be used wherever the meaning of the verb 
permits i t .  To have included examples of the passive 
in each case would have added considerably to the bulk 
of this study, and nothing to its  usefulness.
I  have employed hyphens to divide the extensions 
from the verbal root and from one another. This is 
merely a device of convenience, and should not be taken 
as a general procedure.
16.1.2 EXTENSIONS IN SERIES; ORDER OP SEQUENCE
There appears to be no hard and fast, tidy rule 
whereby we can say that the various extensions when 
occurring in series, must follow  any given sequence.
Basically, i t  is  a matter that has been deter­
mined by the consideration of semantic emphasis desired. 
In the f i r s t  instance, no doubt, i t  was so determined, 
possibly by t r ia l  and error. Today, however, the va­
rious extended root forms have been standardized, and 




















I t  has "been observed that certain verbal roots 
accept certain extensions, while they reject others. 
This occurs even where the semantic shape of the root 
would appear sympathetic to a given extension."*"^
This principle of arbitrary selectivity appears to ob­
tain also in relation to the order in which the exten­
sions may be used in series, in regard to any given 
verbal root. Certain combinations of extensions in 
series, which might appear permissible in theory, are 
just not used in practice.
16.1.3 ROOTS TOH TWO EXTENSIONS IN SERIES.
Where there are only two extensions in series, 
the question of priority  is comparatively uncomplica­
ted. Once we have determined the character of the 
semantic shape desired in the extended root as a whole, 
we are safe in using that extension as the primary 
extension.
For example: i f  we take the root
-BETH- (h it, strike, etc.)
We have two alternative forms of the extended root, 
each using the same extensions, but in a different 
order. e.g.
-BETH-an-is-^ and -BETH-is-an-.
Both extended roots have a common di-Radical v . r . ,
x \
-BETH- with the basic idea of 'h itt in g 1 
'beating' etc.
1) c f . Extensions : para 14.3.4
2) Hyphens are used here merely to c la r ify  the d iv i­
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16.1.4 In order to determine the semantic shape of the 
extension in its  f i r s t  stage, the di-R v .r .  
must be taken, with the primary extension: v iz .,
-BETH-an-is- : -BETHan-
Extended idea: hitting one another;
to complete the picture, the secondary exten­
sion is  then included, making up the fina l
v / \ \
extended idea of : -BSTHan-is- causing to hit one 
another.
N '  V \
Applying the same principle to -BETH-is-an-, we have the
di-R v . r . ,  with its  primary extension: v iz .,
/  ̂ \
-BETH-is-
Extended idea: Cause to hit or Help
to h it:to  complete the picture, the secondary extension 
is then added, indicating that this action of "causing or 
helping to hit" is  being mutually carried out by two 
agents : thus
x / \ \
-BETHis-an-
"helping one another to hit" (presumably some third 
party'.) .
16.1.5 The process today is almost reversed however. 
While in the f i r s t  instance, the extended roots had 
extensions added to them in order of semantic priority, 
building up the speaker's meaning, today the speaker 
has l i t t l e  latitude in building up his own extension 
sequences. These have been bu ilt  up for him, and with 
the passing of time, the sequences have become standar­
dized. Now he selects the accepted sequences to ex­
press the meaning he wishes to convey. And that, after  
a l l ,  is what happens in any established language.
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16.1.6 To demonstrate further that, apart from seman­
t ic  considerations, there is no hard and fast order of 
precedence in extension sequences, le t  us take three 
extensions, namely,
-e l- ( applied)
- is - ( causative)
-an- (connective)
We find these three extensions, used in series, hut in 
varying sequences, in the follow ing extended roots:
( i )
\ V
-GQIB- ( f in is h ): c f .
 ̂ V / \ V
-GQIB-el-is-an-





fo r the last tim e).
 ̂ \ / \ \ 
c f . -BHIJ-el-an-is-
( i i i )
^ \ 
-BUY-
(in tertw in e ). 
(return): c f.





(restore to each o th er).
/ V \ \ / \(stab, p ierce): c f. -HlAB-an-is-el'
16.1.7 As w ill
(stab by accident; o ffen d ). 
be seen from these examples, we have
these variations in the order of sequence:
( i ) - e l- - is - -an-
( i i ) -e l- -an- - is -
( i i i ) - is - -e l- -an-
( iv ) -an- - is - -e l-
16.1.8 Possihly there are other variants, but the
above w ill su ffice to show that no one extension has 
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-el- occurs as Ex
as Ex
as Ex
•is- occurs as Ex
as Ex
as Ex
an- occurs as Ex
as Ex
as Ex
1 in ( i ) ? ( i i )
2 in ( i i i )
3 in (iv )
1 in ( i i i )
2 in ( i ) ,  ( iv )
3 in ( i i )
1 in (iv )
2 in ( i i )
3 in ( i ) ,  ( i i i )
16.1.9 The indications a l l  point to the hypothesis that 
the order of sequence of extensions in series is  subject 
to the order of priority  of the semantic influence of the 
extensions involved.
1.6.2.0 EXAMPLES OF EXTENSIONS IN SERIES
16.2.1 Applied -  Applied; ( - e l - e l - ) .
-BON- (see) : -BbN -e l-e l- (make provision for:
take advantage o f ) .
/ \ V ^ V.
-ENZ- (do, make): -ENZ-el-e l- (do for another, do
instead of another)
-QHÏÏB- (drive ): -QHUB-el-'el- (drive to, on behalf
of)
A \ \ /  \ \
-SIX- (cut): -S IK -e l-e l-  (cut into for : confer
favours),
16.2.2 Applied -  Neuter Stative: ( e l -ek -) .
/ v „ v / \ \
-BETH- (h it ) :  -BETH-el-ek- (be fastened, be nailed
down)
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-PAN- (resemble, be like) -PAN-el-ek- (become f i t ­
ting) .
N \  . \  /  \  \
-LIND- (w a it ) : -LIND-el-ek- (be expected)
-HLEL- (pick out, se lect): -HLEL-el-'ek-
(be picked out, as in ferior: be shunned)
 ̂ \ v y k. \
-VUM- (agree ): -VUM-el-ek- (be approved o f ) .
16.2.3 Applied - Neuter Poten tia l: ( -e l-ek -) .
-THEND- (turn round ( t r . ) :  make ro l l ,  revolve ( t r . ) :
v / v \
-THEND-el-ek- (be wobbly)
v  \  \  /  \  \
-VUM- (agree): -VUM-el-ek- (be allowable).
16.2.4 Applied -  Persistive Actional: ( -e l -e k - ) .
v x / s \  ̂ v \-BHUD- (be delirious: wander in mind): -BHUD-el-ek-
( press in and out frequently ).
16.2.5 Applied -  Causative: ( e l - i s - ) .
/  \  \
-RWATSHAZ- (ru st le ):
V \ / V \ .
-RWATSHAZ-el-is- (cause to rustle, trample 
down)
-LAND-' (fo llow, pursue):
\  ^  N  . .-LAND-el-is- (cause to pursue)
-QOSH- (jo in , pin, button ( t r . ) ) :
 ̂ / \ s . .
-QOSH-el-is- (make button up)
 ̂ \
-VAL- (c lo s e ) :
\ /  \ v




Applied - Causative (S ta tive ) : ( - e l-e z - ) „
(turn round5 change):
^  /  v  N
-J IK -el-ez- (go round about : revolve around)
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-0M- (bee; dry, hard);
x / \ \
-OM-el-ez- (make firm)
-THUB- (c f .  ( i )  THUBa ( 5 ) (Opportunity):
X  / X X










Applied -  Reciprocal: ( -e l -a n - ) .
( d iv ide ): 
x / \ x
-AB-el-an- (divide between one another)
(b u i ld ) : 
x / \ x .
-AKH-el-an- (build for each other: build
near to one another)
(w r ite ) : 
x / \ \
-BHAL-el-an- (write to one another) 
(turn, twist):
x / x X .
-BHIJ-el-an- (twist round each other)
( claim ):
x /  V X
-BANG-el-an- (claim for each other).
16.2.8 Applied -  Associative: ( -e l -a n - ) .
x x ,
-BAMB- (hold, se iz e ) : 
x / X X  ,
-BAMB-el-an- (seize for their respective 
parties)
/ x
-BEK- (put, set, p lace ):
V  /  A  X  . .
-BEK-el-an- (run para lle l)




-BUTH-el-an- (gather together (in  one place))
A  \
-BUY- (return):
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x 9 N l )-GALEL- ' (no longer extant):
X X / \ \
-GALEL-el-an- (combine resources : pool 
wages)
( or*-GAL- : -G ALe l-e l-an -).
16.2.9 Neuter Stative (Actual)- Applied: ( -e k -e l - ) . 
/ \
-AND- (increase): 
x / \ \
-AND-ek-el- (be increased for, upon) 
x / \ \
-BHAD-ek-el- (be placed f la t  f o r ) :
-th i bhada ( f a l l  down f l a t ) :  -BHAD- (s.m.)
x / \
-GABEL
(extinct root today). 
 -| >
SB- ' (pour):
*  V / x / x
-th i gale > -GALE:L- (pour : t r . ) or.
A \ \ /V
-GAL- > -GALel- :
N X  /  v -x . .
-GALE:L-ek-el- (rush v io len tly  in to ): or,
x  X /  X X  . .
-GALel-ek-el- (rush v io len tly  into)
\  X
-HENB- (tempt, try ):
/ x
s /  X S  . .-HENL-ek-el- (be tempted to . . . )
-LÁHL- (leave, throw away, forsake)
X / X \  .
-LAHL-ek-el- (be lo s t t o ) .





-LAHL- (leave, throve away, forsake):
X /  X X
-LAHL-ek-is- (deceive, lead astray)
1) This could have been an extended root from a hypo-s 
thetical di-R ideophonic stem -thi gale > -GÁLE:L- 
(_L~  being effective (4) RCE).
Or the simple stem may have been 
dardised applied Ext. - e l -  ( l ) .
-GAL- with stan-
,----------------------------- - - - - - --
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( ex t in c t):
\  /  \ \
-SIB-ek-is- (make downcast)
(Be perverse, unreasonable);
-XHWAL-ek-is- (bring loss upon)
(instruct, command, warn):
-YAL-ek-is- (give warning to : make 
cautious).
Neuter Stative (Actual) - Associative: 
( -ek-an-) .
(leave, throw away, forsake):
v / v \ N
-LAHl-ek-an- (be deprived o f ) .
Neuter Stative (Potentia l) - Completive 
(Applied) : ( -ek -e le l- ) .
( send):
N \ / V \
-THUM-ek-elel- (be obliging, w illin g , handy).
Causative - Applied: ( i s - e l - ) .
( increase):
V / \ y
-AND-is-el- (increase to, increase fo r)
( know):
-AZ-is-e l- (give information to)
(look towards):
N / V V
-BHEK-is-el- (re fe r  to)
(count, recount):
\  /  V  \
-B A l-is-e l- (narrate to, narrate for)
/ V X
1) c f. -XHY/ALek- (su ffer lo ss ).
---- - --------~ 
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\  \  \  .
-GQAL-is-el- (observe carefu lly) 
(pursue)
V / V \
-LAND-is-el- (trace f o r ) .
16.2.14 Causative - Neuter Stative (Actual) ;






(g ir d ) ;
N / V. \
-BHINQ-is-ek- (be girded)
(be neat, be in order):
 ̂ \ \ , 
-CHOK-is-ek- (to  have received a fin ish )
(be under taboo : be in v io la b le ):
 ̂ / \ v , .-CON-is-ek- (be put under taboo)
(s i t  close (lik e  children : be b r igh t)):





(shine, give ligh t, be c lear): 
-KHANY-is-ek- (be shining)
(be firm ):
-QIN-is-ek- (be fixed : be convinced).
16.2.15 Causative - Causative A ssistive :
( - is - is - ) .
\  \
-VUM- (agree, sing):
-VUM-is-is- (help to make s in g ).
16.2.16 Causative - Reciprocal: ( -is-an -) :
\
-AZI- (know):
 ̂  ̂ \ \ . 
-AZ-is-an- (inform one another)
\ \
-BHEK- (look towards):
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 ̂ \ 
-CEL-
(g ir d ) :
-BHINQ-is-an- (g ird  each other)
(remain, s it )  :
\ \ . . 
-HLAL-is-an- (take turns in w a itin g ).
Causative - Associative; ( -is-an -) :
(gather, congregate);
\  /  \  \
-BUTH-is-an- ( l i e  down together (to  d ie ))
( l i e  down: sleep):
x / v v .-LAL-is-an- ( l i e  down together; or in  a 
company).
Causative - Completive (Applied) :
( - is -e le l-- ) o
(know):
-A Z -is -e le l- (make fu lly  known)
(look towards):
v X / V v
-BHEK-is-elel- (aim at, tend t o ) .
Causative Assistive - Reciprocal:
( -is-an -) .
(heat out, thresh):
v / \ x .
-BHUl-is-an- (help each other to thresh)
(ask, request):
N' / X  X  .
-CEL-is-an- (help each other to ask) 
(bring): ( ( i )S - ) :
/  x X  v
-S-is-an- (help each other to b r in g ).
*
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Causative (Stative - Persistive Actional;
( -e z -ek - ).
\ \ 
-XIN- (press, throng, impede):
-XIN-ez-ek- (press in, oppress, distress) .
16.2.21 Causative (S tative) - Applied: ( -e z -e l- ) .
-PHUNG- (s ip , taste ): 
v  /  \ \
-PHUNG-ez-el- (give to drink (in  repeated, 
small quantities)
-SONDel- (approach) < -S0ND-:
-SOND-ez-el- (cause to approach t o ) .
16.3.1 Causative (Intensive) - Neuter Stative
(Actual): ( - is is -ek - ) .
-V- (hear): ( ( i )V - ) :
-V -is is-Nek- (he d istin ctly  heard) .
16.3.2 Causative (Intensive) - Causative
(Actual) : ( - i s is - is - ) .
-V- (hear): ( ( i ) V - ) :
N / V x
-V - is is - is -  (cause to he clearly heard: 
speak out d is t in c t ly ).
16.3*3 Causative (Intensive) - Reciprocal:
( - is is -an -) .
-V -  (hear): ( ( i )V - ) ;
 ̂ / \ \
-V-isis-an- (he in complete agreement with 
each o th er).
Neuter Stative Actual (Extensive) - Causa­
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(do with speed or violence : hurry):
V N / V V.
-PHANG-alal-is- (break up u tterly  ( t r . ) )  
(be s ilen t : come to nothing):
's \ / v \
-TSHAB-alal-is- (destroy u tterly, 
ann ih ila te ).
Neuter Stative Extensive -  Applied: 
( -ak a l-e l- ) .
( s e e ):
 ̂ \ / \ \ .
-BON-akal-el- (be transparent : be le f t  
destitute)
(in jure, harm, hurt):
 ̂ \ / v \ .
-ON-akal-el- (su ffer injury in : 
su ffer loss i n ) .
Neuter Stative Extensive - Causative 
Actual: (-a k a l- is - ) .
(know):
 ̂ \ / N \
-AZ-akal-is- (cause to become known)
(s p i l l ,  scatter, waste):
^ \  /  \  \
-CHITH-akal-is- (cause to be ruined, 
cause to be u tterly  destroyed)
( do, make):
N  V /  v  V  . .
-ENZ-akal-is- (hurt, injure)
(keep, preserve):
^ \ / s \ .
-GCIN-akal-is- (keep absolutely safe)
(in ju re, harm, hurt):
^ , \-ON-akal-is- (in jure, spoil)
(understand):
-QOND-akal-is-^ (make to understand fu lly )
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Completive (Applied) -  Applied:
( - e le l - e l - ) .
(touch, handle, deal with):
V V s \ \
-PHATH-elel-el- (rest the hand on ).
Completive (Applied) - Neuter Stative 
(Actual) : ( -e le l-ek - ) .
(put, set, p lace):
-BEK-elel-ek- (he well piled up)
( f i l l  up : mix together):
 ̂ N. / \ X .-DIB-elel-ek- (he f i l le d  up, hy earth 
fa llin g  in)
(put on clothes, t ie  up):
 ̂ \ / \ v . %
-NXIB-elel-ek- (he connected w ith ).
Completive (Applied) - Causative: 
( - e le l - is - ) .
(he right, he f i t t in g ) :
-LUNG-elel-is- (make equal, make para lle l) 
(come out, go out)
-PHUM-elel-is- (make succeed : help to 
succeed).
Applied (Intensive) - Reciprocal:
( -e le l-a n -) .
(he right, he f i t t in g ) :
-LUNG-^elei-an- (he equal to, he parra lle l 
with)
(touch, handle):
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( say, do ):
-TH-elél-an- (co-operate: unite fo r a
purpose)
(waken, arouse):
\  ̂ \ k
-VUS-elel-an- (arouse each other) .
Completive (Applied) - Associative;
( -e le l-an -) .
(put on clothes, t ie  up)
-NXIB-elel-an- (he connected together).
Applied - Applied - Reciprocal; 
( - e l- e l-a n - ).
( speak):
\ / \ v ,
-THETH-el-el-an- (speak on Behalf of one 
another).
Applied - Neuter Stative Potential - 
Applied: ( -e l-e k -e l- ) .
(have a strong desire; covet):
■v \ / \ \
-NQWEN-el-ek-el- (he desirable fo r : 
excite a desire fo r)
( agree) :
-VUM-el-ek-el- (he lawful f o r ) .
Applied - Neuter Stative Actual - 
Applied: ( -e l-e k -e l- ) .
(awaken):
\ N / \ v,
-VUS-el-ek-el- (he aroused : he a le r ted ).
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Applied -  Neuter Stative Actual -  
Causative; ( - e l - e k - i s - ) .
(resemble):
x \ \ v
-FAN-el-ek-is- (make f i t t i n g ) .
Applied -  Causative -  Associative;
( - e l - i s -a n - ) .
(give in exchange):
 ̂ x / \ v N
-AN -e l-is -an - (give mutual satisfaction)
(fin ish , complete):
-GQIB-el-is-an- (say good-bye for the last  
tim e).
Applied -  Reciprocal -  Causative: ( - e l - a n - i s - ) . 
(turn, tw ist):
-BHI J-el-an-^is- (intertwine)
(swell : become angry):
-QUIvIB-el-an-is- (make angry with each 
other).
Neuter Stative Actual -  Applied -  
Applied: ( - e k -e l - e l - ) .
(hang, hang up, hold up):
^  \  /  V. \  .
-XHOM-ek-el-el- (be connected up t o ) .
Neuter Stative Actual -  Completive 
(Applied)- -  Associative:
( - e k -e le l -a n - ) .
. 7 v v
1) c f. -ANel- (be sufficient for ) ,  para 17.7.4
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(hang up, hang, hold up): 
-XHOM-Vek-^elel-^an- (he well connected up 
w ith ).
Neuter Stative Actual - Applied - 
Reciprocal; ( -ek-el-an-) .
(obsolete : idea of joining, adding): 
v \ \ \ .
-AL-ek-el-an- ( join with each other ; 
come near each other in b ir th ).
Neuter Stative Actual - Associative - 
Causative: ( -ek-an-is-) .
(leave, throw away, forsake):
\  \  /  \  \
-LAHL-ek-an-is- (deprive o f ) .
Neuter Stative Actual - Causative - 
Reciprocal: ( -ek-is-an-) .
(leave, throw away, forsake):
-LAHL-ek-is-an- (lead each other astray ).
Causative -  Applied - Neuter Stative 
Actual: ( - is -e l-e k - )
-(i)M '-' (stand):
-M -is-el-ek- (be established)
(be firm ):
 ̂ N X s \
-QIN-is-ek-ek- (be made firm)
Causative - Applied - Applied:
( - is - e l - e l - ) .
(be firm ):
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16.3.25 Causative - Applied - Reciprocal:
( - is -e l-a n - )„
A. \
-BUY- (return):
 ̂ \ / v \ . ,
-BUY-is-el-an- (restore to each other)
-M~ , -(i)M~' (stand) :
N / V N . .
-M-is-el-an- (confirm each other)
-SHIY- (leave, leave behind):
v N / v \
-SHIY-is-el-an- (compete against one 
another in ) .
16.3*26 Causative - Applied - Associative:
( - is - e l- a n - ) .
/ \ 
-END- (marry : used of the woman): 








v v v / \ v . N
-SEBENZ-is-el-an- (work together f o r ) .
16.3,27 Causative - Neuter Stative Actual - 
Causative: ( - is -e k - is - ) .
/ \ x -ZA1- (become fu l l ,  increase):





Actual: ( -an -is -ek -).
(h it, s tr ik e ):
 ̂ \ / V \
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16.3.29
-PUTH-




Associative-Causative-Applied; ( - a n - is -e l- )„
(puffy blow);
\ \ / X \.
-PUTH-an-is-el- (smother)
( stab ):
 ̂ \ / \ v
-HLAB-an-is-el- (stab by accident; offend)
(try , attempt, t e s t ) ; 
v \ / \ \
-LING-an-is-el- (take an example from;
apportion to)
* \
-PHAMB- (turn back, change p laces ):
\ V / S V
-PHAMB-an-is-el- (parry a blow: set at
variance with)
-QHATH- (cheat):
'  \ / v X .
-QHATH-an-is-el- (cheat one another out 
of) .
16.3.30 Contactive - Causative - Applied:
( -a th - is -e l- ) .
-A l- (obsolete - ^ala : spread out):
 ̂ X / X X
-AL-ath-is-el- (point out the way t o ) .
16.3.31 Contactive - Causative - Reciprocal:
( -ath-is-an-) .
-AMB- (obsolete : idea of covering (the body)): 
\ \ / \ \
-AMB-ath-is-an- (share a covering (e.g.  
blanket) with one another).




X  X  / X X
-KHAND-an-is-an- ( crowd upon each other)
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-SHIY- ( leave, leave behind):
X / \ \ .
-SHIY-an-is-an- (v ie  with one another) .
16.4.1 Neuter-Stative Extensive -  Causative -  
Applied: ( -a k a l - i s -e l - ) .
A
-BON- ( s e e ):
s \ \ / \ \ . \ -BO N -akal-is-e l- (make clear to)
-CHITH- (s p i l l ,  waste, destroy):
A \ \  ̂ X V.




Neuter Stative Extensive - Causative - 
Reciprocal: ( -akal-is-an-) .
(s p i l l ,  waste, destroy):
V \ \  ̂ N \
-CHITH-akal-is-an- (destroy each other 
u t te r ly ).
16.4.3 Neuter Stative Actual (Extensive) -
Causative -  Reciprocal: ( -a la l - i s -a n - ) .
-TSHAB- (be s ilen t, come to nothing):
-TSHAB-alal-is-an- (annihilate each other).
16*4.4 Reciprocal - Causative - Applied-  
Reciprocal : ( -an-is-el-an-) .
A \ .-PHAMB- (change places : change sides . . . ) :
K \ N /  ̂ N, ,-PHAMB-an-is-el-an- (exchange places with 
one another)
-AN- (obsolete : Idea of being su ffic ien t):
A \ \ / \ v  ,
-AN-an-is-el-an- (give in exchange to one 
another).
A. ' 
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17-0.0 EXTENDED VERBAL ROOTS; MISCELLANEOUS
17.1.0 Doke"^ includes under the heading of "Miscel­
laneous derivative su ffixes, "the Persistive in 
-eze la ". He goes on to say:
"Verbs ending in this su ffix  originate 
either in simple stems, or in stems 
with a seeming applied su ffix . They 
indicate action gradually, persistently 
or fo rce fu lly  carried out". 
o\Louw ' also makes reference to -ezela as a persistive 
su ffix . But Xhosa does not only have verbal roots 
ending in -e ze l- , hut also a number of other apparently 
two-segment extensions.
17.2.1 In the opinion of the writer, many of these
extended forms are not examples of a di-R v .r . with an 
o')
extension ' hut are due to various combinations of 
radical extensions, radical extensions with extension, 
or extensions in se r ies .
A number of such examples are given below and analysed.
17.2.2 There are extended roots with the following 
forms of extension:
1) C.M. Doke: Zulu Grammar: (1931) para: 368.
2) J.A. Louw: „Handboek van Xhosa" (1963) para: 
30.42.
3) ' Extension' in terms of this thesis: c f. Chp. 15.
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-a laz-, -e lez-, - i l i z - ,  -o loz-, -uluz-.
Following the analogy of Doke' s lead, I tried  f ir s t  
to regard these as being variants of a two-segment 
extension, possibly with some species of persistent 
variety . The main d iffic u lty , however, lay in the 
fact that the vowels were assonic with the simple 
root: e.g.
-a laz- :: c f . -CANGalaz- (walk boldly)
-e lez - :: c f .
x'  / V \
-SSKelez- (go round about)
- i l i z -  !: c f . -KRWIXiliz- (swallow doen
with d iffic u lty )
-o loz- :! C f  .
^ / \ \ 
-LONDoloz- (preserve with
care)
-uluz- 1: c f .
\ / v \ 
-RUBuluz- (crawl along the
ground).
17.2.3 I t  is characteristic of the Extensions'^ that 
they consist of the form -v c - , -vcvc- e tc ., and that 
they retain their characteristic extension vowel regard­
less of the nature of the root vowel in the simple root-.
On the other hand, i t  is characteristic of Radical Ex­
tensions that they assume the same vowel as the root
2)vowel of the simple root : fo r example:
-GUd£I- (rub, knock against): c f. -GUDL:UZ-
( shake v io len tly ) etc.
1) Using the term as in this thesis: c f. Chapter 15.
2) c f. Para 11.2.0.
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17.2.4 I  therefore submit that i t  is consistent 
with the known facts that where we find extended roots 
with the extension forms
-a laz-, -e le z -, - i l i z - ,  -o loz-, -uluz-
unless there is clear evidence to the contrary, that 
such extensions should be recognised as two radical 
extensions, in series, and that they should rea lly  be 
indicated as:
-AL:AZ-, -EL:EZ-, - IL :IZ -, -OL:OZ-, -UL:UZ-. 
Putting this in the form of a formula, i t  would be
The vowel being unidentified, and this indicated as 
/'•'-'/> since, where radical extensions are concerned, 
the vowel is determined by the root vowel of the simple 
ro o t.
The follow ing examples w ill  serve to show that this hy­
pothesis does, in fact, work out in practice.
17.2.5 ROOTS WITH TWO RADICAL EXTENSIONS IN 
SERIES;
-AL:AZ-
c f . -GANG- (be bold, be impudent):




-KHAB- (k ick ): -KHAB:AL:AZ- (kick out)
c f .
^  \ 
-NAB- ( stretch oneself out): -NAB: AL: AZ-'
( l i e  with limbs outspread)
c f .
* \ 




c f . -PHATH- (touch, handle): -PHATH:AL:AZ-
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✓ \ X / \ x
c f. -XHAS- (prop up, support): -XHATH:AL:AZ-
(bear up, stand up against).
/ V
N.B. In -XHAS-, R2 is Causative -S~~' (8 ),
V  \  V
while in -XHATH:AL:AZ-, R2 is Contac- 
tive  -TH^ (10).
17.2.6 -EL:EZ-
c f . -KVffiKW-
/ \
c f . -SEK-
c f . -THENB-
(speak obscurely, in metaphor): 
n /  ̂ v
-KWEKW:EL:EZ- (ta lk  around the 
point, mislead)
(mark out a c irc le  for a hut foun­
dation) :
\ . / \ V
-SEK:EL:EZ- (go round about: seek
to do by indirect means)
(turn round, revolve): -THEND:EL:EZ-
(cut or make c ircu la r ).
17.2.7 - IL ilZ -
\ v \ 7 x \
c f. -KRWIX- (abuse : t r . ) '  -KRWIX:IL:IZ-
( swallow down with d iff ic u lty )
17.2.8 - 0L:0Z-
c f . -HLOHL̂ - (cram, stu ff, push in ):
-HL0HL:0L:0Z- (push forward by the 
neck)
\ \ N 7 v V.
c f. -LONE- (preserve, protect): -L0ND:0L:0Z-
( preserve with care, protect with 
care)
c f . -NTYONTY  ̂ (whistle continuously):
-NTYONTY:OL:0Z- (persevere in, take 
a long time to do)
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/ . \ / \ \ 
( t r a i l  on the ground); -RUQ;UL:UZ-
(drag along, t r a i l  along); c f . also 
v  ̂ \ \ ,-RUB:UL:UZ- (g lid e , crawl along the 
ground)
In each of the above examples, the 
f i r s t  radical extension has been 
the e ffec tive  -L"-' ( 4) ,  and the se­
cond, the factative -Z-' (9 ).
17.3.0 EXTENSION SERIES CONSISTING OP REDICAL 
EXTENSION (REx) FOLLOWED BY EXTENSION
17.3.1 Several di-R verbal roots accept extensions 
which might well be regarded, at f i r s t ,  as being 
two-segment extensions. For the time being I shall 
write them as though that is  indeed the case. For 
example, we find
-aze l-, -e ze l- , - iz e l - ,  -o ze l-, -uzel-
in such extended roots as;
-LAQ- (be i l l  at ease); c f.  -LAQazel- (be 
conscience-stricken)
-HLEHL- (step back, re trea t); c f . -HLEHLezel- 
( withdraw hastily)
A  V \ A V \
-DID- (confuse, f lu t te r );  c f . -DIDizel-
( flu tte r  over, quiver in)
-MBOMB- (mumble): c f . -ICBOMBozel- (speak to
oneself)
v v . x / v v
-KRUKR- (gnaw at, tear a t): c f. -KRUKRuzel-
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and likewise, -ozek- in, fo r example,
-PHOKozek- (swell out, as when soaked).
17*3.2 Now a characteristic of the extensions (Ex) 
is  that they consist of the form -vc- (or multiples 
thereof), and each extension has an undetachable, 
characteristic extension vowel.
17.3.3 In the extensions quoted above, the vowel is 
not constant, in the f i r s t  position, but remains con­
stant in die second position. Eor example, in
-aze l-, -eze l- , - iz e l- ,  -o ze l-, -uzel-
the f i r s t  vowel varies according to the root vowel of 
the di-R v .r . to which i t  is  attached, while the vowel 
/e/ is constant in second position.
1 7 .3 . 4  I t  therefore appears that these are not
examples of two-segment extensions, but consist of 
two separate extensions of d ifferen t species: namely,
a Radical extension (RSx) followed by an Extension (E x ).
The following examples w ill illu stra te  this p rin c ip le .
17.4.0 -A Z -e l-, -EZ-el-, - IZ -e l- , -OZ-el-9 
-UZ-el-: -OZ-ek-.
Actually the above combination of REx followed by Ex, 
are in the form of:
(a) REx : factative -̂ Ẑ  (9)
Ex : Applied -e l-  ( l )
l )  This REx is  indicated as ~Z" instead of the usual 
-Z~ to indicate that the vowel preceeding i t  is 
determined by, and assonic with the root vowel of 
the di-R v .r .
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(b) REx ; factative ~Z'- (9)
Ex ; Persistive-Actional -ek- (3 ).
17.4.1 -AZ-el-
 ̂ /  S  N
-LAQ;AZ-el- (be conscience-stricken);
c f. -LAQ- (be i l l  at ease)
-NDAND;AZ-el- ( f lu t t e r ) ; c f . -NDAND- ( s.m.)
\ /  \ v
-PHAPH;AZ-el- (be nervous, flap the wings);
\ V
c f. -PHAPH- (be attentive, open out)
 ̂ / \ \ . ,
-QHAQH;AZ-el- (grind the teeth ; gnash the teeth);
c f. -QHAQH- (tear open, ; tease wool)
-XHAPH;AZ-el- (b o il over, go h elter-skelter);
\
c f. -XHAPH- (eat carelessly ; bubble up 
in b o ilin g ).
N.B. -BAM.B;EZ-el- (keep back, hinder, detain); 
c f. -BAMB- (hold, arrest)
One would expect this extension to take the 
form -BAMB;AZ-el-. Probably that is the 
derivation, the ;AZ- having been assimilated 
to the in flu en tia l vowel of the following 
extension and become ;EZ-el-.
17.4.2 -EZ-el-
-HLEH1;EZ-el-' (withdraw hastily ); c f.
-HLEHL- (step back, retreat) 
-QHEL;EZ-el- (overdress); c f. -QHE1- (become 
accustomed to)"*"^
l )  I f  these roots are related, there is considerable 
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There are also roots with root vowel 
•I- such as
-NIK:EZ-el- (hand, around ; surrender uncondi­
tion a lly ); c f . -NIK- (g iv e ); and
^ ^  S  \  / .
-XIN;EZ-el- (press in, oppose, d istress); 
c f. -XIN- (press, throng, impede)
Here again, one would expect the forms 
-NIK; IZ-eí'- and -X IN ;IZ -el-.
Probably these were the original forms, the vowel 
preceeding the radical extension having been sub­
sequently assimilated to the vowel of the extension 
(Ex) .
17.4.3 - IZ -e l-
-DID;IZ-el- ( f lu tte r  over, quiver in ); c f.
-DID- (confuse, flu ster)
\ / \ V
-PHITH:IZ-el- (be mixed up, confused); c f.
N. / V  N
(isi)PHITHi-PHITHI ( 7 ) (confusion).
17.4.4 -OZ-el-
X  \  N  . V  \
-MBOMB;OZ-el- (speak to oneself); c f . -MBOMB- 
(memble).
17.4.5 -UZ-el-
\ /  \ V
-JAC;UZ-el- (tramp about in rags); c f. nominal
A  \
root (i)JACu (5) (ta tte r , rag)
v / A v-KRUKR;UZ-el- (have acid ity, rumble in the sto-
X. \
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\  \  \
-PHUKsUZ-el- (froth  up, effervesce) °. c f. Ad­
jec tiva l root -PHUKu-PHUKu- (shaggy, 
frothy)
-RUQ:UZ-el- (creep along, crawl along, glide
\ \
along): c f. -RUQ- ( t r a i l  on the ground).
17.4.6 -OZ-ek-
v / v \ .-PHOK:OZ-ek- (swell out, as when soaked):
-th i phoku"  ̂ (pour out, as of smoke).
17.5.0 PI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOT WITH RELATED 
EXTENSION FORM:
17.5.1 \There a modification of the consonantal
2 )phoneme in R1 or R2 is found:
There are certain di-radical verbal roots which have 
a related extended root. These roots, however, are 
not id en tica l. A difference in the consonant of R1 
or R2 is  observed. There is  also, in some instances, 
considerable semantic sh ift .
Eor Example:
v \ . .
-BAMB- (hold, seize)
c f. -MBAMBis- (say good-bye, bid farewell)
Ex : Causative - is -  (5 (a ))
/ \ \
c f. -BHAMBath- (pat, soothe, hint at)
Ex: Contractive -ath- (10)
*. v- \
1) Probably there was a di-R v .r .  -PHOK-
2) c f . Para 2.7.7.
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-PING- (gather up)
/ \ \
c f . -FINGXel- (throw into a heap) 





(wander here and there):
/  \  \
-JANQel- (lag, come la te )
Ex: Applied - e l-  ( l )
(make up a story)
-XAMBul- (describe in deta il)
Ex: Abundant Actional -u l- (7 (a ) ) .
17.5.2 DI-RADICAL v .r . which have ceased to be 
used, but whose extended roots are s t i l l  
a c tiv e . e .g .





/ \ \ 
-FULel-
s / \ 
-FUMan-
Extended root:
(be su ffic ien t) 
(pester, molest) 
(be stunted)
(do one’ s utmost) 
(thatch a roof)
( obtain)
 ̂ v \
-GCULel- (mock at)





-HLWAYel- (sow, scatter 
seed))
-KHANGel- (look, look at) 
v / \
-LUMath- (take f ir e  
(o f grass))
Extension: 
Applied -e l-  ( l )






Applied -e l-  ( l )
Reversive"^ Actional 
-u l- (8 ) (c)




1) c f.  Zulu: -GQWASH-, -GQWAB- (do anything only
now and aga in ).
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cherish a grudge) 1!
-SONDel- ( approach) It
' v \ 
-ZAM1- (from -ZAMul-) (yawn, Abundant Actional
stretch oneself) 1) -u l- (7) (a)
 ̂ /X.
-ZIMel- (hide oneself) Applied - e l-  ( l )
-ZIMez- (conceal t r . ) Causative Stative
-ez- (5 ) ( g)
17.6.0 ORIGIN OF THE SYLLABIC /M/ RADICAL:
17.6.1 There are certain roots in Xhosa which con­
tain an unusual factor, namely, what is often referred 
to as a 'sy llab ic  M '.
Instead of the usual shape of verbal root, v iz . 
- C.YC-  as in -BON- (see ), they have the form -CACC-, 
where C is the b ilab ia l nasal/M/: as in
/ \ V /v \
-PHUML- (rest) and -LAML- (in terven e).
Many of these roots in Xhose have corresponding forms 
in Zulu where a vowel (invariably -U-) is interposed 
between the 'Syllabic M' and the following consonant: 
fo r example:
/  \ \
Xhosa: -LAMB- : Zulu: -LAMUL- (intervene)
Xhosa: -PHUML̂ - : Zulu: -PHUMUL- (rest) .
Further, even in Xhosa, the 'lo s t ' vowel -u- is 
usually restored when the passive extension su ffix  
is added to the root; giving the forms: e.g .
-LANYULw- , -PHUNYULw- e tc .
1) Really a regular abundant actional extension,
-u l- (7a) of the di-R v .r . — z(AM— (exert oneself, 
struggle) o
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17*6.2 These forms in Xhosa are almost certain ly
corruptions of the fu ll  forms, s t i l l  found in Zulu.
\
For example, -LAML- is  probably a contraction of 
-LAMul- < a di-R root, * -LAM- , with an 
abundant-actional extension, -u l- (7 ) (a ) .
17.6.3 Examples of verbal roots with the form 
-CVMC- (where /M/ represents syllabic /M/): 
with corresponding Zulu forms.
A  V
Xh: -HLOM0.1- (cut o ff and set aside as Chief's
portion : reciprocate a favour) 5 
c f . Zu: -HLOMul- (stab a buck a second time
a fter i t  has been wounded). 
x v \
Xh; -KHUMsl- (extract (a tooth); remove a ca lf 
from suckling);
c f. Zu; -KHUMul- (release something that
is binding ; extract a too th ).
Xh; -LAM;1- (interpose, intervene);
c f. Zu; -LAMul- (intervene between two
people or animals fig h t in g ).
Xh; -NCHAM:1- (taste, take a l i t t l e  o f);
c f . Zu; -NCEMul- (suck s ligh tly  (as a new­




c f . Zu:
\ / \ 
Xh: -PHAM: 1-
(cut o ff ,  cut short):
-NQAMul- (cut o ff,  cut short).
(be cut short, cease):
-NQAMuk- (be cut short, cease) .
(wander alone; be le f t  alone): 
-PHAMuk- ( speak without th inking). 
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Examples of verbal roots with the form 
J\II here !,/ ):
t r  
/'-. '-. 
:1- 's 
rtion: 8  :
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)
/ '- ·, 
: :l~ t :  
ckli g): 
Zu: -KHUlVIul- ( release something that 
ing:  ). 
/ •. '-. 
: : : 
Zu: -L.AMul- (intervene betw en two 
i g). 
/'-. ' 
: J\II:  : 
f. : -
lf  
'\ / ' 
: QA1v1:  rt) : 
: . l\fo  ort) . 
'- / '-
: : e): 
f.  u 9 ), 
'- ./ "-
.AM:1- t
cf. Zu: . . u t i i g).
A.Tulu ' r~
). 
In the above examples, i t  seems like ly  that the ex­
tension in -HLOM:l-, -KHUM:1-, -NCHAM1-, -NQAM:1-, 
-PHAM:1-: is  the Abundant actional extension -u l-
(with the /u/ dropped in Xhosa).
v '■ S
In -NQAMrk- it  is  probably an abundant neuter stative 
extension -uk- (with the /u/ dropped in Xhosa).
/s V
In the case of -PHUM:1- ( r e s t ) , this is  almost cer-
^ V
tain ly contracted from -PHUMul-, where -u l -  is  the
reversive actional extension. This would be seman-
/ \ . .
t ic a lly  consistent with -PHUM- (go out, come out) c f. 
-PHUMul- ( r e s t ) .
-QHUMK- (be smashed, crushed, b u rs t ), could be de- 
rived either from -QHUM- with a radical extension, 
Neuter -K~ (2 )>  -QHUMUsK-, or from *-QHUM- with an
extension -uk-, abundant neuter stative > -QHUMuk-.
\ / V \
The root -LUMKel- is  probably derived in the following 
stages:
*-LUM- (di-R  v .r . ,  meaning uncertain):
-LUMU:K- : -Kb' being a radical extension
(Neuter (2 )) : the vowel taking its  form
from the root vowel of the di-R v .r . as 
is  the rule where there is a radical 
extension. ̂
17.7.0 PI-RADICAL v .r . ,  with R1 CONSISTING OF 
VOWEL, AND WITH EXTENSION:
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1) cf. Para 11.2.0. 
17.7.1 A lim ited number of d i-radical verbal roots, 
with what would appear to be a primary radical, con­
sisting of a vowel only, and followed by an extension, 
have lost their original forms (without the extension) 
and have now been accepted as simple verbal roots .
In most cases, these have primary radical -A-, in a 
few cases, -0 -. I  have not come across any instances 
of in it ia l  -E-, - I - ,  or -U~.
17.7.2 I have tabulated a fa ir ly  fu ll  l i s t  of such 
verbal roots below, giving in each instance the data 
in the follow ing order:
Verbal root plus extension with meaning. 
Probable prim itive root from which derived. 
Extension, with category and reference
number as tabulated in paragraph 15.0.0.
17.7.3 In classify ing these roots, I have taken into 
account their tonal sequences.1  ̂ I t  is  found that 
they f a l l  into two categories, namely,
(a) Those with tonal sequence HLL,
Cb) Those with tonal sequence LHL.
(a) With Tonal Sequence : HLL 0
/ \ \ * * 
-ALek- (put on, over the top o f):  < -AL-, < ->fala
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( 3) 
1) cf. Para 18.6.2. 










/ \ \ 
-ONGez-
/ \ \ 
-OZel-




( circumcise) : < *-AL- , < *-yala (cover)?:
Ex : -uk- : reversive-durative-actional
( 8 (b ) )
(barter) : C A-AN-, < * -yana (? idea of sa­
t is fy in g ): Ex : -an- : reciprocal (6 (a ))
(be su ffic ien t fo r ) :  < *-AN-, < *- )(ana (idea 
of satisfying ?) : Ex : - e l-  : applied ( l )
(sa tis fy ) : < a-AN-, < *-yana (? s„m.):
Ex : -ez- : causative-stative (5 (g ))
(lean upon) : C*-AY-  , <  *-/a/a (? ) :
Ex : -am- : protractive-stative (9)
(stand out, stand above) :<  -ONG- ,<  -ybnga 
(increase) : Ex : -am- : protractive-
stative (9)
(augment, add to) : <  -0NG-, < -Yonga (in - 
crease) : Ex : -ez- : causative-stative
(5 (g ))
,x
(become drowsy) : <  -0Z- , < -^o^a (?) :
Ex : - e l-  : applied (1 ).
(b) With Tonal Sequence : LHL :
(be separate, parted) : < -AHL- < -^aka
(idea of being together ?) : Ex : -uk- :
reversive-neuter-stative (8 (a ))
* a N *
(separate, divide) : <  -AHL- < - Nyaka (idea
of being together ?) : Ex : -u l- : reversive- 
actional (8 (c ))
/ ' " u
/ ' '-
/ '- '-, 
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-AKHam- (gape, yawn) ;<  -AKH- < -^aka (be spread 
out ?) : Ex s -am- ; protractive-stative
(9)
\ / \ -N \
-ALath- (point out (with the fin ger )) s< -AL-
^ A






(herd) : < -AL- < -^ala (spread out) ;
Ex s -us- : reversive-causative (8 (d ))
(break down ( in t r . ) )  • ^  -APH- < -g'apa 
(break?) ; Ex : -uk- : reversive-neuter-
stative (8 (a ))
\ / \ 
-APHul-
-OMBel-
(break down ( t r ) )  : < -APH- < -^apa (break ?) 
Ex s -u l- t reversive-actional (8 (c ))
(beat time for) s< -0MB- < -^omba (beat 
(drum)) ?): Ex : - e l-  : applied ( l )  .
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CHAPTER 18
18.0. 0 TONAL SEQUENCES OF THE VERBAL ROOT
(AND cognate ideophonic roots)
18.0. 1 Up t i l l  now, although the tonal values have 
been given for the various forms of the verbal root, 
no attempt has been made to c lassify  or interpret 
them. In this chapter the tonal patterns are now 
reviewed on a comparative basis, and the sequences 
c la s s if ie d .
18.0. 2 Since fu l l  examples of a l l  the forms considered 
are already given in previous chapters, it  is  considered 
necessary here to give only one typical example of each 
form together with a reference to the section of the 
thesis which contains the fu l l  examples. This is  done 
in order to eliminate lengthy repetition.
18.0. 3 The main purpose in this section is not to give 
an exhaustive description of the tonal patterns in a l l  
phases of the verbal root and its  extensions. Rather, 
i t  is  to establish the typical tonal sequences'^ of the 
verbal root and its  extensions as found in the in fin i­
tive .
l )  I  have used this term rather than "tonal p ro file " , 
(as used by Westphal) because I have only indica­
ted the H, L or E tonemes, and have not indicated 
the fu l l  tonal p ro file . c f. P ro f. E. Westphal, 
"Tonal P ro files  of Xhosa nominals in fin a l syn­
tactica l position ". (1967).
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18.1.1 When dealing with the tonal values of a 
given radical, i t  is  reasonable to assume that i t  
has, basically , a high or low tone. But i t  must be 
emphasized that i t  w ill not invariably retain that 
same tonal value in a l l  circumstances.
For example, i t  w ill be shown that a di-R v .r . ,  which 
(in  the simple form) has a low tone on the primary 
radical, w ill carry a high tone when the root accepts 
an extension : e.g.
-BANG- (claim) -BANGel- (claim f o r ) .
In the same way, a fa llin g  tone w ill,  under similar 
circumstances, become a low tone.
l )  2)18.1.2 Westphal, ' and Lanham are careful to point 
out that tones are high or low according to their con­
trast in tone within the context of the word in which 
they occur. Tones are thus not specific, but compa­
rative, and circumstantial.
18.1.3 I have not attempted to give the complete 
tonal p ro files (to use Westphal1s term )^ but have 
been content to indicate the tonal sequences in terms 
of H -  L contrasts. These prove sufficient to indi­
cate characteristic patterns of tone typical of the 
various forms described.
1) E.O.J. Westphal, "Tonal P ro files  of Xhose Nomi- 
nals" U.C.T. 1964.
2) L.W. Lanham, "The Tonemes of Xhosa: A Re-State­
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18.2.0 Reference is also made to certain aspects of
the ideophonic roots, and with particular reference 
to their tonal values. This has "been considered ad­
visable in view of the close association between the 
verbal root and the ideophonic root: a phenomenon a l­
ready noted in previous chapters.
1.8.3.0 TONAL SEQUENCES OR VERBAL ROOTS:
18.3.1 Mono-radical verbal roots:
Mono-R v .r .  in Xhosa carry either a H or L 
tone : e.g.
-F~ (d ie ) and -MB'"" (d ig ) .
Full examples are to be found in para 6.3.1. This 
applies to a l l  three types of mono-R v .r .
18.3.2 L i-rad ica l verbal roots:
Three different tonal sequences are found in  
the di-R v .r . ,  namely HL, LL and FL, e.g.
/  \  \  X ,
-HAMB- (go) : -BANG- (claim ):
* \
-BON- (see)
Full examples of di-R v .r . are to be found in Appen­
dix B.1^
18.4.0 TONAL SEQUENCES OF IDBOPHONIC ROOTS:
18.4.1 Mono-radical ideophonic roots may have one
l )  When these di-R v .r .  are extended, the tonal 
sequences become modified follow ing the prin­
ciples to be discussed la ter in para 1 8 .6.0 
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of three tonal values: v iz . ,
H, L or f ® • ë • S’
H : -th i
/
bhe (bleat like a sheep)
L : -th i \nca ( adhere to)
F : -th i ja ( stare, b r is tle )
Further examples under paragraph 12.5 . 3 .
18.4.2 D i-radical ideophonic roots may have one of 
four tonal sequences : namely :
HL, LL, HH, LH : e .g .,
HL :
/ \
-th i qhiphu (part (o f clouds))
LL : -th i bhadá ( f a l l  down f la t )
HH : -th i dyuphu (plunge into)
LH :
\ / -th i gumbu (sound hollow when struck).
From my observation, i t  would appear that the majo­
r ity  of ideophonic roots in this category carry a LL 
sequence. Further examples are to be found under 
paragraphs 1 2 .5 . 4  - 1 2 .2 1 .0 .
18.4.3 Ideophonic roots of more than two radicals 
are common enough, but i t  is  open to question whether 
they should s tr ic t ly  be classed as t r i -  or multi­
radical roo ts . I  have not made a detailed study of 
the ideophonic roots of Xhosa, but i t  would appear 
possible that ideophonic roots, lik e  their verbal 
root counterparts, are open to extension. Such ex­
tension being either of the radical extension^ or,
1 ) e .g . : - t lji makatha (be astonished) : c f.
-MANGA:L-(s.m.) and -th i manga (s.m .).
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fa r  more rarely , the extension^ variety.
Since, however, no positive data is  available  
to me at this stage, I give the forms as they stand.
I t  is  significant to note, however, that i f ,  
fo r example, -th i hlazululu ' is  an extended di-R
ideophonic root, its  tonal sequence is  different from
Ss / \ \what i t  would be in the extended verbal root, -KLAZulul- 
( s ,m.) .
18.4.4 Various tonal sequences include:
I l l  : -th i bhadada^ ( f a l l  down f la t )
LLH -th i makatha^ (be astonished)
LLLL : -th i gogololo (hesitate)
ILLH : -th i khalakátha (thrust, stab)
LHLH : -th i phenuphenu (stagger, totter)
HLKL : -th i qungquluka ( l i e  stark (naked))
LLLLL : -th i roxbxoxoxo (creak, as a wagon wheel)
18.5.0 II-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS with related  
Ideophonic roots:
18.5.1 Derived from mono-radical ideophonic roots 
through the addition of a radical conversion exten­
sion. When this occurs, whether the tonal value of 
the mono-R Id. root is  H, L or F, the resulting di-R 
v .r .  w ill  carry the tonal sequence LL or PI, e ,g . t
1 ) e .g .: -thq hlazululu (spread out, expose): c f.
-HLAZ- (expose, disgrace) and abundant 
actional completive) Ext. -u lu l- :  c f . para 
15-7.2.
2 ) Further examples under para 1 2 .2 0 .0 ; 1 2 .2 1 .0 .
3 ) Further examples under para 1 2 . 2 1 .0 .
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H > LL s -th i bhu > -BHUZ- 
(buzz like  a bee)
V ''' \
L > LL : -th i go > -GOL-
( snap up, seize)
F > LL : -th i ja > -JAL-
( stare) (stare with poverty)
Further examples are to be found under paragraph
12.5.3.
18.5.2 Derived from di-R ideophonic roots by means 
of the substitution of the invariable verbal termina- 
tive  -a, , fo r the fin a l vowel of the ideophonic
roo t.
While there is  considerable variety in the tonal se­
quences of the di-R ideophonic roots, the di-R v .r . 
derived from or related to them, remain confined to 
the sequences of HL, LL or FL.
From these examples, it'appears that there is conside­
rable variation in the transition from Id . r . to v .r . ,  
(or vice-versa) , in the matter of tonal sequences.
Some of these forms are given below. There are prob­
ably other variations also, not given here. e.g .
LL > LL : -th i khitha > -KHITH-
(get loose and fa l l )




-th i w'utha > -WUTH- 
( decrease) (abate etc .)
N /  X
-th i ngunga > -NGUNG- 
( gather, congregate) 
-th i diphe > -DIPH- 
(sink (as foot in mud))
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LH > FL : -th i cimi > -CIM-
( extinguish)
These roots are dealt with in detail under paragraph 
'12.2.4.' There are instances where the di-R id . r . 
has become adapted as a di-R v .r . ,  and accepted an 
extension, the di-R v .r . ,  as such, no longer being 
extant.
For example we find forms such as,
-th i matsha (be downcast)
with a corresponding extended verbal root,
-MATSHek- (s .m .).
The tonal sequence of -MATSHek- indicates that the di-R
* \
v .r .  -MATSH- had the sequence FL. Further examples 
are to be found under paragraph 1 2 ,4 .1 .
18.5.3 T ri-rad ica l verbal root formed from a di-R 
Ideophonic root by the addition of a radical conversion 
extension. The v .r . -PHAZIM- (wink, blink) J is  an 
example of this process. What concerns us here is  that, 
irrespective of the tonal sequence of the di-R ideopho­
nic root, when a tr i-rad ic a l (extended) v .r . is  formed 
from it ,  the resulting v .r .  conforms to the same tonal 
sequence as a v .r . consisting of a di-R v .r .  plus a 
radical extension or an extension. For example, we 
find the same sequence, v iz . HLL in,
/  ^  \  N  N
-PHAZIM- b -th i phazi (wink, blink)
-THANDÁ:Z-2  ̂ (pray, plead), and
1) c f. Para 12.5.4
2) c f. Para 11.5.1
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-HAMBel- ' (go to, v i s i t ) .
18.6.0 TONAL SEQUENCES OF VERBAL ROOTS 
WITH EXTENSIONS.
18.6.1 Mono-radical verbal roots;
With one-segment extension:
A comprehensive l i s t  of the mono-R
v .r . ,  together with the extensions 
which they to lerate, is given in 
Appendix C.
The mono-R v .r . retains its  tonal value when accep­
ting a one-segment extension. The sequences are, 
therefore :
Mono-R v .r . H plus extension > HL : e .g .,
-F~ > -Fol- (die fo r e tc .)
Mono-R v .r . L plus extension > LL : e .g .,
-LW-̂  > -LWel- (figh t for) „
Since there is  a lim ited number of mono-
radical verbal roots, i t  is  desirable to give them a ll ,
2 )together with the extensions which they tolerate
Here, we are not rea lly  concerned whether 
these roots have a latent - i -  or not. What is of 
more significance is  whether they have a high or a low 
tone in the in f in it iv e .
They are therefore grouped according to their 
respective tones.
18.6.2 D i-radical verbal root
1) c f . Para 15.1.1
2) c f.  Appendix C.
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( i )  With Radical Extension:
Di-R v .r .  with tonal sequence HI or LL, become an 
extended root with sequence HLL : e .g .,
-CWIL- (cut small) > -CHWILISH- 
(cut to mincemeat)
and
v. \ / s v
-PAX- (wring out) > -PAXANG- (press ou t).
Di-R v .r . with tonal sequence, PL however, become 
an extended root with sequence LHL : e.g.
-KHOL- (sa tis fy , content) > -KHOLOS- 
( confide in, lean on)
further examples are found under para 11.5.1.
18.6.3 Di-Radical verbal root
( i i )  With Extension (one-segment).
‘ similar pattern emerges, as with the radical 
extension : namely
di-R v .r .  HL or LL plus extension> HLL : e .g ., 
-HAMB- (go, travel) > -HAMBel- (go to, 
v is it )
V \ / X \
-BANG- (claim) > -BANGel- (claim fo r)
di-R v .r . PL plus extension >LHL, however, e .g ., 
-BON- (see) > -BONis- (show).
further examples are found under paragraphs 15.0.1 -
15 .11.0 .
As w ill be seen from a study of the examples of Ex­
tensions , (Chps . 15 & 16) the tonal sequence of 
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circumstances, irrespective of the species1  ̂ of Ex­
tension involved.
18.6.4 Sim ilarly, di-R verbal roots with additional 
extensions, conform to the formula given in paragraph
18.8.0.
It  is su fficient to give only b r ie f examples of each 
group (c la ss ified  according to the number of syllables  
involved, since the original tone sequence of the di-R 
v .r .  does not affect the issue at this stage of syllable  
number >.
Di-R v .r . 
e .g.
Di-R v .r .
e .g.
with three Extensions : >LLHLL : •
: -EÏÏZ- (do) -ENZ-akal-is- (in jure)
-YUS- (awaken) -VUS-el-ek-el-
with four Extensions : > LL1ELL :
: -TSHAB- (come to nothing)
-TSHAB-alal-is-an-
( annihilate each other).
Further examples may be found under paragraphs 16.3.1 -
16.3 .32.
18.6.5 Di-Radical Verbal root with two segment Ex­
tension.
Di-R v .r . with sequence HL, LL or EL a l l  have 
the invariable tonal sequence of LHLL : e.g. 
-BETH- (h it ) -BETH-an-is- (cause to hit each 
other)
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s / \ v ,
-J IK -el-ez- (revolve around)
X  / V \  ,
-CEL~el-an- (ask each other
Whether the two segments are two separate segments 
in series, or constitute one two-segment extension, 
the sequence remains unchanged ; fo r  example s
-PHUM- (go out, come out)
x / \ X
> -PHUM-elel- (succeed)
-GCIN- (keep) > -GCIN-akal- (he preserved) 
-CEL- (ask) > -CEL-isis- (ask earnestly fo r)
further examples are to he found under paragraphs
16.2.1 - 16.2.21.
18.6.6 Li-R v .r . with three Extensions : > LLHLL
e-g- >
-PAN- (resemble) > -PAN-el-ek-is- (make 
f it t in g )
\ v 'x \ / \ \
-VUM- (agree) > -VTJM-el-ek-el- (he permis­
sible for)
-THETH- (speak) > -THETH-el-el-an- (speak on 
behalf of one another)
Also, in the same way,
x \ x \ \ -ENZ-akal-is-,
x X / \ X
-AZ-akal-is-
-NXIB-elel-ek-
Eurther examples are given under paragraphs 16.3.1
16 .3.32
18.6.7 Di-R v .r . with four Extensions : >LLLHLL :
e . g .,
' ' I
A. '  
. 
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-PHAMB- (change places, change sides)
v- V N / \ V
>-PHAMB-an-is-el-an- (exchange places 
with one another)
-TSHAB- (come to nothing) > -TSHAB-'alal-is-'an- 
( annihilate one another).
Further examples are given under paragraphs 16.4.1 -
16.4.4.
18.7.0 Even i f  the extensions to the di-R v .r . are 
of d ifferen t types, fo r example, di-R v .r . plus radi­
cal extension, plus extension, the sequences are the 
same as when a l l  the extension segments are of one and 
the same species. For example, we have -THANDA:Z-el-an- 
(pray fo r one another). The di-R v .r . ,  >LLHLL as in 
-THETH-el-cl-an-.
18.8.0 The results may he summarised in the following 
Table:
Tonal Sequence of Di-Radical Verbal 









HL + ONE HLL
LL + ONE HLL
FL + ONE LHL
HL/LL/FL + TWO LHLL
hl/ll/fl + THREE LLHLL
HL/LL/FL + FOUR LLLHLL
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18.9.1 Sequence : 1L :
Apart from the d i-rad ical verbal roots and d i-rad ical
ideophonic roots which carry this sequence, and which 
are self-evident, this sequence is found in the 
following derived forms;
( i )  D i-rad ical verbal root, derived from a 
mono-radical ideophonic root (L or H) 
followed by a Radical Conversion Exten­
sion :
( i i )  D i-rad ical verbal root, derived from a
d i-rad ica l ideophonic root (LL or LH),
2)less its  fin a l vowel.
18.9.2 Sequence ; HD ;
Certain d i-rad ical verbal roots and d i-rad ical 
ideophonic roots carry this sequence.
18.9.3 Sequence ; DHL ;
This sequence is found in the following derived 
verbal roots:
( i )  T ri-rad ica l verbal roots, derived from
a d i-rad ical verbal root (P L ), followed
3)by a Radical Extension.
1) c f . Para 12.5.3
2) c f . Para 12.2.4
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Tri-radical verbal roots 7 derived from 
t F  
, ) 
f.   
f •    •  • 4 
.  11. 1  ' / ' ,-... '   
( i i )  D i-radical verbal roots (PL ), when
followed by a one-segment Extension."*"^
( i i i )  T ri-rad ica l verbal roots derived from 
a d i-rad ical ideophonic root, (HL, HH,
LH) followed by a Radical Conversion
-  2) extension. '
18.9.4 The Sequence HLL %
This sequence may be found in the following forms, 
examples of which follow :
( i )  D i-rad ical verbal root plus Radical 
Extension. ( <HL or LL) .
( i i )  D i-rad ical verbal root, derived from 
reduplicated mono-radical ideophonic 
root plus Radical Conversion Extension.
( <. H or L )4^
( i i i )  D i-radical verbal root, derived from di­
radical ideophonic root, less its  fin a l 
vowel, plus one Extension. ( < L L ) . ^
(iv ) D i-radical verbal root plus one Extension. 
(<  HL, LL ) .6^
1) c f . Para 15.2.2 e . g .
2) c f . Para 
etc .
12.5.4 e.g.
3) c f . Para 11.5.1 0 .g.
4) c f . Para 12.5.5 e .g.
5) c f . Para 12.10.0 e.g.
-CELelc- c-CEL- etc. 
-THÍNGAZ- < -th i thingá
-CHwÍ lÏ sH- <  -CHWIL- e tc . 
-BHUBHUZ- <~thi bhuu etc 
-TSHUTSHis- < -th i tshu e
6) cf .  Para 15.0.0 -  15.8.5
tc .
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(v ) Tri-rad ica l verbal root, derived from 
tr i-rad ica l ideophonic root, where the 
original R3 is  replaced by a d ifferen t 
R3, and the fin a l vowel dropped in favour 
of the terminative -a.
( c LLL, LLH)
(v i )  Tri-rad ical verbal root, derived from 
di-rad ical ideophonic root, ( L I ) ,
2)followed by Radical Conversion Extension. '
( v i i )  D i-radical verbal root, with non-radical- 
in it ia l  vowel.^
18.9«5 Sequence LHLL :
This sequence is found where there is  an extended ver­
bal root comprising, in a l l ,  four syllables : namely :
( i )  When a di-radical verbal root (HL, LL, or 
EL) is  followed by two Extensions (or 
segments)
( i i )  When a di-radical verbal root (HL, LL or
EL) is extended by means of a Radical
Extension and then accepts a one-segment
5)Extension.
( i i i )  When a di-radical verbal root is redupli­
cated . ̂
1) c f. Para 12.20.0 e.g. -FINIZ- < -th i fin in i etc.
2) c f. Para 12.5.4 e.g. -MPAKAZ- < -th i mpaka etc.
3) c f.  Para 8.5.1 e.g . -aLAM- etc.
4) c f . Para 16.2.1 - 16.2.21
5) c f. Para 17*4.0 - 17.4.6
6) c f . Para 7*3.7
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(v) Tri-radical verbal root, derived from 
tri-radical ideophonic root, where the 
original R3 is replaced by a different 
R3, and the final vowel dropped in favour 
of the terminative -a. 
( <. LLL , LLH) • l) 
(vi) Tri-radical verbal root, derived from 
di-radical ideophonic root, (LL), 
followed by Radical Conversion Extension.
2
) 
(vii) Di-radical verbal root, with non-radical-
initial vowel.3) 
18.9.5 Sequence LHLL 
This seQuence is found where there is an extended ver-







( i) 1Nhen a di-radical verbal root ( HL 9 LL, or 
FL) is followed by two Extensions (or 
segments) . 4) 
(ii) When a di-radical verbal root (HL, LL or 
FL) is extended by means of a Radical 
Extension and then accepts a one-segment 
Extension. 5) 
(iii) When a di-radical verbal root is redupli-
cated.6) 
/ ' " ' ...... ...__ 
cf. Para 12.20.0 e.g. -FINIZ- < -thi finini 
etc. 
cf. Para 12.5.4 
/ ' '- < -thi ' '\ etc. e.g. -VIPAKAZ- mpaka 
8.5.l 
/ '- ' 
cf. Para e.g. -aLAM- etc. 
cf. Para 16.2.1 - 16.2.21 
cf. Para 17.4.0 - 17.4.6 
cf. Para 7.3.7 
( iv )  When a di-radical ideophonic root (LL
or HH) is followed by a Radical Conver­
sion Extension plus a one-segment 
Extension
(v) When a tr i-rad ica l ideophonic root (ILL)
is  converted to a verbal root, through
the loss of the fin a l vowel, and is  then
-  2)followed by an tension.
(v i )  When a quadri-radical ideophonic root 
(LLLL) becomes a quadri-radical verbal 
root, through the loss of the fin a l 
vowel
18.9.6 Sequence : LLHLL :
This sequence is found where an extended verbal root 
comprises, in a l l ,  fiv e  syllables % namely :
( i )  When a di-radical verbal root (HL, LL, 
or EL) is followed by three (segments) 
Extensions
1) c f. Para 12.15.0
/  X X X ^  X2) c f. -NQUMAM-is- < -th i nqumama
(bring to standstill) (stand s t i l l )
3) c f. -HLAZULUL- (spread out, expose)
-th i hlazuEhlu (s.m.)
N.B. This form might equally well be a typical 
example of the Abundant Actional (7 (b ) )v N 
Extension -u lu l- with the di-R v .r .  -HLAZ- 
( expose, disgrace)
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( i i )  V/hen a di-radical ideophonic root (LL) 
is followed toy a radical conversion 
Extension, plus two (segments) Exten­
sions
( i i i )  When a quadri-radical ideophonic root
(LLLH) is converted to a quadri-radical 
verbal root, through the loss of the 
fin a l vowel, and is followed toy one 
Extension (segment)- '
18.9*7 Sequence s LLLHLL :
The only examples I have found of this tonal sequence 
have' toeen where a di-radical verbal root is followed 
toy four (segments) Extensions. By analogy, however, 
i t  would seem possible fo r  i t  to occur wherever an 
extended verbal root consists of six syllables in a l l .
For Example:
-PHÁMB-'an-is-/l-an- (exchange places with 
each other)
< -PHAMB- (change place : change sides)
-XHOM-ek-el-él-án- (toe connected with)
<-XHOM- (hang)
-BON-^akal-is-el- (make clear to)
<-BON- (see) .
1) c f . -th i tohenge > -BHENGE:Z -é l-ê l-
( flash) (enlighten regarding)
2) c f. -th i khal^kátha (thrust, stab)
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18.10.C DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TONAL SEQUENCES 
OF VERBAL ROOTS AS SPOKEN IN THE 
TRANSKEI AND CISKEI AREAS.
18.10.1 Where a di-radical root is  extended to con­
stitu te a root with three syllab les, whereas the 
Transkei speakers use the tonal sequence DHL, the 
Ciskei use the sequence HHD.^
18.10.2 Where an extended root consists of four or 
more sy llab les, the Transkei usage employs a basic 
f in a l tonal sequence of HLL (fo r  the last three sy l­
lables) and every syllable preceding has a low tone,
L : fo r example:
LHLL, LLHLL, LDPHDD•
18.10.3 Under the same circumstances, however, the 
Ciskei speaker uses a basic fin a l tonal sequence of 
HHD (fo r  the last three sy llab les ), and, as with the 
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CHAPTER 19
19.0.0 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS:
The follow ing is a "brief summing up of the conclu­
sions reached in this investigation.
19.1.0 The Radical :
19.1.1 The "basic unit of the verbal root in Xhosa 
is the Radical which consists essentially of a con­
sonant and a vowel phoneme, in d iv is ib ly  attached 
( v i z . -CV).
19.1.2 Examples of self-contained radicals are seen
X  X
in such mono-R v .r . as -THI, -TSHO, which have re­
tained their radical vowel.
19.1.3 For the most part, however, even the surviving
mono-R v .r . ,  while being in themselves self-contained 
radicals, have lost their original vowel and now 
accept the detachable, invariable terminative -a. 
giving rise to forms, such as -F~ , -W~ etc.
( or -C ~ ) .
19.1.4 Only a very lim ited number of radicals s t i l l  
exist as self-contained mono-R v .r . For the most 
part today radicals exist as component radicals of 
di-R or multi-R v .r .
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'meaning'. When, however, R is  a component radical 
of a di-R or multi-R v .r . ,  i t  merely has semantic 
shape, or semantic influence in a certain direction.
19.2.0 The Rhizeme :
I t  sometimes happens that a group of R 
w ill he related to one another. They are then said 
to belong to the same Rhizeme. A Rhizeme may contain 
R 'which d iffe r  in their consonant or vowel phonemes, 
or in both. There are only minimal variants of the 
consonant phonemes within the rhizeme.
19.3*0 The Verbal Root :
19.3*1 Verbal roots are conveniently c lassified  
according to the number cf radicals which they contain. 
Thus, there are a limited number of mono-R v .r . ,  the 
majority are di-R v . r . ,  and again, a very limited 
number of t r i -  or multi-R v .r .
19*3*2 Mono-R v .r . ,  may be of three types : namely,
Simple mono-R v .r . ,  (o f the form -CV or
2 " )  ‘
Mono-R v .r . with a latent in it ia l  - ( i ) - ,  
which though i t  never occurs as such, 
influences certain vowels that preceed i t ,
(v iz : - ( i)C -  ) .
Mono-R v .r , ,  with a non-radical in it ia l
1} e .g . An alveolar w ill give place to another 
alveolar, a pre-palatal to another pre­
palatal etc .
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vowel : (v iz: vC ~ ) .
This in it ia l  v, whether latent - ( i ) - o r  an actual 
vowelj is not a radical, hut a probable sur­
vival of an obsolete in fin itive  prefix.
19*3.3 Di-R v .r .  consist of a fusion of two R, 
viz: - CV:C . These radicals are not merely in
juxtaposition, but fused in such a manner as to 
constitute an indivisib le  di-R unit, with a definite  
meaning attached.
19*3*4 The R1 carries the main semantic idea of 
the v . r . ,  while the R2 exert a semantic influence in 
some direction or other : indicating transitive or 
intransitive action, protracted or repetative action, 
and so on.
19.3.5 The R1 invariably has a radical vowel^  but 
the R2 in a di-R v . r . ,  loses its  characteristic vowel 
in favour of a later developed terminative - a .
19.3.6 In a limited number of instances, the R1 has 
lost it s  in it ia l  consonant; and leaves a v .r .  with 
the form - V:C -  . These constitute the vowel-verbal 
roots .
19.3.7 Tri-R v .r .  and Multi-R v .r .
Basically the Xhosa v .r .  is usually di-R. 
Those v .r .  which appear to be t r i -  or multi-R v . r . ,  
are frequently either di-R v .r .  with Radical Exten-
1) Except in most mono-R v .r .
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sions, or Extensions, or they are derived from 
ideophonic r . ,  to which have "been added a radical 
conversion extension, and sometimes, in addition, 
an extension»
„  ̂ \ A. ^
19.3.8 With the exception of -THI, -TSHO, -AZI, 
a l l  verbal roots in Xhosa have lost their fin a l 
vowel and accepted, in its  place, an invariable 
terminative - a .
19*4.0 Extensions to the Verbal Root.
The simple verbal root may be extended by
means of:
19.4.1 ( i )  A radical extension, consisting of 
one or more R2. Where this occurs, the 
radical vowel of R1 persists throughout 
the extended root, giving rise to an 
assonic vowel pattern.
19.4.2 ( i i )  An extension, consisting of a 
phoneme made up of -vc-, or multiples 
thereof. Instead of one single such 
extension, there may be a series of 
such extensions, follow ing one another.
19.4.3 ( i i i )  A radical extension may be 
followed by an extension, but an exten­
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ith the exception of -THI, -TSHO, -AZI, 
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19.4.4 Non-Verbal roots may be converted to ver­
bal roots by one of two processes : for instance :
( i )  An Ideophonie root, nominal or adjec­
t iv a l root, may be adapted to verbal 
usage by the loss of the fin a l vowel, 
and its  replacement by the detachable 
terminative - a .
( i i )  An Ideophonie or ad jectiva l root may 
accept a Radical Conversion Extension 
and thus become a verbal root.
19.4.5 The Extensions, consisting of -vc- or 
multiples thereof, are more loosely attached to 
the v .r . ,  than the radical extensions. They inva­
riab ly follow  the simple verbal root, or any radical 
extension thereto : they never come between the 
simple v .r . and a REx.
19.4.6 Though the extension modifies what might 
be termed the range of a c tiv ity  of the verb, i t
does not a lter the basic idea described by the simple 
verbal roo t.
19.4.7 There appears to be no log ica l reason why 
certain v .r . res ist certain extensions, while accep­
ting others.
19.4.8 Extensions may be used in series to give 

















ir. t . 
19-4.9 The order of sequence of extensions in
series is dependent upon the emphasis desired by
n
the speaker. 'No one extension has permanent
7-
precedence over another.' The passive extension 
is  the only exception to this ru le .
19.5.0 Tonal Contrasts and Sequences.
19.5.1 Mono-R v .r .  have either a H or L tonal
value.
Di-R v .r . may he HL, LI, or FL.
19.5.2 When a di-R v .r . accepts one extension 
(whether REx or Sx ), the following modi­
fications take place, Di-R v .r . HL and 
LL - Extension >HLL. Di-R v .r . +- Exten­
sion > DHL.
19.5.3 On accepting two Extensions (o f whatever 
type) a l l  three di-R v .r . (HL, LL and FL) > LHLL.
19.5.4 Every additional extension (o f whatever 
type) adds a further low tone to the beginning of 
the root : e.g.
LLHLL, LLLHLL.
19*5.5 Certain regular variations in tonal se­
quence which distinguish the Transkeian from the 
Ciskeian dialectic tonal patterns. The tones in 
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OCCURRING IN MORA THAN ONE ROOT
The primary radicals given in the le f t  
hand column in the following pages are 
actually starred forms, since they do 
not occur today as isolated radicals; 
their present form in many instances, 
prohahly "being a modified form of the 
orig ina l. In order to obviate unne­
cessary repetition , I  have not inserted 
the asterisk. I t  should, however, he 
recognised that they are starred forms 
in each case.
Idea of spreading out:
-th i hhabhalala- he widely extended
V / \
-BHAKAX- sew on a "broad patch 
v /  ̂ \
-BHALAKAX- sprawl on the ground, f a l l  on
hands and knees
Idea of haphazard or incoherent action:
/ V \
-BHABHAM- he furious, rage 
/ \ \
-BHADAZ- go slowly; speak hesitatingly 
-BHANX- act foo lish ly
-BEATY- mix (food ): mix things up (in  speaking)
Idea of convulsive action:
 ̂ \
-BHABH- struggle fo r  freedom
-BHATYUL- heat, flo g  »
/ \ \
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\  \-BHARUML- cry, roar, growl, angrily 
\  / V  \
“BHAVUML- growl, snarl, speak gru ffly
\
BHE Idea of exposing:
'  V-BHENC- blurt out, expose, disclose 
-BHENQ- turn inside out (garment): unfold
(petals of flower)
\ \
-BHEI'TTS- s it  in exposed position
\
BHE Idea of leaping forward:
/ N \
-BHEQu:.- bound, spring lo f t i l y  
'  \
-BHESH- outstart, outrun, outdo
\
BHE Idea of bending:
v \




I"' Idea of erupting:
X \
-BHODL- bring up wind from the stomach 
-BHOJ- s t ir  up: s t ir  up s tr ife
\
BHO Idea of growling, crying aloud:
\ / N \
-BHOMBOLOZ- cry loudly: howl with g r ie f
-BHONGN- bellow like ca lf: roar in distress
/V
BHU Idea of upsetting:
\  /  \
-BHUKUL- tr ip  up, throw down
N / N
-BHUKÏÏQ- overturn, upset, capsize
-th i bhulukudu stumble, f a l l  on the knees
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BHA Idea of roaring, growling: 
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Idea of beating 
/ \-BHUL- beat, out: thresh
-BHUMBUTH- beat so ft ly , pat
Idea of identifying:
\  \
-BAL- count, reckon: relate
/ \ v
-BALul- pick out, select, make exception of
Idea of contracting, coming together: 
a \-BAND- congeal, be cold to the touch 
-BANDAKANY- unite, come together into one
Idea of making contact with (someone):
A \
-BIK- report, announce 
/ \
-BIZ- ca ll, summon
Idea of pressing down:
/  \
-BOB- press down, compress 
/ \
-BOHL- fa l l ,  sink, collapse
Idea of being overripe, bee. rotten: 
-BOL- rot, decompose 
-BOZ- be over-ripe, decaying
Idea of holding in esteem:
\ \
-BUK- look at with admiration, intently
A \
-BUS- do service at court; pay homage
Idea of taking one at a time:
/ N \ \ \
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\  \-CHATH- take out one or more from a number 
/ \ \
-CHATHAZ- pour out carefu lly: le t  out in
drops
Idea of doing meticulously:
-CIKID- fe e l with the finger, try , test 
-CIKIZ- do work fin e ly , with extreme care 
-CIKOZ- speak fluently
Idea of covering, smothering:
^  \
-CIK- cover, put lid  on
/V \ N /
-CIM- (and -th i cimi) put out, extinguish 
( f ir e  e tc .)
Idea of scattering, sp illin g  out:
-CHITH- s p il l ,  scatter, spend, waste
v \
•-CHIZ- come out, exude
Idea of pressing, crushing: 
-COBOZ- crush
\ \ 
-COF- press or fe e l with the hand (e .g . milk
sac; stomach e tc .)
\ \
-COL- grind fine
Idea of being neat, clean, careful:
\  \-COC- cleanse, purify
N / V \
-COCOMBel- robe oneself, dress showily 
-COTH- walk so ftly
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CU Idea of crushing, crumbling:
\ / \
-CUBUNG- crumble o ff, nibble o ff
\ x \ \
-CUKUCez- break into small pieces, treat 
with scant respect
\
CWA Idea of being s t i l l ,  quiet:
-CWAL- s it  s t i l l ;  wait (before attacking) 
-th i cwaka be s t i l l ,  be s ilen t
/ N \
-CWATSHul- creep s tea lth ily  (as a cat)
\
OWE Idea of cutting o ff a s lith er, thin
s l ic e :
/ S S  N
-CWECul- -th i ewe: cut o ff  thin s lice ,
dip up a l i t t l e
\ \ i )
-CHVffiL- ' peel, plane, make smooth
DA Idea of rending, tearing:
/ v \
-DABuk- part, give way, get torn 
/  ̂ \
-DAKAD- tear to pieces, mangle
\
DA Idea of being depressed, decreased, low:
-DAKUMB- be dejected, depressed
7 s \ .
-DAMBUZ- walk slowly, (as a child, or from
dignity, etc)
\ \
-DAN- Be disappointed, discouraged, ashamed
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-DED- stand back, keep at a distance,
keep aloof
-DENE- talk at great length, interminably
V. /  ^ V
-DEPHisel- hinder, obstruct, prevent rea­
liza tion
Idea of careless, aimless action: 
v / v \
-DEBELEZ- talk nonsense 
\ \
-DENG- be slow, slack, stupid
Idea of pounding, confusion, quivering
/\ \
-DIB- tramp (earth ): beat down; browbeat
A. \
-DID- confuse: flu ster
-DIKIZel- quiver, (as the muscles a fter 
exertion)
Idea of f i l l in g  up gap, or hole:
A \-DIB- f i l l  up a hole or gap
A \-DIK- satis fy , satiate
Idea of disintegration, fa llin g  into
ruin:
/ N \
-DILIK- f a l l  into ruins ( as mud walls, 
a fter rain)
/ \ V
-DIMal- give up in disgust
A \
-DIN- fatigue
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Idea of being bulky, unwieldy;
^  V
-(isi)-DODO- (7) fa t , inert, mass 
A \-DOL- bee: s t i f f ,  dull, indolent
'a / \
-DOMBOZ- thank sententiously, with fla tte ry
Idea of stamping, mixing;
/ \ \ . . 
-DUBHUZ- trample (as a clod into dust, e tc .)
\ \
-DUB- mix, knead, trample together
\ X
-DUNG- s t ir  up, disturb
Idea of moving about:
-DUK- wander, wander away; get lost 
/ \ \
-DUKUD- s t ir ,  move about; wear out
X /  \ \
-DUNGUDel- abandon home, wander about, etc.
Idea of rumbling:
/ \ \ ,
-DUDIM- thunder, rumble (as a crowd m
motion)
\ x
-DUM- sound, shout in triumph
x / \ V
-DUMZel- hum, mutter, grumble
Idea of doing sporadically:
/ \-FED- be feckless, lazy
/ X \ . V
-FEKETH- play, sport: (with nga)
d illyd a lly  over
Idea of drav;ing in, shortening:
V \
-FING- shorten, tuck in, gather in, 
compress
/  ̂ s , x
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FI Idea of being dim, indistinct;
\ \
-(u -)F IF I ( l l )  a glimpse, indistinct view, 
inkling
/ \ \
-FIPHAL- bee; dim; bee; pale, cloudy, 
e tc .
\
FO Idea of exerting pressure upon;
-FOC- squeeze, squeeze out 
-FOHÉ- break in,down(skull); depress or 
lower
-FOTHOK-.-thi foto be dented
FU Idea of getting hold of, acquiring:
\ /V
-FUMan- come upon, reach, attain
^ /  S . .
-FIMBATH- clench ( f i s t )  : grasp ; retain,
comprehend
-FUY- possess (lan d ): breed (stock)
F-C ^ Idea of being similar;
/ \
-FAN- resemble, be like 
/ \
-FUZ- be lik e , resemble
A.
GA Idea of cutting short:
\ \ . V-GAMLel- cut short (a long story)
S /V
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Idea of vio len t, aggressive action: 
/ \ \
-GEBEEG- f a l l  upon, k i l l  and rob 
\ \
-GENG- throve or Burst a door wide open 
\ \
-GEQ- throw/ or jerk out
Idea of unsteady action:
/  \ V
-GETYEZ- quiver, vibrate, undulate
\  /  N \
-GEVEZEL- Be weak in the knees; to tter 
\ \
-GEX- ree l, stagger
V \
-GEZ- Be mad, insane, crazy
Idea of walking, running:
-GIDIM- run with speed 
/ \ \




-GbC- dig into 
/  ̂ \
-GOGOD- scrape the p it Bottom
X X
-GOMB- scoop out, hollow out
Idea of fin ishing:
\  \
-GQIB- fin ish , end, complete 
\ \
-GQIL- suck or milk dry
Idea of covering, concealing:
N \ \-GQUBUTHel- cover, v e i l
-GQUK- cover tracks, ob literate, conceal 
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-GUL- be i l l :  moan
\ \
-GUMB- wear away : hollow out
HLA Idea of stabling, cutting, crushing,
destroying:
\  \-HLAB- pierce, stab, slaughter 
v \
-HLAHL- cut down, cut up etc.
•' V \
-HLAKAZ- break up, disperse 
-HLAKul- sko ffle , weed
\
HLA Idea of cleansing:
v \
-HLAMB- wash, swim etc ., rebuke 
\ \-HLANZ- cleanse, purify
\
HLE Idea of sorting, choosing:
\ \
-HLEL- sort out, pick out, separate
V \
-HLENG- separate into good and bad: favour
HLIJ Idea of separating:
-HLUTH- take from by force, deprive of 
\ \
-HLUZ- strain, f i l t e r ,  s i f t
JE Idea of cutting:
\  \  V \
-JEO.yJEQ- cut clean through, fin ish  o ff 
quickly
-JENGQ- cut across, sever
\
JI Idea of tw isting, turning:
\  \
-JIC- p la it neatly 
\ \
-JIJ- tw ist, turn 
\ \
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-JTKIJ- bore through 
N \
-JIL- interweave, do wickerwork 
v \
-JING- hang, dangle, swing
JO Idea of aggressive speech, action:
/ \
-JOR- use vio len t, aggressive speech or 
action
/ \
-JOK- be always a fter, constrain: over­
persuade
/ \ N
-JONGOTH- demand one' s rights
\
JÏÏ Idea of action carried out under
fa tigu e:
-JUC--JUCULUZ- struggle on in spite of 
fatigue
 ̂ \
-JUQ- be feeble, walk feebly
\
KHA Idea of violent physical action 
(often  aggressive):
-KHAB- kick, shoot (plants)
-KHAHLel- (and -th i khahla): throw or set
down with force
/  \ \
-KHANKATH- beat often, cuff, pommel
KHI Idea of coming loose and fa llin g :
/ \ v
-KHIHLIK- s lip , f a l l  o ff:  froth over
/ \ \
-KHITHIK- get loose and fa l l
KHU Idea of repetition :
-KHUBel- repeat (a statement): reca ll
(a judgement)
\ /V
-ICHIMBUL- remember, reco llect, keep in mind
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KHU Idea of expanding;
^ / \ \
-KHUKHUlvlal- rise , swell, expand (in  boiling) 
'  / \ \
-KHUNYalal- rise , swell (in  bo ilin g ): 
increase (in  strength)
-KHUL- grow
KHWE Idea of getting out of the way:
/ V \
-KHWEBuk- get out of the way, move away 
/ \ \
-KHWELel- get out of the way
KHU>KHWA and KHWI
Idea of crying out:
-KHWAZ- ca ll loudly, shout to 
\ \
-KHWIN- whine, whimper
LA Idea of desiring:
\ \
-LAMB- become hungry
\  \  /  N N
-LANGAZelel— long for, desire eagerly
LE Idea of movement (to  and fro ):
A ^
-LENY- wag (e .g . a dog's t a i l ) :  dart
here and there (as flames)
\ / \
-LEKENY- lick  o ff (flesh , with rough 
tongue: as a lion )
LE Idea of running:
N \
-LEQ- run like  cattle  : race cattle
/ V \
-LETSHEZ— run about, gad about
LI Idea of passing time:
/ \ \
-LIBal- id le , lo ite r ,  waste time, delay 
\ \
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-L0L0NG- -̂LONGA-LONG- observe carefu lly: 
look at in deta il
A \
-LONDL- spy out : see far o ff
\
LU Idea of being straight, correct:
A \ \
-LULam- be meek, submissive, obedient 
/ \ \
-LULek- straighten out (something bent), 
put right, correct
\  \-LUNG- be right, suitable, f i t t in g
MBA Idea of strik ing, patting:
/  \  \
-MBAKRAZ- slap, h it, box
\ / \ \ . 
-MBAMBAZel- pat, beat one's breast (fo r
joy or sorrow)
/ \ \
-MBATYul- thrash, flo g , scourge
ME Idea of ca lling, summoning:
A \




MI Idea of swallowing:
\  \
-MINY- swallow outright, drain, exhaust 
\ \
-MIZ- swallow quickly, gulp down etc.
MPA Idea of slapping (with hand) etc.:
/AN
-MPAKAZ- slap with hand, smack etc.
A N  \
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Idea of ca ling, sw'illiloning: 
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Idea of swa lowing: 
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\
' \-NAK- accuse fa lse ly ; get another into 
trouble
 ̂ \
-NATH- catch in net, swallow up
\
NDI Idea of being fick le ;
-NDIBAZ- hesitate, be irresolu te, undecided
-NDILath- be changeable, fick le  wavering
 ̂ \
-NDITH- hesitate, doubt, be undecided
Nil Idea of pestering continually;
-NlIKINf- speak with vehemence and gesticu­
lation
-th i ndi make a noise, rumble 
\ \
-NUN!- keep hammering at, keep so lic it in g  to
NGCA Idea of doing in feeble manner;
\ / \
-NGCAKAC- grow thinly ; have a few grains on 
ear
-NGCAMBAZ- walk feeble ; hobble along
\
NGQU Idea of restless, tortuous movement;
\ \
-NGQUNG- be restless, uneasy, fidget with 
pain
\ \
-NGQUNGQ- dance with contortions
A 1)NGX'--' ' Idea of standing, with legs apart;
* \
-NGXAB- spread out the legs
A  \
-NGXEK- have the legs wide apart, or the 
mouth open
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-NKWANTY- tremble with fear
/ N.
-NKWATH- fe e l unsafe : have an uneasy-
conscience
Idea of breaking, cutting o ff:
/ \
NQÏÏNQ- chop or cut fine : mince : chop up 
/ N \
NQUTHUL- pluck out, pull away, cut o ff
Idea of rough action:
\ \
-NTLAL- knock about : dash or throw down
-NTLAKAZ- do coarsly ; -th i ntlaka (s.m.) 
-NTLANTL- quarrel : disagree
Idea of ambiguous, indecisive action:
/ v \ .
-NTSONKOTH-) speak ind irectly , ambiguously 
/ \ \ )
-NTSOMPOTH-) mysteriously
Idea of stretching, spreading out:
/ \ \ . . 
-NWENYvEZ- spread, blaze (o f veld f ir e  etc .)
\  \
-NWEB- stretch, draw out
Idea of persistent, patient action:
N / \ N
-NYAMezel- bear, endure, persevere 
-NYANYATH- do again, repeat an action
N / \
-NYANZel- force, constrain, compel, bring 
pressure to bear upon
Idea of putting pressure on : treading
on:
v \
-NYASH- press down, tread down 












Idea of feeling insecure: 
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Idea of thi’obbing, grating:
/ v \
-NYIKIM- quake, tremble 
-NYIKIZ- grate (as two ends of a broken 
bone)
Idea of stretching, extending:
/ V V
-NYOLuk- be stretched out, be greedy 
/ \ \
-NYOLul- draw out, pull out, etc.
Idea of unfastening, loosing:
-NYOBulul- untie (e .g . shoestring)
\ / N \
-IffOMBulul- untie, loosen, disentangle
/ v V
-NYOTHul- pull up, pluck out
Idea of sly, slinking movement:
\ n \
-NYUBULUK- crawl, wriggle, move lik e  a 
snake
S /  x W
-NYUBULUZ- (s.m.)
-NYUBel- (s.m.)
Idea of upward movement:
/ v
-NYUK- come up, go up, ascend etc.
/ \
-NYUL- draw out, draw up : select
Idea of bringing to the fore; increasing
/ V V
-ONGarn- stand out, project; superintend
/  \ N ,
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/ \ \ . . . 
-OS- roast, g r i l l ,  fry  (and -0J- (s.m .))
/  \
-OIH- warm oneself, task, heat up
PHA Idea of surrounding:
\  \
-PHAHL- encircle, surround, accompany 
V \
-PHAL- go about, go round : gallop
PHA Idea of scooping out:
\ \
-PHAK- ladle out, serve out (food)
A. V
-PHAL- scrape out (p o t ): Scrape (hide)
PHA Idea of being in position:
\  / \
-PHAKAM- stand up, stand erect 
A \-PHAMB- change places, turn back
V /  \
-PHAMBuK- turn aside, deviate, stray
PHA Idea of strik ing, pounding:
-PHANG- do with speed or force
N \
-PHANZ- be routed, defeated, la id  waste
PHA Idea of being open, opening out:
/ V V
-PHANYAZ- open and shut the eyes
-PHAPH- open out; flap (o f wings, garments)
-PHASalal— get scattered, loose
PHE Idea of turning, turning round, up, etc .:
/ \ x
-PHEKUL- turn up (e .g . corner of a page) 
-PHEKUZ- be turned up, etc.
/ V \
-PHENDUL- turn down, turn over, reply 
-PHENUK- get upset, lose one's balance
273 A.17 
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PHE Idea of coining to an end:
a \
-PKEL- come to an end, fin ish  
-PHEZ- stop, leave o ff, desist
PHE Idea of searching out:
A \
-PHENDL- examine another's head fo r
parasites: brush aside (part
of the hair)
-PHENGul- search out, bring to ligh t, 
discover




-PHICIK- inquire thoroughly into
PHO Idea of cooling down:
-PH01- cool, abate, heal
-PHOZis- cool (oneself or food): cool down
towards
PHU Idea of coming up, out, abundantly:
V \
-PHUHL- come up well, grow well, be energetic 
\ / s \
-PHUKUZel- froth  up, effervesce, be hasty,
effervescent
/  S V
-PHUPHUM- gush out, overflow
PHU Idea of coming loose, s lip  o ff:
/ \ \
-PHUCUK- s lip  o ff, come clean out: etc.
/ V \
-PHULUK- s lip  away, glide away, le t  s lip  
/ v
-PHUM- come out, go out 
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-PHUNZ- cast the young 
 ̂ \
-PHUTH- come to nothing, prove abortive
Idea of groping for:
-PHUTHA-PHUTH- grope about, fe e l with the
hands 
/ \ \
-PHTJIHUM- go in search of; fetch, fetch 
back
Idea of cutting open, opening up,
breaking up:
\ \
-QHAL- unpack, open out: speak in metaphor
\  \
-QHAQE- tear or cut open; tear asunder
Idea of shining, glistening:
-QAQAMB- shine, g listen , be bright, pure 
\ / \ \
-QAQAWul- (s.m.) be splendid, glorious
Idea of making fast, firm:
-QILING- make tight
A \
-QIN- be fixed, firm, tigh t
A  \
-QINGQ- stand, stop, halt
Idea of being hard, strong:
\ 'V-QOLOS- walk boldly about: behave arro­
gantly
N / \ V
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Idea of becoming seen, recognised: 
-QbED'- understand, comprehend, he in te l­
ligen t
-QONONTis- point out, shew clearly
Idea of bowing, bending down: 
s / \
-QULUS- bend down and turn the back 
-QUEUE- throve down, head-over-heels
Idea of going quickly and for a 
short time:
-QUPH- step quickly : act quickly 
/ \
-QUQ- go hither and thither : go often
Idea of flee in g , scattering:
-SA- clear (o f dawn), clear up (o f weather) 
-SAB- fle e  away, fle e  from 
-SAKAS- do on a large scale
Idea of remaining, staying:
/ \
-SAL- remain, stay, abide
✓ N V» , v




-SEZ- give to drink, make drink
Idea of fo ld ing, enfolding: 
-SONKOTH- entangle 
-SONT- tw ist together, p la it , spin
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A \-THIMB- take, seize, capture
•N V
-THIY- ensnare, trap
Idea of "bowing down, hanging down:
-THOB- tend, bow, stoop, lower, depress
\ / S S
-THOKOMBis- s it  with hanging head 
/ n s
-THOZam- be drowsy, sleepy
Idea of h os tility :
\ \
(u)TSHAB- an enemy
\ / \ N
-TSHAKAMBul- lose patience : become fin a lly  
angry
/  \ \
-TSHAfviBul- strike in ir r ita t io n  or exaspe­
ration
/ v x
-TSHANDul- speak abusively, inveigle 
-TSHAY/ul- glare : look superciliously
Idea of cutting, chipping:
-TSCHEC- cut end o ff, gnaw
/ N
-TSHENT- cut o ff grass with spade : skoffle 
/ \ \
-TSHENTul- scrape, scratch 
-TSHEQ- cut o ff, tear o ff
Idea of restless action:
-th i tshu- be restless, anxious 
-TSHUL- probe, fe e l fo r, talk at random
/ N S
-TSHUTSHis- make restless, persecute
Idea of repeated, convulsive action:
N /  X
-THUTHUIviB- throb, be inflamed
V / N V











Idea of restraining: 
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TIT THU Idea of being quiet, calm:
-th i tu* be quiet, calm
X  V
-THUL- be quiet, be calm, cease 
v / \ \
-THUTHUZel- comfort, quieten
V \
THWA TWA Idea of being stretched out:
/  \  \-THWABAZ- l ie  awake at nights
N / \ \
-TWABulul- stretch out, spread out
TYE Idea of drawing back:
-TYED- draw back
-TYÊK- move aside, swerve, deviate
/
YA Idea of being aware of:
\ /  \ \
-VANDLAKANY- give a hint : indicate 
/ \ \
-VAVANY- test, inspect, examine
YE Idea of issuing from:
v \
-V1L- come forth, come into sight
V \
-VEZ- make appear; produce, bring forth
VI Idea of avoiding, restraining:
v \
-VIK- parry, ward o ff (a blow)
-VIMB- be stingy, grudge (avoid giving) 
v \
-VINGC- close up, stop up
VU Idea of arousing:
/ \
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WA Idea of fa llin g :
-W - f a l l  
/ \ \
-lAHLAZ- throw down, jin g le , ra ttle
XA Idea of being stretched out across:
K \
-XAB- l ie  across, lay across, obstruct 
A' \-XAK- puzzle, present d iff ic u lt ie s  to 
-XAKATH- wear (garment): bear (fru it )
-XAZalal- l ie  spread out (o f a garment)
XA Idea of being spread around:
-XANAN- spread out on a l l  sides, bee. wide, 
in abundance, varied 
-XANANAZ- (s.m.)
-XAND- stool out (o f grain): be fe r t i le
(o f land)
XHA Idea of catching, seizing:
 ̂ \
-XHAK- hook on to, join to, fasten to
\ /  ̂ N
-XHAKAMFUL- seize, snatch, hold
\ v
-th i xhamfu catch, snatch, seize, hold
tigh tly
XHA Idea of holding up, holding out:
/ \
-XHAS- prop, support, maintain
N /  v V
-XHATHALAZ- bear up, endure, sustain 
-XHATHis- prop the fee t, stand fast:
res is t
279 A.23 
' VU Idea of opening up: 
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\
-XIK- do something persistently, 
frequently
-XIN- press, throng, impede
\
XHO Idea of taking up, being up:
\ v-XHOB- take up (weapons: baggage fo r  a
journey etc .)
-XHOM- hang up, hang, l i f t  up
/
ZA Idea of being languid:
-ZAMBAZek- be languid, e ffo rtless
x x \
-ZAML- yawn and stretch oneself
280 A. 24 
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLES OP HIGH FREQUENCY 
SECONDARY RADICALS: (R2)
(OCCURRING IN REGULAR DI-RADICAL VERBAL ROOTS)
SECONDARY RADICAL -B -
There are two ms.in groups of secondary radi­
cals -B v iz  . ,
( i )  Operative radical -B-" ; with 
strong transitive force; and
( i i )  Neuter radical B -  : with
intransitive force.
( i )  Examples of Operative radical -B-^
Involving vigorous, drawn-out actions e .g .-  
-GAB- (Break up (ground)): -KHUB- (hoe): -QHUB-
(drive stock: wagon): Push, get on with s g ): -GQUB-
/S \
(ra ise dust; or kick up dry cattle dung): -QWEB- (lay
up, accumulate).
Involving vigorous action performed at a cer­
tain point in time: - e.g.
-HLAB- (p ierce, stab): -KHAB- (k ick ): -LOB- (hook;
angle): -QUB- (overtake: strike against).
Involving action requiring the use of the 
hands: e .g .,
/ \ \ \
-CHUB- (pick grains o ff  a mealie coh): -QHWAB- (clap
A \
the hands): -SUB- (scoop up: take a double handful
of s g ) .
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Involving the application of pressure 
(often  of the hands e tc .) e.g.
-BOB- (press down, compress); -BUB- (press toge­
ther); -SWEB- (pinch): -TYOB- (crush lic e  (e t c . ) ) .
Involving the mixing up of things: putting 
one thing with another and intermingling 
them: e.g.
A \ N \
-DIB- (mix together: f i l l  up (a h o le )): -DUB- (mix
up and disturb): -JUB- (rehound): -TUB- (pour amasi
. \ Xover cooked mealies): -XUB- (mix up things or people
of d ifferen t kinds).
Involving breaking down in some sense or 
other: e.g.
-CWÁB- (break up small (sticks into smaller lengths):
A \  \  \
-GUB- (grind into meal): -QOB- (crush, break small).
Involving the body in some manner: e.g.
\  \  \  \
-GOB- (bend down: bend (the knee)): -THOB- (bend down,
make low er).
Involving action requiring a certain amount 
of s k ill:  e.g.
-GÏÏAB- (sing, chant): -RVEB- (trade): -NGCIB- (do
sk illed  labour: repair): -ZOB- (draw: paint).
( i i )  Examples of Neuter Radical -B~
Verbs involving "becoming" and connected 
with an emotional state, or state of mind: 
e.g.
-GCOB- (be glad): -NDWEB- (be timid, shy, suspicious):
y  v s \
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high sp ir its ; glad): -TSHAB- (he s ilen t, morose):
-TSHOB- (become restless, anxious).
Verbs involving mainly "becoming” and connec­
ted with a physical state or condition: e.g. 
-GAB- (brim over: be in va in ): -HLOB- (become separa­
ted, become ir r ita ted ): -NYAB- (be dull, lazy, lethar-
/ \
g ic ) : -QOB- (become numb, stupefied).
SECONDARY RADICAL -C -
Secondary radical -C~' frequently indicates 
Functative action.
( i )  Examples of Functative radical C~
Involving "cutting", "chopping":
\ \  ̂ \ \ \ .
-BHAC- (cut out and make the isiBHACa): -GEC- (cut a
way through (bush, rock, e t c . ) ) :  -GOC- (d ig  in to ):
-JAC- (break into two: waste, spend): -JEC- (cut clean
through): -TSHIC- (s p l i t ) .
Involving "mixing together", "interweaving": 
-BBXJC- (mix together: do repeatedly) : -JIC- (p la it
neatly): -VEC- (p la it  (a basket)).
Involving generally erratic , intermittent 
action:
-CUC- (pass small, hard stoo ls ): -KR^UC- (touch,
v \
nudge; taunt): -JUC- (struggle on, despite fatigue
or weakness).
( i i )  Example of E ffective radical -C~
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( i i i )  Examples of Router radical -C —
\  \  \ \
-CAC- (be c lear); -EAC- (be emaciated, weak).
( iv ) Unclassified
-KRWAC- ( f a l l  with a rustling sound) c learly  indi­
cates an onomatopoeic origin .
SECONDARY RADICALS -D~
Secondary radical -D~may fu l f i l  three main
functions;
( i )  Operative radical -D ~
( i i )  Reuter radical -D~
( i i i )  E ffective radical -D~
( i )  Examples of Operative radical -D--
Involving violent action, with idea of 
"seizing" e tc .; e.g.
-BHAD- (rob, plunder); -BRED- (hunt); -DYWID- 
(snatch, seize, plunder).
Involving energetic action, with idea of
"emptying"; e.g.
\  \  \  \
-GED- (clean out, empty); -GOD- (d ig, excavate, sink
a sh a ft ).
Unclassified verbs involving action exerted 
upon an object; e.g.
-BHID- (puzzle, confuse, mislead); -RCED- (help );
\  \  /  \
-TYED- (draw back (a bow)); -TYID- (melt, c a s t ).
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( i i )  Examples of Neuter Radical -D--'
Involving "'becoming" or "being"; e.g.
-BHUD- (be delir iou s); -DID- (be hesitant)': -FED-
/ S S
(be feckless, la zy ); -PUD- (be wont to do); -GAD- 
(be mad); -GUD- (be smooth).
( i i i )  Examples of E ffective Radical -D —■
Involving in transitive physical movement: 
e.g.
\ \ V s
-DAD- (f lo a t , swim): -DED- (move back, move away):
-DUD- (dance): -GAD- (run about madly): -GID- (con-
V \
Xiibute to wedding fea s t): -GRAD- (take snuff):
s v , .
-GXAD- (go up to fo r a moment).
SECONDARY RADICALS -R~
For the most part, Secondary radical -R~ 
is  an E ffective radical, sometimes describing intran­
s it iv e  action, and sometime transitive . There are 
occasional instances of a Neuter radical -R ^ .
( i )  Examples of E ffective radical -R-with
Transitive fo rce :
-GQUR- (exercise, by burning medicines):^ -NXOR-
V s  O N
(d ig out, question c lose ly ); -TSAR- (r e v i le ) :  -TUR-
( charm a v illa ge , by burning medicines).
1) Related to nominal root (i)-GQIRa (5) (witchdoctor).
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( i i )  Examples of E ffective radical ,
with Intransitive fo rce ;
-KWAR- (pass a stool (o f an in fan t)): -jbfí- (use
\  \
violent language or act v io len tly ): -QHAKR- (laugh
harshly): -TWAR- ("babble, chatter).
N.B. A derogatory or jarring note 
is evident in the last three 
roots quoted above.
( i i i )  Examples of Neuter radical -R~
\ \ \ x
-BHAR- (be dry, parched (o f ground)): -G2AR- (be
broad-chested, thick-necked).
SECONDARY RADICALS -KX 
Secondary Radicals -K~' include:
( i )  E ffective radical -KX 
( i i )  Neuter radical -K~
( i )  Examples of E ffective radical -K~ : with
transitive fo rce :
Action in connection with a specific type 
of object: e.g.
-CIK- (put l id  on): -PHAK- (lad le out food) : -PHEK-
/ s
(cook (food )): -SEK- (lay  a foundation, or support):
-SOK  ̂ (admit to manhood): -SUK  ̂ (dress a hide) : -ZEK-
(marry a woman (used only of a man)).
Action involving a general object:
A \ A \ / \
-BIK- (report): -PAK- (put in, put on): -NIK- (g iv e ):
-NQIK- (uncover, open): -QUK- (c a ll together): -SIK-
v' V v s
(cut, cut o f f ) :  )VIK- (parry, ward o f f ) :  -YEK- (leave
alone, d e s is t ).
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Transitive verts involving human re la ­
tionship of one kind or another;
/ N / . /N \
-BEK- (esteem); -BUK- (regard with admiration);
A \ . V v
-DIK- (sa tis fy , sa tia te ): -G2EK- (mock, sco ff a t):
-JOK- (pester, constrain): -KEK- (turn sg. around
t i l l  i t  f i t s ) :  -NÁK- (accuse fa ls e ly ): -NY ÎK-
/  \  A \
(look at unobtrusively): -TrIUK- (swear a t): -XAZ-
(pu zz le ).
With in transitive force:
Action involving movement (towards, or 
away from ):
-BHEK- (look towards, go towards); -FIK- (arrive, 
arrive a t): -NYUK- (ascend, climb, go up): -SUK-
(get up and go away): -TYEK- (swerve aside).
Verbs describing general intransitive 
actions
A \  X  V
-NTEK- ( f l y  around (o f rumours)): -NUK- (stink,
smell): -TSHEK- (purge): -VUK- (wake up, a rise ):
\ \
-ZIK- (go deep, get to the bottom, understand 
thoroughly).
With Transitive or Intransitive force:
-HLEK- (laugh): (in tran s itive ): -HLEK- (laugh at)
\ \
(tran s itiv e ): -JIK- (turn round, turn about, rotate, 
change): -PHIK- (contend, dispute, deny).
( i i )  Examples of Neuter radical -K-~
Indicating "becoming", "being", e.g.
\  V. \  X
-CHOK- (be in order, be t id y ) : -DAK- (disappear:
bs i -
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\ \
get out of sight): -DUK- (get lost, wander away):
 ̂ \ .
-NGXEK- (be with the legs wide apart, or the mouth 
wide open): -TSAK- (be tame: trained): -THUK-
(be s ta r t led ): -ZUK- (be famous).
SECONDARY RADICAL -L -
There are more regular d i-radical verbal 
roots with secondary radical -L-~' than any other R2.
Of the 977 d i-radical verbal roots examined, 18.5$ 
had secondary radical -L~ : of these, 77 were tran­
sitive and 45 intransitive. Of the 77 transitive  
verbs, 56 were straightforward di-radicals while 21 
were related to ideophones. Of the 45 intransitive,
25 indicated "being” or "becoming", and 20 were general 
intransitive verbs.
Verbal roots with secondary radical -L ^  
f a l l  into two main groups:
( i )  Those with Effective radical -L ^
( i i )  Those with Neuter radical - L ^
( i )  Examples of Effective radical -L~
Transitive verbs, involving violent, aggres­
sive action:
/ \ . \ \ . .  ̂ s 
-BHUL- (beat, thrash): -COL- (grind fin e ):  -CWIL-
N \ \ \
(cut into fine pieces): -JUL- (cast, hurl): -NTIL-
(pound, belabour): -PHAL- (scrape): -QHUL- (h it
with elbow): -S IL- (g r in d ): -XHOL- (gouge out) »
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Transitive verts describing careful or 
sk ilfu l action:
(w rite ): -DYi/felX (arrange in rows): -GQAL-
(observe ca re fu lly ): -HLEL- (arrange, c la ss ify ):
-KROL- (ca rv e ).
Transitive verbs describing general 
action:
A \ \ V,
-KHOL- (sa tis fy , convince): -ROL- (draw out, pay):
-NCElX (suck dry): -SUL- (wipe): -THUL- (take down,
o ffload ): -TYHIL- (d isc lose ): -VAL- (shut): -VUL-
A  \ /  V
(open): -Y/OL- (embrace): -YAL- (exhort, command):
-ZAL- (give birth t o ) .
Intransitive verbs: (general) ;
\  \  \  \
-BIL- (come to the b o il : perspire): -BOB- (ro t ):
-CWAIjB (s i t  waiting before an attack): -GWAL-
(behave in cowardly manner): -HLAL- (s it ,  reside):
\  \  V  \
-KEEL- (be in lin e ): -JAL- (stare vacantly into
/ \
space (as a man in extreme weakness)): -KHAL- (cry
V  \  \
out, complain): -MIL- (grow (o f p lan ts )): -KDIL-
(sound fa in t ): -PHÊL- (fin ish : come to an end):
V / V.
-PHIL- (be in good health ): -SAL- (remain behind):
•V X  V N
-TSHIL- (dance (a fte r  circumcision)): -VEL- (come
fo rth ): -WUL- (move away): -ZIL- (go into mourning:
abstain ).
Verbs which may be used in Transitive or 
Intransitive sense: (general) :
/ \  „
-BUL- (confess free ly : as a young couple exchanging 
confidences): -DLUL- (pass sg: pass b y ): -SEL-
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Transitive verbs related to mono-R 
Ideophones, with RCS -L--' E ffective
( 4 ) or di-R ideophones with R2, -L~
/ \
-CHÓL- (pick up): c f. -th i cho (s.m.)
 ̂ \
-DWSL- (arrange or stand in lines: related to
-th i dwe (s.m.)
/ \
-RV/ÍL- (tack (in  sewing)): c f . -th i rw ii (move
sw iftly  and straight)
-NCWEL- (cut into s trip s ): c f . -th i ewe (cut o ff
thin s lice : dip up a l i t t l e )
-NKAL- (maul, "bruise): c f . -th i nkale (maul, "beat,
"bruise)
\ \ . / 
-NTLAL- (knock about, throw down): c f . -th i ntla
\ \ , , and -th i n tla le (s.m.)
\ \ N /
- (thrash out): c f.  -th i n ts i l i  (s.m.)
\ v /
-NYHIL- (push away): c f , -th i nyi (go out of
s igh t): (Proceed a l i t t l e  way)
\ \ . / , . 
-XWIL- vpounce upon, se ize ): c f. -th i xwi (s.m .).
( i i )  Examples of Reuter radical -L~
Verbs indicating "becoming" or "being". 
-CAL- (become pinched with hunger): -DLOL- (become
barren): -GCAL- (become exc itab le ): -GQOL- (turn
\ V.
brown (from rust or smoke)): -RAL- (become inflamed
(with desire or anger)): -NGCOL- (become so iled ):
-NTSHUL- (become a c t iv e , . i .e .  germinate): -NXIL-
(become in tox icated ): -PHOL- (become c o o l): -QOL-
A . ^
(become intoxicated, ta lka tive ): -QOL- (become hard)
-THUL- (become qu ie t): -XRAL- (become anxious):
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pleasant) : -ZAL- (become fu l l )  : -ZOL̂ - (become
calm): -ZUL- (become restless) .
SECONDARY RADICAL -M -
There are three main semantic roles 
played by Secondary radical -M~ : 
namely:
( i )  Positional Radical -M~>
( i i )  Protractive Radical - (neuter)
( i i i )  Protractive Radical -M—(E ffe c t iv e ).
( i ) Examples of Position a l Radical -M-
Verbs with intransitive forces e.g.
CD *' (push in, intrude in to ): -PHUM- (come out,
\  N
go out) rise (o f the sun)): -QHAM- ( f ix  to, nail
/ \
to ): -XHUM- (jump or dance up and down).
( i i )  Examples of Protractive (Neuter)
Radical -M —
Protractive - Neuter radical -M--- : indi­
cating "becoming” or "being” , and 
remaining in that state fo r a time, e.g. 
-DUM- (bee: famous): -FUM- (bee: damp): -NCAM-'
(bee. despondent): -NGXAM-̂  (be in a hurry): -QHAM-
(be well covered (with hair: leaves, fru it , e t c . ) )
Verbs describing prolonged a c tiv ity , or 
leading to a condition that persists (at 
least fo r a time): e.g.
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-CHUM- (grow abundantly, flou rish ); -GCUM- (moan): 
-GUM- (eat ravenously): -HLUM- (sprout, flou rish ):
-JAM- (look fie r c e ):  -NCUM- (sm ile): -NTAM- (act
as a spy): -QHUM- (smoke (o f a f i r e ) ) :  -TSAM-
( subside : f a l l  o ff in condition ).
( i i i )  Examples of Protractive (E ffec tive ) -M~-- 
-GQÚM- (cover, conceal): -HLAM- (give a present,
with a view to getting a larger one in return):
-HLOM- (p ile  up, stack together): -KROM- (slaughter
booty ): (p lo t m isch ief): -RUM- (give (a witchdoctor)
payment fo r his services): -KHAM- (squeeze, th ro ttle )
-DIM- (plough, hoe): -LUM- (b ite , gripe (o f stomach))
-NCOM- (p ra is e ): -NXWEM- (keep aloof from : avo id ):
\  \
-QOM- (taste meat, to prove i t  is not poisoned):
-THUM- (send): -XHÁM- (bespeak in marriage): -XHOM-
(hang, l i f t  up): -XUM- (rev ive ): -ZAM- (move, shake,
A,
strive ) : -ZU1Ï- (ambush) .
SECONDARY RADICAL -MB^
■This radical is the Protractive-Operative 
Radical. I t  is fa ir ly  consistent in  its  semantic 
force, and indicates defin ite  and protracted or drawn 
out action.
( i )  Examples of Protractive-Operative
(Neuter) radical, with intransitive 
force: with the idea of "being" or
'becoming", e.g.
-HLUMB- (be heaped fu l l ) :  -JAMB- (look angry):
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-LAMB- ("become hungry) : -NGQAMB- ("be too short,
too small, to f i t ) ;  -QUIvIB- (bee: angry): -THAivml
(be so ft, p liab le ): -VIMB- (be stingy).
With general in transitive significance: 
-DAMB- (go down, subside): -DUMB- (sw ell): -HÁMB-
(walk, travel)s -KHOMB- (point with the finger) 
-NEMBh (keep on doing : persevering) : -NZIMB̂ - (act
in d iffe ren tly ): -PHAMB- (change places): -QAMB-
( dance) : -THAMB- (wheel (as vultures
in f l i g h t ) ) :  -THOMB- (shoot, sprout).
( i i )  Examples of Protractive-Operative
Radical with transitive fo rce : e.g.
-CUMB- (put in layers): -DUMB- (heap up): -GOMB-
( hollow out, encirc le ): -GUMB- (hollow out, wear
away): -HOMB- (adorn oneself in fine c lo th in g ):
-HLAMB- (wash): -NAMB- (ta ttoo ): -NCAMB- ( t e l l
news): -PHEMB- (kindle (a f i r e ) ) :  -QAMB- (make
up a fa lse story): -THEM- (trust, hope):
-TSHAMB- (give a grand fea s t): -VAMB- (ta ttoo ):
-VIMB- (grudge, be stingy towards).
SECONDARY RADICAL -N~
This radical has a variety of semantic 
values, v iz :
( i )  Associative radical -N~
( i i )  Neuter radical -N-
( i i i )  Protractive radical -N--
( iv )  E ffective radical -N
-·-·-------------------------
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( i )  Examples of Associative radical -N ~
Used in in transitive sense; e.g.
-FAN- (resemble ; (always used with preposition 
na ( with) ):
Used in transitive sense;
Idea of holding, carrying, or close con­
tact with; e .g .;
-GON- (carry in the arms, support): -NYIN- (re s tr ic t )
-XIN- (throng, impede).
Describing human relationships 
(o f an antagonistic nature): e.g.
-KRIN- (quarrel, dispute): -NIN- (object to, dis­
lik e ) : -NYON- (insu lt, point at) .
( i i )  Examples of Neuter radical -N^
Indicating a state of mind, "being" or
"becoming " •
-DAN- (bee. disappointed); -RAN- (be suspicious): 
-NQEN- (be disinclined): -NQWEN- (have strong
desire (to  do sg .) ) .
Indicating "being" or "becoming" in a 
physical sense: e.g.
-BUN- (bee. faded : w ither): -DIN- (bee. tired , 
fatigued): -NON- (bee. prosperous, respected : bee.
a man of in fluence): -QIN- (be tigh t, fixed: -QHAN-
(be tender (as a wound which is healing)).
( i i i ) Examples of Protractive Radical -N~ 
Intransitive use:
N \ \ \ N \
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(sigh, groan); -SIN- (dance); -XUN- (look straight 
forward): -XHIN- (dance up and down in same spot) .
Transitive use:
-FUN- (want, desire, seek): -GGIN- (keep, preserve).
( iv ) Examples of E ffective Radical -N—
-BON- (see ): -BHEN- (appeal): -CHAN- (aim true :
h it ):  -CON- (swear): -KRUN- (sprain): -NGEN-
(en ter): -QHIN- (knot): -THEN- (prune, castrate):
-VUN- (reap ).
SECONDARY RADICALS -ND ~
McLaren claimed^ that verhs ending in 
-nda often denoted mental feelings or acts. This 
is true up to a point: there being a group of ver­
bal roots with this secondary radical -ND~ with 
such a force. On the other hand, there are even 
more that have no emotional context, and are strongly 
active, describing physical action. Verbal roots 
with secondary radical -ND~ f a l l  into several 
groups, these groups, however, having a common cha­
rac ter is tic , v iz . of protractive a c tiv ity .
Examples of Protractive Radical -ND^
( i )  In verbs describing action involving some
mental a c tiv ity : e .g .
/  \  . \  \
-FUND- (learn : learn to do : read): -QOND-
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1) J. McLaren: 11 A Xhosa Grammar" ( 1936) p. 209 146. 
In verbs involving being in an emotional 
state or coming into an emotional state; 
e .g.
/ \ y\ v
-BIND- (choke with emotion); -THAND- (love, l ik e ):  
-VAND- ( fe e l  mental pain ): -ZOND- (have strong emo­
tional reaction fo r or against: i . e .  to loathe, or
to desire g re a t ly ).
In verbs involving a mental process, 
with a moral or ethical context: e.g.
V. v \ S,
-HEND- (tempt (to  do wrong)): -JIND- (backbite).
( i i )  Action involving prolonged transitive ac­
tion: e.g.
-LAND- (fo llow , track, trace): -LIND- (wait fo r: l ie
in wait for (birds, e t c . ) ) :  -LOND- (preserve with
care): -SIND- (weigh down, burden): -THUND- (pass
w ater).
Action involving prolonged, vigorous,
punctative (or intermittent) action: e.g .,
/\ \ . a  \ .
-CAND- (s p lit ,  cleave, d iv ide): -KHAND- (hammer,
\ \ \ V
beat out): -GAND- (stamp, tramp down): -NDAND-
( f lu t t e r ) : -NDIND- (keep hammering at : smooth out):
- QAND- (pick, peck at, pee l): -NCIND- (sop up into
\  \
the mouth (e .g . honey, broth, e t c . ) ) :  -PHAND-
( scratch up : dig up).
Action involving prolonged action of a 
rotary nature: e.g .
-BOND- (s t ir  round : confuse the issu e): -NQAND-
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t ' ' t r  
do again): -THEND- (turn round, r o l l  (e .g . a b a ll):
revolve (tra n s .)): -THAND- (wind up, fasten round).
Verbs describing a prolonged, gradual 
unfolding process: e.g.
A \
-BAND- (become cold: congeal : be cold to the touch) 
-DEND- (act slowly s talk slowly or interminably):
\ v
-EGÏÏED- (become mouldy (e .g . bread)): rot (manure))
-SIND- (be sa fe ); -VUN1Í- (mould, ro t ): -XA.ND-
(stoo l out (o f grain): be fe r t i le  (o f land )).
SECONDARY RADICAL -EG- 
This is the Protractive - (In it ia t iv e )
-NG~
There is a semantic a ff in ity  between the 
Protractive-Operative radical -MB- and the Pro- 
tractive (In it ia t iv e ) radical -NG-■ . The a ff in ity  
lie s  in the fact that they both have a strong Pro- 
tractive influence. When occurring in intransitive 
verbs, the emphasis is on "Protractive".
Verbs with this secondary radical are 
mostly those which describe action leading up to a 
sustained state or condition; or action in it ia tin g  
a process leading to a new status quo. In some in­
stances, the outcome of the action is  defin ite and 
complete. In others, the outcome is uncertain. In 
many of the in transitive verbs, some mental or emo­
tional factor is involved.
Verbs describing action leading to a 
defin ite and completed result; leading
1------------------------------- -
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to a change in condition of the object 
of the verb: e .g .
\ v \ \
-BENG- (cut into long s trip s ): -PING- (shorten):
\  ̂ \ \ 
-GEKG- (throw or burst open (e .g . a door)): -QWENG-
(rend in pieces, wound severely): -THENG- (buy).
Act ion  leading to a temporary change of 
state or condition of the object of the 
verb: e.g .
-GANG- (catch): -NGQING- (surround): -NGQONGV-
( surround): -NYINĜ - (compress, t ie  t ig h t ly ).
Action leading to a change in re lation­
ship between persons or things 
("mixing" or "separating") e.g.
"mixing": "coming together": e.g.
■ BIíUNC- (meet in council): -NGUNG- (congregate):
-PHING- (inter-tw ine, p la it ) :  -THUNG- (sew):
-VANĜ - (mix, mingle) .
"Mixing": in the sense of "mixing up":
e.g .
-DUNG- (s t ir  up, disturb): -NGXENG- (mix, corrupt):
-QUNG- (s t ir  up, d istu rb ).
"Separating" ( l i t e r a l ly  or metaphorically) 
e.g.
-CONG- (spare : keep back): -HLENG- (separate into
good and bad : favour): -HLUNG- ( s i f t ) :  -NGCYffiNG-
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(stra in  o f f ) :  -SING- (m ilk): -THUNĜ - (stra in  out):
-TSING- (trea t with contempt).
Verbs describing the in itia tin g  of ac­
tion the outcome of which is uncertain: 
e -g.
-BANG- (cause to happen): -BING- (sa cr ifice  by
slaughtering a beast): -BONG- (sing praises to the
Chief): -CENG- (attempt to persuade by means of
fla tte ry  or bribes): -CING- (think): -JANG- (wan­
der about here and there): -KHIJNG- (entreat):
-LING- (attempt, try, t e s t ) : -NYANG- (trea t, heal,
cure, by medicine or charms): -PHUNG- (taste : s ip ):
-QHING- (advise : entrap): -SONG- (r o l l  up:"^ dis­
suade): -TSHANG- (be fick le , move about): -XENG-
(be loose, rickety ): -ZING- (prompt someone to do
something).
Verbs describing a sustained attitude or 
position: e.g .
-FUNĜ - (take an oath): -LUNG- (be right, suitable):
-SING- (look steadily in one d irection ): -XING-
( remain f ix e d ) .
Verbs describing forcefu l and sustained 
action: e.g.
V. \  /  V
-BHONG- (bellow (lik e  a c a l f ) ) :  -NTING- (go far
A. \ \ \
away, soar): -GANG- (be bold, impatient): -JONG-
(look fie rce , stare).
1) In former sense, -NG~- is  rather a protractive 
radical while in the la tte r  sense, i t  has also 
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Verbs describing a sustained mental 
reaction; e.g.
-DENG— (be slow, stupid): -DING- (be unsuccessful)
-GANG-- (be bold, impatient); -NGQUNG- (be restless 
(with pa in )); -NGXANG- (stand id le ); -THONG- (be 
in a trance)„
SECONDARY RADICAL -PH~
This secondary radical fu l f i ls  three
functions;
( i )  Positional (E ffec tive ) radical 
-PH-
( i i )  Punctative radical -PH~
( i i i )  Radical Conversion Extension -PH~
( i )  Examples of Positional (E ffec tive )
Radical -PH -
-BOPH- (t ie ,  fasten, inspan); -CUPH- (cut the trip
v \ v vo f f ) ;  -CHOPH- (perch, squat); -DIPH- (sink, as a
foot sinks in mud); -KHAPH- (accompany); -KHDPH-
(take out); -PHAPH-̂  (be open, a le r t ); -PHEPH-
(act in a lert way); -PHUPH- (dream); -THUPH-
(point out; lay one’ s finger on); -TYAPH- (act at
the psychological moment).
( i i )  Examples of Punctative radical -PH—
-CHAPH- ( f a l l  in drops): -DIPH- (take handfuls of,
V /  \  ,help oneself free ly  to ): -QUPH- (step out or act,
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( i i i )  Example of Radical Conversion 
Extension -PH~
-NCIPH- (become smaller, decrease): (related to
/
monosyllabic adjectival root -NCi (sm a ll) ).
SECONDARY RADICAL -Q--
The over-a ll picture of this radical is  
"Puncitative", though the sub-divisions are many, 
providing only a few examples in each instance for  
comparison. There are a few verbal roots with 
secondary radical -Q~ which present no clear seman­
tic characteristic.
Examples of Punctative radical -Q ̂
( i )  Punctative (Effective) action (o f general
nature): e.g.
V \ , . \ s .
-BHEQ- (row, paddle): -EUQ- (throw up earth, as a
mole when burrowing).
( i i )  Punctative (E ffective) action (describing
ways of moving over the ground): e.g.
-GAQ- (creep, crawl): -RUQ- ( t r a i l  on the ground):
-JUQ- (walk feebly, be feeb le ): -LEQ- (lope: run
like a c a t ) .
( i i i )  Punctative (Neuter) action: e.g.
/ N . .
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( iv )  Punctative (Aggressive) action: 
e .g.
\ \
-JWAQ- (tug at, Toe displeased with) .
(v) Punctative (Destructive) action: 
e.g.
-BHÏÏQ- (trample, Break down (as cattle in a land )): 
-KREQ- (hack o ff, saw o f f ) :  -JEQ- (cut clean
through): -TSHEQ- (cut o ff, tear o f f ) .
Examples of Neuter radical -Q~ : e .g .
\ V..
-GIQ- (he satisfied , replete ): -LAQ- (he i l l  at
ease) .
Examples of Understandardised -Q-  ̂ : e.g.
v \ \ / s ,
-BHEQ- (speak in a lo fty  manner): -KROQ- (roast
(heans e t c . ) ) :  -GOQ- har (the door).
SECONDARY RADICALS - S -
Secondary radical -S~ is predominantly 
Causative. There appear to he a few instances of 
a 'neuter' usage, and also a few unclassified.
Examples:
( i )  Causative radical -S~ : with examples of
para lle l roots with a different secondary radical, 
hut identical primary radical: e.g.
-NXUS- (act so as to mislead another in regard to 
one's intention): related to -NXUL- (lead
a horse alongside the horse one is riding) 
where secondary radical is Effective -L ~
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-SUS- (remove, take away, send away): Belated to
V
-SUK- (get up and go away), in which the 
secondary radical is  Effective -K~
-XHAS- (support, prop): related to -XHAK- (jo in ,
fasten to ( t r ) ) :  in which the secondary
radical is  Effective -K~
-VUS- (awaken ( t r ) ) :  related to -VUK- (wake up
( i n t r . ) ) ,  where the secondary radical is  
Neuter -K ~ .
( i i )  Causative radical -S ~  : for which para lle l
examples are not identified: e.g.
-BAS- (kindle (e .g . a f i r e ) ) :  -CHAS- (oppose):
-GOŜ - (act on "behalf of another : as an agent):
-KRAS- (speak discordantly, make a no ise ): -KHUS-
(keep o f f ,  e.g. the rain, wind danger): -QHWES-
(try  to make something squeeze through something 
else ): -SES- (do indirectly : through an intermediary,
or in an underhand way).
( i i i )  Neuter radical - S ~ :  indicating "being"
or "becoming": e.g.
-DWES- (be daring, foolhardy): -PAS- (be out of
breath): -THWAS- (become v is ib le  (o f the moon : to
emerge after undergoing a period of in itiation  (as a 
witchdoctor)) .
( iv )  Unclassified instances of secondary radical
-S '•v/ : e.g.
-GQWES- (come off best (in  an encounter or contest)): 
-KHAS- (c raw l) .
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Although the secondary radical -SH~ does 
not hear any clear semantic pattern, there are indi­
cations that it  is often a "Eactative" radical, and 
one of la ter origin. The reason for the latter  
statement is  that this secondary radical is oftern 
suffixed to foreign words, borrowed, for example, 
from Afrikaans or English, in order to make them 
usable in Xhosa."^
Examples of Eactative radical -S H ~ : 
e.g.
/ V / s
( i )  -QHOSH- (jo in , pin, complete): -XHESH-
( drive (stock )): hunt game (on horseback)).
( i i )
-BHESH-
Eactative radical -SH~ suffixed to mono­
radical Ideophones to form d i-radical
2 )verbal roots ' :  e.g.
(outstare, outrun): related to -th i bhe
(be abandoned, deserted)
-CHWISH- (tear o ff, strip o f f ) :  related to -th i
ewe (cut off thin s lice )
-HESH- (signal to someone by winks e tc .) :  c f .
-th i he (well done I ) ^
1) e.g. -MOSH- (waste, damage) from /mors/ (Afr:
so il,  waste, s p i l l ) :  - K L IN IS H h  (Eng:
clean) etc. (Here a REx).
2) i . e . ,  Secondary Radical as Radical Conversion
Extension.
3) There is considerable semantic 'sh i f t '  evident 
here.
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-RESH- (hint to, insinuate): c f. -th i re (be
rumoured)
-QHWESH- (run away (o f a horse): elope (o f per-
sons): abscond): c f. -th i qhwi (snap
o ff)
\ \
-TYESH- (cut a furrow : cut into s trip s ): re la­
ted to -th i tyeX (be straight) .
( i i i )  Eactative radical -SH~ as secondary ra­
dical in di-radical verbal root, where 
a d ifferen t radical (R2) appears in a 
sim ilar d i-radical ideophone: e.g.
 ̂ \ . . N N
-GUSH- (conceal, hide): and -th i gubu (be over­
cast)
( iv )  Eactative radical -SH~ as secondary ra­
dical in di-radical verbal root, where 
there is a corresponding mono-R nominal 
root: e.g.
\ \ v
-NYASH- (press down, tread down): and amaNYA
2)(plur: cl:5? pressure). '
(v ) Example of 'Neuter1 radical -SH~ : e.g.
-RXUSH- (be the f i r s t  one to do . . . ) :  -TYESH- (be
lazy, indolent) .
1) Compare also the extended verbal root, 
-GUBUNGël- (hide, conceal).
2) Compare also the extended verbal root., 
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( v i )  Verbs with unclassified secondary
radical -SH~
Indicating "running": e.g .
\ \
-GXISH- (im itate galloping (as boys in p la y )).
Indicating "choosing", "selecting": 
e.g.
\ s / \
-CISH- (choose, se lec t): -QASH- (choose, select,
✓  \
hire (a servant e tc . ):  -QESH- (h ire, engage
(e .g . a servant).
SECONDARY RADICALS -TH--
Secondary radicals -TH~ are found in
three semantic groups:
( i )  Contactive -TH~
( i i )  Punctative -TH~
( i i i )  Neuter -TH~
( i )  Examples of Contactive -TH~
Involving vio lent action with the hand: 
e.g.
-BETH- (h it , s tr ik e ): -NTLITH- (deal a blow : slap):
-QHWITH- (strike a spark : strike a match) .
Involving action with the hand, arm or 
shoulder: e.g.
\ \ , s \
-CHATH- (take out one from a number): -CHWETH-
(poke, push away): -GQWETH- (turn upside down):
-HLUTH- (take away by fo rce ): -KHETH- (pick out,
se lec t): -NKATH- (take handfuls o f):  -PHATH- (touch,
handle): -PHETH- (fin ish  o ff  : bind (a mat)): -PHOTH-
( tw ist, p la it ) :  -QHWETH- (take out a thorn): -QUTH-
(hold out the hand, fo r punishment): -QUTH- (hold
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the hand in front of the mouth): -THÁTH- (take):
/ N ✓ v
-THUTH- (convey away): -TYATH- (carry on the
shoulders): -XHWITH- (pluck out, pluck o f f ) .
Involving the alimentary system and ap­
petite : e.g.
/ N N \
-HLUTH- (hec: sa tis fied ): -NATH- (gulp, swallow
up): -ZOTH- (nauseate, cause to vomit).
Involving ' contactive' action, but not 
associated with a part of the body: e.g. 
-BUTH- (bring together , e .g . a group of people):
/ V. S \
-CUTH- (become narrow : contract): -SITH- (shelter
in tercep t): -SITH- (hold a fe a s t ) .
( i i )  Examples of 'Punctative' -TH~
-CHITH- (s p i l l ,  scatter, spend): -CHOTH- (walk
s o ft ly ): -PUTH- (pu ff, snort): -KHITH- (cut down)
-KHOTH- ( l ic k ) :  -NDITH- (h esita te ): -PHUTH- (come
to nothing): -QUTH- (cut o ff  short): -THETH-
V. \
(speak): -TSHETH- (chip o ff ,  e.g . pumpkin rind ).
( i i i )  Examples of ’ Neuter* -TH^
V \ A, y
-MATH- (be sluggish): -MITH- (become pregnant):
-NETH- (become wet): -NKWATH- (be uneasy in one's
/ \
conscience): -QOTH- (be id le  (s i t  around while
others work).
( iv )  Unclassified instance of Secondary -TH~ 
e.g .
/ \ . .
-GQOTH- (hunt by on ese lf).
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SECONDARY RADICALS -X -
Secondary radicals X-- f a l l  into three 
main groups:
( i )  E ffective -X~
( i i )  Punctative -X-'
( i i i )  Neuter -X —
( i )  Examples of E ffective -X~-
E ffective radicals (in  general): e.g.
S. \
-KRWIX- (gulp down, swallow with d if f ic u lty ):  
-TSHIX- (lock, lock up, turn the key).
E ffective radicals (in  verbs with 
'destructive' sense): e.g.
\ \  N  v
-BHOX- (scatter, break up, defeat): -GUX- (s tr ip
. / N / N
bare): -KRIX- (cast a slur upon someone): -PHOX-
(make a fo o l of, deride): -TSHUX- (embezzle).
( i i ) Examples of Punctative -X-
v \-BHEX- (s t ir  round (e .g . food): swing the shoulders:
row (a boa t)): -BHUX- (trample in the mud): -FAX-
(wring out, press out): -GEX- (re e l, stagger):
/  \  \  \
-GIX- (cut in large pieces): -GUX- (s tr ip  bare):
-GWEX- (row, paddle (a boa t)).
( i i i ) Examples of Neuter -X-
 ̂ \ . . N N . .
-BHIX- (be needy): -RWEX- (be rough, coarse)
SECONDARY RADICALS -Y'
Three distinct semantic roles are played 
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( i )  Factative -Y~
( i i )  Neuter -Y~
( i i i )  E ffective -Y~
( i ) Examples of Factative -Y~ : e.g.
Verbs describing action bringing about 
a certain condition or state:
Resulting in a "destructive" e ffec t:
A \ A S
-GRAY- (crush, grind coarse): -GUY- (shave o ff
(e .g . hair): -THIY- (trap, snare : hate): -TSHAY-
(smoke (tobacco etc .) ( t r . ) ) :  -XHWAY- (cause to
become unsettled : s t ir  up foment (war)).
Resulting in some state (in  general): 
-BIY- (fence in (e .g . cattle  kraal, with bushes)): 
-XHAY- (bring on, occasion, cause to take p la ce ).
( i i )  Examples of Neuter -Y~ : e.g.
x \ , AN-HOY- (become concerned about, attend to ): -JIY-
(bec: s t i f f ,  th ick): -MAY- (be deserted): -QHAY-
(be hard, proud, haughty).
( i i i )  Examples of E ffective -Y--* : e.g.
-BUY- (come/go back, return): -CWEY- (go aside to
consult (s e c re t ly )): -FUY- (possess (land), breed
(s tock )): -SHIY- (leave, abandon).
SECONDARY RADICALS -NY- 
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( i ) E ffective -NY~
( i i ) Neuter -NY ~
( i i i ) Protractive -NY^
(iv ) Punctative -NY
( i )  Examples of E ffective -NY-*- : e.g.
v \  . . N «s
-GINY- (swallow): -MINY- (swallow, drain, exhaust).
( i i )  Examples of Neuter -NY- : e.g.
X  \  \  V
-GWANY- (he half-cooked): -HLANY- (he deranged):
-KHANY- (he clear, bright, sh ine).
( i i i )  Examples of Protractive -NY- : e.g .
s  \  , . /  \  .
-KHONY- (bellow, roar): -MANY- (jo in  in one, com­
bine): -MINY- (climb, swarm up): -NTSHWENY-
( shrivel up).
( iv )  Examples of Punctative -NY— : e.g.
-PINY- (blow the nose): -GRENY- (gnaw a t): -LENY-
\ \
(lic k , dart (as a flam e)): -PHANY- (blink, (the
eye lid s )) .
SECONDARY RADICAL -Z ^
This radical has a defin ite Factative 
force: that is , i t  indicates action leading up to
a process or condition. Several d i-radical verbal 
roots with this radical have para lle l forms with 
d ifferen t secondary radicals, (e .g . neuter, e ffe c tiv e , 
e tc .) .
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This radical may also be found as secon­
dary radical in di-radical roots derived from mono­
radical verbal roots or mono-radical ideophones.
In the follow ing examples, para lle l forms 
with other than factative -Z~* as secondary radical, 
are given for comparison.
( i ) Examples of regular di-radical verbal 
roots with secondary radical 'fa c ta tiv e ' 
-Z : together with para lle l roots 
with other than factative secondary 
radicals: e.g.
-B lV
. . A \, .
(c a ll,  summon): c f. -BIK- (report, make a 
report): where R2 is 'e f fe c t iv e ' - K~
/ \ 
-BUZ- (ask, inquire): c f. -BIK- (make a report):
x \
In -BUZ- the R vowel of R1 is the 'reversive '
/ \ -CHAZ-
—U—, and R2 the factative -Z~
(straighten out, explain): c f. -CHAN- (go 
straight to the mark, hit the mark), where 
R2 is E ffective -N~
'  \ -HLUZ- ( f i l t e r ,  s i f t ) :  c f . -HLUTH- (take away 





(put round, t ie  round): c f. -JIK- (turn) 
where R2 is 'neuter' -K-'
-KHUZ- (sympathise with, condole with): c f.
\ \
-KHUHL- (rub a skin to soften i t :  rub a 
painful place to a llev ia te  the pa in ): 
where R2 is low-frequency radical -HL^
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✓  \ 
-TSHAZ-
-vuz-
(draw into the mouth : sip, drink): c f.
-PHUHL- (he fu l l  of sap): where R2 is
'neuter' -HL~
(do slowly, delay in beginning): c f . -PHAl -̂
(go fa s t ),  where R2 is 'E ffe c t iv e ' -L-^
\ \
(help, sympathise with): c f.  -SITH- ( t r :
shelter, shade) where R2 is ’ contactive' 
-TH~ .
Examples of regular d i-radical verbal 
roots with factative -Z~ as R2, with 
para lle l forms with other than factative 
—Z~ (R2), and indicating 'becoming' or 
'being' in a condition or state of being 
or doing: e.g*
(bee. overripe in the process of decaying): 
c f . -BOB- (ro t, decay), where R2 is 'E ffec­
t iv e ' -L
(bee. mad): c f . —GEX- (re e l, stagger),
where R2 is 'punctative' -X-
(t ie  round, put round): c f . -JIK- (turn
in t r . ) ) ,  where R2 is 'Neuter' -K~
(spurt out, gush out, ooze out): c f . -TSHAB-
(come to nothing), where R2 is  'neuter' -B~
(leak out): c f . -VUL- (open), where R2 is
'E ffe c t iv e ' -L ~
And a further group, under the same heading, 
which are v irtu a lly  transitive verbs, 
capable of taking only one specific  object;
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that object, more often than not, being 
unexpressed: e.g .
(beg (tobacco)): c f.  -NCAMB- (give alms),
where R2 is 'Protractive-Operative1 -MB
(pass (w ind)): c f. -SBK- (go away, remove
( in t r . ) ) ,  where R2 is 'neuter' -K~
/ \
(gather (firew ood)): c f. -THEN- (prune),
where R2 is 'E ffe c t iv e ' -N— .
Examples of regular d i-radical verbal 
roots with secondary radical, 'fa c ta tive  
—Z r e l a t e d  to mono-radical verbal root 
e.g.
- (maintain, assert): c f. -TSHO (say so)
Examples of regular di-radical verbal 
roots with secondary radical ' facta­
tive  -Z~ , related to mono-radical
ideophones: e .g .
(buzz (o f bees)): c f . -th i bhuu (s.m.)
-  (flow  (o f tea rs )): c f.  -th i ngxa (s.m.)
(s i t  dumb with amazement): c f . -th i nqa
(be astonished)
(stretch out something that can be exten­
ded) : c f. -th i twe (be wide open).
Examples of regular d i-radical verbal 
roots with secondary radical 'fa c ta t iv e 1
1) As RCE
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-CEZ-
-Z  ■-< , similar to d i-radical ideo- 
phones: e.g.
(keep at a distance): c f. -th i cebu" (s p lit
\
-CHIZ-
o ff (e .g . a sp lin te r )):
/ . N \ .(ooze out, exude): c f . -th i chithi (come out,
emerge).
(v i ) Examples of regular d i-radical verbal 
roots with secondary radicals 'fa c ta t iv e 1 
-Z-'- , sim ilar to reduplicated di-radical
 ̂ \ 
-HLEZ-
ideophone: e.g.
. . . . S V \  \  .(gnaw (a bone)): c f. -th i hleke-hleke (be 
sp lit  or broken into fragments).
( v i i ) Examples of regular di-radical verbal 
roots with secondary radical 'fa c ta t iv e 1 
-Z— similar to nominal roots:
 ̂ \ 
-HLAZ-
To di-radical nominal root: e.g .
\ \
(expose: bring disgrace upon): c f . iHIAZo 
( 5) ( d isgrace).
-DIZ-
To reduplicated di-radical nominal root: 
e.g.
s /  ̂ \
(blab, le t  out secrets): c f. iDIBi-DIBi 
( 5) (a blundering speaker).
i tsi CSl 1 /
To an obsolete mono-radical nominal 
root (the root in question s t i l l  being 
extant in Zulu): e.g .
*-
(p la it , weave): c f . obsolete root umZWa 
( 3 ) (small fibrous root : thread-like 
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Tonal Sequence of Mono-Radical Verbal 

































(die at, die fo r)
(cause to die)
(pluck for, from)
("be f i t  fo r plucking) 
(help to pluck etc .)
(stand beside each other) 
(stand fo r, in place of) 
(cause to stand)
(give one another)
(become ligh t : dawn)
/ ^ . .




-TYis- (make to eat : feed)
(burn)
-TSHel- (burn for) 



















































(bring in daylight (at a 
 
(be edible) 
(make to eat 
 
f ed) 
- ( i )V ^ ( hear, fe e l)
-Van- (understand each other: 
be on friend ly terms)
/ \ 
-Vel- (hear for: sympathise with)
/ \ 
-Vis- (cause to hear)
Tonal Sequence of Mono-Radical verbal
roots with low Tone, plus Extension:
\









-HLWis- (do something t i l l  n igh tfa ll)
i Í7* '-ei
/
( figh t) 
-LWan- (figh t each other)
-LWel- (figh t fo r)
-LWis- (help to figh t)
- ( i)MB (d ig)
-MBel- (d ig for)
\_N~v ( rain)
-Nel- (ra in  upon)
-Nis- (cause to rain)
-NY ( soak) 
-NYek- (become soaked)
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-THek- (be poured into)
-W~- ( fa l l )
-Wel- ( f a l l  on, f a l l  at)
-Wis- (cause to fa l l )
\ \ -Wei- ( cross) ^
\ V-Vvez- (fe rry  across)"^
-Y ~ (go)
-Yel- (go fo r, go to)
-Yan- (associate with)
- ( i )Z ~ ( c ome)
-Zel- (come for, to)
-Zis-N (cause to come, bring)
NOTE: When a mono-R v .r . is followed by two exten­
sions in series, the tonal sequence is similar 
to that of a di-R v .r . with one extension: e.g.
-DL-~ > -DLel- > -DLel-an- (eat together, 
have fe llow sh ip ).
1) I t  is also possible that these may he di-radical 
verbal roots, independently derived, with a 
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er l  ,.., • 
-TH -- ( pour)  
- T H e l - ( p o u r  i n t o )
-TH ek- (be p o u r e d  i n t o )
-W ~ ( f a l l )
-Wei- ( f a l l  on, f a l l  a t )
- W i s - ( c a u s e  t o  f a l l )
\ \ 
- W e i - ( c r o s s )  ^
N \
-W ez- ( f e r r y  a c r o s s ) ^
- Y ^ (go)
- Y e l - ( g o  f o r ,  go t o )
- Y a n - ( a s s o c i a t e  w i t h )






 1 / (come f o r ,  t o )
- Z i s - N ( c a u s e  t o  come, b r i n g )
NOTE: When a mono-R v . r .  i s  f o l l o w e d  b y  two e x t e n ­
s i o n s  i n  s e r i e s ,  t h e  t o n a l  s e q u e n c e  i s  s i m i l a r  
t o  t h a t  o f  a  d i - R  v . r .  w i t h  one e x t e n s i o n :  e . g .
- E L > - R L e l -  > - D L e l - a n -  ( e a t  t o g e t h e r ,  
h a v e  f e l l o w s h i p ) .
1 )  I t  i s  a l s o  p o s s i b l e  t h a t  t h e s e  may be d i - r a d i c a l  
v e r b a l  r o o t s ,  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  d e r i v e d ,  w i t h  a 
d i f f e r e n t  R1  -W~-' .
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- B i (Lad)
-De ( l o n g ,  h i g h )
-HLe ( B e a u t i f u l )
- N i ? (what)
-TSHa (new)
-NYe ( one)
-Ne ( f o u r )
¥ -N Ci ( s m a l l )
D i - R :
/ V
-DAL a ( o l d )
-FUPHi ( n e a r )
-KHULu ( g r e a t )




- B I N i ( two)
-THATHu ( t h r e e )
/ \ 
-HLANu ( f i v e )
D i - R  p l u s d i m i n u t i v e s u f f i x ,  - a n e
-FUTSHane ( s h o r t )
-NCINane ( s m a l l )
R e - i t e r a t e d  D i- R :
-THANDATHu ( s i x )
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